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Abstract 

ABSTRACT 

In 2007 more than a quarter (26%) of the South African adult population was functionally illiterate . 
.Ai3 a result many non-profit organisations (NPOs) in South Africa strive to raise adult literacy levels. 
Adult illiteracy leads to problems such as, amongst others, high levels ofunemployment, poverty and 
crime. 

Most NPOs do not practice strategic communication management to build strong, lasting and mu
tually beneficial relationships vri.th stakeholders. It is therefore difficult for many NPOs to achieve 
its mission and goals, because communication and stakeholder relationship management are not 
planned strategically, and clear relationship objectives for particular stakeholders are not set. A lack 
of funds as well as a lack ofknowledge about the benefits of strategic communication management 
contributes to this debilitating situation. 

Steyn and Puth (2000) developed a model for strategic communication management, informed by 
the Excellence theory and relationship management theory. It was this study's aim to analyse South 
African NPOs in the adult literacy sector's current communication practices against the normative, 
theoretical Steyn and Puth model (2000) for strategic communication management. 'Tile purpose 
was to understand the participating NPOs' operational and strategic communication management 
context, since little research in this regard has been conducted. Against this background, the follow
ing general research question 'was asked: How can NPOs in the adult literacy sector in South Africa 
best practice strategic communication management within their specific context? 

In this qualitative study, in-depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted with communication 
practitioners or personnel responsible for communication andlor the chief executive officer (CEO) 
of five NPO's focussing on the upliftrnent of adult illiteracy over a period of six months (May to Oc
tober 2007). The aim was to understand the operational and strategic context of the NPO and to 
determine its approach to and implementation of communication management. Furthermore, a 
literature study ofthe participating NPOs' annual reports, other official documents and web sites was 
conducted in order to obtain comprehensive background information on each organisation and its 
communication practices. 

The study found that participating NPOs did not manage communication strategically, mainly be
cause of a lack of knowledge on what strategic communication management entails and how it can 
contribute to organisational performance. This situation was made worse by the NPOs' lack offund
ing and specialised staff to implement strategic communication management. However, the NPOs 
did apply some of principles of strategic communication management intuitively, and in most 
cases displayed a symmetrical organisational worldview. 

The main contribution of the study was to simplify the Steyn and Puth model, by taking the NPOs' 
current communication practices, as well as their constraints, into consideration. The simplified 
model v{Quld assist NPOs, with training, in the transition towards applying strategic communica
tion management. NPOs would also understand the process of strategic communication manage
ment better, 'without changing or weakening the core of strategic communication management. It 
is recommended furthermore that NPOs should be trained to practice strategic communication and 
relationship management, in order to attain organisational goals more effectively. Specific recom
mendations regarding training, considering especially NPOs' funding constraint, is presented. A 
simplified strategic communication model and training would enable NPOs in the adult literacy sec
tor in South Africa to fulfil their developmental role more effectively. 
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Opsomming 

OPSOMMING 

Verskeie nie-i.v:insgewende organisasies (N\r\TOs) in Suid-Afrika beyvver hulle daarvoor om ongelet
terdheid onder volwassenes uit te wis, aangesien meer as 'n k-wart (26%) van die Suid-Afrikaanse 
volwasse bevolling in 2007 funksioneel ongeletterd was. Ongeletterdheid onder volwassenes gee 
aanleiding tot probleme soos, onder andere, hoe werkloosheidsvlakke, armoede en misdaad. 

Meeste NWOs pas nie strategiese kommunikasiebestuur toe om sterk, blywende en wederkerig voor
delige verhoudings met belangegroepe te vestig me. Daarom is dit vir baie N,NOs moeilik om hul 
missie en doelvvitte te bereik, omdat kommunikasie en belangegroepverhoudinge me strategies be
plan word nie. Duidelike verhoudingsdoehvitte vir spesifieke belangegroepe word nie gestel nie. 'n 
Gebrek aan fondse smvel as a gebrek aan kennis insake die voordele van strategiese kommunikasie
bestuur dra by tot hierdie moeilike omstandighede. 

Steyn en Puth (2000) het 'n model vir strategiese kommunikasiebestuur, gegrond op die Excellence 
theory en verhoudingsbestuurteorie, ontwikkeL Ditwas hierdie studie se doehvit om Suid-Afrikaan
se NWOs in die volwasse geletterdheidsektor se huidige kommunikasiepraktyk te analiseer aan die 
hand van die normatiewe, teoretiese Steyn en Puth model (2000) vir kommunikasiebestuur. Die 
volgende algemene navorsingsvraag is in die lig van bogenoemde agtergrondinligting gestel: Hoe 
kan NWOs in die volwasse geletterheidsektor, binne hul spesifieke konteks, strategiese kommuni
kasiebestuur ten beste toepas? 

In hierdie kwalitatiewe studie is diepgaande, semi-gestruktueerde onderhoude met kommunikasie
praktisyns, personeel verantvvoordelik vir kommunikasie en/of die hoof uitvoerende beampte van 
vyfNWOs watfokus op die uitwissingvan ongeletterdheid ondervolwassenes, oor 'n tydperkvan ses 
maande (JY.1:ei tot Oktober 2007), gevoer. Die doel was om die operasionele en strategiese konteks 
van die NWO te verstaan, en om die NWO se benadering tot en implementering van kommunika
siebestuur te bepaal. Verder is 'n literatuurstudie van die deelnemende ffiNOs se jaarverslae, ander 
amptelike dokumente en webtuistes gedoen om omvattende agtergrondinligting rakende die orga
nisasie en hul kommunikasiepraktyk, in te win. 

Die studie het bevind dat die deelnemende NWOs nie strategiese kommunikasiebestuur toepas nie, 
hoofsaaklik vanwee gebrekkige strategiese kommunikasiebestuurskennis en hoe dit tot orgamsasie 
prestasie bydra. Die situasie is vererger deur die NWOs se gebrek aan befondsing en spesialis
personeel om strategiese kommunikasiebestuur te implementeer. Die ffiNOs het nietemin sekere 
van die vereistes vir strategiese kommunikasiebestuur intultief toegepas, en in meeste gevaUe 'n 
simmetriese orgamsatoriese wereldbeskouing openbaar. 

Die belangrikste bydraevan die studie is dat die Steyn en Puth model, met inagnemingvan die NVlOs 
se huidige kommumkasiepraktyke en hindernisse, vereenvoudig is. Die vereenvoudigde model sal 
NWOs van hulp wees wanneer hulle, met behulp van opleiding, die oorgang na die toepassing van 
strategiese kommunikasiebestuur maak. ffit\TOs sal ook die proses van strategiese kommunikasie
bestuur beter verstaan, sonder dat die aard van strategiese kommunikasiebestuur verander of ver
arm word. Daar word verder aanbeveel dat NWOs opgelei word om strategiese kommunikasie- en 
verhoudingsbestuur toe te pas sodat organisatoriese doelwitte meer effektiefbereik kan word. Deur 
veral ffir\TOs se gebrek aan befondsing in ag te neem, is spesifieke aanbevelings rakende opleiding 
gemaak. 'n Vereenvoudigde strategiese kommunikasiebestuursmodel en opleiding sal ffiNOs in die 
voh"rasse geletterdheidsektor in Suid-Afrika in staat stel om hul ontwikkelingrol meer effektief te 
vervul. 

-----.----------------------------------~-------------------------------------
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Part I 

Context" theory and research design 

This thesis is organised into three parts: 

Part I consists of chapters that forms the background of the study. The context of the study 
(Chapter 1), the background to NPOs in the adult literacy sector in South Africa (Chapter 2), as \yell 
as theoretical background (Chapters 3 and 4) is discussed. Chapter 5 consists of the research 
design. 

Part II deals iNith the interviews conducted for the study and consists of Chapters 6 to 10. 

Part III explains the conclusions reached and makes recommendations for further research. 



Chapter 1: Oromtation, problem statement and objectives 

CHAPTER 1 

ORIENTATION, PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVES 

1.1 Introduction 

In 2007, 26% of the South African adult population 'was functionally illiterate. This situation leads 
to problems such as, amongst others, high levels of unemployment, poverty and crime. Several 
non-profit organisations (NPOs) exist with the specific aim to address adult illiteracy in South M
rica. These NPOs either run their ovm programmes, or participate in government programmes (and 
receive funding from government to run the programme). Some NPOs also present adult literacy 
courses at cost to the economic sector (see Chapter 2, Section 2-5.3-1)

Many NPOs do not realise the importance of strategic communication management and the neces
sity of building lasting and mutually beneficial relationships "vith stakeholders (Naude, 2001:265; 

Dyer et aI., 2002:15). Although some NPOs recognise that communication and relationship man
agement is essential for the existence of the organisation, communication mostly occurs unplanned 
and without clear relationship objectives for a particular stakeholder (Bo-wers, 2000:13; Dyer et aI., 
2002:15). Without planned communication and relationship management, many NPOs find it dif
ficult to achieve its mission and goals (Brennan & Brady, 1999:327-337; Sargeant, 2001:177; Bennett 
& Barkensjo, 2005:136; MacMillan et al., 2005:806; Polonsky & Sargeant, 2007=461-462). Unfortu
nately few NP Os appoint trained communication practitioners to strategically manage communica
tion and build relationships with stakeholders. This is mainly due to a lack offunds as 'well as a lack 
of knowledge about the benefits of strategic communication management (see Chapter 2, Section 
2-5-3.1 and Chapter 4, Section 4·2)-

Steyn and Puth (2000) developed a model for strategic communication management, incorporating. 
the Excellence "theory and the relationship management theory_ Although this model was academi
cally applied in several types oforganisations, it was not compared to the operational reality ofNPOs 
(Steyn, 2008; Steyn, 2007:163; Steyn, 2002:19; Steyn, 2000:13; Steyn & Green, 2001, Steyn & 

Nunes, 2001) (see Chapter 4, Section 4_2.1). 

It was therefore this study's objective to analyse SouthAfrican NPOs in the adult literacy sector's cur
rent communication practices against the normative, theoretical Steyn and Puth model (2000) for 
strategic communication management. The aim was to understand the participating NPOs' opera
tional and strategic communication management context. Taking the NPOs' constraints and chal
lenges into consideration, as well as the Excellence theory, relationship management theory and 
using Steyn and Puth's model as a framew'ork, recommendations were made to assist NPOs in the 
adult literacy sector to practice strategic communication management to build strong, lasting rela
tionship "vith stakeholders (see Chapter 11). 

This chapter serves as a general background to explain the focus and context ofthe study_ In the next 
sections the study will be contextualised in the field of communication management. As an orienta
tion to the study a general background to NPOs in the adult literacy sector in SouthAfrica will be pro-

The Excellence Theory is based on the principles of two-way symmetrical communfcation. In this study

the term "two-way symmetrical communication" therefore refers by implication to the assumptions of the Excel

lence Theory. 

1 
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vided, whereafter the study's problem statement, research questions and objectives will be stated. 

1.2 Contextualising the study in the field of corporate communication management 

Cutlip et al. (2000:6) define public relations2 
, or corporate communication, as 


"the management function that establishes and maintains mutually beneficial relationships be

tween an organisation and the publics on whom its success orfailure depends". 

This study examined strategic communication management in five selected NPOs in the adult lit
eracy sector in South Africa, and how it supports these NPOs in building and maintaining strong 
relationships with stakeholders, in order to attain its organisational goals. It is therefore clear that 
this study is conducted from the theoretical perspectives of general Excellence theory as well as 
relationship management theory. This study therefore falls within the field of communication man
agement, "vith specific focus on stakeholder relationship management as key element of strategic 
communication management. 

1.3 Theoretical framework 

Although Steyn and Puth's (2000) model for strategic communication management forms the theo
retical focus of this study, it was not developed in isolation. The model is based on the strong theo
retical foundation ofGrunig's Excellence theory and the relationship management theory, which will 
subsequently be discussed in the folIo' wing sections. 

1.3.1 Excellence theory 

During 1984, the IABC Foundation commissioned a research project into "bow, why, and to v,That 
extent communication affects the achievement of organizational objectives" (Grunig, LA, et al., 
2002:ix). The research results were published in 1992 as "Excellence in public relations and com
munication management" and in 2002 as "Excellent public relations and effective organisations: a 
study of communication management in three countries". The Excellence theory originated from 
this research.. 

Cutlip et aI.'s (2000:6) definition of corporate communication as a management function that es
tablishes and maintains mutually beneficial relationships betw'een an organisation and its strategic 
stakeholders, implies firstly that communication should have a managerial function in an organisa
tion, and secondly that it is responsible for building and maintaining relationships \~th the organi
sation's stakeholders .. Grunig, L.A. et al. (2002:xi, 95) add that the communication function's true 
value lies in the effective development and maintenance of stakeholder relationships, because rela
tionships assist the organisation to manage its interdependence "vith the environment. 

The application of two-way symmetrical communication practices enhances the development and 
maintenance of mutually beneficial, long-term relationships because it creates dialogue and mutual 
understanding between an organisation and its stakeholders (Grunig et al., 1992; Grunig, LA et al., 
2002:10). Furthermore, the Excellence Study (Grunig et al., 1992; Grunig, LA et aI., 2002) empiri
cally verified that two-way symmetrical communication is both a normative and ethical way ofprac

2 The term corporate communication is increasingly used to describe the management function that aims 

to make the organisation more effective by applying two-way communication to build and maintain mutually ben

eficial relationships between the orgonisation and its stakeholders (Steyn & Puth, 2000:2-3). Although the term 

public relations are still used in academic literature to refer to corporate communication, this study will give prefer

ence to the term communication management since the term corporate is not applicable in the non-profit sector. 

2 
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ticing communication management for more effective achievement of organisational goals. It is evi
dent that the gro·wing importance of stakeholder relationship management has led communication 
management to focus more attention on relationship management because stakeholders that affect 
or are affected by the organisation, can support or divert an organisation from its mission (Freeman 
et al., 2004:364; Grunig & Grunig, 2000:310; Ledingham & Bruning, 1998:63). 

Communication should have a managerial function for it to bring value to an organisation. Grunig 
(1992a:28) and Grunig and Grunig (2000:308) clearify this point v{hen they state that communica
tion should be managed strategically by a trained communication professional and that the com
munication director should have decision-making power in the dominant coalition. This implies 
that the communication function should participate in the strategic decision-making processes of 
an organisation if the communication department is to contribute to organisational effectiveness 
(Grunig, LA. et al., 2002:548). Communication managers manage strategically when they are able 
to identify and segment strategic stakeholders, and balance the mission and needs of the organisa
tion with ,'\That the different stakeholders, or environment, will allow or encourage it to do (Grunig & 

Grunig,2000:308-30 9)· 

According to Grunig and White (1992:31-64) a symmetrical organisational vmrldview is a prereq
uisite for strategic communication management. The reason is that a symmetrical worldview pre
fers cooperative and mutual adjustment over control and adaptation, which are characteristic of an 
asymmetrical worldview. 

Summing up, excellent communication has fourteen characteristics, which are manifested on pro
gram, departmental and organisational level (Grunig, LA. et al., 2002:9). On a program level, ex
cellent communication management is managed strategically. On a departmental level, it is argued 
that to be excellent, the communication department should be a single or integrated department, 
separate from the marketing function. The communication manager or director, who should be a 
senior person, reports directly to senior management or the dominant coalition. This manager or 
director should be a trained communication professional; with lmowledge on management and the 
application of the two-way symmetrical model. Furthermore, excellent communication manage
ment is characterised on departmental level by equal opportunities for men and women. 

Organisations that practice excellent communication management are characterised by a symmetri
cal worldview, a participative organisational culture, an organic organisational structure and a tur
bulent, complex environment. The communication management director has power in or "vith the 
dominant coalition. 

Lastly, practicing excellent communication management has three distinctive effects. All communi
cation programs meet communication objectives, and as a result costs of regulation, pressure, and 
litigation are reduced. Job satisfaction is therefore high among employees. 

Communication management that adheres to the above criteria will support the organisation in at
taining its goals because it assists the organisation in reconciling its goals with the expectations of its 
strategic stakeholders (Grunig, LA. et al., 1992:86; Grunig, L.A et al., 2002:10). This means that 
excellent communication management's main task is to strategically build strong, long-term rela
tionships with the organisation's stakeholders to enable the organisation to achieve its goals and to 
manage stakeholders' issues (see Chapter 3, Section 3·5). 
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1.3.2 Relationship management theory 

The relational perspective in communication management was initially discussed by Ferguson in 
1984 (Ledingham & Bruning, 2000a:xiii), but it was seriously taken up as a research area in the 
1990S (Jahansoozi, 2006:942; Jahansoozi, 2007:398). According to the relationship management 
theory, organisations need to build mutually beneficial relationships ,vith their key stakeholders, 
which have an impact on the organisation's licence to operate (Jahansoozi, 2.007:398). 

Organisations need to understand, listen, and develop dialogue ,vith their stakeholders so that risks 
originating from organisational activities are reduced (Jahansoozi, 2007:399), and stakeholders' is
sues are addressed. Concerning organisational risks, the sociologist Ulrich Beck (1990:53; 1992:97
12.3) proposes that in addition to the benefits of industrialization there are also risks created by 
organisational activity. Whilst organisations benefit from their activities, there are also negative and 
positive consequences that may impact their stakeholders and in turn could have implications for 
the organisations' social license to operate (Jahansoozi, 2007:399). Within the relationship man
agement perspective, the negative consequences of an organisation's activities need to be addressed 
in order for the relationship between the organisation and stakeholders to continue (Jahansoozi, 
2007:399)· 

It is against this background that Ledingham (2003:190) proposes the theory of relationship man
agement: 

"Effectively managing organizational-public relationships around common interests 
and shared goals, over time, results in mutual understanding and benefitfor interacting 
organizations and publics." 

Ledingham (2003:195) offered the folloffing axioms of relationship management theory, where or
ganisation-stakeholder relationships are: 

transactional; 
dynamic and changing over time; .,. 
goal-oriented; 
analysed in terms ofrelationship quality, maintenance strategies, relationship type, and relation
ship actors; 
driven by perceived needs and wants of the interacting organisation and stakeholders; 
dependent on the degree to which expectations, expressed in interactions, are met; 
involving communication, but communication is not the only instrument of relationship build
ing; 
impacted by relational history, the nature of the transaction, the frequency of exchange, and 
reciprocity; and 
described by type (personal, professional, community, symbolic, and behavioural) independent 
of the perceptions of those relationships. 

Ledingham (2003:195) contines by emphasing that the focus of the domain of communication man
agement (public relations) is relationships and not communication. This implies that communica
tion alone cannot sustain long-term relationships, but it is dependent on supportive organisational 
behaviour. Lastly, effective stakeholder relationship management supports mutual understanding 
and benefit, and the relationship perspective is applicable throughout the communication manage
ment process ,vith regard to all communication management techniques. 

----..-~.-------
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1.3.3 Steyn and Puth's approach to strategic communication management 

Steyn and Puth's model (2000) for strategic communication management is informed by the Excel
lence theory (Steyn, 2007:138), as well as the relationship management theory, because it proposes 
the use of nyo-way symmetrical communication to establish mutually beneficial relationships "vith 
strategic stakeholders, in order to manage organisational risks and stakeholders' issues. 

Steyn and Puth (2000) developed the model for strategic communication management in organisa
tions as part ofa longitudinal action research project conducted at the University ofPretoria. In their 
research towards the model Steyn and Puth (2000:20-21) empirically verified three communication 
practitioner roles, as opposed to Grunig's two roles. Steyn and Puth's :first two roles represent a dif
ferentiation in the traditional communication manager role, namely between that of the strategist 
and the manager (Steyn & Puth, 2000:19, 21). Several authors share the 'view that communica
tion management should have a strategic function, and that a dedicated, highly skilled practitioner, 
functioning as a strategist, should fulfil the role (Dozier, 1992:341; Wright, 1995:186; Toth et at, 
1998:158; Moss et al., 2000:301; Van Ruler, 2000:412). It is evident that Steyn and Puth's model 
(2000) corresponds with the Excellence Study's findings in that it posits that communication should 
be practiced by a trained communication practitioner who: 

serves as a strategist in the dominant coalition; 
performs research on organisational risks, stakeholders and their issues; 
brings this information to strategic decision making processes; and 
thereby assists the organisation to build and maintain relationships with strategic stakeholders. 

From a relationship management perspective, Steyn and Puth's (2000) model strives to build and 
maintain strong, long-term, and mutually beneficial relationships between the organisation and its 
stakeholders. This implies that organisations that are run in the interests of a wide variety of stake
holders are more likely to behave responsibly, because the organisation engage in dialogue with 
stakeholders and stakeholders participate in decision-making (Steyn & Puth, 2000:188-190). Man
aging communication according to·Steyn and Puth's model should therefore assist organisations to 
build strong, mutually beneficial relationships \·vith stakeholders, and attain organisational goals 
effectively. 

1.4 Orientation to the study 

The 2001 census in South Africa found that about 8.5 million South African adults, or over one third 
of the South African adult population (33.9 per cent), are functionally illiterate (Statistics South M
rica, 2003:41; Aitchison & Harley, 2006:95; Ntshingila, 2006:1). This figure has dropped to 26 per 
cent in 2007, but this still means that more than a quarter of the South African population is func
tionally illiterate (Statistics South Africa, 2007a:2; Statistics South Africa, 2007b:8). 

It is e-vident from the above-mentioned statistics that formal education has failed to reach a large 
proportion ofthe South African adult population. Therefore, non-formal adult education, as provid
ed by NPOs, is very important for these illiterate adults to obtain functional literacy. Several NPOs 
in South Africa focus on addressing the adult literacy issue. NPOs exist to benefit society without 
striving for financial gain. Such organisations employ personnel and partake in revenue-generating 
activities that enable them to achieve their goals (Dyer et al., 2002:13; Olson et al., 2005:127). 

Numerous authors (Brennan & Brady, 1999:327-337; Sargeant, 2001:177; Bennett & Barkensjo, 
2005:136; Mac::.willan et at, 2005:806; Polonsky & Sargeant, 2007:461-462) posited that NPOs need 
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to build strong, lasting relationships vvith its stakeholders, especially donors, to survive. Two types 
of relationships exist between an organisation and its stakeholders, namely exchange and commu
nal relationships (Hon & Grunig, 1999:20). It is important that NPOs, like any other organisation, 
understand that it need to build communal relationships with some stakeholders, while other stake
holders necessitate an exchange relationship. Relationships should therefore be managed according 
to the demands unique to each type of relationship (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.5.1). 

However, NPOs experience serious constraints that impact negatively on the successful achievement 
of their goals, namely a lack ofjunding and a lack of knowledge about the value of strategic commu
nication management, which includes stakeholder relationship management. The inability to build 
strong, lasting and mutually beneficial relationships, which is the focus of strategic communication 
management, forms the core ofthe NPOs' constraints. Steyn and Puth's model (2000) can therefore 
provide a framework for strategic communication management by NPOs. However, many NPOs' 
lack of funding prevents them from employing a trained communication practitioner to strategically 
management communication. 

1.5 Problem statement 

From the above discussion it is clear that NPOs face several constraints, of which funding and a lack 
of strategic communication management knowledge and/or training, poses the greatest threat to its 
existence. Very little research determining the communication practices of South i\frican NPOs in 
the adult literacy sector, or examining whether these NPOs strategically manage their communica
tion to build and maintain strong relationships "\llith stakeholders has been conducted. It was this 
study's purpose to compare the practical implementation of communication management by NPOs 
in the adult literacy sector to the theoretical and normative Steyn and Puth (2000) model for strate
gic communication management. 

Although Steyn and Puth's (2000) model has been applied by students and other project participants 
in NP0s, -governmentinstitutions and small-to-medium sized companies in South Africa, the opera
tional reality of organisations' communication practices has not been measured against the model 
(Steyn, 2002:19; Steyn, 2008). The Steyn and Puth model (2000) has furthermore received criti
cism from both communication practitioners and theorists for being theoretically idealistic but not 
taking practical constraints into account (Stroh, 2007:199-220). The model does however provide a 
framework for the implementation ofstrategic communication management in profit and non-profit 
organisations. However, proper implementation of the model might not aly"rays be possible due to 
practical constraints in the adult literacy NPO sector, as "\'\>ill be explained in Chapter 2. 

This study was based on the premise that strategic communication management can further the 
achievement oforganisational goals, and foster stakeholder relationships ofNPOs in the adult litera
cy sector. The communication practices and strategic reality ofNPOs in the adult literacy sector, and 
criticism on the Steyn and Puth (2000) model (Stroh, 2007:199-220), were examined in response to 
the following general research question: 

can NPOs in the adult literacy sector in SouthAfrica best practice strategic communica-" 
tion management within 

-_..------ ----------------------------------
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1.5.1 Specific research questions 

The specific research questions for this study are: 
1. 	 What are the implications of tvvo-way symmetrical communication and relationship manage

ment for strategic communication management? 
2. 	 '¥hat is the nature of strategic communication management according to Steyn and Puth 

(2000)? 
3. 	 HO'N do NPOs in the adult literacy sector practice communication management within their 

unique context? 
4. 	 To what extent do NPOs in the adult literacy sector practice communication management ac

cording to the Steyn and Puth model (2000) for strategic communication management? 
5. 	 How can strategic communication management best be practiced by NPOs to enhance the 

achievement of their goals? 

1.6 Research objectives 

This section presents the research objectives, which are in response to the research questions out
lined in the preceding section. As these objectives are a direct response to the questions, they form 
an overall objective and specific objectives, which are delineated in the following sections. 

1.6.1 General objective 

This study's general objective was to determine how NPOs in the adult literacy sector in South Africa 
can best practice strategic communication management within their specific context. 

1.6.2 Specific objectives 

This study aims to: 
1.·' determine the implications of two-way symmetrical communication and relationship manage

ment for strategic communication management; 
2. 	 determine the nature of strategic communication management according to Steyn and Puth 

(2000); 
3. 	 determine how NPOs in the adult literacy sector practice communication management \'\rithin 

their unique conte:h.1:; 
4. 	 determine the extent to which NPOs in the adult literacy sector practice communication manage

ment according to the Steyn and Puth model (2000) for strategic communication management; 
and 

5. 	 determine how strategic communication management can best be practiced by NPOs to enhance 
the achievement of their goals. 

1.7 Central theoretical statement 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, Steyn and Puth's (2000) model for strategic communication manage
ment is based on the Excellence theory, which empirically verifies that two-way symmetrical com
munication is both a normative and ethical way of practicing communication management for more 
effective achievement of organisational goals. The use research, the norm of reciprocity, and 
the importance of managing relationships ,'lrith stakeholders are inherent to two-way symmetrical 
communication, and also form the basis of the Steyn and Puth model (~woo). Application of Steyn 
and Puth's model (2000) for strategic communication management assists organisations in aligning 
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their communication strategy and plans vvith organisational strategies, for more effective achieve
ment ofthe organisation's strategic goals. 

The principles oftl'vo-way symmetrical communication (Grunig etal., 1992; Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002), 

relationship management theory (Ledingham & Bruning, 2000a; Ledingham & Bruning, 2000b; 
Hung, 2001; Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002; Hung, 2005:393-425; Hung, 2007:443-476) and Steyn and 
Puth's model (2000) for strategic communication management were used in this study to determine 
in what manner strategic communication management can be implemented in the non-profit adult 
literacy sector with its unique constraints and challenges. 

The NPOs' communication practices were compared to the Steyn and Puth model (2000). In this 
way, the theoretical, normative model was compared to the practical feasibility of communication 
management in NPOs in the adult literacy sector. 

In Chapter 2, 3 and 4 this general statement V\rill be stratified into eleven specific theoretical state
ments. Specific theoretical statements one to six, concerning two-way symmetrical communication 
and relationship management \·\rill be handled in Chapter 3, and specific theoretical statements seven 
to eleven, concerning strategic communication management, will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

The research method for the study is e)..,})lained next, in order to indicate the process followed in 
achie\ri.ng the research objectives. 

1.8 Research methodology 

1.B.l Literature review 

The following databases have been consulted: NEXUS; Ferdinand Postma Library Catalogue; In
ternational Thesis and Dissertations; IRt\P (South African journal articles); SA ePublications; EB

... 	 SCOHost: Academic Search Premier, Business Source Premier, Communication & Mass Media 
Complete, Econlit; MCB Emerald; and ScienceDirect. Several studies, for example Grunig et al. 
(1992) and Grunig, L_A... et al. (2002) have been undertaken concerning the application of two-way 
symmetrical communication for the purpose of building relationships with stakeholders. Research 
on strategic communication management highlighting its important contribution in supporting or
ganisations to reach its goals has been conducted (Grunig et ai., 1992; Grunig & Grunig, 2000:303
321; Steyn, 1999:20-43; Steyn, 2000:1-33; Steyn & Puth, 2000; Grunig, L.A. et at, 2002; Steyn, 
2002; Steyn, 2003; Steyn, 2007:137-172). Many studies examine relationship marketing (Brennan 
& Brady, 1999:327-337; Sargeant, 2001:177-192; Bennett & Barkensjo, 2005:122-139; MacMillan et 
al., 2005:806-818; Knox & Gruar, 2007:115-135) and customer relationship marketing (Polonsky & 

Sargeant, 2007:459-476) by NPOs, while very few studies focus on strategic communication man
agement (Balser & McClusky, 2005:295-315) by NPOs. No reference to a study similar to the current 
study could be found. Furthermore, strategic communication management in NPOs in the adult 
literacy sector has not been investigated within the South African context. 

1.8.2 Empirical study 

The empirical section of the study was an in-depth, qualitative examination of the communication 
practices and operational context offive selected NPOs in the adult literacysector in SouthAfrica. The 
selected NPOs were studied in order to understand each organisation and their specific constraints 
and circumstances. The aim of this empirical study was to achieve a deeper understanding of the 
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strategic communication practices and needs ofthe selected group ofNPOs, and not just a superficial 
analysis of surface comparability between large numbers of respondents (Mason, 2002:65). 

The NPOs were selected by means of a non-probability sample from the Southern African NGO 
Neuvork's Programme for Development Research (SANGONeT Prodder) Directory. In order to be 
selected, the NPOs' main function had to be the upliftment of adult illiteracy. Both large and small 
NPOs were selected to obtain a better understanding ofthe sector as a whole. 

A qualitative approach ,vas used because the field of study is still new and little is known about the 
communication practices ofNPOs in the adult literacy sector in South Africa. A qualitative approach 
presented an understanding of the specific operational constraints in the environment of each NPO 
and the opportunity to investigate the reasons and motives behind the NPOs' communication prac
tices. The findings were compared to the Steyn and Puth model (2000) for strategic communication 
management, which is a theoretical, normative model, in order to determine to what extend NPOs in 
the adult literacy sector practice communication management according to the model. 

The following qualitative methods "vere used: 
In-depth, semi-structured intervie,vs (Babbie, 2001:291-292; Du Plooy, 2002:143; Leedy & 

Orrnrod, 2001:159; Mason, 2002:65) were conducted ,vith communication practitioners or person
nel responsible for communication and/or the chief executive officer (CEO) of each NPO, in order to 
understand the operational and strategic context of the NPO and to determine its approach to and 
implementation of communication management. An option for follo"v-up interviews was reserved 
in case the need for more information and/or clarification of facts arose. 

A literature review of the selected NPOs' annual reports, other official documents and web sites 
was conducted in order to obtain any relevant information on each organisation and its communica
tion practices. 

The research methodology \<vil1 be eA'Plained and motivated in more detail in Chapter 5. 

1.9 Key concepts 

This section defines some of the central concepts in this study: non-profit organisations; stakehold
ers and publics; relationship management, relationship marketing, and social marketing. 

1.9.1 Non-profit organisations (NPOs3) 

According to the South African Nonprofit Organisations Act (1/1997), a "'nonprofit organisation' 
means a trust, company or other association ofpersons: 

established for a public purpose; and 
the income and property ofwhich are not distributable toits members or office-bearers except as 
reasonable compensation for services rendered". 

In other words, a non-profit organisation is formed to serve a purpose for public or mutual benefit, in
dependent of government or commercial interests (Dyer et ai., 2002:13; vYolstenholme, 2006:560). 

Werker and Ahmed (2008:74) define NPOs as "private organizations characterized primarily by 
humanitarian or cooperative, rather than commercial, objectives ... thatpursue activities to relieve 

3 The terms "NGO" (non-government organisation) and "NPO" (non-profit organisation) are used inter

changeably in literature. This study prefers the term "NPOh because all NGOs are also NPOs, and both adhere to 

the characteristics as stated below. Furthermore, The Army Support Base Potchejstroom ABET Centre (see Chapter 

9) is part of a government organisation (therefore not a NGO), but is a non-profit organisation within a parastatal 

organisation (SA Defence Force). 
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suffering, promote the interests ofthe poor, protect the environment, provide basic social services, 
or undertake community developing"'. This definition excludes NPOs such as hospitals and univer
sities. Other types of NPOs include trade unions, charities, and pressure groups, each with its o'wn 
characteristics and purpose CW'olstenholme, 2006:560-563). 

Cutlip et at, (2006:444-445) and Jeppe (1992b:22-24) identify six distinguishing features of NPOs, 
defining such organisations as: 

organised 'with a charter, regular meetings, officers, rules and so on; 
private, meaning they are institutionally separate from government, even if they do receive gov
ernment funding; 
not attempting to generate profits for the o"wners or directors. NPOs can make a profit, but the 
distribution of the profits to those who manage or direct the organisation is prohibited. Any 
profits generated by a NPO can be utilised to further the development aims and objectives of the 
NPO (Liebenberg, 1997:66), or be applied towards higher wages, shorter work hours or better 
offices CWerker & Ahmed, 2008:77); 
self-governing, meaning that they set their ovm procedures, are independent of external control, 
have their own board of directors, and provide opportunities for citizen involvement; 
voluntary, meaning that there must be some voluntary participation in either the management 
of the organisation or in the conduct of the programme. NPOs are largely staffed by employ
ees and volunteers working towards ideological, rather than financial, ends (Werker & Ahmed, 
2008:77); 
supporting development, which ensures its "public interest" character. 

According to Jeppe (1992b:9-1O) NPOs can be categorised by its function: 
spesialised NPOs engage in human and physical development activities such as technical train
ing, adult literacy, housing, and so on; 
welfare NPOs focus on relief and 'welfare actions; 
developmental NPOs focus on human development and developing physical infrastructure; and 
advocacy NPOs provide communities and individuals yvith specialised assistance or consultation: . 
services. 

Certain constraints and strengths characterise the NPO sector. NPOs' constraints can be summa
rised as follow (Jeppe, 1992a:172; Jeppe, 1992b:32-33; Merrington, 1992:16 as quoted by Lieben
berg, 1997=75; Clark, 1990:57-60 as quoted by Liebenberg, 1997:75; Zhang, 2005:18): 

difficulty to acquire funding; 

lack of funding that might cause NPOs to interrupt or terminate projects, yvith detrimental con

sequences for beneficiaries; 

inadequate funding that hinders NPOs to do research concerning its activities and the effective 

implementation of activities; 

long delays in approval and financing of projects, as well as excessive bureaucracy concerning 

management of government projects; 

sensitive political environment; 

inadequate leadership and management training; 

lack of strong and continuous leadership; 

inadequate planning, administration, organisational and management skills; 

inadequate training of staff, mainly due to lack of funds; 

lack of technical expertise and skills; 

inability to replicate proj ects to ensure sustainability; 

inability to effectively collaborate yvith government services; 
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a lack of co-ordination betvveen individual NPOs to maximise efforts; and 
inability to learn from other NPOs' mistakes because of isolation and rivalry (mainly for funding) 
betVIreen NPOs. 

On the other hand, NPOs have definite strengths (Liebenberg, 1997=75-76): 
NPOs can effectively identify community needs because they are closer to the community than 
government structures; 
because of its functioning at community level, NPOs tend to have more legitimacy in the com
munity they serve. The reason for this might be that communities feel that the initiatives address 
their own needs and interests, and as such view the initiatives "as their own". Communities are 
then also more likely to support the NPO's initiatives; 
the high of community participation encourages the use and adaptation of local knowl
edge and technology to local development needs; 
NPOs' non-bureaucratic structures are flexible and adaptive to local conditions and changes in 
the environment, enabling them to respond faster to possible difficult situations. 

NPOs work independently and alongside aid agencies, private-sector infrastructure operators, self
help organisations and government (\I\Terker & Ahmed, 2008:74). NPOs are likely to relate to gov
ernment in the following ways: 

by complementing government where the NPO participates with government in providing serv
ices government would otherwise be unable to provide; 
by opposing government through various pressure groups in an effort to engage with govern
ment to change its policies; and 
by reforming government "vhere NPOs can represent interest groups that are working at grass
roots level, as well as negotiating with government to improve government policies. 

Although Liebenberg (1997:75-76) notes that a NPO usually has one of the above relationships \vith 
the state, this study found that NPOs in the adult literacy sector has a combination ofthe above rela
tionships with the state (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.5 and 3·5.3). 

South Africa's transition to democracy began vvith the April 1994 election. However, whilst the new 
government has developed visionary policies, it has been a key challenge to provide service delivery 
to previously marginalised and impoverished South Africans. Zhang (2005:14) notes in this regard 
that "whilstformal governmental accountability has been substantially achieved through constitu
tional means, accountability ofgovernment in the delivery ofservices and development processes 
remains incomplete". It has been acknowledged that government itself cannot effectively address 
societal issues such as HIV / Aids aid, environmental protection, poverty alleviation, job creation, and 
victim aid. There are therefore an increasing emphasis on the role ofNPOs and public/NPO partner
ships in addressing service delivery and development issues in South Africa (Zhang, 2005:15). 

1.9.2 Adult basic education and training (ABET) 

McKay (2007:291) differentiates betvveen adult basic education (ABE) and adult basic training by 
saying that ABE refers to the educational base that individuals require to improve their life chances, 
while adult basic training refers to the foundational income-generating or occupational skills that 
individuals require to improve their livelihoods or living conditions. In other words, ABE provides 
adults ,.vith basic schooling to achieve functional literacy (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2), and there
fore ABE is an adult equivalent of the basic compulsory schooling that children receive (Aitchison, 
2001:134). This foundation enables the adult to continue his/her formal education to achieve, for 
instance, Grade 12. 
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Combining the two, adult basic education and training (ABET) supplies the foundational knowledge, 
skills, understanding, and abilities that are required for improved social and economic ABET 
programs also enables further learning, providing learners 1-vith the ability to improve and develop 
their O'Vll, as well as the lives of others around them (McKay, 2007:291). The South African Depart
ment of Education's national definition ofABET is: 

" ... the general conceptualfoundation towards lifelong learning and development, com
prising oflmowledge, skills and attitudes requiredfor sociat economic and political par
ticipation and transformation applicable to a range of contexts. ABET is flexible, devel
opmental and targeted at the specific needs ofparticular audiences and, ideally, provides 
access to nationally recognized certificates" (Department of Education, 2003:8-9)." 

ABET is defined in the Adult Basic Education and Training Act (52/2000) as 

n ••• all learning and training programmesfor adults from levell to 4 where level 4 is 
equivalent to 
(a)grade 9 inpublic schools; or 
(b)national qualificationsframework levell... " 

It is important to note that the "T" in ABET refers to a Vlride range of skills and expertise such as 
plumbing, dressmaking, beadwork and other crafts, as well as spesialised skills such as conflict man
agement and negotiation, and also creative skills such as dance (McKay, 2007:291). 

During the intenriews Vlrith representatives from the participating NPOs, all said that in practice, all 
ABE and ABET programmes are referred to collectively as ABET programmes. Therefore, for the 
sake of simplicity, the term "ABET" Vlrill be used in this study to refer to both ABE and ABET pro
grammes. 

1.9.3 Stakeholders and publics 

In many instances, the terms stakeholders and publics are used' interchangeably to indicate people, 
or groups of people, Vlrith which the organisation communicates and builds relationships (Skinner 
et al., 2001:392). However, this study uses stakeholders to refer to people, or organisations, who 
are affected by the decisions and actions of an organisation or whose decisions and actions affect the 
organisation. Many stakeholders, for instance employees or residents of a community, are passive 
(Grunig & Repper, 1992a:125; Steyn & Puth, 2000:5; Choo, 2006:243). 

v\Then a potential problem arises in the relationship between an organisation and its stakeholders, 
stakeholders turn into publics. YVhile the stakeholders are unaware of the problem, they are ,riewed 
as latent publics. "Vhen stakeholders become aware of the problem, they become active publics 
(Steyn & Puth, 2000:5; Choo, 2006:243). 

1.9.4 Relationship management versus relationship marketing and social marketing 

Several approaches to communication or marketing in the NPO sector are evident in literature. This 
study focuses on strategic communication management and stakeholder relationship management, 
but recent developments in marketing, such as relationship marketing and social marketing, neces
sitates that the terms are differentiated. 

Grunig (2001=7) distinguishes between hvo kinds of organisational environments, namely the eco
nomic, or task, and the social, or institutional, environment. The economic or task emrironment 
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consists of consumers, competitors, suppliers, and creditors. The economic environment stakehold
ers provide the organisation vvith resources and they purchase or use the organisation's products and 
services. The social or institutional environment consists ofstakeholders that assist, or oppose (as in 
the case of acti'vist groups) the organisation to determine and achieve its mission. Such stakehold
ers include government, communities, stockholders, employees, and activist groups. The marketing 
department therefore works vvithin the economic environment and the communication department 
vvithin the social environment of organisations. 

Grunig (20017) also distinguishes bet\~Teen marketing and communication, stating that marketing 
assists the organisation in exchanging products and services vvith consumer markets, 'which mainly 
consist of individuals who purchase the organisation's goods and services. Stakeholders consist of 
social groups who respond to the effects that the organisation has on them. Stakeholders therefore 
try to participate in management decisions in ways that serve their interests. It is therefore neces
sary to keep the marketing and communication functions separate, because communication's main 
function is to build relationships ,vith stakeholders because they have an influence on the organisa
tion achieving its mission and goals. 

Building strong stakeholder relationships is very important because, as the Excellence Study (Gru
nig et aI., 1992) finds, effective organisations identify and achieve goals because they develop rela
tionships with their stakeholders. v\Then organisations identify goals that are valued both by man
agement and by strategic stakeholders, they achieve support from stakeholders. Hon and Grunig 
(1999:9) describe strategic communication management's contribution to organisational effective
ness as follows: 

"Public relations makes an organization more effective, therefore, when it identifies the 
most strategic publics as part ofstrategic management processes and conducts commu
nication programs to develop and maintain effective long-term relationships between 
management and those publics." 

Relationship management is therefore the most important outcome of strategic communication 
management. Hung (2001:10) defines relationships as follows: 

"Organization-public relationships arise when organizations and their strategic publics 
are interdependent and this interdependence results in consequences to each other that 
organizations need to manage." 

There are mainly two types of relationships between an organisation and its stakeholders, namely 
an exchange relationship, where members benefit from one another in response to specific benefits 
received in the past or expected in the future (Hung, 2005:396; Hung, 2007:456) and a communal 
relationship, where benefits are given in order to please the other, vvithout the benefactor e).,})ecting 
the beneficiary to return the favour (Hon & Grunig, 1999:21; Hung, 2007:456). In other words, eco
nomic gain is not the main aim of communication management, which includes relationship man
agement. According to Hung (2007:454), an organisation's intention and motivation for survival in 
the institutional environment affect the type/s of relationships it aims to have with its stakeholders 
(see Chapter 3, Section 3.5 for a discussion on relationship management). 

Relationship marketing, on the other hand, "is a customer-centered business strategy aimed at 
increasing satisfaction and loyalty of customers by offering them tailored services" (Kristoffersen 
& Singh, 2004:29). O'Malley and Prothero (2004:1286) add that relationship marketing is based 
on the belief that profitability would increase should the organisation be able to retain customers. If 
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an organisation v{ere to collect and process customer information to compile a customer profile, it 
'would develop an understanding of its customers' needs. \'\Then the organisation understands 'what 
its customers want from the organisation, it can provide its customers with the desired value that 
leads to loyalty (Kristoffersen & Singh, 2004:29) and increased profits (Fawkes, 2001:6). Advertis

customer care, and customer loyalty programmes are used in relationship marketing, 'which is 
managed through marketing techniques. 

By using relationship marketing, organisations attempt to build trust, commitment and mutual 
efit between the organisation and its customers. Trust and commitment are also tvvo outcomes that 
characterise relationship building in communication management (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.3). 
Relationship marketing focuses on increased profits, while relationship management focuses on mu
tual understanding. Relationship marketing is therefore represented as being helpful, and fair, '",ith 
possible win-win outcomes for both customers and marketers (O'Malley & Prothero, 2004:1286). 
According to O'Malley and Prothero (2004:1287) relationship marketing results in marketing strate
gies yvith increased focus, increased customer loyalty, decreased price sensitivity, and the creation 
of opportunities for up-selling and cross-selling. Therefore, building and maintaining relationships 
from a marketing perspective, have become an important source ofcompetitive advantage for organ
isations because it is more expensive to attract new clients than to retain existing clients (Sargeant, 
2001:178). 

Social marketing, according to Andreason and Kotler (2003:329), differs from other forms of mar
keting onlywith respect to its objectives. The aim ofsocial marketing is to influence social behaviours 
and not to benefit the marketer. It therefore only benefits the target audience and the general soci
ety. Social marketing is in response to members of the public engaging in unsafe behaviours, where 
changed behaviour would improve their personal welfare, as well as that ofwider society (Bennett & 
Sargeant, 2005:801). Social marketing focuses on such issues as HN infection and sexual responsi
bility, smoking, drunk-driving, pollution, recycling, and drug abuse. The communication messages 
in social marketing mostly make use of fear appeals (Bennett & Sargeant, 2005:802). 
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The main characteristics of relationship management, relationship marketing and social marketing 
are depicted in the following table to clearly differentiate between the terms: 

Table 1.1: Relationship management vs. relationship marketing and social marketing 

Build relationships to mi

nimise negative effects for 

organisation and 

stakeholders, and to 

maximise benefits for 

organisation and 

stakeholders 

By building and maintain

ing trust, control mutu

ality, commitment and 

relationship satisfaction 

between the organisation 

and its stakeholders 

Long-term relationship 

Creation of understanding 

and .mutual benefits for 

both the organisation and 

its stakeholders 

Increased profitability by 

retaining consumers 

By building trust, commit

ment and mutual benefit 

between the organisation 

and its consumers 

Long-term relationship 

More focused marketing 

strategies, increased 

and more 

Influencing and 

changing social 

behaviour 

By highlighting 

benefits for 

individuals and 

society as a whole 

! No relationship 

Changed sodal 

behaviour 

Although relationship marketing can be applied by NPOs, in order to attract and retain donors, the 
focus of NPOs is not to increase profits. NPOs also aim to change social behaviour (for instance to 
educate illiterate adults), but its main aim is to build long-term relationships "vith stakeholders to 
create mutual benefits for both the organisation and its stakeholders (for instance to retain donors 
by providing well-designed educational programs to adult illiterates). Therefore both relationship 
marketing and social marketing is not the focus of this study. 
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1.10 Thesis outline 

The thesis is divided into three parts. Part I: Context, theory and research design consists of 
Chapters 1 to 5. Chapter 1 has provided an introduction to the main components of the study as 
well as a description of the research problem. Chapter 2 ,,'I'ill examine NPOs, their constraints and 
challenges, and subsequent need for strategic communication management. The characteristics 
of NPOs in the adult literacy sector, as well as their particular constraints ,,,,,ill then be discussed. 
Chapter 3 "vill provide a brief discussion of this study's broad theoretical framework which consists 
of the Excellence theory, as constituted by two-way symmetrical communication, and the relation
ship management theory. Chapter 4 ,,,,ill present the theoretical focus of this study by discussing 
strategic communication management according to Steyn and Puth's model (2000). Chapter 5 'will 
detail the research methodology followed in this study, in order to answer the research questions. 

Part II: NPOs in the adult literacy sector: communication management analysis ,,,rill present the 
research results and consists of Chapters 6 to 10. Each NPO will be discussed in separate chapters. 
Chapter 6 ",rill present the results from the SHARE Adult Education Centre. Chapter 7 will present 
the results from Proj ect Literacy. Chapter 8 ",rill present the results from the Family Literacy Proj eCL 
Chapter 9 will present the results from the ~.<\rmy Support Base Potchefstroom ABET Centre; and 
Chapter 10 vdl present the results from Optimus Foundation. 

Part Ill: Conclusions will conclude the thesis and is formed by the final chapter. The research 
questions ,"lill be answered in Chapter 11. It furthermore contains the concluding remarks, future 
recommendations, and the limitations of the study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS IN THE ADULT LITERACY SECTOR 

"Literacy is a human right. ... It is a scandal that this right continues to be violated/or 
such a large proportion o/humanity." 

UNESCO, 2003 

2.1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 explained that as much research is aimed at marketing and relationship marketing in the 
non-profit sector, little research has done on strategic communication management and its 
contribution to organisational excellence in this sector. It is this reason that this study focuses on 
strategic communication management practices in the non-profit sector, comparing them to the nor
mative Steyn and Puth (2000) model. The aim of the study is therefore to determine how strategic 
communication management can best be practised by NPOs, in order to further the achievement of 
their goals (see Section 1-4). It is now necessary to investigate the nature of NPOs, their constraints 
and challenges, and need for communication management. First, a brief background 
on the adult literacy sector in South Africa is provided, as this is environment in which the NPOs 
under investigation operate in. Thereafter, need for strategic communication management, 
'which includes relationship management, in NPOs is discussed. 

2.2 Functional adult literacy 

Illiterate people cannot read newspapers, books, signposts, or warnings on food or medicine labels. 
They can also create dangerous situations in the workplace (Anon., 2001:18; Kassam, 1989:533); 
such an instance could be when an illiterate worker in a pharmaceutical factory production plac
es the y\'Tong labels on medication bottles (Anon., 2001:18). Illiterate people, often migrant workers, 
from rural areas or neighbouring countries flock to South African cities in search ofjobs, where 
have difficulty adapting to the demands of urban life (Kagitcibasi et aI., 2005:472-474). 

Because illiterate or semi-literate' adults cannot read or interpret Y\Titten texts, they are forced to 
rely on a third party for information on their basic and responsibilities (Morris, 2004:5). This 
situation might lead to misinformation and manipulation. In addition to this, when adults have to 
ask children to read, for instance, a letter to them, this places them in a situation where their author
ity is reduced and thus their human dignity is damaged (Anon, 2004b:6; Roman, 2004:85). 

In 2000, the then Education Minister, Kader Asmal, said, "Throughout the world the best predictor 
of the learning achievement of children is the education and literacy of their parents" (Anon, 
2000=4). A negative consequence of adult illiteracy is that illiterate parents cannot provide a stimu

1 The developmental stage between basic literacy and lifelong junctional literacy is known as being semi

literate. People who are semi-literate find common texts like official jorms and newspapers too diffiCUlt to read. 

They might be able to write their own name and even address, but are unable to read on unseen text. Otherwise 

they mIght be able to read simple words, but not write at all, or sound out words in English, but do not understand 

what they mean (Harley et aJ., 1996:19-20) 
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lating learning environment for their children at home, or even read their children's report cards 
(Naidoo, 1998:6; Anon, 2000=4; Anon, 2004b:6; Mtyala, 2004:4). This leads to a situation where 
preschool pupils do not attain the minimum level of early literacy skills they require to proceed to 
Grade 1 (Ntshingila, 2006:1), and school becomes a continuous battle until they drop out. 

Non-formal adult education for obtaining functional adult literacy is particularly important in devel
oping countries, such as South Africa, 'where formal education has been out of reach for a significant 
proportion of the adult population. Adult basic education and training is 'viewed "as both a right (as 
expressed in the National Constitution) and as a functional economic necessity in a changing soci
ety which requires a citizenry engaged in a lifelong process of learning" (Department of Education, 
2003:1). 

This leads to the question of what literacy, or functional literacy, is. Literacy is more than being 
able to read, "'.'lite, and count. Basic literacy refers to the initial skills upon which basic education is 
grounded. Functional literacy refers to all the reading, ,,,,riting, and counting skills needed to function 
autonomously in a given society, and as such, to engage effectively in all activities in which literacy 
is normally assumed. Functional literacy thus covers a ,·vide continuum of skills ranging from basic 
alphabetisation, varying degrees of proficiency in wor1.":place languages and basic life skills needed to 
function in society to a complex set ofskills and behaviours embedded within the political, economic, 
and social relations of a society (French, 1988:26; Aitchison, 2001:134; Muller & Murtagh, 2002:3; 
Roman, 2004:81; Kagitcibasi et al., 2005:472-474). 

Roman (2004:81) adds that to be functionally literate, one has to compute and solve problems and be 
able to use technology, in order to become a life-long learner. Examples offunctional literacy include 
being able to read instructions on packaging or medical prescriptions, knowing which bus to catch, 
keeping accounts for a small business, and knowing one's political and/or constitutional rights. 

There is an ongoing debate on definitions and standards of literacy, which revolves mainly around 
the levels of acquired skill (Kagitcibasi etal., 2005:472). In South Africa, it is generally accepted that 
the minimum education level indicator of sustainable functional literacy is seven years of school
ing-that is, up to Grade 7, with nine years of schooling indicating a full general education-that is, 
up to Grade 9 (Aitchison, 2001:134; Aitchison & Harley, 2006:90). Writing from a Latin American 
perspective, Torres (1990=44) postulates that the minimum education level refers to six to nine years 
of compulsory schooling, which includes completed primary and some secondary education. Roman 
(2004:80-81) and Harley et al. (1996:21-24) warn though that grade level attainment is not always 
a good indicator of literacy level and abilities. They point out that the number of years completed 
in school does not reflect the amount of education received, but rather the amount of education 
attempted. Other factors, inherent to the South African context, contributing to the problematic 
assumption that schooling has a high correlation with functional literacy are quality variations be
tween sections of the schooling system and the relati'vity of the standard of schooling, particularly in 
comparison with developed countries (Harley et al., 1996:21-22). Viewed from this perspective, it is 
evident that literacy appears to be a product ofboth educational attainment and life experience. The 
situation concerning adult illiteracy in South Africa will be reviewed in the next section. 

2.3 Adult illiteracy in South Africa 

In 2000, there were an estimated 880 million illiterate adults vvorldwide, vvith 37 per cent of these 
adults in sub-Saharan Africa (World Education Forum, 2000:8; Muller & Murtagh, 2002:4). The 
2001 census in South Africa found that approximately 4.5 million adults aged twenty years and older 
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had no schooling at all, while approximately 4 million had completed some primary education. Put 
into percentages, 17.9 per cent of adults have no schooling at all, and 16 per cent of adults have com
pleted some primary education (Statistics South Africa, 2003:41). This means that approximately 
8.5 million South African adults, or over one third of the South African population (33.9 per cent) 
were functionally illiterate in 2001. This figure dropped to 26 per cent in 2007,2 which means that 
more than a quarter of the South African adult population is functionally illiterate (Statistics South 
Africa, 2007a:2 ; Statistics South Africa, 2007b:8). 

In Table 2.1, a comparison between the statistics available for 1996 and 2001 to 2007 of the per
centage of the South African population aged tvrenty years and older with no functional literacy is 
presented. There is a definite decrease in the percentage of those vvith no schooling since 1996, but 
for those with primary education, there has been no change since 1996. These statistics show that 26 
per cent of the population aged twenty years and older is functionally illiterate. 

Table 2.1: Percentage of population aged twenty years and older with no schooling or some pri

(Adapted from Statistics South Africa, 2007a:2; Statistics South Africa, 2007b:8; Statistics South Africa, 

2007c:32) 

It is clear from the Table 2.2 that the proportion of adults ,vith no schooling has decreased from 1996 . 
to 2001 in all the provinces of South Africa, except the Eastern Cape and very slightly in the Free 
State. The total percentage of the South African population with no schooling has decreased by 1.4 
percent. 

Table 2.2: Percentage of population aged twenty years and older with no schooling listed by prov
ince according to Census 1996 and 2001 

I PROVINCE ...1. :1996 2001 % CHANGE
(j{wAZU LU-NATA~L__-+.__________2_2_.9-'%_0-+-_____--=21=.:.:=-9..:..:%+______ -1.0% 
l LIMPOPO 36.9% . 33.4% -3.5% 
~~~~~------r------~~~-+-------~~~'---------~I EASTERN CAPE 20.9% 22.8% 1.9% . 
! GAUTENG 9.5% 8.4% -1.1% 
i MPUMALANGA I 29.4% . 27.5% -1.9%i 

.~i;;..;;Nc.::Oc..:.R.;;.;T""H-=---=cW..:.=ES;::..T"--__+-i_____...;;;22.7% I 19.9% -2.8% 
[{;REE STATE I 16.1% 16.0% -0.1% 

WESTERN CAPE 6.7% i 5.7% I -1.0% . 

~ORTHERN CAPE f·. 21.7% i 18.2% ! -3.5% 
I TOTAL':.:...:..:=--___ .____ _____ :19_3%

~ 
! .,________ .... 17.9%....----'-_~.._____ ~1.4%i

~.. .'-- -'--J 

(Adapted from Statistics South Africa, 2004:35; Aitchison & Harley, 2006:95) 

2 There was no formal South African Census in 2006, but a Community Survey was conducted in all prov

inces in February 2007. A General Household Survey was conducted every year from 2002 to 2006. The next census 

will be conducted in 2011. 

~----------~---------
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The 1996 census found that 19.3 per cent of adults aged u"lentyyears and older had no education at 
all, while 16.7 per cent had completed some primary education (Statistics South Africa, 2004:35). 
Adult Learning South Africa (2004) and Aitchison and Harley (2006:94) point out that while the 
total number and percentage of functional illiterate adults fell bet\"leen 1996 and 2001, the actual 
number of adults with no schooling at all increased by 501 310, and the total number of adults aged 
t\"lenty years and older "vith only some primary education increased by 571327. This phenomenon 
can have three possible causes (Adult Learning South Africa, 2004; Aitchison & Harley, 2006:94): 

The increase is a real increase; that is, there really 1'\Tere more adults v,rith no schooling in 2001 

than there v{ere in 1996. 

The 2001 Census was more accurate because it reached more people v,rith no schooling, or those 

participating in the 2001 census were more honest about their lack of schooling. 

The Census 2001 educational statistics are seriously "'lrong (see Section 2.5.3.1.3 on statistical 

problems). 


Figure 2.1 depicts the gender differences in persons v,rith no formal education. 

Figure 2.1: Gender differences in the percentage of persons with no formal education 
(aged twenty yea rs and older) 

25.00% 

20.00010 

15.00% MAlE 

10.00% • FEMALE 

5.00% 

0.00% 
1996 2001 2007 

(Source: Statistics South Africa, 2007c:34.) 

Females constitute 60 per cent of all functional illiterates in South Africa (Statistics South Africa, 
2003:47; Aitchison & Harley, 2006:97; Department of Education, 2007:5). This is in-line with a 
worldwide trend, where uvo thirds of all illiterate people in the world are women (UNESCO, 2003). 
In South Africa, illiterate women in poor households tend to undertake more 'Nork than men, but 
they have less access to income-earning actilrities than men. illiteracy contributes to unequal gender 
relations that deny illiterate women access to land and tenancy rights, rural credit, and farming in
puts necessary for agricultural success (Macfarlane, 2001:8). Literacy is thus an empowering proc
ess for women in particular (Kagitcibasi et al., 2005:472-474). 
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The next table depicts the distribution offunctionally illiterate adults according to population group. 

TABLE 2.3: FUNCTIONAL LITERACY AMONGST PERSONS AGED TWENTY YEARS AND OLDER 

BY POPULATION GROUP 

L
i BLACK AFRICAN i 

NO SCHOOLING .. 1 . 

. 20011 . 2007 1 

22.3% i 12.8% I 

SOME PRIMARY 

2001/ 2007\ 

18.5% I 18.8% 

I COLOURED 
I I 

8.3% i 5.6% . 18.4% I 16.3% 
.. 

I INDIAN OR ASIAN 5.3% i 3.6% 7.7% I 7.3% 

I i 
1.4% 

! 
0.6% , 1.2% I 1.0% 

(Adapted from Statistics South Africa, 2003:47-48; Statistics South Africa, 2007c:32-33). 

Table 2.3 shows that the percentage of those from all population groups vvith no schooling has de
creased since 2001, vvith the largest decrease amongst black Africans. According to the 2007 Com
munity Survey (Statistics South Africa, 2007c:34), the educational level of all population groups has 
increased. This means that just over one in ten black African adults (12.8 per cent) in 2007 had no 
schooling at all, compared to less than one in one hundred white adults (0.6 per cent). 

As a result of the skills-biased employment shifts in the economic sector, individuals with low levels 
of education or skills ,,,,,ill in all probability not be employed. Bhorat (2004:47-54) finds that these 
'unemployable' individuals are most likely to be older than forty years and have at the most some 
primary schooling. More than a quarter of this group are not able to read or write in any language. 
The instrumentalist'approach to ABET that is currently practised in South Africa (see Section 2-4.1) 
can explain the reason for the adult illiteracy rates remaining high. 

A distinction must be made betl,\reen the above-mentioned 'unemployables' and the 'employables'. 
The 'employables' refer to those who are currently unemployed b~t ~vho are skilled o~ better educat
ed than the 'unemployables'. Bhorat (2004:47-54) :finds that the 'employables' are mostly younger 
than forty years old and have completed some secondary education and even matriculated. It is like
ly that the 'employables' vvill find employment where they can benefit from having access to ABET. 

In the next section, the two main approaches to adult basic education followed in South Africa, 
namely instrumentalist ABET and emancipatory ABET (Baa1jes & Mathe, 2004:395-399) are dis
cussed. 

2.4 Approaches to ABET in South Africa 

2.4.1 Instrumentalist ABET 

As a result of globalisation, human capital is viewed as a determining factor in economic success. 
Therefore individual's competencies, skills, knowledge, and values that enable them to move across 
jobs in several sectors of the economy is a priority. Governments around the world invest in adult 
education, which has led to terms such as ABET, further education and training (FET), outcomes
based education (OBE), human resource development (HRD), and lifelong learning. According to 
the instrumentalist view, the aim of adult education should be to create a highly skilled workforce 
that ",{ill assist industry in becoming more competitive in the ·world economy (Baa1jes & Mathe, 
2004:395). Employees are seen as human capital, which refers to the knowledge, skills, and atti
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tudes that are developed and valued for their economically productive potential (Baptiste, 2001:185). 
Human capital investment is subsequent organisational expenditure in terms of time, money, re
sources, training and so on to enhance its human capital. 

Torres (1990:116) argues that adult literacy and ABET contributes to economic development 
through: 

increasing the productivity ofthe newly literate adult employee; 
increasing the productivity of those working v-rith the newly literate adult employee; 
expanding the general knowledge of the newly literate adult employee through training in such 
areas as health and infant nutrition; 
stimulating the demand for technical training and vocational education; 

. selecting the more able individuals for training and thereby enhancing their occupational mobil
ity; and 
strengthening economic incentives through eArploiting the tendency of people to respond posi
tively to a compensation raise for their efforts. 

Some critiCism of the instrumentalist view of ABET (Baptiste, 2001:184-201; Baatjes & Mathe, 
2004:396-397) concludes that: 

instrumentalism reduces adult literacy to an instrument of economic productivity; 
human beings are vievied as overly-mechanistic and one-dimensional; 
the notion develops that more educated people are more productive than less educated people; 
social inequalities as a result of exploitation and oppression are not 'viewed as injustices but as a 
natural and inevitable outcome of a competitive free market; 
the free market is viewed as the only legitimate social institution by which to govern, regulate, 
and explain human behaviour and achievement; 
ABET is all that is needed to increase productivity; 
~t.\BET leads to more employment opportunities; 
as ABET is left to organisations and other employers, it leads to the vvithdrawal of the govern
ment from financing adult literacy and basic education; and 
it has led to an increase in the number of people who cannot read and write because only employ
ees are targeted for ABET. 

In summary, instrumentalist ABET can be viewed as adult basic education and training provided 
by the economic sector, in order to enhance the skills and abilities of the workforce \\rith the aim of 
making the organisation more competitive in a global economy. The biggest drawback ofthe instru
mentalist approach is that adult illiterates, who cannot find employment because of their illiteracy, 
remain illiterate v,rithout a chance of employment. 

2.4.2 Emancipatory ABET 

The emancipatory approach is mostly associated ,\rith education for liberation or popular education, 
and it is largely linked to the work of Paulo Freire3 .. The aim of emancipato!)T ~t.\BET is social and po
litical transformation through a critical understanding of contemporary social problems, and creat
ing the ability in adults to play an active role in achie'ving social justice. In order to achieve this aim, 
ABET is linked to real day-to-day issues and problems, community action, and social movements 
(Baatjes & Mathe, 2004:397-398). 

3 Paulo Freire, a Brazilian educationist, has written several books and articles on the role of education in 

democracy and is especially known for his views on critical pedagogy. The fol/owing books can provide a more 

complete background on Freire's views: Freire, 1987; Freire, 1992; and FreirE, 1993. 
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The emancipatory approach to ABET is characterised by (Baatjes &Mathe, 2.004:398-399): 
a non-authoritarian pedagogy that resists links ,vith the state and the bureaucratic organisation 
of educational practices; 
closer links to the needs of communities, and as such, emancipatory ABET responds more easily 
to the demands of communities than formal education systems; 
curricular and organisational flexibility that formal schooling lacks; 
an emphasis on being an instrument of mobilisation and the development of political conscious
ness in revolutionary states such as pre-Apartheid South Africa; 
a struggle for democracy because of a belief in the value and worth of people, in their rights and 
freedoms, in the recognition of people's desire and right to manage their own affairs and to par
ticipate actively in decisions that affect their lives; 
inclusivity and fighting for the rights of the poor, oppressed, and exploited; and 
opposition to the instrumental rationality that applies adult basic education purely for economic 
benefit. 

In summary, emancipatory ABET's main aim is the creation of social and political awareness in il
literate adults, in order for them to know and demand their democratic rights, ofwhich education is 
but one. The emancipatory approach is criticised for playing a limited role in economic upliftment, 
and its ability to address social, political, and community problems is questioned (Baatjes & Mathe, 

2.004:399)· 

2.5 The South African adult basic education field 

2.5.1 Historical overview 

Literacy was brought to South Africa in 1652., and it was introduced to indigenous people mostly by 
missionary movements. The extension of white colonisation, the industrial revolution, and mining 
activities necessitated literacy, particularly adult literacy. However, when the National Party came to 
power in 1948, control was exerted over black education, by providing inadequate formal education 
to black Africans, in order to further state domination and to senre a narrow white ethnic national
ism (French, 1988:2.7; Kassam, 1989:534; Aitchison, 2.003:12.5-178; Morrow, 2.004:317).4 

Non-profit, non-government literacy organisations (NPOs or NGOs) were initiated, in order to coun
teract inadequate black education and to provide adult literacy education. \'Vhile providing non-for
mal ABET, the NPOs offered opportunities to voice dissent concerning the educational situation in 
South Africa, and as such, non-formalABETbecame "... apoliticalprocess ofraising critical aware
ness ofinjustice, and ajoint investigation and creation ofmeasures to change oppressive and un
democratic systems" (Baatjes & Mathe, 2.004:393). Much of the South African struggle stemmed 
from the 1976 Soweto Uprising against the National Party's educational dispensation. That overseas 
donors supporting the NPOs tended to take a less formative approach led to a strong, politically
oriented, and radical oppositional NPO sector before 1994 (Morrow, 2.004:318). NPOs in the adult 
educational field before 1994 thus tended to operate according to an emancipatory approach (see 
Section 2.-4.2.). 

For a comprehensive account ofABETin South Africa, see Aitchison; 2003:125-178. 
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2.5.2 ABET after 1994 

After the ANC came to power in the 1990S, adult basic education as typically carried out by NPOs was 
expected to centralise and integrate into the state's Reconstruction and Development Programme 
(RDP) because the RDP policy recognised ABET as an integral part of all development projects 
(Baatjes & Mathe, 2004:400; Morrow, 2004:318). Donors diverted resources and funds to the state's 
developmental priorities, and NPOs were expected to align or subsume themselves -with, and in the 
state's programme (MorrO"w, 2004:318-319). 

In 1996 the RDP was replaced by the Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) strategy and 
subsequent policy and implementation plans necessitated a more formal, standardised and utilitar
ian adult education system. It was at this time that ABET shifted from a political-revolutionary posi
tion (ABET for emancipation) to a social-gradualist position (ABET for economic grovvth - instru
mentalist) (Baatjes & Mathe, 2004:301). This implied a shift from basic literacy (the ability to read 
and v"rite) to adult basic education and training (ABET), which recognised post-literacy necessary 
for lifelong learning. Lifelong-learning comprise of the knowledge, skills and attitudes required for 
social, economic and political participation and transformation. 

The abovementioned shifts subsequently led to policy developments, acts5 and ABET initiatives to 
formalise and standardise adult basic education, such as: 

In 1995, The National Adult Basic Education and Training Framework: Interim Guidelines 
(Department of Education, 1995) appeared as the first policy for ABET in South Africa, which 
played an important role in unifying the ABET sector. The guidelines were based on policy dis
cussions, including the National Education Policy Investigation (NEPI, 1993), COSATU's Con
solidated Recommendations on ABET (1993), and the ANC's Policy Frameworkfor Education 
and Training (ANC, 1995). The Directorate for Adult Education and Training I-vas established to 
work closely ¥Vith the National Stakeholders Forum for ABET. 
The South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act (58/1995) that provides for the creation 
of the National Qualifications Framework (NQF), establishing a national learning system that is 
to integrate education and training at all levels and across sectors was accepted. 
In 1996, the National Education PolicyAct (27/1996) andthe SouthAfrican Schools Act (84/1996) 
were passed; the latter making schooling compUlsory for children aged seven to fifteen. 
In 1996, sub-directorates ofABET were established in all nine provincial Departments of Educa
tion. The government launched the Ithuteng Ready to Learn Campaign. 
In 1997, the Interim Guidelines were replaced by the Policy Document on Adult Basic Educa
tion and Training, (Department of Education, 1997a) operationalised through the j'\1ulti-Year 
Implementation Plan (Department of Education, 1997b) and nine Provincial Multi-Year Imple
mentation Plans. 
In 1998, the Skills Development (SDA) Act (97/1998) was proclaimed. 

In 1999, during the Regional Conference on Education for All for Sub-Saharan Africa in J ohan

nesburg, the upliftment of adult illiteracy was recognised as a priority of education for the Afri

can Renaissance6 

• 


In 1999, the Ikhwelo Project was launched which aimed to enhance the knowledge and skills of 

adult learners in Agriculture and small, micro and medium enterprises (SMME) in order to en

5 For a detaifed discussion on policy development in the ABET sector,. review Aitchison, 2003:125-178; Wai

ters, 2006:7-26; and McKay, 2007:285-310. 


6 Thabi Mbeki advocated the African Renaissance which aims, amongst others, to: build "Afro-centrism" 


as an universal value; counter "Afro-pessimism"; wfn support from both Eastern and Western developed countries; 


promote South Africa and the ANC'sleadership in Africa; and promote peace and stability in Africa (Kapp, 1999:13). 
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able them, simultaneously, to obtain credits towards a GETC and to establish sustainable busi
nesses as a means of alleviating poverty. The Project ran from April 1999 to April 2003 (Basel, 
2004:363-364). 
In 1999, the first assessment of ABET learners through the South African Certification Council 
(Safcert) was undertaken. 
In 1999, the Skills Development Le\ries Act (SDLA) (9/1999) was proclaimed. 
In 2000, the Adult Basic Education and Training (52/2000) was completed, and amended by the 
Education Laws and Amendment Act (50/2002). 
In 2000, South Africa committed to the Dakar Framework for Action: Education for AlF, where, 
amongst others, a 50 per cent improvement in levels of adult literacy by 2015, for women in par
ticular, was committed. 
In 2000, the Department of Education launched the South African National Literacy Initiative 
(SANLI)8, a literacy campaign targeting 500000 learners. 
In 2001, the Department of Labour launched the National Skills Development Strategy (NSDS), 
aiming to raise the basic education levels ofworkers so that 70 per cent of all workers would have 
a General Education and Training Certificate (GETC) by 2005. 
In 2001 and 2002, the framework for a national quality assurance system ,vas established with 
the accreditation of thirty-one Education and Training Quality Assurance bodies (ETQAs) under 
the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act of (58/1995)9. This accreditation proc
ess included the Council for Higher Education (CHE) and the twenty-five Sector Education and 
Training Authorities (SETAS), which were established by the Department of Labour. The SE
TAs were established to implement the NSDS of 2001 0Nodd Education Forum, 2000 :8, 24-34; 
Baaijes & Mathe, 2004:402-404; Walters, 2006:13-14). 

iUl the above policy developments took place with emphasis on formalising the national ABET sys
tem. This briefbackground information on adult literacy and education before 1994 and the policies 
and initiatives after 1994 leads to the question of whether ABET policies are implemented success
fully in South Africa. This is discussed in the ne},.'t section. 

2.5.2.1 The Kha ri gude Mass Literacy Campaign 

In 2005, the Education Minister, Naledi Pandor, admitted that there had been little success with 
post-democracyABET programmes, even though eradicating illiteracy has been a government prior
ity since 1994 (Blaine, 2007=4). In 2007, the new mass literacy campaign, Kha ri gude, which means 
'let us learn' in Tshivenda, was announced. The campaign, ,vith a budget of R6.1 billion, aims to 
reach 4.7 million of the 9.6 million functionally illiterate SouthAfricans by 2012. South Africa would 
thereby meet its 2000 commitment to the Dakar Framework for Action: Education for All to reduce 
illiteracy by at least 50 per cent by 2015 (see Section 2.5.2). 

A ministerial Committee on Literacy V,TaS established in 2006, under the leadership of Veronica 
McKay from the University ofSouthAfrica (1Th.TISA). Leonie du Plessis ofProject Literacy (see Chap
ter 7) 'Nas commissioned to represent the NPO sector. Several models for mass literacy campaigns, 
such as the South African SANLI; Cuba's Yo, si puedo campaign; Yo, si puedo in New Zealand; Al
JaSol in Brazil; and the National Literacy j'I.1ission in India were studied to form the basis of the Kha 
ri gude Campaign (Department of Education, 2007:6-12). 

7 See http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001211/121147e.pdffor full information. 

8 See http://www.info.gov.za/speeches/2000/0006291010al007.htm for announcement of the Initiative. 

9 See http://www.saqa.org.za/show.asp?include=structure/etqa.htm for more information on SAQA and 

the ETQAs. 
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The first phase of the campaign took place from 2006 to 2007, when organisational set-up was 
planned, materials 'were developed, and campaign announcements were made. The second 
phase envisages a three-year intensive campaign (2008, 2009, and 2010), where it hopes to reach 
3.22 million illiterates. During the third phase, two "mopping up" years , ...>ill follow in 2011 and 2012, 

where another 1A8 million illiterates ,<\>ill be reached (Department of Education, 2007:12). 

The Kha ri gude Campaign targets potential learners in the fifteen to tlventy and thirty-five to fifty
four age groups. Teaching mIl take 240 hours, after which learners can proceed to further learning 
opportunities (Department of Education, 2007:10). Andrew Miller, CEO of Project Literacy (see 
Chapter 7), said that this campaign would see "the poorest of the poor and the weakest of the weak" 
targeted, meaning that unemployed adults mth no hope of finding employment due to illiteracy 
would benefit from the Kha ri. gude Campaign (Blaine, 2007=4). 

Different to previous mass literacy campaigns, the Education Department has appointed the audit
ing company SAB&T to manage the project and seconded tlvo of its senior officials to the campaign, 
in order to ensure integrity of the financial and administrative systems. In addition, curriculum, 
research, and evaluation committees ,<\>ill oversee the campaign. There ",>ill also be a monitoring 
team, which includes international experts and an inter-ministerial committee for general oversight 
(Pretorius, 2008). 

The success of the campaign ",>ill largely depend on effective teacher training. It is expected that in 
2008 about 40 000 to 80 000 tutors mIl be trained. Continuous in-service support mll be avail
able for teachers, and they will receive an hourly stipend for their work (Department of Education, 
2007=20). In the next section, constraints that inhibit the successful implementation of adult basic 
education policy, 'Nill be discussed. 

2.5.3 Constraints in the ABET NPO sector 

, ,2.5.3.1 Funding 

As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, ABET NPOs were expected to centralise and integrate into the state's 
RDP, and thus be dependent on the state for funds. As a result donors tend to give funds to the gov
ernment's development projects rather than directly to NPOs in the adult education field. A major 
problem was that although literacy was a RDP Presidential Lead Project, it was only one that had 
no money allocated to it and,vas to be entirely dependent upon foreign donors (Aitchison, 2003:152). 

The agreements beThTeen the state and foreign donors as well as implementation of agreements took 
an extended amount of time. The state's failure to reallocate resources rapidly led to a situation 
where NPOs had serious funding problems (Aitchison, 2003:153). 

Many NPOs in the adult literacy sector also struggled ,<\>ith the new value-for-money, accountability 
and measurable outcomes set by state and donors. Before 1994, some South African education 
NPOs tended to have "high legitimacy, but low producti\>ity", and during the Apartheid struggle, they 
practised "struggle accounting" which meant that donor funds were often used for political and even 
personal purposes (Morrow, 2004:319). A further problem was that many NPOs found it difficult 
to adapt in a new world outside of the Apartheid environment against which they had ine,>itably de
fined themselves (Morrow, 2004:319). Itwas thus apparent that adult literacy and education NPOs 
had to be managed more effectively for them to survive. 
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Brennan and Brady (1999:329) point out that obtaining funding is difficult NPOs because they 

have to provide donors ,<Vith clear, measurable results. Providing these results is sometimes prob

lematic, as is the case ofNPOs in the adult literacy sector where there are no immediate and tangible 

results. 

Morrow (2004:319) indicates that adult education NPOs had several alternatives: 


They could seek non-governmental funding and attempt to survive independently from govern
ment. 
They could attempt to integrate themselves more closely,<Vith government initiatives and to im
plement official policies. 
They could become consultancies, but then would lose characteristic NPO service 
ethos. 
They could close, acknowledging that the aims for which they had been striving had been 
achieved. 

Because effective partnerships between the state and many NPOs did not materialise, the number of 
NPOs in ABET started to decline in 1997. In 1997, situation was aggravated by the collapse of the 
National Literacy Co-operation, which co-ordinated ABET on a national and provincial leveL The 
National Literacy Co-operation was found guilty of fraud and not fulfilling its obligations. This led to 
the \<Vithdrawal oflarge foreign donations ABET provision (Aitchison, 2003:158-159). 

In 1999, the then Minister of Education, Kader Asmal, confirmed NPOs' important role in ABET 
provision but added that the state would not be able to find sufficient funds for formal ABET pro
grammes run by provincial education departments. He therefore encouraged employers to run 
ABET programmes, partly funded through the Skills Levy Act (9/1999) on all employers (Aitchison, 
2003:161). Funding for ABET through PALCs is therefore minimal, 'while NSDS provides more 
funds to ABET programmes in the business and industry, such as mining and manufacturing. 

Concerning the above, many successful ABET NPOs have started to provide courses and learning 
materials to the private sector, thus complementing income from donor and state funds. Com
mercial providers ofABET that provide programmes to business and industry in-line ,<Vith the NSDS 
are flourishing (Baatjes & Mathe, 2004:404). Andrew Miller warns though many of the com
mercial providers took work from NPOs \<Vith "a promise of quick fix solutions, pushy business prac
tices and a very poor understanding of education" (Project Literacy, 2007a:7). Many NPOs, such as 
Project Literacy and the Molteno project, are also expanding into Africa by providing adult literacy 
and education material commercially (MorrO'w, 2004:331-332). 

Other aspects influencing NPO funding are state budgetary problems, ABET in the economic sector, 
and statistical problems. aspects are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

2.5.3.1.1 State budgetary problems 

The state-sponsored mass ABET campaigns, such as the Ithuteng Campaign and the SANLI Initia
tive failed, mostly because of the state's poor economic commitment to the campaigns, as well as 
the emerging reformist, neo-liberal economic policies that vie'wed ABET as an apense rather 
an investment in social development CBaatjes & Mathe, 2004:405). The SANLI Initiative, in col
laboration \<Vith UNISA, attracted 30 000 more learners each year was originally targeted and 
dropout rates were less than 5 per cent (McKay, 2007:304). The number of SANU learners in 2002 
and 2003 exceeded any other governmental and non-governmental ABET programmes in South 
Africa, and because of this the SANU Initiative can be viewed as a success (McKay, 2007:306). In 
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contrast, Aitchison (2003:163) claims that the extent to which the SANLI Initiative reached illiter
ates is uncertain, and therefore it cannot be viewed as successful. Unfortunately, the campaign was 
discontinued due to insufficient political and budgetary support. 

Contributing furthermore to the failure of the Department of Education's mass literacy campaigns 
are such problems as staffing, unavailability of funds, insufficient planning, tender regulations, and 
power struggles in the Department ofEducation over the control of the campaigns (Baatjes & Mathe, 
2004:405-406). According to Aitchison (2003:160), the state's ABET programmes and initiatives 
failed at ''just about every level: management) planning) innovation, monitoring and evaluation, 
and above all, delivery to adult learners". One ofthe reasons for these failures could be the appoint
ment of unqualified and incompetent personnel at the provincial education departments in particu
lar (Aitchison, 2003:151). The mass campaigns failed financially because the state committed less 
than one per cent of the overall education budget to ABET, and explanations for the lack of financial 
support for ABET are yet to be provided by the state (Baatjes & Mathe, 2004=405). 

2.5.3.1.2 ABET in the economic sector 

The SDA (Skills Development Act) (97/1998), SDL4. (Skills Development Levies Act) (9/1999) and 
the NSDS (National Skills Development Strategy) of 2001 were established to implement ABET in 
the economic sector. This legislation led to the establishment ofinstitutions and systems that require 
employers to contribute 1 per cent of their company payroll towards funding the skills development 
and training of their employees. In this way, the training of employees became a statutory require
ment. The money is allocated to the National Skills Fund (20 per cent) and to the relevant SETA (80 
per cent) (Walters, 2006:14). The National Skills Fund targets training of the unemployed and the 
employable (McKay, 2007:307). The SETAs were introduced by the SDA, with the main purpose of . 
facilitating the implementation of the SDA across all sectors. Sectors are determined based on their 
related economic activities, for example the banking, manufacturing, retail, and information tech
nology sectors (Vlalters, 2006:14). 

As previously mentioned, the main aim of NSDS ,vas for 70 per cent of workers to have achieved 
at least a NQF Levell qualification by March 2005. Unfortunately, the SETAs have become new 
bureaucratic structures, which mostly hinder education and training programme providers in their 
work (Baatjes & Mathe, 2004:409). \"lalters (2006:14) says in this regard that although there is dis
satisfaction v,lith the rate of delivery of the SETAs, Government claims that from 2.001 to 2005 the 
National Skills Fund spent R690 million to train 380 000 people. 

The problem 'with the SDA (97/1998) and the SDLA (9/1999) is that due to high unemployment the 
private sector can employ people who have NQF qualifications higher than Levell. This implies that 
'workers who already have an education receive more, while those without education do not get em
ployed or educated. This means that the 70 per cent literacy target of 'Norkers can easily be reached 
without altering the literacy profile of South Africa (Baatjes & Mathe, 2004:410). 

Section 2.5.3.1 noted that the majority offunds for adult education are allocated to ABETprogrammes 
in the economic sector. Although 20 per cent of the levies paid by the private sector are aimed at 
the education of the unemployed, no institutional framework and infrastructures were set in place 
to facilitate training of the unemployed. This responsibility was shifted to the SETAs, but as they are 
struggling to meet the needs ofthe formal economic sector, it is unlikely that they will be able to ef
fectively implement education and training for the unemployed (Baatjes & Mathe, 2004:410). 
In reponse to this, the Department of Labour launched the EATended Public li1Torks Programmes 
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(EP"VVP), to address poverty and unemployment (McKay, 2007=307-308). The EPvVP expects to 
create 1 million jobs by: 

creating and maintaining essential infrastructure, such as roads and school buildings in high
poverty areas, thereby creating jobs for the unemployed; and 
providing training to the unskilled \'1Torkforce in specific areas, based on a speciifc number of 
'workdays per person, as well as on-the-job training, to improve 'workers' potential of earning an 
larger income in future. 

McKay (2007:308) notes that a possible challenge for the EP"\'\TP may be to ensure that people have 
a sufficient level of literacy and numeracy to allow them to learn job-related skills. An example of 
the EPYVP is the Department ofWater Affair's Working for Water Programme that aimed to employ 
18 000 previously unemployed people in 2002. The employees were to receive at least two days' 
training per month and an hour ofHIV/AlDS awareness training per quarter, in addition to access 
to childcare facilities C\Valters, 2006:16) (also see Section 8.1.1J. 

2.5.3.1.3 Statistical problems 

The lack ofreliable statistics concerning the intake and retention oflearners in ABET programmes is 
a problem for NPO funding. Many statistics for ABET learners include those ofFET learners (mainly 
young people v,rho failed matric (Grade 12) at school and who are now attempting their matric a 
second time through a P ALC). There are also discrepancies regarding the number ofP ALCs and the 
number of educators working at these P ALCs. Reports from the Department of Education state that 
they are, according to the Dakar Framework for Action adopted by the World Education Forum in 
April 2000 in Dakar, on track in their aim to reduce adult illiteracy; yet their reports contain many 
unreliable and misinterpreted statistics (Pretorius, 2004:344; Willenberg, 2005:163; Aitchison & 
Harley, 2006:89-112). This could lead to the goal of reducing adult illiteracy not being realised, as 
for example less funding for adult education will be available from government and donors simply 
because future reports may misleadingly indicate that the adult illiteracy problem has been solved. 

2.5.3.2 The formalisation ofABET and problems regarding learner retention 

The state's decision to formalise ABET was influenced by international trends concerning competen
cy-based training standards and qualifications (Aitchison, 2003:154). However, the formalisation 
ofABET has proved to be fraught "with problems, such as the employ-ment of poorly-trained school
teachers as part-time adult educators; the poor supply of books and materials, such as chalk and 
mathematics textbooks; dysfunctional P ALCs with administrative and management problems; and a 
highly prescriptive policy for registering and accrediting ABET providers, a matter that is problem
atic particularly for smaller NPOs CBaaljes & Mathe, 2004:406-407). 

Well-trained ABET teachers playa very important role in enhancing the quality of the learning ex
perience for adults (McKay, 2007:295). However, the National Education Policy Investigation, con
ducted in 1993 bytheANC, found that there 'was a need for 100000 adult basic educators. Although 
UNISA's ABET Institute has trained more than 50 000 ABET teachers since 1994, the majority of 
ABET teachers are working in programmes implemented by the SETAs and not in those implement
ed by the Department of Education (McKay, 2007:298,309). According to McKay (2007:309), this 
implies that the Department of Education is not as committed to ABET as the Department of Labour 
is. Poorly-trained teachers contribute to the huge problem of poor learner retention. 

The formalisation of ABET also contributes to poor learner retention because of the teaching of 
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school subjects to adult illiterates that do not answer to their everyday needs. According to Baa1;jes 
& Mathe (2004:406-4°7), the P ALCs have become 'schools' for adults in 'which it is assumed that 
adult's learning and educational needs are similar to those of children. This is in contrast to the 
highly successful Functional Adult Literacy Program (FALP) in Turkey (Kagitcibasi et al., 2°°5:472
489). The Functional Adult Literacy Program attempts to make literacy functional and meaningful 
in the everyday lives of adult learners, by including exercises on daily competencies and tasks, such 
as reading bus schedules, filling out job applications, and taking notes. Adult learners are facilitated 
in discussions on subjects directly relevant to them, such as communication in the family, child dis
cipline, first aid, health and family planning, and citizen rights. Critical thinking skills necessary for 
both functional and information literacy are developed through active discussions, reasoning, dra"v{
ing inferences, and activating previous knmvledge on a specific topic. The adult learner's interaction 
"vith society and the world is increased by reading newspaper articles, books, and poetry. The F ALP 
approach is also followed by the Family Literacy Project that will be discussed in Chapter 8. 

The way in which FALP presents adult literacy education is reflected in an adult literacy centre in 
Hamilton in Ohio (USA). Roman (2004:88-91) argues that it is necessary to indivi.dualise instruc
tion to suit each learner's personal interests and goals. Tutoring needs to be made relevant to the 
individual learner, and it should be presented according to the learner's learning style. She has 
found that computer-based learning has various advantages, such as individualised instruction, the 
learner working at his or her own pace, the learner focusing on material ofinterest to him or her, and 
introducing the learner to a vital skill needed in today's workplace. Information literacy is also in
cluded in computer-based course: learners are required to access the Internet, then access an on-line 
newspaper, select an interesting story, and ans"wer questions regarding the content. Computerised 
instruction is consistent with the success that Media Works, a South African company that has de
veloped programmes using computers and multimedia, has achieved. Unfortunately, Media Works 
only provides their programmes to large organisations for employee training, such as Sasol Secunda, 
Robertsons Foods, Grinaker Duraset, De Beers Mining, Pick 'n Pay and Sappi. Their programmes 
are not available to unemployed adult illiterates (Gray, 2001:14; Mecoamere, 2003:1). 

In South Africa, the formalised curriculum that is irrelevant to adult learners is not the only factor 
leading to poor learner retention. Other factors contributing to this problem are tired learners who 
work long days and commute long distances, a lack of safety in travelling to and from class, difficulty 
getting to classes at night, and the struggle ofmany illiterate female learners against dominating hus
bands or employers who do not want them to become "too clever" (French, 1988:29; Lund, 1998:15; 
Magardie, 2002:10). In addition to these obstacles to learning, illiterate adults tend to come from 
the lowest socio-economic strata, and they are usually employed in physically- demanding and poor
ly-remuneratedjobs in physically unpleasant or unsafe environments (Wrllenberg, 2°°5:163-164). 
They often do not have a reasonable quality of life, and they have a daily fight for survi.val; subse
quently, they not have the means andlor energy for part-time education.. 

When learners fail to perform or drop out of school, the communal relationship between the learners 
and the NPOs, as 'well as the relationship between the learners and donors, is damaged. Poor learner 
retention also negatively affects the exchange relationship betvI'een donors and NPOs, as donors 
do not want to fund what they perceive as a lost cause, where results are evident only after several 
years or where few outcomes are achieved or evident (see Section 3.5 for a discussion on relationship 
building). 
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2.5.3.3 Critical voice ofthe NPDs 

Another constraint concerning state funding of ABET programmes is that because NPOs are depend
ent upon the state for funding, they change into adult literacy and education service providers, com
promising their critical role of state policy (Morrow, 2004:327-331). Donor funds enable NPOs to 
be independent ofthe state, assist with, andbe critical ofstate policy for adult literacy and education. 
Although many donors prefer to work through the Department of Education, some support an inde
pendent NPO sector through ,,\Thich a multiplicity ofvoices and ideas can be heard (see Chapter 8). 

2.6 Conclusion 

In Chapter 2, functional adult literacy has been defined as a wide continuum of skills ranging from 
basic alphabetisation with varying degrees of proficiency in workplace languages and basic life skills 
necessary for functioning in society to a complex set of skills and behaviours embedded within the 
political, economic, and social relations of a society. The two basic approaches to ABET followed in 
South Africa, namely instrumentalist and emancipatol)' ABET, have been outlined and some basic 
criticism presented. A brief description ofthe South African ABET situation and the constraints that 
NPOs in the ABET sector experience has been given. 

The discussion has demonstrated that the ABET sector is an intricate sector characterised by high 
expectations, many role players, and low delivel)r, particularly from the state. NPOs in this sec
tor face many constraints. Therefore, it is of the utmost importaJ.lce that NPOs be able to evaluate 
their environment, in order to predict changes that might influence their organisation's survivaL 
Formal environmental scanning or research is the foundation of strategic communication manage
ment, which aims to build strong relationships that enable organisations to perform exceptionally. 
Indeed, several researchers have found that strong relationships are necessary for J\TPOs to survive 
in turbulent times. 

In the next chapter, the concept of two-way symmetrical communicatiDn as the normative basis of 
strategic communication managementvvill be discussed. In addition, the importance ofrelationship 
management as an outcome of strategic communication management will be highlighted. 

--------------.----- --------------------------
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CHAPTER 3 

TWO-WAY SYMMETRICAL COMMUNICATION AND RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

A brief description of the adult literacy sector in South Africa was provided in the previous chapter. 
Functional literacy was defined as all the reading, writing, and counting skills a person needs to func
tion autonomously in a society. The statistics concerning the state of adult illiteracy in South Africa 
presented, show that more than a quarter of the adult population is currently functionally illiterate, 
which is a cause ofgrave concern for the social, economic, and political development of South i\frica. 
From Chapter 2, it is evident that although the uplifunent of adult illiteracy has been a government 
priority since 1994, little has been achieved in this regard, mainly because of the state's incompe
tence in managing and funding campaigns. To complicate the situation even further, NPOs working 
in the sector face many constraints that pose a danger to their survival. Funding constraints have the 
most detrimental effect on these NPOs. 

In Chapter 1, two-way symmetrical communication as the most ethical ,,,ray to practise communica
tion managementwas introduced. Furthermore, the Excellence study determine that to enable com
munication practitioners to practise the ti-vo-,-vay symmetrical model for organisational excellence, 
organisations need to have a symmetrical worldview. Because practising the two-way symmetrical 
model leads to reciprocal communication and mutual understanding, it aids communication prac
titioners in building strong relationships between an organisation and its stakeholders. These con
cepts, namely two-way symmetrical communication, symmetrical worldview, and relationship 
management form the core of strategic communication management. It also forms the broad theo
retical framework for this study. Steyn,.and ;ruth's approach to strategic communication manage
ment is the theoretical focus of this study, and it will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

Firstly, a short overview ofthe origin and nature of the communication models is presented. There
after the influence of an organisation's worldview on communication management is discussed and 
lastly, relationship building as an important outcome of strategic communication management is 
presented and applied to the NPO sector. 

3.2 Historical origin of the communication models 

Communication management developed more or less simultaneously in Europe and the USA dur
ing the nineteenth century (Nessman, 1995:151); however, the tivo ,,'Vorld Wars hindered commu
nication development in Europe, and therefore it developed faster in the USA Carl Hundhausen 
first used the term PR (in reference to public relations) in Europe (Nessmann, 1995:152). Although 
Europe and the USA influenced each other, communication management theory and practice devel
oped in their own right on each continent (Nessmallll, 1995:153). For the sake of completeness, de
velopment in both the USA and Europe is discussed, although the focus ofthis study is on American 
theory and practice, as it also informs South African theory and practice. 

Although American politicians made use of press agents and other publicity methods, it was a circus 
owner, P.T. Barnum, who bought advertising space, fabricated ne'NS, and exploited the newsworthi
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ness of his circus (Skinner et al., 2001:20). These organised communication practices led to the 
development ofthe press agentry/publicity model during the period oflSso to 1900. This one-way, 
asymmetrical communication model was used to create publicity for heroes, such as Buffalo Bill 
Cody, Calamity Jane, and American film stars (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:287; Skinner et al., 2001:20). 

The press agentry/publicity model is currently used for, amongst others, the introduction ofmovies, 
publicity for movie stars and sport events, and promotion of products (Cutlip et aI., 2000:16; Van 
Heerden, 2004:61). 

The second communication model, the public information model, came into practice between 1900 
and 1920 in reaction to the media's harassment oflarge organisations and governments, demanding 
accurate information and organisation accountability (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:288; Skinner et al., 
2001:20). Realising that the then-employed press agentry/publicity model, ""hich spread propa
ganda, could not prevent such harassment nor respond to it in a positive light, organisations and 
governments began to employ their own journalists, to release positive reports, mostly based on 
truthful and accurate information, about their organisations (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:288; Dozier et 
al.; 1995:41). 

The most prominent practitioner of this model was Ivy Lee. He was a journalist prior to manag
corporate communication at large corporations, such as Rockefellers. He believed that he only 

presented the truth to the public as he interpreted it (Hiebert, 1966). He interpreted this to mean 
that it was not possible to misrepresent the truth. This approach to communication management 
is an example of epistemological relativism where the truth or reality is considered relative (Naude, 
2001:60). The approach led to the distortion of facts by communication practitioners, in order to 
cast their organisations in the best possible light, which led to the belief that communication man
agement is unethical and dishonest (Naude, 2001:60). 

The public information model corresponds "with European information model, inwhich manage
ment focuses on providing information to stakeholders about the plans and decisions of the organi
sation (Van Ruler &Vercic;~w03:8)." 

The press agentry/publicity model, the public information model and the European information 
model represent one-way, asymmetrical communication, distributing information from organisa
tions to stakeholders (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:288). 

During World War I, communication practitioners began to base their work on behavioural and so
cial studies (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:288).. leader ofthis period was Edward L. Bernays, a nephew 
of Sigmund Freud, who practised communication management based on his interest in psychology 
(Grunig & Grunig, 1992:288). The application of a more scientific approach resulted in the develop
ment of communication as two-way communication. Communication practitioners obtained infor
mation from stakeholders, and used the information to provide more effective media messages and 
message strategies to stakeholders (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:288; Dozier et al., 1995:41). This was 
the beginning of the two-way asymmetrical model in accordance vvith which information obtained 
from stakeholders was applied, along with propaganda and persuasive communication, in such a 
way to effect a change in stakeholders' attitudes and behaviour, in order to promote the interests of 
inflexible organisations (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:288; Dozier et at, 1995:41; Naude, 2001:61). Ber
nays reasoned that people could be manipulated if their motivation could be understood and then 
exploited to send out appropriate messages, which would produce the desired behaviour and atti
tudes required by the organisation (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:288). 
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The two-way asymmetrical model corresponds ,·vith the European persuasion model, which has be
come a widely used communication model in Europe since the 1980s 01an Ruler & Vercic, 2003:8). 

The two-way symmetrical model originated during the 1960s and 1970s, yet the model is not "Widely 
applied in practice (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:292; Naude, 2001:61; Grunig, LA et al., 2002:311-312). 

No one particular individual can be linked to the origin ofthe model. Elements two-way sym
metrical model, such as "telling the truth", "interpreting the client and public to one another", and 
"management understanding the ,>iewpoints of employees and neighbors as well as employees and 
neighbors understanding the viewpoints of management" can be found in the written work of prac
titioners, such as Lee, Bernays, and John HilL They themselves though did not practise the h'Vo-way 
symmetrical model (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:289). Academics, such as Scott M. Cutlip, Allen Center, 
and James Grunig laid the foundation for this modeL With the two-way symmetrical model, two
,,,'ay communication based on research is applied (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:289) to complete the cir
cular course of communication. Conflict resolution techniques are employed to negotiate mutual 
advantages for both organisations and stakeholders (Dozier et al., 1995:41). 

The European relationship model and the dialogue model correspond 'with the American two-way 
symmetrical model. The relationship model focuses on establishing and maintaining mutually ben
eficial relationships between an organisation and its stakeholders "With the aim of reaching consen
sus and avoiding conflict 01an Ruler & Vercic, 2003:9). Communication management's role is to fa
cilitate negotiation bet'v\reen the organisation and its stakeholders. The dialogue model furthers the 
negotiation process, by engaging in dialogue ''''>ith stakeholders, in order to learn from each other and 
to create as many interpretations ofand approaches towards an issue as possible. While the creation 
ofharmony and avoidance of conflict is the aim of the relationship model, the dialogue model is 
based "more on a 'battle' of interests than on harmony of interest" 01an Ruler &Vercic, 2003:10). 

In Europe, reflective model followed from the relationship and dialogue models, in order to ad
dress the problem of public legitimacy and social trust of organisations. Van Heerden (2004:66) 
notestharthe reflective model assists organisations, through reciprocal reflection, in determining 
their identity, role, and responsibility in society. The reflective model illustrates a strategic process 
of viewing the organisation from the 'outside', by which society's view of the organisation, its trust
"worthiness, and its societal responsibility can be determined 01an Ruler &Vercic, 2003:12-14). The 
first reflective task is inward communication, which entails the selection and decoding of societal 
information; pro,>iding this information to organisational decision makers; organisational reflec
tion, in order to understand society's expectations; balancing organisational behaviour in relation 
to the e}..'pectations of the society; and communicating accordingly, in order to gain societal trust 
(Holmstrom, 1996:98; Van Heerden, 2004:65). The second reflective task is outward-expressive 
communication, which entails the creation and transmission of the messages of a socially responsi
ble organisation on behalf ofthe organisation (Holmstrom, 1996:99-100; Van Heerden, 2004:65). 

The role of the communication practitioner practising reflective communication management is to 
counsel members of the organisation in adjusting to the changed values, norms, and societal issues; 
coaching members of the organisation in communicating competently, in order for them to be able 
to respond to societal demands; conceptualising communication plans, in order to maintain rela
tionships and public trust; and executing communication plans (Van Ruler &Vercic, 2004:24). 
The reflective model is therefore viewed as the most advanced level ofthe practice of communication 
management in Europe 01an Heerden, 2004:66), while the same applies to the tv,ro-"way symmetrical 
model in the USA. 
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3.3 Nature of the models 

Although Grunig and Hunt (1984) identify the four American models as stages in the development 
of communication management, they believe that all four models 'v,rere in use at the time. It is prob
able that organisations make use oiall four models in communicating ,vith different stakeholders, as 
each model is appropriate to a specific situation for communicating 'with a specific stakeholder group 
(Grunig, 1992a:18). According to (2009:38-39) all four models are currently still in use. He 
estimates that 15 per cent of organisations practice the press agentry/publicity model; 50 per cent of 
organisations practice the public information model; 20 percent of organisations practice the two
way asymmetrical model; and 15 per cent of organisations practice the two-way symmetrical model. 
In determining whether the models describe communication practice, as well as the reasons for 
organisations applying specific models, J. Grunig identified tvlO variables present in all four models, 
namely direction and purpose: 

direction describes the e}..i:ent to 'which communication can be regarded as one- or bvo-vray. 

One-way communication presents information in a monologue, while two-way communication 

exchanges information in a dialogue; and 

purpose describes the extent to which communication can be regarded as either symmetrical 

or asymmetrical. Asymmetrical communication is unbalanced: the organisation remains un

changed while it attempts to change stakeholders' attitudes and behaviour. Symmetrical com

munication is balanced: it changes the relationship between an organisation and its stakeholders 

(Grunig & Grunig, 1992:289). 


Both thepress agentry/publicity and the public information models represent one-'way, asymmetri
cal communication, with no focus on the creation of dialogue beu'V'een an organisation and its stake
holders. By practising these communication models, communication programmes are not based on 
research and strategic planning (Grunig, 1992a:16). By practising the two-way asymmetrical model, 
communication practitioners use research about stakeholders to construct organisational messages 
in such a way as to produce attitudes and behaviours desired by the organisation, by manipulating 

'stakeholders. The organisation remains as it is and does not change to accommodate its stakehold
ers. Grunig (1992a:16) states that the two-way asymmetrical model is a "selfish model, because 
the organisation believes it is right ... and that any change needed to resolve a conflict must come 
from the public and notfrom the organisation". In contrast, the two-way symmetrical model, pro
poses that communication practitioners make use of research but use it to facilitate understanding 
and dialogue bebveen the organisation and its stakeholders. Both viewpoint and behaviour changes 
might take place in the organisation and its stakeholders following dialogue between them (Grunig 
& Grunig, 1992:288; Grunig & White, 1992:39). The main purpose of practising the two-way sym
metrical model is to build mutually beneficial relationships between an organisation and its 
stakeholders (Bruning & Ledingham, 2000:161-162). 

Pearson already posited in 1989 that ethical communication is equal to dialogue (1989:67-86). 
Dialogue takes place when participants can move freely from one level of abstraction to the next. 
Participants can then raise questions that are part of a background consensus shared 'within a com
munity of discourse (Pearson, 1989:72). The shared background refers to Pearson's intersubjective 
approach in which all participants in a communication process determine together what is right 
what is "''Tong, taking all perspectives into account (Pearson, 1989:122, as cited by Naude, 2001:76). 

approach is regarded as the only ethical way of practising communication management, as it 
is based on dialogue between an organisation and its stakeholders (Pearson, 1989:122, as cited by 
Naude, 2001:76). This approach is based on the norm of reciprocity, where both the organisation 
and its stakeholders are 'vl"illing to compromise because they mutually understand each other (Gru
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nig & 'White, 1992:46-48). Reciprocity implies ihat all role players share ideas and vie'wpoints based 
on respect and recognition, and ihat ihey are all prepared to change iheir perceptions of each oiher 
eVan Es & Meijlink, 2000:70). 

According to Huang (2004:346), an organisation's use of symmetrical communication is perceived 
as inherently ethical, and it positively affects market intentions, overall organisational performance, 
conflict resolution, and crisis management. Grunig and 'White (1992:57) emphasise ihat communi
cation management should be based on an organisational worldview (see Section 3-4.2) ihat incor
porates ethics into ihe communication process raiher ihan focusing only on eihical communication 
outcomes. Ifihe communication process is eihical, the outcomes should also be ethical. 

Huang (2004:343) therefore :finds that tvw-way symmetrical communication cannot be differenti
ated from ethical communication. A symmetrical worldview, symmetrical dialogue, and ihe norm of 
reciprocity show ihat ihe tvvo-way symmetrical model can be viewed as ihe most eihical communica
tion model (Grunig, L.A et al., 2002:350). 

The Excellence iheory furthermore posits ihat ihe two-way symmetrical model is the normative 
model for communication management, as it describes ihe manner in which effective corporate 
communication should be practised (Grunig, L.A et al., 2002:312-317, 362). A normative theory 
describes the manner in which activities should be carried out, 'while a positive theory describes ihe 
manner in which an activity is actually carried out (Grunig, 1992a:15; Grunig & Grunig, 1992:291; 
Grunig, LA et al., 2002:310). Theorists develop normative theories to establish a model that, when 
followed, will improve practical activities. A normative theory is not proof of the manner in which 
activities are practised, but it is a recommendation on ways through which to improve these activi
ties. However, a normative theory is not viewed as a feasible theory if it cannot be carried out in 
practice (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:291). 

Grunig (1992a:15) asserts that the 'tv,To-way symmetrical model is the norm: 

The ideal, normative, model ofpublic relations, it turns out, is a two-way, open, and sym
metrical approach to public relations. 

Grunig, LA. et al. (2002:312-317,362) point out that the communication practitioner must balance 
the interests of the organisation in addition to those of the stakeholders, by promoting listening, 
dialogue, and vvillingness to accommodate each other. They find that although the two-way symme
trical model is not necessarily always successful, it 'will promote dialogue betw'een an organisation 
and its stakeholders. 

Although research has shov,'11 that the two-way symmetrical model is the norm, and the most ethical 
way of practising communication, many communication practitioners still practise communication 
management according to an asymmetrical worldview, because they feel that the two-way symme
trical model is too idealistic, and thus unrealistic. This view resulted in the development of a ne'N 
communication model, namely the mixed-motive model. 

3.3.1 The mixed-motive model 

Research has indicated that the tvm-way symmetrical model is the ideal or norm for which pro
fessional communication practitioners strive while performing their duties (Grunig, L.A et aI., 
2002:312-317, 362). The two-way symmetrical model has, however, been criticised as unrealistic 
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or idealistic because few organisations will appoint communication practitioners "ivho do not give 
priority to the interests of the organisation and concede to the demands of stakeholders with dif
ferent priorities than those of the organisation (Grunig & White, 1992:45-46; Plovvman, 1998:239; 
Terblanche, 2003:108; Laskin, 2009:45). This phenomenon of communication practitioners being 
torn betvveen loyalty to their organisation and concern for stakeholders is termed the "incidence of 
mixed motives" by Grunig and vVhite (1992:46). 

A further point of criticism against the application of the two-way symmetrical model is that persua
sion, an inherent feature of asymmetrical communication, is not necessarily unethical or ineffective 
(Grunig & Grunig, 1992:310). Critics of this model assert that understanding between an organisa
tion and its interest groups is promoted ifboth parties try simultaneously to convince each other of 
the validity of their respective points of·view. With the use ofpersuasion, the possibilities ofrecipro
cal understanding increase. 

Another research finding indicates that several organisations give preferance to practicing two
way asymmetrical model, except in cases in which it is strategically essential to use the two-way 
symmetrical model (Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002:362). Such organisations believe that knowledge ofthe 
application of both the 'h·vo-vvay and asymmetrical models contribute to communication excellence 
because both models make use of research and communicate for strategic purposes (Dozier et al., 
1995:39,42). 

In order to be excellent, communication departments use two-way asymmetrical communication 
within a symmetrical \·\,orld"lei·'I' (Dozier et aL, 1995:51; Grunig et al., 2002:358. This communica
tion model is knoY\'Il as the mixed-motive model. Plowman (1998:238) holds the view that knowl
edge of the application of the mixed-motive model will result in the assimilation of communication 
practitioners into the dominant coalition because the dominant coalition of excellent organisations 
puts a high premium on negotiation and conflict resolution skills, in order to reach a situation equal
ly advantageous to both parties, or a win-win zone. 

The mixed-motive model is based on the principle of reciprocity or reciprocal communication where 
excellent organisations realise that they are likely to benefit if they concede to some of the demands 
oftheir stakeholders. The principle ofreciprocal communication, which includes instances ofpower 
differences, allows the mixed-motive model to fit into the symmetrical worldview and qual:i.fY as ex
cellent communication management (Grunig & vVhlte, 1992:48). 

However, when one party yields more power than the other party does, a problem arises in the ap
plication of the mixed-motive modeL In the case of a large, powerful organisation, it is improbable 
that the organisation 'will apply symmetrical communication until stakeholders' powerhas increased 
(Grunig & vVllite, 1992:46). 

Hellweg (1989, as cited in Grunig & Grunig, 1992:312) recommends that the four communication 
models be presented as a continuum. In their study, Grunig and Grunig (1992:312) differentiate 
betw'een the four models by referring to the one-way models as "trade" models and to the two-way 
models as "professional" models (Dozier et al., 1995:42). The differentiation can be illustrated sche
matically in Figure 3.1, on the following page. 
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Figure 3.1: Trade models 

PROPAGANDA JOURNAUSM 
PRESS PUBUC INFORMATION 

AGENTRYIPUBUCnY MOoa 
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(Source: Grunig & Grunig, 1992:312.) 

According to Grunig and Grunig (1992:312), the trade models refer to communication practitioners 
that regard their task as merely an application of communication techniques and the conveyance of 
publicity and information to media and other 
communication channels. 

Figure 3.2: Professional models 

ASYMMETRICAL 	 SYMMETRICAL 
TWO-WAY ASYMMETRICAL MOoa 	 TWO-WAY SYMMETRICAL MODa 

(EXGalENT COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENl) 

(Source: Grunig & Grunig, 1992:312.) 

Communication practitioners that apply the professional models rely on both knowledge and tech
nique. They regard communication management as a strategic function that aims to manage conflict 
and establish relations v.i.th strategic stakeholders that pose a threat to the autonomy of the organi
sation (Grunig & Grunig, 1992:312). 

Criticism of the above illustration ofthe two-way models is that the area between the two-way as:YID
metrical and two-way symmetrical model is open and vague and that the mixed-motive model is to 
be found somewhere behveen these 1:\"10 extremes. Dozier et al. (1995:39-51) refined the continuum, 
indicating the position of the mixed-motive model on the continuum. The mixed-motive model can 
thus be illustrated as follows: 
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Figure 3.3: Mixed-motive model 
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POsmON OFORGANISliTION MIXED-MOTIVE MODa POSITION OF STAKEHOLDERS 
DOMINANT (ASYMMETRICAL) SYMMETRICAL DOMINANT (ASYMMETRICAL) 

(Adapted from Dozier et 01.,1995:48) 

As sho"vn in Figure 3.3, it is assumed that organisations and stakeholders have separate and some
times conflicting interests. In spite of this, common factors, termed the vvin-v.rin zone, can be found 
by means ofnegotiation and compromise (Dozier et al., 1995:48-49; Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002:355
358). 

Unsatisfactory and unstable relations can be found on both sides of the ,"lin-win zone. To the left of 
the v.rin-\~rin zone, the organisation's interests dominate those of other stakeholders, and vice versa 
to the right of the v.rin-,~rin zone (Dozier et al., 1995=48-49; Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002:355-358). The 
organisation or dominant coalition can use communication to manipulate or persuade other groups 
to accept its point of view, as indicated by Arrow 1 (Dozier et aI., 1995:48-49; Grunig, LA et at., 
2002:357). 

Stakeholders can also use communication to persuade the organisation or dominant coalition to ac
cept their point ofview outside the v.rin-win zone, as indicated byArrow 2 (Dozier et at., 1995:48-49; 
Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002:357). 'When the organisation's communication practitioner assists stake
holders, bytr)ringto persuade the organisation to accept clearly unfavourable positions that ,"lillben
eDt stakeholders at the expense ofthe organisation, cooperation model is being fully implement
ed. Naturally, such a model is not welcomed by the dominant coalition (Dozier et at., 1995:48-49; 
Terblanche, 2003:108). 

Symmetrical communication, in "which communication practitioners negotiate \~rith both the domi
nant coalition and stakeholders, in order to secure a position, relation, or outcome in the v.rin-v.rin 
zone is indicated by Arrow 3. These practices are referred to as the two-way model, as they replace 
the two-way symmetrical and asymmetrical models. Asymmetrical tactics are sometimes employed 
to secure a ,"lin-v.rin zone. Because these practices in which the value oflong-term relationships is 
respected and appreciated are applied v.rithin a symmetrical world,riew, the hvo-,,,>>ay model is essen
tially symmetrical. The two-way model implies that the dominant coalition is managed as another 
stakeholder that is influenced by communication programmes (Dozier et at., 1995:49; Grunig, L.A. 
et al., 2002:357-358). 

Plowman (1998:237-261; 20°5:131-138) refines the mixed-motive model, by adding seven negotia
tion techniques to enhance its effectiveness. The negotiation techniques are the follo,"ling: 

competition: implies an "I win, you lose" situation; 
cooperation: implies a v.rin-v.rin zone for both parties; 
compromise: implies a equal ratio of advantages and disadvantages; 
avoidance: represents a situation in which both parties are losers and in which one or both par
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ties have a better alternative than advantage that would be gained by cooperating with 
other; 
settlement: always implies an "I 1A1in, you lose" situation; 
unconditional benefits: refers to the results of an organisation's decision, based on research 
regarding an action that is advantageous to both the organisation and the stakeholders, even 
though the stakeholders do not share the organisation's point of 'view at the time (there is still 
two-way communication because the action is based on research, and the action results in a ,-vin
vvin zone or both the organisation and its stakeholders); and 
win-win or no agreement: implies that both parties agree to no point of agreement in a conflict 
situation if it is not advantageous for both parties. In other 'words, they decide to wait until both 
parties can from the agreement, resulting in a \¥in-win agreement. These tactics correspond 
to a large degree \¥ith avoidance, but ,-vith a view to future collaboration. 

The communication outcomes of the mixed-motive model, as shown in Figure 3.3, are compared to 
other models in Table 3.1, on the next page. 

Table 3.1: Outcomes of the new symmetrical model 
• TYPE OF PRACTICE I EXPL;~A-T-I-O-N-----------------' 

• Communication is used to dominate stakeholders to ac-
Pure a-symmetrical model 

of the dominant coalition 

Pure cooperation model 
Communication is used to persuade the dominant coali

tion to accept the position of the stakeholders 

Two-way model (mixed-motive Communication is used to move stakeholders, the domi

model) nant coalition, or both to an acceptable win-win zone 

{Source: NaudeJ 2001:81; Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002:357.} 

Various researchers consequently regard mixed-motive model as a normative and positive 
model because it is an accurate reflection of actual practices of communication practitioners 
(Holtzhausen & Ven'Vey, 1996:39; Plowman, 1998:237-261; Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002:358; Plowman, 
2005:131-138). 

In Table 3.2 on the follO',·ving page, a diagrammatic summary of the five American communication 
models, including theory from the European models, is presented. 
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Table 3.2: Characteristics of the communication models 

CHARACTER

ISTIC 

UCIlY 

Propaganda 	 Distribution of Scientific 

information 	 persuasion, 

protection of 

image/reputation, 

promotion of plans!
PURPOSE 

decisions 

One-way; whole One-way; truth Two-way; unbal

i truth not imfXJrtant i imfXJrtant anced results 
DIRECTION 

, 

~OMMUN'CA- Sender- Recipient Sender- Recipient Sender- Recipient 

Sender <E- Recipient 
, TION MO[)EL 

(feedback) 

llitIe or no research 	 Research in terms Evaluation of 

of readability and attitudes 

readership only 

, Sports, theatre, Government, NPOs CompetitiveWHERE IT IS 

PRACTISED product promotion business 

, TODAY 

Reciprocal 

understanding. 

negotiation, 

relationship 

building, 

co-creation of new 

meanings, 

public lioence to 

! operate, 

public legitimation 

TwD-'Ni!'f, balanced 

results 

Group-Group 

Group <E-Group 

(feedback) 

Evaluation of 

mutual 

understanding 

Regulated 

business 

MiXED-MOTIVE 

Reciprocal under

standing, scientific 

persuasion 

Twcrway; 

balanced results; 

win-win zone 

Group - Group 

Group <E- Group 

(feedback) 

Evaluation of mutual 

understanding 

Competitive and regu

lated business, NPOs 

(Adapted from Grunig & Hunt, 1984:22; Van Ruler & Verdc, 2003:22; Van Heerden, 2004:61) 

The description and discussion of the five communication models in the previous sections leads to 
specific theoretical statements regarding NPO communication practices, which are presented in the 
folloV\ring sections. 
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Specific Theoretical Statement 1 .. 

communication model practised by NPQs could be determined by: 
the pUl:pose of communication (forexa.mple, to inform, distribute .. M~'H~'JU, persuade, 
or build relationsrups); and . ... 

3.3.3 Specific Theoretical Statement 2 
" . : . . ... , :" . . . ~ .. ', .: .. :: ~'., .' " ::'.: ' '. . .. ,.>." , . .:: '. 

NPOs that practise the two-V\ray symmetrical model and/or the mixed-:-motive model of commu- . 

nication v'l'i11 alsosupport and engage in dialogue with. their different stakeholders, which include· 

listeningto stakeholder needs. The goal ofpractising tWo-way communication vI'ith stakeholders. 


. is toreaCh mutual understandlng,whichvvillieadto strong, lastingrelaticm.ships. .. ... . 

•. 	NPOs that practise the asymmetrical communication models vfill not view dialogue as an inte

gral part oftheir communication efforts~ They would tend rather to address one~waymonologue· 
towards their stakeholders, 

In practice, the model practised and the communication practitioner's role depends on the organi
sation's worldview, which determines how the organisation will be managed, notvvithstanding the 
communication practitioner's expertise and choice of modeL Follovving is a discussion of organisa
tional ,vorldviews and their influence on the practice of communication management. 

3.4 Organisational worldview and communication models 

Kearney (1984 as cited by Grunig & White, 1992:33) defines worldview as "a set ofimages and as
sumptions about the world". According to this definition, each person has subjective reasons for 
their beliefs and behaviour, and therefore the practice and theories of communication management 
are affected by the worldviews ofpractitioners and theorists (Grunig & White, 1992:32). 

Although each communication practitioner may have his or her o,vn presuppositions regarding com
munication management, the practice of a specific communication model is closely linked to organi
sational social structure, culture, and worldview (Naude, 2001:69). The presuppositions underlying 
worldviews cannot be changed easily as they are embedded in organisational culture, communities, 
and society. Researchers identify and compare worldviews, finding that some world' views are linked 
to more successful problemsolving in organisations and communities than others (Grunig & White, 
1992:33). The organisation's cultural presuppositions most applicable to communication manage
ment concentrate on the beliefs regarding the relationship betlveen the self (meaning the organisa
tion) and 'other' (meaning the different stakeholders/publics of an organisation) (Naude, 2001:69). 
In the subsequent sections, the asymmetrical and symmetrical worldviews and their influence on 
communication management are discussed. 

3.4.1 Asymmetrical worldview of organisational communication 

Grunig (1989:30) believes that the practice of asymmetrical communication leads to unethical, so
cially irresponsible, and ineffective communication practices. According to asymmetrical models, 
organisations know what is best for all and stakeholders can only benefit from working vlith organi
sations. This view can be problematic, as Grunig (1989:32) points out: 

... organisations often expect publics to accept strange things as a result of"cooperation": 
pollution, toxic waste, drinking, smoking, guns, overthrow of governments, dangerous 
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products, lowered salary and benefits, discrimination against women and minorities,job 
layoffs, dangerous manufacturing plants, risky transportation ofproducts, higher prices, 
monopoly power, poor product quality, political favoritism, insider trading, use ofpoi
sonous chemicals, eJ..posure to carcinogens, nuclear weapons, and even warfare. The list 
could go on and on. The list is important because few of the organisations advocating 
these positions believe the practices are detrimental to the publics they ask to adopt the 
behaviors. 

The above passage clearly shows that organisations that believe it ethical to control and dominate 
their environment can actually harm their stakeholders because oftheir worldview (Grunig & White, 
1992:42). 

Grunig and White (1992:39) indicate that communication management practised according to the 
asymmetrical models - where an organisation obtains v'I'hat it wants without changing its behaviour 
- was the dominant worldview of most organisations. However, in a follow-up study Grunig, LA. 
et al. (2002:336) find that large organisations' managers prefer the two-"'way symmetrical model, 
while their communication departments believe that management prefer asymmetrical communica
tion models. Similarly, Steyn (1999:20-43) finds that in the South African conteA1: managers prefer 
strategic communication management, although the communication department is often not able to 
practise strategic communication management. 

The asymmetrical worldviewis characterisedby the follovl'ingpresuppositions (Grunig, 1989:32-33; 
Grunig & White, 1992:43): 

internal orientation: members of the organisation do not have an objective vie"y of the organi
sation because they do not view it as outsiders do; as a result they do not see the organisation's 
shortcomings; 
closed system: information flows from the organisation and not into the organisation because 
organisation members believe their knowledge is sufficient and thus no outside information is 

necessary;, .. . .. 

efficiency: efficiency and cost control are more important than innovation and therefore new 

ideas and methods of work are not encouraged; 

elitism: leaders of the organisation know best and have more knowledge than stakeholders or 

publics; 

conservatism: change is viewed as negative, should be resisted and thus pressure for change is 

considered subversive; 

tradition: tradition provides stability for the organisation and helps to maintain its culture, which 

is the reason change is not readily accepted; and 

central authority: the organisation is managed as an autocracy, where a few top managers have 

the most pm·yer and authority, while employees have little or no authority or power, rather they 

are expected to do their work and not to think of new ideas or threaten management's power. 


In addition to the above presuppositions that influence the relationship between the organisation 
and its stakeholders, an asymmetrical world-view is characterised by certain presuppositions regard
ing the social role of communication management (Grunig, 2000:29-30; Grunig & \Vhite, 1992:50

55). 

Firstly, communication management has a pragmatic social role, characterised by a result-ori 
ented function, and viewed as only valuable if it helps the organisation to achieve its goals. Com
munication management in this role is related to marketing and has a commercial function vd.th 
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little place for ethical conduct and corporate social responsibility. 

The second presupposition posits that communication management has a conservative social 

role in which the status quo in the organisation and in society must be defended and maintained. 

This role corresponds with the presuppositions about conservatism and tradition discussed 

above. New ideas and change are not tolerated. 

The third presupposition states that communication management has a radical social role in 

contributing to organisational and societal change. Both the radical and the conservative world

views hold that communication management can have powerful effects on society and because of 

this they view communication management as an instrument in the war between opposing social 


groups. 

According to the fourth presupposition, communication management has a neutral social role. 

This view corresponds with logical positivism, 'which views communication management as a 

neutral object of study. Philosophers of science now widely reject the idea that observation and 

interpretation can be neutral. 

The:fifth presupposition states that communication management is merely a technical function 

,-vith no theoretical grounding. presupposition is relevant to the press agency!publicity and 

public information models. Accordingly, communication management has a marketing function 

and cannot playa strategic management role. 


Changes in attitudes and behaviour, methods of persuasive communication, spread of innova
tion, and the effect of media campaigns are likely to be view'ed as relevant communication manage
ment problems by organisations with an asymmetrical worldview (Grunig, 1989:33-34). Anyone or 
all three of the asymmetrical models could be used to achieve organisational goals. Communication 
management practised according to an asymmetrical worldview is typically less excellent than com
munication management practiced according to a symmetrical worldview. 

3.4.2 Symmetrical worldview of organisational communication 

, According to the symmetrical worldview, communication management is a process of compromising 
and negotiating, where organisations realise that they would benefit, if they were to give up some of 
what they want (Grunig & White, 1992:39). The purpose of nvo-way symmetrical communication 
is to use research and dialogue to manage conflict, improve understanding, and build relationships 
vvith stakeholders. According to this worldview, both the organisation and its stakeholders are will
ing to change viewpoints or behaviour (Grunig & White, 1992:39). 

As explained in the previous section, social and cultural structures play an important role in deter
mining which communication model will be applied in the organisation. The following presupposi
tions characterise the symmetrical v,rorldview (Grunig, 1989:38-39; Grunig & White, 1992:43-44; 
Naude, 2001:71-72): 

interdependence: an organisation cannot isolate itself from its environment. Although an or

ganisation is separated from its environment by boundaries, interaction with its stakeholders or 

other organisations is vital for its survival; 

open system: an organisation is open to interaction ,".rith other systems for information to 

exchanged freely bernTeen systems; 

moving equilibrium: organisations as systems strive towards a balance, or equilibrium, with 

other systems. This balance constantly moves to environmental changes. According to the 

symmetrical world,riew, organisations seek an equilibrium by mutual and cooperative adjust

ments to other systems; 

equity: employees must be respected and must receive equal opportunities. Any employee, re
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gardless of background or education, must be free to give input into an organisation. Naude 
(2001:71) states that equity in a symmetrical worldview does not mean that all employees are 
equal in terms of organisational hierarchy, salary, or other benefits, but that they all receive equal 
opportunities; 
autonomy: employees are more innovative, constructive, and productive ,vhen they have the 
autonomy to make decisions concerning their work and behaviour, rather than being controlled 
by others. In this way, employees experience more work satisfaction inside the organisation and 
more cooperation outside the organisation is gained; 
innovation: in contrast to the asymmetrical organisational worldview, where innovation is dis
couraged, new ideas and flexible thinking is important in a symmetrical worldview; 
decentralisation ofmanagement: power is not restricted to a few top managers, but is collective 
and participatory in organisations with a symmetrical worldview. Managers coordinate rather 
than dictate. In an organisation vvith a decentralised management style, employee's autonomy, 
work satisfaction, and innovation are promoted; 
responsibility: an organisation and its employees must be aware of the consequences of their 
behaviour on others and attempt to eliminate negative consequences for others; 
conflict resolution: conflict resolution within an organisation or between the organisation and its 
stakeholders must be resolved through negotiation, communication, and compromise. Tactics 
such as force, coercion, manipulation, and violence do not form part of a s:ymmetrical organisa
tional worldview; and 
interest-group liberalism: the political system is viewed as a mechanism for open negotiation 
amongst stakeholders. The main aim is to protect the needs and interests of ordinary people 
against the government and large organisations. This can only happen if the organisation func
tions as an open system that encourages communication amongst stakeholders. 

There are presuppositions about the social role of communication management 'within a symmetri
cal worldview (Grunig, 2.000:30; Grunig & vVhite, 1992.:53-55; Naude, 2.001:72), which are pre
sented in the following list. 

The first presupposition states that communication management has an idealistic social role 
that serves public interest, develops mutual understanding, and facilitates dialogue between or
ganisations and stakeholders. Communication management also contributes to debate about 
issues in society. This worldview presupposes that a norm of reciprocity exists in society that 
enables the communication function to realise its symmetrical and idealistic function. 
According to the second presupposition, research uncovers poor ethics and negative social con
sequences of ineffective communication management that deviates from normative communica
tion practices. The two-way symmetrical model serves as a norm against which such communi
cation management practices can be measured. 
The third presupposition argues that excellent communication management should have a man
agerial role, and not merely a technical role, as presupposed by the asymmetrical worldvie'w. 

It is clear from the above discussion that an organisation's worldview determines which communica
tion model will be practised, what role the communication practitioner vl'ill fulfil, and whether the 
communication function ,>ViII have a strategic role. 

The asymmetrical and symmetrical worldviews described above, as well as the different views on the 
social role of communication management, leads to the next tvm specific theoretical statements as 
presented in the subsequent sections. 
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3.4.2.1 Specific Theoretical Statement 3 

. 	 . :. . 

A NPO's choice of a communication model will be directly influenced by its organisational world-
view:· .' .. '.. '.' . . .. ' .. .... . 

An asymmetrical worldview (characterised by an internal orientation, iClosedsystem, efficiency, 

· elitism, conservatism, tradition, and a central authority) 'willlead to the practising ofan asym-. 


metrical communication model (press agentry/publicity model,.public information model, or 

h-vo-:way asymmetrical model)_ A NPO with an asynnnetrical ,yorldview Will view communica
tion management as a mere technical function, and it win be more likely to practise anasym

· metrical communication model. 
. A symmetrical worldview (characterisedby interdependence, an open system, a moving equilib
· rium, equity, autonomy, innovation, decentralised management, responSibility, conflict resolo.

tion, and interest-gr()uP liberalism) ''''ill enable the practising ofthe tv\To-waysymmetrical model 
and/or the mixed-motive model.ANPO With a symmetrical worldviewvvill view cODllllunicatioIl 
management as a managerial function, and itwill bemore likely topractise the h-vo-way sym
metrical model and/or the mixed-motive modeL 

3:4.2.2Specific Theoretical Statement 4 

A NPO'svie'lY on its social role, from which the social. role ofcommunication rrianagementcan be 
derived, are linked to its organisational worldview and '¥ill influence its choicebfcommunication 
model: . . .. 

ThoseNPOs that view communication management as having apragmatic, radical, or a nelrtral 
social role will be more inclined to practise an asymmetrical modeL. . . 

· Those NPOs that view communication management as having anidealistic or critical social role 
,¥ill practise the two-way syriimetrical m()del and/or the mixed-motive modeL 

.:>."'~•.L• .:> Specific Theoretical Statement 5. 

. 	 . 

The model practiced by a NPO, as well as the role played by its most senior communicatiol1 practi 
. . 	 , , 

tioner can be determined by examining: 
• 	 the expertise of the communication practitioner; . 

whether the communication practitioner is part of the dominant coalition ofthe NPO; 
whether the practitioner has a strategic role; and 
the and culture ofthe NPO. 

Communication management contributes to organisational effectiveness only when it assists the or
ganisation in reconciling its goals with the expectations of its strategic stakeholders_ In other words, 
communication management contributes to organisational effectiveness by building strong, long
term relationships with stakeholders (Grunig, LA. et aL, 1992:86; Hon & Grunig, 1999:9; Grunig & 
Huang, 2000:24)_ Both the organisation and its stakeholders benefit when two-'Nay communication 
models are used to build symmetrical relationships (Ledingham & Bruning, 2000b:65). Trust in 
particular, which forms the core of strong, long-lasting relationships, is the result of symmetrical 
relationships between an organisation and its stakeholders (Grunig & Huang, 2000:27, 29). 

As discussed in the previous sections, a symmetrical organisational worldview is a prerequisite for 
the practice of the tv\To-way communication models. In the ne}.."\: section, relationship management 
as the most important outcome of communication management tllIough the two-way models is dis
cussed. The theory on relationship management is applied to the NPO context. 
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3.5 Relationship management 

In 1984, Freeman (1984) introduced the stakeholder approach to corporate management. Before 
that, only shareholders "vere considered to be an organisation's stakeholders that should receive 
attention from the organisation. Freeman's stakeholder approach broadened management's view 
to consider "all interests and well-being of those who can assist or hinder the achievement of the 
organisation's objectives" (philips et al., 2003=481), and to create value for all stakeholders. In ad
dition to being a moral and ethical approach to corporate management, following the stakeholder 
approach would enable organisations to improve trade (Freeman et al., 2004:368). At the same 
time, M. A. Ferguson (Ledingham & Bruning, 2000a:xiii) caused a major shift in the core focus of 
strategic communication management, in stating that relationships, and "not '" the organisation, 
nor the public, nor the communication process", should the focus of communication manage
ment (Ferguson, 1984, as cited by Ledingham, 2003:182). Since then, research has shown that com
munication management adds strategic value to an organisation when its main approach consists 
of "strategies to develop, maintain, and enhance relationships and the relationship outcomes that 
the organisation strives to achieve with these strategies" (Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002:550). In other 
words, communication management's strategic value lies in the use of symmetrical communication 
programmes for developing and maintaining strong, long-lasting relationships with the organisa
tion's stakeholders, in order to assist the organisation in obtaining its goals (Grunig, L.A. et al., 
2002:548). This is powerfully put by Ledingham and Bruning (2000a:xiii): 

"The emergence ofrelationship management as a paradigm ... calls into question the es
sence ofpublic relations-what it is and what it does or should do, its function and value 
within the organisational structure and the greater society, and the benefits generated 
not only for sponsoring organisations but also for the publics those organisations serve 
and the communities and societies in which they exist.:n 

Ledingham and Bruning (1998:63) highlight an important aspect: that stakeholders will only be loyal 
to an organisation when its involvement and support of its community is "known by its key publics". 
In other words, they view communication management as a two-step process in which organisations 
must firstly focus on the relationship with their strategic stakeholders, and secondly, communicate 
involvement of those activities or programmes that build the organisation-public relationship to 
strategic stakeholders. Concerning this, Gregory (2008:19-20) adds that communication practi
tioners manage stakeholder expectations when they ensure that stakeholders know that the organi
sation has delivered on its promises, and that stakeholders understand and support organisational 
goals. 111.e communication department therefore has an important role in strategic organisational 
management because of the focus on the activities most valued by strategic stakeholders, grounded 
in the relationship dimensions of trust, involvement, commitment, and openness. 

Relationship building is a very important part of communication management for NPOs. Knox and 
Gruar (2007:116) note that NPOs' stakeholders are generally more important than those of com
mercial businesses are because they often have complex relationships with the NPOs and are very 
involved in the achievement of organisational goals. Building strong relationships is particularly 
important in the case of donors because good relationships will encourage donors to repeat and in
crease the value of donations (Brennan & Brady, 1999:332). Furthermore, NPOs operate in a highly 
competitive environment where an ever-increasing number of NPOs rely on a small number of do
nors (MacMillan et aI., 2005:806). v"hen donors cease to donate funds, they usually elect to support 
other organisations that they perceive to be more deserving (Sargeant, 2001:183). More than one 
in ten lapsed donors appears to have no memory of ever having supported a specific NPO, which 
indicates that the NPO in question failed to communicate effectively with its donors. It is therefore 
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very important to provide donors ,'Vith ongoing and specific feedback that has resulted for the NPO's 
beneficiaries. vVhen donors are given the opportunity to interact ,·vith the NPO, it seems unlikely 
that their support I'Villlapse, because they have a relationship I'Vith the NPO and feel appreciated by 
the organisation (Sargeant, 2001:188-190). 

3.5.1 Types ofrelationships 

Two types of relationships exist between an organisation and its stakeholders, namely exchange and 
communal relationships (Hon & Grunig, 1999:20). In an exchange relationship the parties to the re
lationship benefit from one another because they received specific benefits in the past or expect ben
efits in the future (Hung, 2001:13; Hung, 2005:396; Hung, 2007:456). In contrast, in a communal 
relationship benefits are given in order to please the other party, I'Vithout the benefactor eJ.'Pecting 
the beneficiary to return the favour (Hon & Grunig, 1999:21; Hung, 2001:13; Hung, 2007:456). In 
these relationships, friendships ,"lith mutually beneficial objectives are often built with an extremely 
high value placed on fairness and justice betw'een all parties involved. Commitment amongst all in
volved in the relationship is an integral part of communal relationships, projecting a positive image 
of the NPO as an entity that recognises its social responsibility function (Goffee & Jones, 2000:143; 
Grunig, 2000:2; Paine, 2003:8). Clark and Mills (1993:684-691) explain the difference beh"reen 
the hIVo types of relationships: communal relationships express the concerns that one party has 
about the welfare of the other party, whereas exchange relationships are derived from economic 
exchanges. 

Hung (2005=415-417; 2007:457-458) adds to the relationship types by identifying five other types 
of relationships, namely exploitive, manipulative, contractual, symbiotic, and covenantal relation
ships. She refines communal relationships into mutual and one-sided communal relationships. In 
Figure 3.3, Hung's relationship types are illustrated along a continuum. 

Figure 3.4: Continuum of types of relationships 

Concemfor Concemfor 
seH-interest others' interest 

.. Win-win Zone .. 
Mutual One-Sided 

Exploitive ManipulaHve Contractual Symbiotic Exchange Convenantal Communal Communal 
relationship relationship relationship relationship relationship relationship relationship relationship 

(Source: Hung, 2005:416; Hung, 2007:458,) 

The exploitive relationships on the far left side represent the extreme behaviour of an organisation 
concerned only about itself'without considering the other party. One-sided communal relationships 
on the far right side express another extreme behaviour, that ofbeing concerned only about the other 
party. Hung (2005:416) emphasises that the extremes on the continuum are not recommended for 
organisations because eJ.'P1oiting stakeholders I'VilI result in a bad reputation for the organisation and 
loss of public support. However, considering stakeholders I'Vithout considering the organisation's 
own welfare 'will also jeopardise an organisation's survival because the organisation might sacrifice 
its own well-being in accommodating stakeholders. Hung (2005:415-417; 2007:457-458) therefore 
'views exchange, covenantal (which implies the exchange of opinions behveen two parties that are 
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both committed to a common goal), and mutual communal relationships as striving towards a wm
,,,in zone. Strategic communication practices, particularly for NPOs, should thus aim to build these 
three types of relationships. 

An organisation's relationships ,vith stakeholders begin the moment the organisation realises its 
interdependence"\vith stakeholders in its institutional environment. According to Hung (2007:454), 
an organisation's intention and motivation for survival in the institutional environment affect the 
type(s) of relationships it aims to have "\vith its stakeholders. In other words, organisations do not 
engage in only one type ofrelationship"\vith all their stakeholders, but interchange relationship types 
depending on its goals and the situation (Hung, 2001:50-51). In the NPO sector, it is important to 
build strong communal relationships ,vith stakeholders, particularly donors, on one hand because 
NPOs receive funds from them and do not give funds back. On the other hand, NPOs also have 
exchange relationships 'with donors because donors expect the NPO to deliver certain services to 
its beneficiaries (which are also the donor organisation's beneficiaries). In the case of NPOs in the 
adult literacy sector, donors provide funds to the NPOs in exchange for the NPOs providing literacy 
education to illiterate adults. 

3.5.2 Relationship-cultivation strategies 

Hung (2007:459) states that relationship building is an ongoing process in which an organisation 
not only maintains a relationship in its current state, but also from time to time has to restore a 
failed or deteriorated relationship. In order to build strong relationships, the following symmetrical 
relationship-cultivation strategies can be used (Plov,rman, 1998:245; Grunig & Huang, 2000:36-37; 
Hung, 2001:15-19; Plovvman, 2005:133; Hung, 2007:459-461): 

Access: stakeholders provide access to communication practitioners, ""hile communication prac
titioners grant stakeholders access to organisational decision-making processes. 
Positivity: organisations do all that is necessary to make stakeholders feel content in the rela
tionship. 
Openness or disclosure: organisations and stakehoiders must be willing to openly discuss the 
nature oftheir relationship, while those"\vith greater power have the obligation to prove that it is 
in the interest of those with less power not to have access to certain information. 
Assurances of legitimacy: this involves efforts by the parties in a relationship to express their 
commitment to maintaining the relationship, which leads to more satisfaction and commitment 
from both sides. 
Networking: this pertains to organisational efforts to build nehvorks ,>\rith the same groups as its 
stakeholders, such as environmentalists, unions, or community groups. 
Sharing oftasks: both the organisation and its stakeholders solve problems together, for exam
ple, board members can assist NPO management in building relationships with certain donors. 
Dual concern: these strategies can also be called mixed motive strategies because they entail bal
ancing the stakeholders' interests with the organisation's interests. The following asymmetrical 
dual-concern strategies ,vill not be effective in developing and maintaining the most positive 
relationships over the long term because they emphasise the organisation's interests over the 
stakeholders' interests, or vice versa: 

Contending: this entails the organisation's attempts to persuade its stakeholders to accept 

its position. 

Avoiding: the organisation ignores conflict ,'\rith its stakeholders. 

Accommodating: the organisation concedes and gives up its goals, to some extent. 

Compromising: the organisation partially meets the stakeholders' expectations, but no par

ties are completely satisfied ,vith the outcome. 
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Distributive: these strategies asymmetrically enforce one party's position onto that of the 
other party without concern for the other party's welfare. 

Cooperating: the organisation and its stakeholders work to bring together their interests, in or
der to reach a mutually beneficial relationship. 
Being unconditionally constructive: the organisation does it best for the relationship, even if it 
has to give up some of its aims and its stakeholders do not respond to its good intentions. 
Stipulating win-win or no deal: should the organisation and its stakeholders not be able to find 
a mutually beneficial solution, they agree not to make a deal rather than making a decision that 
is not beneficial for both parties. 
Keeping promises: organisations keep promises to achieve dependability and competence, which 
are both dimensions of trust (see Section 3.5.3). In the case of NPOs, Sargeant (2001:186) em
phasises that donors in particular v,Tant to know "how my money is spent". vVhen donors feel 
that they can trust the NPO to deliver on its promises, they are most likely to continue to support 
the organisation. 

3.5.3 Relationship outcomes 

In practising relationship building v,rithin the tvvo-way symmetrical model, supported by a symmet
rical worldview, organisations both generate and receive benefits. Organisations' initiatives thus 
help to build communities, while they also provide social and economic returns on their investments 
(Ledingham & Bruning, 2000b:66). The following relationship outcomes that indicate the quality 
ofthe relationship have been identified (Hon & Grunig, 1999:18-20; Grunig & Huang, 2000:42-47; 
Huang, 2001:65-68; Hung, 2001:25-30): 

Trust is one party's level of confidence in and ·willingness to be open to the other party. Several 
researchers posit that building trust, particularly v,rith regard to donors, is a very important as
pect in the NPO sector (Bennett & Barkensjo, 2005:128; MacMillan et al., 2005:806-818). Trust 
has several underlying dimensions: 

integrity, which is the belief that an organisation operates in a fair and just manner; 
dependability refers to the belief that the organisation will do what it said it would do; and 
competence refers to the beliefthat an organisation can do what it says it will do. 

Control mutuality refers to the degree to which parties agree on who has rightful power to influ
ence one another. Although this suggests a power imbalance, ethical, two-way symmetrical com
munication could produce control mutuality in a relationship. Control mutuality implies that: 

the organisation and its stakeholders are considerate of each other; 
the organisation believes the opinions of its stakeholders to be legitimate; and 
the organisation affords its stakeholders an opportunity to participate in decision-making 
processes and gives stakeholders some level of control over situations in the organisation. In 
the case of NPOs, this would for example mean that the NPO could co-decide with a donor 
organisation the manner in which the funds should be spent. 

Commitment entails all parties involved feeling that the relationship is worth spending time and 

energy on. 

The level of relationship satisfaction refers to the extent to which one party is favourably dis

posed toward the other because positive expectations regarding the relationship are reinforced; 

in other words, the benefits of the relationship outweigh the costs. Both parties reap benefits 

from the relationship and stakeholders are thus happy in their interactions with the organisation 

and feel important to the organisation. 
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The above discussion on relationship management as the most important outcome of two-v,ray 
symmetrical communication management leads to the next specific theoretical statement. 

3.5.4 Specific Theoretical Statement6 

NPOs' use of two-way symmetrical communication will lead to mutual cU~''''''-'J.~cC'~AUc.LUI'J, 
in strong, long-lasting and mutually beneficial relationships \'\rith their strategic 
These relationships will be characterised pytrust, control mutuality, commitment, and satisfac- i 

tion. " ' " ' ., ' '" " " ' " 
, , 

By building and maintaining strong relationships v,rith strategicstakeliolders, the communica
tion function assists the organisation inachleving its goals, and therefore in being excellent. 

3.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the implication of tv\To-way symmetrical communication to strategic communication 
management has been discussed. Although the two-way symmetrical model is a normative model, 
it became clear that the practice of two-way symmetrical communication according to the newly 
developed mixed motive model enables organisations to build strong, long-lasting and mutually 
beneficial relationships with strategic stakeholders. Building strong relationships with strategic 
stakeholders is the communication function's most important contribution to organisational 
effectiveness because it highlights the organisation's commitment to mutual trust, control 
mutuality, commitment, and relationship satisfaction. Although a well-trained communication 
practitioner would know the benefits of tW'o-way symmetrical communication, the choice of which 
communication model \~rill be practised depends mainly on the organisation's world\riew. 
Practising hvo-way symmetrical communication and subsequent strong stakeholder relationships 
",rill only be possible in an organisation with a symmetrical worldview, which is characterised by 
interdependence, an open system, a moving equilibrium, equity, autonomy, innovation, 
decentralised management, responsibility, conflict resolution, and interest-group liberalism. 

In order to maintain quality relationships between organisations and its stakeholders, it is essential 
to manage communication strategically. Strategic communication management forms the founda
tion for relationship building V\rith stakeholders. In the next chapter, Steyn and Puth's (2000) model 
for strategic communication management will be discussed as the theoretical core of the study, and 
the importance of strategic communication management in the NPO sector will be highlighted. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the broad theoretical framework of this study, consisting of the Excellence 
theory and relationship management theory, 'Nas provided. The discussion provided a short histori
cal overview of the origin ofthe four communication models, and how they led to the development of 
the tvvo-way models as both normative and positive theory. The vvay in which Grunig's tvvo-'way sym
metrical model contributes to relationship management, which is one of the most important func
tions of strategic communication management, was outlined. It 'was furthermore emphasised that 
the tlvo-way symmetrical model can only be applied in an organisation with a symmetrical 'INorld
view. 'i%en the tvvo-,vay asymmetrical model is applied within a symmetrical worldview, communi
cation is also viewed as ethical and contributing to the achievement of organisational goals. 

The above theoreticalbackgroundleads to the theoretical focus ofthe study, which is Steyn and Puth's 
approach to strategic communication management. This chapter ,·vould therefore endeavour to an
swer the question of what strategic communication management entails, and why it is necessary in 
the NPO sector. A discussion on the different communication practitioner roles leads to how Benita 
Steyn, a leading South African researcher on strategic communication management, distinguished 
betlveen communication practitioner roles, in order to identify the role ofthe strategist. Thereafter, 
a brief discussion on the levels and process ofstrategic management will follow, highlighting the role 
of communication practitioners in each step. Based on her research on practitioner roles, Steyn with 
Puth developed a model for strategic communication management (Steyn & Puth, 2000). The steps, 
particularly ofthestrategic.part.ofSteyn and Puth's (2000) model, are discussed in detail, as they 
form the theoretical focus of this project. However, Steyn and Puth's model and approach to strate
gic communication management have received some criticism, and this is also discussed, in order to 
provide a more nuanced view of the modeL 

4.2 Communication practitioner roles 

Role theories developed from a sociological context, where it is argued that employee roles consist 
of expectations about the quantity and type of behaviour of a person in a specific role (Ilgen & Hol
lenbeck, 1991:169). Roles in an organisation depict repeated, standardised beha'vioural patterns of 
employees and serve as a guide to behaviour and outcomes management e:b..'Pectations ofemploy
ees (Dozier, 1992:327). Role theory, applied in communication management, supplies a point of de
parture for the study of practitioner roles, their accompanying functions, and the strategic function, 
if any, of these roles in the organisation (Moss et aI., 2000:284; Steyn & Puth, 2000:14). 

During the 1980s, Broom (1982:18) distinguished betl,veen the e:...pert prescriber, the communica
tion technician, the communication facilitator, and the problem-solving process facilitator in his 
classification of practitioner roles. The functions of practitioners fulfilling these roles can also be 
related to certain communication models (Broom, 1982:18-19; Broom & Dozier, 1986:39; Dozier, 
1992:329-330; Steyn & Puth, 2000:14-15): 

The e:;tpert prescriber operates as communication expert/authority that researches and defines 
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a problem, designs a program and takes the responsibility for the implementation of that pro

gram. This is a high-risk role because the practitioner would take all blame if a problem would 

occur. This role can be associated 'with the two-way asymmetrical and the press agency/publicity 

models. 

The communicationfacilitator acts as a liaison, interpreter, and mediator between the organisa

tion and its stakeholders. The emphasis is on a continuous flow oftwo-way information with the 

removal of communication barriers as a major communication concern. This role can be con

nected to the public information and tW'o-way symmetrical models. 

The problem-solving process facilitator serves as a member of management and has the task of 

defining and solving problems. This communication practitioner helps to guide other managers 

and the organisation through a rational problem-solving process and maintains a high level of 

management involvement in the implementation of communication programmes. Practitioners 

in this role apply the t"I'Vo-way symmetrical model. 

The communication technician is primarily concerned with the production of communication 

material and the implementation ofcommunication programmes. This practitioner has no man

agerial function and is primarily employed for his or her communication and journalistic skills. 

The communication practitioner only performing this role applies the press agency/publicity 

and public information models. 


Broom (1982:20) finds though that the roles of the expert prescriber, communication facilitator, 
and the problem-solving process facilitator largely correlate, cannot be empirically separated from 
each other, and are mostly practised by the same person. The activities associated '''lith these roles 
do not correlate with the role of the communication technician, which suggests that this role is in
dependent from the others (Broom, 1982:20; Broom & Dozier, 1986:40; Dozier, 1992:331). A com
munication practitioner can, however, fulfil all four roles, but the practitioner's dominating role is 
the one that is practised most often (Broom & Dozier, 1986:39; Dozier & Broom, 1995:20). 

Dozier (1983) and Moss et al. (2000:293-294) in a British study, refined the above research, finding 
fur+..hermore thai: basically only two roles can be distinguished, namely that of a manager and a tech
nician. Communication managers are responsible for communication policy and affairs decisions. 
They use research for the planning and evaluation of communication programmes, council manage
ment about communication issues, and are responsible for communication programme outcomes. 
Because communication managers are responsible for ";:he facilitation of communication between 
management and stakeholders, they are required to conceptualise and manage communication 
programmes (Dozier, 1984:16-17; Steyn & Puth, 2000:16). Although Moss et al. (2000:293-294) 

find that communication managers mostly perform routine management tasks, some participate in 
long-term strategic planning. Several participants in the Moss et al. (2000:293-294) study agreed 
that the right to have a strategic communication management role should be earned and not be as
sumed. 

The communication technician is mainly responsible for the manufacturing of brochures and pam
phlets, press releases, and the technical provision of communication material. Communication 
technicians make no management decisions, are not accountable for communication programme 
outcomes, and only have a supportive role in managing the relationship bet"I'Veen the organisation 
and its stakeholders (Dozier, 1984:17; Moss & Green, 2001:120-121). Communication practitioners 
mostly have a technical role in the case of a static and unthreatening organisational environment 
(Moss & Green, 2001:121). 
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In Europe, the European Body of Knowledge (EBOK) Project also identified four communication prac
tioner roles: the managerial, operational, educational, and reflective roles (Van Heerden, 2004:70-71). 
The managerial role corresponds "with the North-American communication manager role, while the op
erational role is the same as the North-American technician role. The rtiflective role corresponds with 
Steyn's (2003:11) definition ofthe communication strategist, which is discussed in Section 4.2.1. 

Robinson (1969:9-17) already stated in the 1960s that communication practitioners need to plan com
munication activities according to research findings and evaluate communication programmes scientifi
cally, in order to convince management of the communication function's value. Both the asymmetrical 
and symmetrical models use research to ensure excellence. The application of scientific planning and 
evaluation would thus position the communication function strategically in an organisation (Plm'\lIl1an, 
1998:243; Plowman, 2005:135-136; "\.vhite & Dozier, 1992:103,105). 

Strategic, scientific communication planning entails environmental scanning or boundary spanning be
tween the organisation and its environment (Dozier, 1992:339; Steyn & Puth, 2000:60), in order to ob
tain external information regarding changes or trends in the organisation's environment (Steyn & Puth, 
2000:60). The communication practitioner in this function is in interaction "with the organisation as pri
mary group and the environment as outside group. The communication practitioner's task is to convey 
management's views to the organisation's stakeholders, and in turn to convey the stakeholders' views to 
management (Leichty & Springston, 1996:468). This information mustbe interpreted, in order to present 
it as strategic information to management. 

Communication practitioners, however, are not always considered equipped to contribute towards strat
egyformulation and strategic managementbecause ofthefollm"ving constraints (Broom & Dozier, 1983:6
7; Center & Broom, 1983:2; Grunig, 1983:28; Dozier, 1992:226-337; Plowman, 1998:243; Steyn, 1999:21; 
Moss et aI., 2000:296, 300; Van Ruler, 2000:403-423; Steyn & Green, 2001:15-16; Dolphin, 2002:20; 
Steyn, 2003:1-3; Wu & Taylor, 2003:473, 477; Stroh, 2007:199): 

they do not have the time or budget to scientifically plan and evaluate communication programmes; 
"• they do not have the training, knowledge, or skills to perform strategy formulation, scientific planning 

and evaluation; 
they do not know how to design a communication strategy that will be accepted by management and 
simultaneously reflect the contribution communication management makes to the overall achieve
ment oforganisational goals; 
they prefer to perform a more technical-oriented role in their organisations; 
they lack a comprehensive understanding ofthe social, political, and business problems their organi
sation face, and therefore do not have a sense ofthe ultimate overarching goal; 
they do not specialise as strategic decision makers; 
they do not integrate gathered information into strategies; 
they do not act proactively; and 
they do not have a sound knowledge about the managerial aspects of their organisation. 

This reluctance results in the communication practitioner not being viewed as a strategic role player and 
being delegated to lower management levels (Broom & Dozier, 1983:6; Broom & Dozier, 1986:42; Hogg & 
Doolan, 1999:606; Steyn, 1999:39; Steyn & Green, 2001:15; Van Ruler, 2000: 403-423). In spite of the 
above assumptions, research has shO"wn that most CEOs of organisations prefer communication practi
tioners to playa strategic role, in order to assist the organisation in achieving its goals (Gregory, 2008:20; 
Steyn, 1999:21-23,40). 

---------------"""----"-------------------
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Regarding the situation in the NPO sector, many NPOs do not have a traditional communication 
department, or the communication and marketing functions may be combined into one department. 
A lack of financial resources forces many NPOs to appoint one person to perform multiple tasks, of 
which communication management might be one. Communication practitioners in NPOs mainly 
focus on fundraising, event management, information campaigns, board relations and recruitment, 
web site maintenance, and volunteer management (Dyer et al., 2002:15). With so many responsibil
ities, it is crucial for communication practitioners to take great care when balancing the fundraising, 
publicity, awareness, and sympathy needs of the organisation that they represent. All communica
tion programmes and campaigns must be aligned 'with the organisation's mission, values, and aims 
(Wolstenholme, 2006:564). 

Communication practitioners in NPOs, whether they have communication training and/or experi
ence or not, are responsible for communication programmes and projects. Naude (2001:266) finds 
that most of the communication practitioners employed in NPOs have tertiary qualifications in dis
ciplines other than Communication, such as Political Science and Social Work. This means that the 
formal communication expertise of many communication staff in NPOs may be lacking. Another 
obstacle that this situation presents is that staff 'without formal communication qualifications tends 
not to value communication functions in their organisations as highly as those who do have such 
qualifications (Naude, 2001:2.66). 

Owing to a lack of communication training, many NPOs' communication practitioners in NPOs 
practise the public information model; "Just getting the word out" (Dyer et al., 2.002:15; Naude, 
2001:265). All communication efforts are centred on communicating to stakeholders what the or
ganisation does for its beneficiaries. Most NPOs believe that iftheir stakeholders and the public know 
what the organisation is and what it does, donors and the public "",ill donate money and volunteer 
at the organisation (Dyer et al., 2002:15; Naude, 2001:265). This practice comes down to advocacy, 
which is unsuccessful in that many think that the case the advocate is making is so self-evidently true 
that he or she must just convey it clearly to the audience. 'When advocacy fails, the 'advocates' mostly 
blame their audiences ,'\rithout considering the "lriews of their audiences (Nimon, 2002:120-21). This 
implies that there is little or no chance of engaging in two-way symmetrical communication with 
stakeholders, in order to learn about stakeholders' needs and build relationships with stakeholders. 

The communication practitioner's strategic role is therefore the interpretation and selection of in
formation presented to management and the formulating of suggestions concerning communication 
methods for addressing organisational risks and problems (Steyn & Puth, 2000:60-61; White & 
Dozier, 1992:105). En"lrironmental scanning is particularly important when the organisation's envi
ronment is unstable and changing. Dozier (1992.:342) argues that as communication practitioners 
assist their organisation to adapt to their environment, they ought to participate in the strategic 
decision-making process. This argument leads to Steyn's (1999:24) further differentiation betvveen 
the roles of manager and strategist, which is discussed in the next section. 

4.2.1 Role of the strategist 
v\Tith reference to the above distinction between the manager and technician roles of communication 
practitioners, Steyn (1999:24) furthermore distinguishes beTI'leen the traditional manager's role and 
that of the strategist. The strategist has a mirror function, which entails monitoring development 
and changes in the en"lrironment, as well as anticipating the consequences of such developments and 
changes for the organisation's strategies and policies. This strategic function allows the communica
tion practitioner to interpret information from the en"lrironment and use it as strategic management 
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information (Steyn, 2000:19). The manager, who on the other hand, fulfils a vlrindow function, is 
responsible for the preparation and execution of communication strategies and policies into mes
sages that dearly portray all facets of the organisation (Steyn, 2000:19). In contrast to this, the com
munication technician is responsible for the physical implementation of communication plans and 
therefore also fulfils a window function (Steyn, 2000:19, 21). Based on her research, Steyn and Puth 
(2000) developed a model for the strategic management of communication in organisations as part 
of a longitudinal action research project conducted at the University ofPretoria. Although Steyn and 
Puth's (2000) model has been applied by students and other project participants in NPOs, govern
ment institutions and small-to-medium sized companies in South Africa, the operational reality of 
organisations' communication practices have not been measured against the model (Steyn & Nunes, 
2001; Steyn & Green, 2001; Steyn, 2000:13; Steyn, 2002:19; Steyn, 2007:163; Steyn, 2008). Steyn 
and Puth (2000:20-21) therefore have empirically verified the above differentiation in the tradition
al communication manager's role in the South African contexi: (Steyn & Puth, 2000:19, 21). 

Dozier (1992:341) argues that participation in decision-making functions, the use ofresearch such as 
environmental scanning, and evaluation should be a separate management role. Wright (1995:186) 
furthermore distinguishes between the communication executive and the communication manager. 
He emphasises that the executive communication practitioner forms part of the dominant coalition, 
functions in a strategic capacity, and has management power. In an American study, Toth et aI. 
(1998:158) identify a third role in addition to those of manager and technician, that of the agency 
profile. The agency profile's tasks also include strategic elements. This role corresponds mainly 
with Broom's expert prescriber, and no technical functions are performed by the agency profile. 
Furthermore, Moss et al. (2000:301) assert that there should be a division bet'w'een managers vvith 
higher-order strategic functions and managers who performs lo"wer-order, routine management 
functions. Van Ruler (2000:412) identifies four levels of communication management, where the 
strategic communication policy manager (high level) lies at Level D. This is a person who is a com
munication specialist with general responsibility for communication policy and management, and 
who gives advice at a strategic leveL 

Steyn (1999:27) therefore eX'Plains that the strategist is responsible for the identification of the or..: 
ganisation's strategic stakeholders, proactive environmental monitoring for detecting or predicting 
changes, and the identification of issues that might influence the attitudes of internal and external 
stakeholders. This information is then presented to strategic decision makers (of which the strate
gist is a part), in order to compile the organisation's enterprise strategy (see Section 4.3.3). 

According to Steyn and Puth (2000:20), the communication manager is responsible for developing 
a communication strategy, policy, and plans based on the organisation's enterprise strategy. Ac
cording to "\'\Tright (1995:187), the communication manager reports to the communication execu
tive, which he terms the communication strategist. The communication manager also corresponds 
"with Van Ruler's (2000:412) Level C, "which is a senior communication officer (middle level) whose 
responsibilities are strategic policy areas, such as communication advice, project management, and 
specialist staff duties. 
Steyn's (2000:20) communication technician's responsibility is then to execute the communication 
plans. Van Ruler (2000:412) agrees with this, as she identifies Level B, which is a communication 
officer (low level) , ....rho is an expert at the executive and practical level and who coordinates pro
duction and implementation. The Level B communication officer is assisted by Level A, which is a 
communication assistant (assistant level) who provides assistance to others and carries out general 
implementation tasks. 
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It is clear from Steyn's (2000) redefinition ofroles that communication practitioners fulfilling a stra
tegic role ease the application oftvvo-way symmetrical communication. The gathering ofinformation 
about the organisation's environment and its stakeholders and the compilation of an organisational 
strategy according to this information promote reciprocal communication betvveen the organisation 
and its stakeholders, which in turn promotes mutual understanding. Concerning this, Murray and 
White (2005:348-358) state that a communication practitioner who understands the complex or
ganisational context, stakeholder requirements, and business model contributes towards guarding 
organisational reputation, by assisting management in understanding the impact of organisational 
decisions on stakeholders. A strategic management role and the application of tvvo-way symmetrical 
communication thus contribute towards excellent communication management. 

In order to ensure a connection between communication theory as discussed so far and its role in 
strategic management, it is necessary to discuss strategic management briefly and to highlight the 
role of the communication function in each facet. 

4.3 Strategy and communication management 

4.3.1 Strategy 

According to White (2004:5-7), organisational strategy' combines the articulation of goals and the 
organisation of activities to achieve those goals. He states that strategy and a strategic orientation 
consider the future, aim for balance between stability and flexibility, ask new questions rather than 
answer old ones, are holistic and integrative, are complex, are rooted in historical experiences, and 
are interactive with the strategies of all other stakeholders. According to Steyn and Puth (2000:29
30), organisational strategy pro-vi des direction, movement, purpose, and a pattern of actions to 
an organisation. It furthermore ensures a proactive capability to adapt to environmental change, 
determines success in the achievement of an organisation's goals and objectives, and provides a 
framework for effective tactics and operations, in order to carry out the strategy. 

Ehlers and Lazenby (2004:2-3) define strategy as 
"the process whereby all the organisationalfunctions and resources are integrated and coor
dinated to implementformulated strategies which are aligned with the environment. in or
der to achieve the long-term objectives ofthe organisation and thertifore gain a competitive 
advantage through adding value for the stakeholders" (own emphasis). 

One of the communication function's most important roles is environmental scanning, which aids 
the organisation in aligning its strategies vvith its environment. By adding value for stakeholders, fo
cus falls on longer-term wealth maximisation, which includes social responsibility, media relations, 
community services and government relations. 

In order to understand Steyn's distinction betvveen the roles of the communication strategist, man
ager, and technician fully, it is necessary to consider the different levels of strategy formulation and 
the process of strategic management. The role of communication management at each level and in 
the process of strategic management is highlighted, thereby illuminating the important role of the 
communication strategist. 

1 For a historical overview of the development ofstrategic management, see White (2004:8-13). 
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4.3.2 Levels ofstrategy formulation 

The levels of strategy refer to the content or focus of strategies, as strategic management takes place 
at several levels in every organisation (Digman, 1986:27). Although many authors on strategic man
agement identify four levels of strategy formulation, namely the corporate, business, functional, and 
operational levels, Steyn (2002:8-11; 2007:151-156) identifies five levels: the enterprise, corporate, 
business-unit, functional, and operational strategies. 

The enterprise strategy is not stated explicitly or formally, but it exists in all organisations (Digman, 
1986:28) and is concerned "With the achievement of non-jinancial goals. This strategy, also termed 
the societal-role strategy, is concerned -with the organisation's mission, purpose, and role in society 
(Digman, 1986:28). The enterprise strategy influences the organisation's relationship vvith its en
vironment, particularly stakeholders who have an interest in what the organisation does and how 
it conducts its business (Digman, 1986:28). According to SteyTI (2002:9), the enterprise strategy 
must address questions such as "how is the organisation perceived by its stakeholders" and "what 
are stakeholder values and expectations". Pearce and Robinson (1999:5) add that non-financial 
goals include enhancing the organisation's image and fulfilling its social responsibilities. By ad
dressing these questions, the organisation links strategy and ethics, and thus provides the reasons 
for the actions it takes. Strategies at the enterprise level should then be mostly stakeholder orien
tated (Steyn & Puth, 2000:42). Extending this vi.ew, Steyn (2007:151) adds that, regarding the triple 
bottom line concept", the focus of the enterprise strategy is on people and planet rather than profit. 
The communication strategist therefore makes an invaluable contribution at the enterprise strategy 
level, through environmental scanning (Steyn, 2007:155). For NPOs the development of an enter
prise strategy is a legal requirement because the NPO has to be organised around a societal mission, 
whether it is educational, religious, or charitable (Steyn, 2002:9). 

The corporate strategy tends to befinancially orientated (Digman, 1986:30) and includes defining 
the set of businesses the organisation should compete in and the manner in which they should be 
integrated (Digman, 1986:28). A single-business organisation's corporate ·strategy is to choose to 
compete in only one business, rather than several (Digman, 1986:28-29). The CEO and/or the board 
of directors make corporate-level decisions, and they may receive input from managers at other lev
els (Steyn, 2002:9). At corporate level, managers attempt to exploit their organisation's distinctive 
competencies, by developing a portfolio approach to the management of all the organisation's busi
nesses and formulating long-term plans for each business (Pearce & Robinson, 2005:7). According 
to Steyn (2007:155), communication management's role at this level is mainly supportive when it 
provides assistance "With the production of the annual report, arranging shareholder meetings and 
so on. 

At business-unit level, managers must translate the corporate level strategy into concrete objectives 
and strategies for each business division, in order to determine how the division will compete in the 
selected product-market arena (Pearce & Robinson, 2005:7). The general manager of a business
unit is responsible for developing the business-unit strategy. This strategy is usually marketing ori
ented (Digman, 1986:30) and focuses on the task, the macro-environment, and the support of the 
organisation's financial goals and objectives (Steyn, 2002:10). Communication management has a 
supportive role at business-unit level when they are, for instance, requested to develop and imple

2 John Elkington was the originator of the term "triple bottom line" in 1994. He says that companies and 

organisations create or destroy value in multiple dimensions, such as economic {profit}, social (people) and environ

mental (planet) dimensions. The concept of the "triple bottom fine" implies that a company or organisation has a 

responsibility to aff stakeholders rather than only shareholders (Elkington, 2006:523-524). 
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ment communication plans to support business-level strategies (Steyn, 2007:155). 

Thefunctionallevel strategy determines ,·"hat should be done in each functional area. Its main re
sponsibility is to implement the organisation's enterprise, corporate, and business-unit level strate
gies, and attention is focused on "doing things right" (Pearce & Robinson, 2005:7; Steyn, 2002:10). 
At functional level, the communication manager, with input from the strategist, develops deliber
ate and emergent communication strategies for solving organisational or communication problems, 
in order to achieve organisational goals and to build relationships with non-financial stakeholders 
(Steyn, 2007:156). ~ 

At the operational level, strategies are translated into actions, by developing annual objectives and 
short-term strategies. Operational strategies are needed to manage line areas in a cost-effective man
ner. At both functional and operational level, the most important facet is to maximise the produc
tivity of the organisation's resources (Digman, 1986:29-30). At operational level, communication 
technicians translate functional strategies into action, by developing communication programmes, 
campaigns, and relevant materials. 

4.3.3 Process ofstrategic management 

The process of strategic management refers to the phases in which strategies are formulated and/ 
or implemented: environmental analysis, strategic thinking, strategic planning, operational/tactical 
planning, and control. 

Environmental analysis consists offour analytical stages: scanning to detect warning signals, moni
toring to gather and interpret data on trends to discern patterns; forecasting future directions of 
changes; and assessing current and future changes for organisational implications (Fahey & Naray
anan, 1986, as cited by Steyn, 2007=149). The role of the communication strategist in this phase is 
to scan and monitor the stakeholder and societal environment, interpret this strategic information, 
assess its implications for the organisation, and incorporatethis informOl.TIOn into the organisational 
strategy formulation process (Steyn, 2007:149). 

The process of strategic thinking entails the establishment of the organisation's vision, which in
cludes defining its objectives and the manner in which it ,,,,,ill achieve its objectives in a complex: and 
uncertain environment CWbite, 2004:61). Strategic thinking occurs in two different forms, namely 
vertical (rational) thinking about convergent problems (those with one solution) and lateral (in
tuitive) thinking about divergent problems (those vvith a number of possible solutions). Strategy 
demands both creativity (lateral thinking) and rationality (vertical thinking) CWbite, 2004:5). The 
outcome of strategic thinking is decisions concerning the determination of strategy; that is, what 
the organisation should look like in the future and what it wants to achieve (Steyn, 2007:149). The 
communication strategist in this phase interprets and synthesises information about stakeholders 
and societal issues, and informs top management about the consequences thereof for organisational 
strategy and policies and the consequences of organisational behaviour on stakeholders and/or so
ciety (Steyn, 2007:149). This information is utilised in formulating enterprise and other organisa
tional strategies. 

The strategist also provides the communication manager ,"lith strategic information, who in turn 
formulates the deliberate and emergent communication strategies, based on the enterprise strategy, 
through the strategic thinking process. The deliberate strategy refers to the process of identifying 
strategic goals and positions that need to be communicated and advising organisational leaders ac
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cordingly, while emergent strategy refers to the communication strategy developed "within the de
liberate strategy to address emerging societal and stakeholder issues (Steyn, 2007:149). Emergent 
strategies develop because strategy making is not a rational, linear, and sequential process, but an 
interactive process oflearning and discovery (White, 2004:589-591). 

During strategic planning, strategic decisions are put into practice and a strategic, long-range plan 
is created for each di'vision or section (Digman, 1986:54). In other words, the organisational strategy 
is translated into formal and coherent v\'ritten plans and action needed to realise the plans (White, 
2004:61). Strategic plans have four elements: they identify specific functional tactics and actions, 
set a clear time frame for the beginning and completion of actions, identify who is responsible for 
each action, and set short-term objectives (Pearce & Robinson, 2005:288-289). Once the deliber
ate communication strategy has been formulated vvith input from the communication strategist, the 
communication manager formulates the strategic communication plan that breaks the deliberate 
strategy doV\'Il into operational sub-strategies and plans. The communication plan thus specifies 
how to implement the communication strategy. Emergent strategies and plans are executed 'within 
the existing strategic communication plan (Steyn, 2007:149-150). 

Operational or action plans make long-term strategies a reality. Operational plans provide short
term objectives, specific guidance for what is to be done, and clear actions needed to translate stra
tegic vision into action (Pearce & Robinson, 2005:289). Effective operational plans consist of four 
elements: they identify specific functional tactics and actions, set a clear time frame for the com
pletion of actions, clearly identify who is responsible and accountable for each action, and identify 
short-term objectives for each action as the results that the action generates (Pearce & Robinson, 
2005:289). Communication technicians set objectives for communication plans, based on the de
liberate and emergent goals identified in the communication strategy phase. The technicians de
cide on the implementation strategy, select communication activities, and implement them (Steyn, 
2007=150). 

Strategic control is about tracking a ,strategy as"it.is~being implemented, detecting problems or 
changes in its underlying premises, and making necessary adjustments to it (Pearce and Robinson, 
2005 :366), in order to align it better vvith its environment, in order to improve the likelihood of suc
cessful strategy implementation (Ehlers & Lazenby, 2004:232). Strategic control is a continuous 
process of improvement that allows organisations to respond proactively and timeously to changes 
or new developments (Pearce & Robinson, 2005:366). The communication manager evaluates com
munication plans, and the strategist in turn provides top management with evaluation information 
(Ste}'Il, 2007:150), in order to adjust the enterprise andlor other corporate strategies if necessary. 

Building on the above theory on strategic management, several researchers have developed models 
for strategic communication management. In the following section an overview of three of these 
models is provided, which leads to a discussion of Ste}'Il and Puth's (2000) model. 

4.4 Models for strategic communication management 

In order to provide a background to Ste}'Il and Puth's (2000) model, three models that were also 
developed to assist the communication function in strategically managing organisational communi
cation are discussed, namely Grunig and Repper's (1992) model, Moss and '-Varrlaby's (1997) model, 
and the model described by Likely (2003). 

Gruuig and Repper's (1992:122-129) model has three stages. During the stakeholder stage, stra
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tegic stakeholders are identified through environmental scanning, after 'which communication is 
used to develop stable, long-term relationships with them. The public stage consists of the iden
tification and segmentation of stakeholders who find organsational consequences problematic 
and involving them in the decision-making process. During the issue stage, issues are managed 
and correct media usage is viewed as important (Grunig & Repper, 1992:122-129). 

Moss and Warnaby (1997=61-64) and Moss et al. (2000:283-284) criticise the model for failing 
to consider other perspectives in strategy-making and only concentrating on a linear approach. 
Grunig and Repper's (199.2) model was subsequently improved by emphasising the environmen
tal scanning role of the strategic communication practitioner, and thus exposing management 
to all relevant stakeholders and publics (Grunig, LA. et al., 2002:143-147). According to this 
model, it is also important to manage communication on a functional level strategically, based on 
formative research (Grunig et ai., 2002:146-147). 

Moss and Warnaby's (1997:64-69) model of strategy and strategic management of communica
tion linked the development of a communication strategy to the corporate and business/com
petitive strategies, by stating "that public relations strategies should be viewed in the conte:\:t 
ofthe corporate and business strategies from which they derive their essential purpose and to 
whose success they will ultimately contribute" (Moss & Warnaby, 1997:67). In this model, the 
task of communication at corporate level is to diagnose the environment through environmental 
scanning and to design communication strategies for building relationships vrith strategic stake
holders (Moss & Warnaby, 1997:65). At business or competitive level, communication assists 
organisations to achieve competitive advantage through programmes enhancing the organisa
tion's reputation and/or products. Communication management's boundary-spanning role is 
important here for advising management on the potential impact of strategies on stakeholders 
(Moss & Warnaby, 1997:65-66). 

The model differs most significantly from Grunig and Repper's (1992) model in that it empha
sises the strategic wle·that the. communication function plays in compiling a corporate strategy 
and the communication strategy is based on adaptive and interpretive approaches instead of a 
linear approach (Moss & Warnaby, 1997:65). 

Steyn (2002:19) criticises Moss and Warnaby's (1997) model for excluding a institutional/enter
prise strategy as a higher level strategy, where non-financial goals are achieved, and for failing to 
link the communication function to the institutional!enterprise strategy level. 

Likely (.2003:18-22) describes the strategic role of communication based on a generic model 
of management. There are seven stages in the generic model, namely organisational identity, 
landscape context, organisational story, formulation intended strategy, strategy execution, 
formation of emergent strategy, and actual realised strategy. The communication function has a 
strategic role in each ofthe seven stages. Although there are differences, the seven stages broadly 
correspond with Steyn and Puth's model (2000). In particular, there are similarities to Steyn's 
(2006:28) conceptualisation of deliberate and emergent communication strategy. 

Taking above research into consideration, Steyn and Puth (.2000) developed a model for strategic 
communication that seeks to ensure excellent communication management. The strategist, man
ager, and technician have separate functions, which is depicted by different levels in the model. 

.---..------------
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4.5 Steyn and Puth's (2000) model for strategic communication management 

The focus of Steyn and Puth's model (2000) is on the communication function's participation in 
organisational enterprise strategy formulation, as well as strategic communication management's 
contribution to organisational effectiveness by building strong relationships "vith strategic stake
holders. 

Steyn and Puth (2000:52-53) view a communication strategy as a framework for the strategic com
munication plan and the operational communication programmes. They emphasise that to cre
ate synergy the communication strategy must reflect the organisation's enterprise and corporate 
strategies. The communication strategy serves as a link in the alignment of communication goals 
with organisational goals, and is as such contributing towards organisational effectiveness (Grunig 
& Grunig, 2000:308-309; Steyn, 2000=4, 12; Steyn, 2002:19). 

Supporting the development of a communication strategy, Grunig and Repper (1992:120) and Gru
nig (2001:9) state that excellent communication departments participate in the making of strategic 
organisational decisions; they identif}r strategic stakeholders and then develop strategic commu
nication plans to communicate with them. Strategic communication management describes ho'w 
communication should be managed in order to contribute most to the success of the organisation 
(Grunig & Repper, 1992:120). 

The purpose of a communication strategy is the identification of, management of, and communica
tion "vith strategic stakeholders, in order to contribute to the achievement of organisational objec
tives. The communication strategy provides an organisation with a stakeholder profile of each spe
cific stakeholder, in order to determine which stakeholders have high priority (Steyn, 2000:12). In 
this way, communication practitioners can proactively manage organisational risks and stakehold
ers' issues, and strive towards cooperation and mutually beneficial relationships (Steyn, 2000:4). 

Communication with stakeholders has to take place before management decisions are made that 
mighthav€coonsequen:ees for stakeholders (Grunig, 2001:12), as the likelihood of resolving a conflict 
is slim following a crisis (Grunig, 2001:12-13). The development and implementation of a commu
nication strategy thus leads to the implementation oftwo-way symmetrical communication that is 
characterised by the establishment of strong relationships, built on mutual understanding betvveen 
an organisation and its stakeholders (Grunig & Hunt, 1984:22). 

It is important to note that Steyn and Puth's (2000) communication strategy is not a linear process. 
Rather, it can be viewed as an "adaptive" strategy (adapting to trends, events, and stakeholders) and 
an "interpretive" strategy (focusing on relationships, symbolic actions, and communication, with 
emphasis on stakeholder attitudes). This approach therefore focuses on emergent rather than delib
erate strategy formulation. Communication goals are not defined at the beginning ofthe strategybut 
emerge through a process of key issue identification and the implications of key issues for strategic 
stakeholders. Steyn and Futh's (2000) approach to communication strategy is therefore to evolve 
and develope as the strategy proceeds, continuously adapting to stakeholder needs (Steyn, 2002:22). 

Their model is graphically represented in Figure 4.1 (Steyn & Puth, 2000). 
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FIGURE 4.1: Steyn & Puth's (2000) model 

STRATEGIC LEVEL: Role of the communication strategist in developing the enterprise strategy 

} 
Identify and prioritise strategic external stakeholders 

Determine the consequences of their behaviour/expectations/concerns for the organisation 
tt 

Identify and prioritise key strategic, social, political, and societal issues 
Determine their consequences/reputation risks for the organisation 

U 
Identify the publics and activists that emerge around key issues 

Determine the consequences/reputation risks for the organisation 
t 

FEED THIS SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE INTO THE ENTERPRISE STRATEGY 

FORMULATED AT THE TOP MANAGEMENT/BOARD LEVEL 

U 
FU NCTIONAL LEVEL: Role of the communication manager in developing the communication strategy 

t 
Identify the implications of each issue for each of the strategic stakeholders, publics, activist groups, 


and society at large 


',' '. ~ t
Formulate the key communication themes for each issue 


(decide what must be communicated in order to solve the problem/capitalise on the opportunity) 

H 

Set communication goals, based on the implications ofthe issues/opportunities 
what must be achieved with the 

Set communication goals in support of other organisational strategies 
(functional, business-unit, corporate) 

H 
IMPLEMENTATION/OPERATIONAL LEVEL: Role of the communication technician in developing the 

implementation strategy 

(Source: Adapted from Steyn & Puth (2000:63); Steyn (2007:164).) 
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4.5.1 Steps in Steyn and Puth?s (2000) model 

The first part of the model is executed at strategic level, which demonstrates the role of the commu
nication strategist in developing enterprise strategy. In the second part ofthe model, the communi
cation manager develops the communication strategy and policies, and conducts a communication 
channel analysis. During the final stage of the model, the communication technician develops and 
implements communication implementation strategies. 

4.5.1.1 The communication function?s contribution to enterprise strategy formulation: the role of 
the communication strategist 

4.5.1.1.1 Analysis of the organisation?s internal environment 

Analyse organisational pro"file/vision/mission/culture/values/policies 

i Analyse enterprise/corporate/business unit/functional strategies and internal stakeholder concerns 

During this step, the communication strategist firstly studies the organisation's micro-environment 
(internal environment), which includes its vision, mission, culture, values, and policies to create a 
clear profile of the organisation. Secondly, the communication strategist studies the existing enter
prise, corporate, business unit, and functional strategies and incorporates them into the organisa
tion's profile. Compiling an organisational profile would enable the communication strategist to 
align the communication strategy with the organisation's vision and mission, and thereby contribute 
to the achievement of organisational goals and objectives (Steyn & Puth, 2000:54-57). The com
munication strategy is therefore developed within the context of the organisation's vision, mission, 
corporate culture, policies, and strategies that form the internal environment (Steyn, 2002:22). 

The communication strategist also asks employees, who form the internal stakeholders, for input 
and views to be included in the organisational profile, as it is the employees who are responsible 
for translating strategies into actions. This is in line with a symmetrical organisational worldview, 
which focuses on equity, autonomy, innovation, decentralisation of management, and responsibility 
(see Section 3-4.2). Gregory (2008:20) furthermore notes that the communication function is seen 
as invaluable in assisting CEOs in aligning and inspiring employees to support the organisation's 
goals. This is especially important in light of MacMillan et al. (2005:809) and Brennan and Barken
sjo's (1999:333) research findings that donors often judge the NPO on the basis ofthe kind of contact 
they have with the NPOs' employees. Communication by employees, which is aligned to the organi
sation's vision, mission and strategies had a positive effect on building trust and retaining donors. 
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4.5.1.1.2 Identification ofstrategic stakeholders and publics 

Identify and prioritise strategic external stakeholders 


Determine the consequences of their behaviour/expectations/concerns for the organisation 


During this stage, the communication strategist uses research to gather information on the organisa
tion's task and macro-environment. The task environment refers, amongst others, to the organisa
tion's customers, suppliers, and competitors, while the macro environment refers to issues such as 
legislation, pressure groups, and technological trends (Steyn & Puth, 2000:169). 

The overall strategic management of an organisation is inseparable from the strategic management 
of relationships, which is the function of the communication department (Steyn & Puth, 2000:64). 
It is therefore important that strategic stakeholders be identified (Grunig & Repper, 1992:126) and 
that research about them be utilised by management to arrive at detailed profiles of the organisa
tion's stakeholders and publics. Various communication research methods can be used for profiling 
purposes (Steyn & Puth, 2000:64): 

a stakeholder map (organisational linkages, public relations audit); 
identification of organisational consequences for stakeholders or publics (social audit); 
identification of stakeholder perceptions, attitudes, or concerns (public relations audit); 
identification of stakeholder familiaritYvvith the organisation (corporate image studies); and 
identification of key stakeholder issues (relating to both organisation and communication). 

By using some, or all, of the above research methods, a clear picture ofan organisation'S stakeholders 
can be formed. This information can be fed into the enterprise strategy, from which the communica
tion strategy \,,111 be derived. 

vVhen all stakeholders are identified, it is necessary to prioritise them according to their impact 
or potential impact on the organisation or the extent to which the organisation might affect them. 
By using two-way syTIlmetrical communication, the communication strategist 'listens', by creating 
dialogue, to the vievvpoints, expectations, concerns, and needs of the organisation's stakeholders 
(see Sections 3.3 and 3.3.1). Gregory (2008:20-21) notes that CEOs view this strategic role, where 
the communication strategist ensures that organisational decision-makers are aware of stakeholder 
views and sensitivities, as "mission critical". CEOs furthermore need the communication strategist 
for a reliable early warning and intelligence system to enable them to make good decisions. 

By feeding information about stakeholders' views, needs, and expectations into enterprise strategy 
formulation, the communication strategist assists the organisation in adapting to its environment 
through considering its stakeholders (Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002:97). Research has shown that when 
organisations select goals that are valued both by management and by strategic stakeholders inside 
and outside the organisation (see Section 4.5.1.1.1), organisations are able to achieve these goals 
more easily (Hon & Grunig, 1999:8). By choosing mutually beneficial goals, organisations minimise 
conflic:t and stakeholders efforts to interfere \'Vith organisational decisions, and maximise support 
from stakeholders (Hon & Grunig, 1999:8). Through dialogue, strong, lasting and mutually benefi
cial relationships with stakeholders can be built. Organisations need strong stakeholder relation
ships to build support and to manage conflict whenever it arises (see Section 3.5) (Grunig & Repper, 
1992 :127). 
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Although NPOs realise that communication "'"ith stakeholders is essential for the existence of their 
organisations, they do not always know who exactly their stakeholders are. Yet, identifying stake
holders and addressing their specific communication needs is at the core of strategic communication 
management practice (Dyer et al., 2002:15; Naude, 2001:265), as has been discussed in this section. 
Communication management in NPOs is very important because stakeholders represent a source of 
uncertainty for NPOs, which can influence their work positively or negatively. NPOs in particular 
require resources and legitimacyfrom their stakeholders, and this is not necessarily predictable and/ 
or controllable (Balser & McClusky, 2005:296). Strong relationships with donors result in donors 
continuing to contribute funds and encouraging others to contribute to the NPO's cause as well 
(O'Neil, 2007=101). Two-way communication, where the communication strategist listens to donors 
to accommodate their needs, motivations, and opinions about the NPO into the organisation's en
terprise strategy increases donor loyalty (MacMillan et aI., 2005:809). Identifying and knowing or
ganisation stakeholders are 'vital to developing a strategically targeted communication strategy that 
can be the difference betv{een the success and failure of the NPO (Selnick, 2005:20). 

4.5.1.1.3 Identification and prioritisation ofkey strategic risks or issues 

Identify and prioritise strategic external stakeholders 


Determine the consequences of their behaviour/expectations/concerns for the organisation 


n 
Identify and prioritise key strategic, social, political, and societal issues 


Determine their consequences/reputation risks for the organisation 


i\S part of the dominant coalition, it is the task of the communication strategist to conduct environ
mental analysis and risks or issue tracking and to incorporate the information obtained into org6:!:li--'" 
sational decision-making and strategy formulation (Steyn & Puth, 2000:68). The communication 
strategist must identify key strategic risks or issues and demonstrate in which ways communication 
can provide solutions to these problems (Steyn & Puth, 2000:69). 

The research methods used to identify organisational issues are, according to Steyn and Puth 
(2000:69): 

environmental scanning to identify key strategic risks/issues in the external and internal envi
ronment; 
identification of consequences for the organisation (SWOT analysis); and 
prioritising the organisation's key strategic issues. 

It is also important that the communication strategist determine whether a problem can be solved 
by communication alone or in conjunction with other measures. This ,~rill prevent the communica
tion function getting the blame for failure when communication could not solve the problem at hand 
in the first place. It is therefore necessary that the types of strategic issues be clearly differentiated 
(Steyn & Puth, 2000:67-68): 

Organisational issue Type 1: 

Communication is not the cause of the problem, but it can provide a solution (for example, 
organisational change, such as transformation or mergers). 

Organisational issue Type 2: 
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Communication is not the cause of the problem and cannot provide a solution, but it can 
explain the issue (for example, budget cuts or affirmative action). 

Organisational communication issues: 
Too little or no communication with external stakeholders is the problem (for example, 
vvith the media in the case of negative publicity or with investors in the case of a low share 
price). 

Management communication issues: 
Too little or no internal commnnication between managers and employees is the cause ofthe 
problem (for example, not telling employees about the organisation's vision or staffreduc
tions). 

Tactical communication issues: 
Sent messages are not reaching the target groups (for example, e-mails to factory "vorkers; 
inappropriate communication channels, such as television to reach a rural population; or 
difficult or technical language used to reach people communicating in their third or fourth 
language). 

In the present-day, NPOs must be managed in almost a similar manner as for-profit organisations. 
Amongst others, donors now demand value for their money and want proof that NPOs are fiscally 
responsible with their money, and board members require measurable outcomes that must be sup
ported through research. Bowers (2000:13) clearly emphasises that as NPOs get their funds from 
corporations, government, and foundations, they must be able to sit "at the table with the decision
makers", and if"you haven't done your homework, know what they want or communicate in their 
fashion, you won't get what you need" (funds). Environmental scanning and research on stakehold
ers and issues are very important factors contributing to effective NPO management. Clear commu
nication about the vision, mission, goals, and activities ofthe NPO must be aimed at board members, 
management, employees, volunteers, and even more importantly, e}".'ternal stakeholders, such as do
nors and activist groups (Bowers, 2000:11). Strategic communication thus plays an important role 
in the effective management of NPOs. 

The Internet is a very useful source of information for NPOs when used for research and environ
mental scanning. The Internet can be used to scan the external environment constantly, to sub
scribe to news groups, participate through social media, and to read publications to keep informed 
of emerging issues (Li, 2001:14). 
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4.5.1.1.4 Identification of the implications ofstrategic issues for stakeholders 

ANAlfsE THE:ExrERNACENVIRONMENn:~i;: .... 
OCIETA[VAlUES;NORMs;'AND EXPECTATIOiJ'S}, 

Identify and prioritise strategic external stakeholders 


Determine the consequences oftheir behaviour/expectations/concerns forthe organisation 


H 
Identify and prioritise key strategic, social, political, and societal issues 


Determine their consequences/reputation risks for the organisation 


H 
Identify the publics and activists that emerge around key issues 


Determine the consequences/reputation risks for the organisation 


By applying the research methods, environmental scanning, and issue tracking, the publics or activ
ists emerging around key strategic risks or issues can be identified (Steyn & Puth, 2000:67). Once 
the publics or activists have been identified, consequences the organisation's key strategic issues 
have for them canbe determined, as well as the reputation risks involved for the organisation regard
ing these risks or issues and the possible actions of publics and activists. The communication 
strategist therefore has to know the business andlor strategic risk or issues the organisation faces, 
and hm-\r the stakeholders are feeling about these risks or issues and organisational strategies, as well 
as their consequences forthem. This knowledge comes from research and tW'o-way communication 
"with strategic stakeholders. These consequences have to be addressed in communication and rela
tionship building v.rith strategic stakeholders (Steyn & Puth, 2000:69-70). Sometimes more than 
mere communication would be necessary to address the consequences, for example taking certain 
actions or abandoning certain actions.. By taking the ,rie"vpoints of strategic stakeholders into ac
count, stakeholders feel part of organisational decision-making' p~oceSses, ~d 'as a result, strong 
relationships between the organisation and its stakeholders develop.. Entering into dialogue '''rith 
strategic stakeholders builds trust, control mutuality, commitment, and relationship satisfaction, 
which are the outcomes effective relationship building (see Sections 3 ..5.2 and 3.5.3). 

It is important to note that the steps falling under the strategic process of scanning and analysing 
internal and external environment do not always follow on each other as depicted in the model. 

Steyn and Puth (2000:76) state that although the steps in the process of developing a communica
tion strategy are indicated in a linear fashion, it does not necessarily always happen in this sequence 
in practice. The practitioner decides, according to the specific circumstances, what is to be done at a 
specific point in time (Steyn & Puth, 2000:76). An example would be that the strategist might begin 
the research and environmental scanning process by identifying the issues in the organisation's so
cial, political, and societal environments. Thereafter the organisation's strategic stakeholders can be 
identified, and when the communication strategist engages in dialogue v.rith stakeholders, to discern 
their viewpoints on the identified issues, more issues or organisational risks, as well as publics and 
activists emerging around these issues, might be uncovered. 

\.'\7hen all the information about the internal and external environment, strategic stakeholders, stra
tegic risks and issues, and the consequences of these risks and issues for the organisation and its 
stakeholders are gathered, the communication strategist feeds this intelligence into the enterprise 
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strategy fonnulation process, from 'which all other organisational strategies are derived. It is im
portant though to keep in mind that environmental scanning is a continuous process as new issues 
develop continuously in the organisational environment. By using research, the communication 
function contributes to strategy fonnulation at the highest organisational level, and as such, is a key 
role player in strategic organisational management. The theory on the tasks of the communication 
strategist leads to the following specific theoretical statement. 

4.5.1.2 Specific Theoretical Statement 7 
, . . .' : " "". • '. • • .'«' ." '. • .:::::. . . . .' .. . . : . .: .". ~; ~ : > " :. 
According to Steyn and Puth's (200o}model,th~ communication strategistis responsible for the 
analysis of th" NPO's internal and external environment, to manage all organisationalstakeholders 
and issues effectively (steps 1 and 2 ofthe model} This strategic function ciUl be fulfilled by:. .. 

aligning both internal and externals()mmunication with the NPO'sDlission, vision, and goal 
statements; .< '. .' .... ." .. '. .. ." . . 
using research/environmental scanniIig to: . . .... ...... . ...• ....•..•. .... ,.' ....... ... . .. . .. . 
). identify and prioritiseall organisationalstakeholders, publics, and activists; .... .' ..•. . .,' 

identify and prioritise soCial, political,aiid societal risks'3; and .•. . . .. '. . ..... . ....... . 
determine the consequences arid/or reputation risks ofstakeholders, publics, activists, and 

. . issues for the organisation; and '. . '.' . ...•... '.. '.' .", ••... '. .', . ..•. 

using the above strategic information in theimplementation ofthe enterprise strategy . . 

4.5.1.3 Developing communication strategy: the role of the communication manager 

. The com~unication manager, "vith input from the strategist, at functional strategy level develops 
the organisation's communication strategy. 

4.5.1.3.1 Identification of the implications ofstrategic issues for stakeholders 

t 
Identify the implications of each issue for each of the strategic stakeholders; publics, activist 

groups, and society at large 

! 

The first step in developing the communication strategy is for the communication manager to identi
fy the implications that strategic organisational risks or issues have, or ,,,rill have, for strategic stake
holders (Steyn & Puth, 2000:69-70). With assistance from the communication strategist, who enters 
into dialogue and relationship building ,0th all strategic stakeholders, the communication manager 

Although Steyn and Puth (2000) do not differentiate between the terms "risks" and Ifissues" in their 


model, in this study Ifrisksu will refer to both organisational and reputation risks as identified by the organisation. 


"Issues" refer to aspects or matters that directly concern stakeholders about the organisation, and as such are 


identified by stakeholders themselves. In other words, issues refer to those problems/challenges that impact most 


on stakeholders, and which need to be addressed by organisations in order to maintain strong relationships with 


stakeholders. Many times an organisation's stakeholders' issues, will also be the organisation's risks, as in the case 


of the participating NPOs, but it might also happen that an organisation's risks might not be their stakeholders' 


issues. 
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therefore has to identify and understand the business or strategic risks or issues the organisation 
faces, and then determine its implications for strategic stakeholders. The organisation always has 
to be open vvith stakeholders about the implications of organisational behaviour and decisions for 
them, and as such, address these implications by entering into dialogue vvith stakeholders. Continu
ing dialogue contributes to mutual understanding between the organisation and its stakeholders, 
and as such, negative implications for both the organisation and its stakeholders can be minimised. 

4.5.1.3.2 Decide on the communication strategy 

~ 
Identify the implications of each issue for each of the strategic stakeholders, publics, activist 


groups, and sodety at large 


~ 
Formulate the key communication themes for each issue 


(decide what must be communicated in order to solve the problem or capitalise on the 


opportunity) 


A communication strategy indicates the direction an organisation needs to take regarding its com
munication with stakeholders. The communication strategy must support the enterprise and busi
ness strategy of the organisation, and therefore it is also a long-term strategy. The purpose of the 
communication strategy is firstly to determine what (communication themes) should be communi
cated to stakeholders, to build a relationship or to solve a problem. The second purpose is to capi
talise on opportunities presented by an issue-for example, ifthe organisation has complied with the 
Employment Equity Act (55/1998) this information can be communicated to its stakeholders and 
the 'wider public (see Section 3.5) (Steyn & Puth, 2000:70). 

With reference to the NPO sector, Polonsky and Sargeant (2007:462) point out that NPOs usually 
lose up to 50 per cent of donors after their first or second donation. They propose that communica
tion practitioners contribute towards donor satisfaction by segmenting donors and understanding 
their different needs and motives. By doing so, the communication function can target specific, 
individual communication messages and relationship-building activities that appeal to each unique 
donor or donor group (Polonsky & Sargeant, 2007:461). 

Proceeding from the above, Lauer (1993:36-37) and Bowers (2000:13) state that 'without a specific 
communication strategy, plan, and policy, NPOs' messages might not be getting through to the right 
people. It is ineffective to release more information into an already information-saturated envi
ronment, and this might contribute to misunderstanding concerning the NPO's activities. Bowers 
(2000:13) observes that stakeholders "don't want to know about your issues and needs. They want 
to know how you are going to meet their needs". In a long-term communication strategy, messages 
become more focused and simplified, reflecting the 'heart' of the organisation, and they are sent to 
selected stakeholders. 
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4.5.133 Setting of communication goals 

J, 

Identify the implications of each issue for each of the strategic stakeholders, publics, activist 


groups, and society at large 


~ 
Formulate the key communication themes for each issue 


(decide what must be communicated in order to solve the problem/capitalise on the oppor


tunity) 


n 
Set communication goals, based on the implications of the issues/opportunities 


what must be achieved with the communication} 


Set communication goals in support of other organisational C+r,~"'cO"jQ 


(functional, business-unit, corporate) 


Communication goals are developed to indicate what the organisation 'wants to achieve 'with its com
munication. The goals are based on the communication strategy, which identifies what should be 
communicated about. Goals are neither specific nor measurable. Goal setting links the communica
tion strategy to the communication plan, as communication plans are based on communication goals. 
An important factor is that communication goals are derived from the organisation's key strategic 
risks or issues, their implications for organisational stakeholders, and the communication strategy 
(as indicated in the above section of the Steyn & Puth model). "Vhen communication goals are set as 
indicated in the model, they reflect organisational goals and contribute towards the achievement of 
the organisation:E;,mis.s,iol). (Steyn & Puth, 2000:70-71). 

4.5.13.4 Conduct a media analysis 

The aim of a media analysis is to establish broad guidelines as to the different kinds of media that 
might be considered suitable for the organisation and its different stakeholders. The selected media 
can range from interpersonal (face-to-face), to group or organisational media (meetings), to public 
or mass media (radio or television; Steyn & Puth, 2000:73). 

In the case of NPOs, the Internet can be a powerful tool for communicating with stakeholders, dis
seminating information, gaining international support, and influencing public opinion (Lauer, 
1995:45-48; Li, 2001:12). It is important though to consider that the Internet is not the only way 
to communicate 'with stakeholders. Communication practitioners must link the type of stakeholder 
and their specific communication needs to the most suitable media to communicate \-vith them; for 
instance, community radio can reach illiterate adults in rural areas, while the Internet and printed 
media would not be suitable for this specific stakeholder group. 
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4.5.1.3.5 Development of the communication policy 

The most important function of a communication policy is the coordination of stakeholder engage
ment: where more than one individual engage the same stakeholder at different times, on different 
topics, it is necessary to coordinate engagement in terms of who in the organisation is responsible 
for which stakeholder, under which circumstances, and indicating all the different interfaces per 
stakeholder. 

A communication policy is furthermore necessary to ensure that a consistent message is communi
cated to stakeholders. Balser and McClusky (2005:298) argue that, particularly in the NPO sector, 
consistent messages increase predictability and decrease stakeholder uncertainty about the organi
sation. When stakeholders are able to anticipate their interactions 'with the organisation, the organi
sation will be more likely to be perceived as accountable, responsive, and effective. Polonsky and 
Sargeant (2007:470) provide an example in this regard in the NPO sector: the use of ackno'wledge
ments of donations would decrease uncertainty for donors who might be unsure 'whether their dona
tions have been received. They argue that this simple act 'Nould aid the NPO in building stronger 
relationships with its donors. Sargeant (2001:189) adds that donors like to receive communication 
that is informative, courteous, timely, appealing, and convenient. This means that the donor, and 
other stakeholders, must be asked to select the pattern and frequency of communication he or she 
wishes to receive from the NPO, for example, whether the donor wants monthly updates sent to him 
or her bye-mail. 'YV'hen the NPO uses this approach, its communication efforts move away from 
intrusion toward invitation. This kind of communication aids in keeping donors loyal for a longer 
period of time (MacMillan et al., 2005:809). 

Steyn & Puth (2000:72) suggest that making a list of the following is a way to develop a communica
tion policy: 

what must be communicated to stakeholders; 
"what should be communicated to stakeholders; 
what the organisation is prepared to communicate to stakeholders; 
""hat the organisation is notprepared to communicate to stakeholders; and 
what is to be communicated in special situations such as emergencies or crises. 

The communication policy is influenced by organisational culture, values, and norms, and as such, it 
may differ from organisation to organisation. A communication policy should address the following 
aspects (Steyn & Puth, 200071-72): 

functional communication areas and specified communication programmes; 
functional relationships between communication and other departments; 
the hierarchical structure of the communication department; 
organisational communication goals and objectives; 
who deals with which stakeholder(s); and 
the use of confidential information. 

The communication policy must be enforceable, precise and clear, ,vith consistent messages, and the 
same standards applicable to the whole organisation when communicating internally or externally 
(Steyn & Puth, 200072). 

---- --.-------------~---
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After the communication policy has been developed, it is essential to submit a draft of the organi
sational communication strategy to management. Management should be informed about the logic 
that guided the formulation of the strategy, in which way communication would provide solutions to 
organisational problems, and on which research the strategy is based. It is important that the com
munication policy itself should also be approved at the highest organisational level, as all functions 
in the organisation needs to adhere to it. Steyn and Puth (2000:73) emphasise that if management 
understands the contribution of the communication function towards the achievement of organisa
tional goals, it will be easier to obtain funds for the implementation of the communication strategy. 

4.5.1.3.6 Development of a strategic communication plan for all organisational divisions 

When management has approved the communication strategy, the communication manager contin
ues to develop communication plans for each organisational division or department, such as Human 
Relations, Finance, and Production. The strategic communication plan serves as the framework 
within which communication programmes, campaigns, and plans are developed. The different com
munication plans are based on the organisational communication strategy, which in turn is based on 
the organisational and enterprise strategy. 

Communication plans can be implemented in the following ways (Steyn & Puth, 2000:73-75): 
Communication programmes are used for continuous communication ,.vith strategic stakehold
ers. They are focused on h-vo-way communication, in order to build lasting relationships ·with 
the organisation's strategic stakeholders (for example, issue management, employee relations, 
corporate identity, and social investment). 
Communication campaigns differ from communication programmes in that they are time-limit
ed and designed to effect a particular result. The communication campaign is thus subject to the 
measurement of effect, and it entails more precise planning. The focus and outcome of commu
nication campaigns are to build socially responsible relationships by achieving research-based 
goals. Communication campaigns can be a one-time effort, or they can build on and profit from 
previous campaigns. 
Public communication campaigns focus on an immediate objective and primarily rely on mass 
communication (for example, promotion of a smoke-free work environment). 

In this way, the communication manager, "with the assistance of the communication strategist, en
sures that all communication plans contribute to the achievement of organisational goals. The above 
description of the tasks of the communication manager leads to the follovving specific theoretical 
statement. 
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4.5.1.4 Specific Theoretical Statement 8 
. . . ..' .' .. :' .: .. ' . ' ,... , . ... ", .: . 

According to Steyn andPutb's (2000) model, the communication manager is responsible for devel
oping NP()'s communication stra.tegy, vvith the assistance ofthe communication strategist (steps 
3 to 6 of the model). This managerial function can be fulfilled by: .•... . ••. ' .... .. '. . .. 

.. identifying the implications'of~chrisk for each'ofthe strategic stakeholders, publics,' activist 
. groups andsociety at large;.' . '. . . ...•..•.. '. . .•.• ...• ". '.' ... 

.formulating the key communication theDles for each risk and stakeholder issue; . . ... 
setting .and integrating the communication goals forthe organisation, as well as functional and 

.• business-units; . ... ....•••.. '. .' ." . 

.. selecting communication media.; . . . .' .•....•..•. 
developing the communication policy; and . . ..... 

•developing a strategic communication plan for all divisions. 

4.5.1.5 Implementation of the communication strategy: the role of the communication technician 

The last phase of Steyn and Puth's (2000) model entails the communication technician implement
ing the organisational communication plans. 

4.5.1.5.1 Development of the communication implementation strategy 

Communication technicians plan in what manner communication messages should be communi
cated to reach the strategic stakeholders. Technicians are thus responsible for portraying all facets 
of the organisation to stakeholders and the society (Steyn, 2003:16). This leads to the ne:&'t specific 
theoretical statement. 

4.5.1.6 Specific Theoretical Statement 9 ." 
. . '.' "".,.' , .. :....... :.:: .':':'. . . '. . . '. : ' . '> .. ' . : .. :. . . .' .. .;', 


According to Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, the ~iTrnTrtunication techniCi~n is responsible for the' 
implementation of the communication strategy (step 7 ofthe model): This technical function can be 
fulfilled by: 

developing and implementing communication programmes/campaigns/plans, 

4.5.1.7 Overview ofSteyn & PuthJs model (2000) 

Steyn's (2000:1-33; 2002; 2003; 2007:137-172; Steyn & Green, 2001:1-35; Steyn & Puth, 2000) dif
ferentiation between the roles of the communication strategist, manager, and technician, paved the 
way for the development of a strategic communication model in which the strategic role and contri
bution of the communication function is clear. 

It is clear that Steyn and Puth's (2000) model thus provides guidelines for excellent communica
tion, as it is informed by two-way symmetrical communication, which is particularly evident in the 
communication strategist's application of environmental scanning and regular contact with stake
holders (Steyn & Puth, 2000:63-67). The strategist is also mainly responsible for managing strong, 
lasting and mutually beneficial relationships "'lith the organisation's strategic stakeholders. The use 

-----~-------~------.. --.--.----~-~~. 
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of formal and informal research ensures increased credibility and a higher contribution from the 
communication function on the achievement of organisational goals (Steyn & Puth, 2000:144-145). 

A summary of the strategic contribution of Steyn and Puth's (2000) model leads to the follovving 
specific theoretical statement. 

4.5.1.8 Specific Theoretical Statement 10 
.' "". " ': ".: .......:.: . ". .' ; ....' : " 


Should NPOs practise strategic communication management according to the steps in Steyn and 
Puth's (2000) model, their communication practices 'Nould: .•. ..... .' 

be supported by a symmetrical organisational worldviewand culture; 
be based on formal environmentalscanning andlor informal researchaboutthe consequences of 
stakeholders' behaviour, expectations; and concerns,as'well as social, political, and societal risks . 
for the organisation; 
include stakeholder identification and prioritisatioIl; . .... . 
include the identification and management of organisational reputationrisksimd stakeholder 
issues; 
be based on strategic communication goals and objectives; '.' .... ... .. . . .•. 
be aimed at building, maintaining, andlor improving strong relationships with stakeholders; 
be practised accordiIlgto the two,-waysymrnerncal and./ or the mixecl motive model; and 
be characterised by alignmelltbetween communicatiol1andorgamsationalgoalS (enterprise 
strategy). 

In order to provide a more nuanced view of Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, Stroh's (2007:199-220) 

criticism on the model is discussed in the next section. 

4.6 	 Stroh's (2007) criticism of Steyn and Puth's (2000) approach to strategic communication 
management 

Stroh (2007:200) suggests a new approach to strategic communication management in line with the 
postmodern approaches of the chaos and complexity theories. She argues for a more participative 
and no:rilinear approach, opposing the structured approaches suggested by traditional communica
tion theorists such as Grunig and Steyn and Puth. Stroh (2007:203) identified three main areas of 
criticism against strategic communication management as advocated by, amongst others, the Excel
lence Study and Steyn and Puth's model, namely: 

the Steyn and Puth (2000) model (as 'well as the models of Grunig and Repper, 1992:117-157; 


Smith, 2005; Grunig, L.A., 2002:145) follows too deterministic, logical, and linear steps and 

processes; 

when top management, or the dominant coalition, makes strategic decisions, it suggests a top

dmvn management approach; and 

the necessity of managing stakeholder relationships by formulating communication strategies. 


The above points of critique are applied to the Steyn and Puth (2000) model and are discussed in the 
follovdng sections. 

4.6.1 	 Steyn and Puth's (2000) model: too deterministic" logical and linear? 

Stroh (200]:206) argues that in a postmodern world, which is characterised by chaos and complex
ity, it is impossible to understand the intricate relationship betl'\Teen systems and the environment. 
The interaction of all the entities of a complex system, the role of the relationships formed, and the 
creation of information and knowledge through these interactions leads to a very complex situation 
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in which modern organisations have to function. She argues further that a system vvill develop 
a self-organising process (where structure and order emerge spontaneously) through a complex 
interaction amongst the environment, the current state of the system, and the system's history. 
In other words, self-organisation occurs v,rithin an organisation, as well as bet\-veen organisations 
and their stakeholders (Stroh, 2007:206-207). Predetermined strategies, plans, or designs are 
thus not relevant due to the unpredictable nature of stakeholder releationships, as long as ethical 
behaviour guides the building and maintenance of relationships within and outside organisations. 

Stroh (2007:212) furthermore suggests that the control and linearity characterised by the Steyn and 
Puth (2000) model, which emphasises conflict management, discourse and participation, should 
be replaced by postmodern approaches that focus on anxiety, diversity, conflict, unpredictability, 
and paradox. In this case "managers ... ought to learn how to take action while experiencing the 
aro.:iety ofunpredictability, and use the anxiety as energy for creativity" (Stroh, 2007:212). 

It is the viewpoint of this study that the modern world, in which organisations have to function, is 
indeed chaotic and complex. It is therefore ofthe utmost importance that management use a well
designed process of strategy formulation and strategic management, based on scientific research, 
to understand, evaluate and manage the chaos and complexity ofthe organisation, its environment, 
and stakeholder relationships. Emerging strategy or risk management "'rill take care of unpredict
able risks that are not addressed in longer-term strategic plans. Organisations cannot afford to 
be left to anxiety and unpredictability; it is the focus of strategic management to create order and 
sense out of chaos. Steyn and Puth's (2000) model provide the communication strategist and man
ager with steps to follow in the strategy formulation process and the management of communica
tion. This model is especially important in light of CEOs' criticism that communication does not 
understand business management (see Section 4.2). 

Stroh's (2007:200-203) criticism that the Steyn and Puth (2000) model follows steps and proc
esses that are too deterministic, logical and linear is not valid, as they state explicitly that although 
the steps in the process of developing a communication strategy are indicated in a linear fashion, 
it does not necessarily always happen in this sequence in practice (Steyn & Puth, 2000:76). The 
practitioner decides, according to the specific circumstances, what is to be done at a specific point 
in time (Steyn & Puth, 2000:76). The model therefore only serves as a guideline for communica
tion practitioners. The development of the communication strategy is also a continuous, or rolling, 
process in which strategy is evaluated and adjusted (see Section 4.5.1.1.4). This also leaves oppor
tunity to create emerging strategies as issues develop. 

4.6.2 Steyn and Puth~s (2000) model: a top-down management approach? 

Stroh (2007:208) claims that if "a small group ofpowerfulpeople claim to predict the behavioural 
outcomes ofan organisation, they are actually trying to manipulate and control". She argues for 
a more participative approach to organisational communication instead ofthe structured approach 
favoured by, amongst others, Steyn and Puth (Stroh, 2007:200). In this case, she means that all 
decision-making in an organisation must be co-determined by all being influenced by a decision 
outcome (Stroh, 2007=200). She argues that the organisation and all its stakeholders must be 
equal partners in a negotiation process, where the process is more important than the outcomes. 
Although Steyn and Puth's (2000) model contains references to wo-way symmetrical communi
cation, it does not supply clear guidelines of how this would be included in the strategic processes 
proposed (Stroh, 2007:210). She also views wo-way symmetrical communication as real partici
pation or involvement in strategy formulation (Stroh, 2007:210). In this case, the communication 
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practitioner is a relationship manager and an activist who debates alternative viewpoints and insti
gates conflict, in order to contribute to the creation of meaning. 

With reference to this last point, Stroh (2007:212) postulates that the communication practitioner 
should not be part of the top management function and should not have decision-making power and 
influence in strategy development. The power differences bet<;veen the dominant coalition, ofwhich 
communication should form part according to Steyn and Puth (2000), and the internal and external 
stakeholders of an organisation would make successful two-way symmetrical communication and 
relationship building problematic. 

Research has shovm that the hvo-way symmetrical model is the ideal or norm for which professional 
communication practitioners strive while performing their duties (see Section 3.3). However, few 
organisations will appoint communication practitioners who do not put the interests ofthe organisa
tion first but concede to stakeholder demands or act as an advocate on behalf of stakeholders. When 
communication practitioners apply the tvm-way symmetrical model, they aim to understand and 
cooperate vvith stakeholders (Grunig, 1992:513). That is why the mixed motive model, where t\vo
way asymmetrical communication vvithin a symmetrical worldview with preference to symmetrical 
communication techniques, is a more realistic portrayal ofwhat practitioners should strive for. With 
the mixed motive model, communication is used to move stakeholders, the dominant coalition, or 
both to an acceptable "win-win" zone. This means that the organisation does not hold total power 
over the outcomes of the engagement process, and would be prepared to change its view or position, 
as an outcome of the engagement process. Stroh (2007:216) actually agrees to this in concluding 
that, "One of the greatest tests would be to find organisations that will be open-minded enough to 
try out these ideas [real participation or involvement in strategy formulation] and learn through 
the process." 

In Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, the application of hvo-way symmetrical communication is im
plied in the application of environmental scanning, formal and informal research, and regular en
gagement vvith stakeholders (Steyn & Puth, 2000:63-67). Environmenta1.scanning-and other com
munication research methods are fully discussed in their book (Steyn & Puth, 2000). This point of 
criticism is thus, according to the researcher, not valid. 

Research has shown that if communication practitioners do not have the ability or mandate to par
ticipate in strategic management, the communication function is delegated to the technical side, 
where communication merely implements decisions and strategies made by "non-communicators" 
(see Section 4.2) (Broom & Dozier, 1983:6; Broom & Dozier, 1986:42; Steyn, 1999:39; Steyn & Green, 
2001:15; Van Ruler, 2000:403-423). The communication function's participation in strategic man
agement is vital for top management's understanding of stakeholders' needs and for stakeholders to 
understand organisational strategies and decisions through the facilitation of tv,'o-way communica
tion. Steyn and Puth's (2000) model provides guidelines for the strategic communication man
agement, and as such, assists communication practitioners to accentuate communication's role in 
achieving organisational goals. \'\Then the notion exists that there is a power difference behveen the 
communication strategist or the organisation and internal or external stakeholders, it needs to be 
addressed and managed sensibly to build andlor restore relationships and trust. 
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4.6.3 	 Steyn and Puth's (2000) model: can relationships with stakeholders be managed byformu
lating communication strategies? 

Stroh (200T209) claims that the Steyn and Puth (2000) model does not focus on the process of re
lationship building, but rather on determining ·what should be communicated to stakeholders. This 
means that stakeholders do not participate in the formation ofthe messages, and as such, the model 
does not implicate tvvo-way symmetrical communication. Stakeholders are thus involved when the 
communication strategist conducts research and environmental scanning, but they do not have any 
true participation in the decision-making process. Thus, the strategic managers of the organisation 
control the relationship betvveen the organisation and its stakeholders. Stroh (2007:211) further
more states that a bottom-up approach to strategic management should be followed by 

"taking a step back, to where diverse stakeholders are part ofa network ofrelationships, 
and decisions resolve andflow naturally out ofdiscourse and constant change. The em
phasis is on the relationships, not on the decision-making processes. If the relationships 
are strong, the outcomes ofdecisions ought not matter because whatever they are, their 
consequences should work out to the benefit ofthe organisation in the long run." 

Stroh (2007:210) strengthens her argument further, asserting that stakeholders "do not merely 
want to be identified, described, researched, and communicated to '" instead, they want to be part 
ofstrategy formulation". This is particularly valid for internal stakeholders for whom higher par
ticipation increases productivity, work satisfaction, and overall more positive relationship "vith man
agement. 

Although the above criticism is, seen from a postmodern perspective, theoretically valid, it is not 
always practically feasible. Not many modern organisations, which have to make profits to survive, 
can afford not to strategically plan their relationships 'with stakeholders. NPOs in particular, which 
operate in environments characterized by social, political, and economic issues, can little afford this 
luxury. Steyn and Puth (2000:64) explicitly state that strategic management of an organisation is 
inseparable from strategic stakeholder relationship·ma:aagement (see Section 4.5.1.1.2). An organi
sation must identifY its stakeholders and the issues concerning them, as well as the organisation's 
risks; research the implications of strategic organisational risks and management decisions for the 
organisation; and then engage accordingly to stakeholders, in order to build lasting mutually benefi
cial relationships betw'een the organisation and its stakeholders. Continuous, open and ethical t\-vo
vvay communication from both the organisation and its stakeholders, in which a I·vin-win situation is 
the top priority, will ensure that healthy relationships v,>,ill form. 

This study does agree that participation in every-day management decisions is very important for 
internal stakeholders, such as employees. Participative management implies that employees are 
respected and are free to provide input into the organisation, have self-autonomy, are encouraged to 
be innovative, and must take responsibility for their behaviour and decisions. Therefore employees 
must also be able to provide input into strategy development, even if it is in an informal manner. 
This is in-line ,·vith an organisation with a symmetrical worldview (see Section 3-4.2). 

Although it might seem as if some of Stroh's (2007:199-220) criticism on Steyn and Puth's (2000) 

model is not valid, no study has been conducted to determine whether postmodern communication 
theory is already in practice in the NPO sector. Stroh's (200T199-220) views on strategic com
munication management ",rill therefore be explored in this research project, which leads to the next 
specific theoretical statement. 
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4.6.4 Specific Theoretical Statement 11 

. . . 

Considering Stroh's (2007:199-220) criticism of Steyn andPuth's (2000) model, it can be argued 
that a·nevymodel for strategic communication management byNPOs.shouldbe developed,which 
includes Stroh's suggestions for communication management, in caseswherethe NPO's communi
cation practices suggest that the communication function/practitioner:. . .. 

does not need to have predetermined communication strategies and plims; . . .. 
relies only on ethical behaviour to build and maintaininternaland external .stakeholder relation
ships; . 
should not form part of the dominant coalition of the NPO; 
has an activist role in which alternative viewpoints are debated and conflict instigated, in order 

. to contribute to the creation of meaning; . . 
strives for fully participative decision-making in strategy formulation in all communicationis
sues, by the organisation and all its stakeholders; and 

. does not strategically manage rdationships 1'Vith internal and externalstakeholders but cultivates 
relationships in such a way as to allow all stakeholders to form part of strategy formulation. . 

All the above points of criticism have to be inpraetice to conclude that the NPO has a postmodern i 
app~oach to communication management. 

4.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the different communication practitioner roles, which depict the main tasks of the 
communication practitioner, have been discussed. Steyn's contribution towards strategic commu
nication management theory by the differentiation between the roles of the strategist and the man
ager has been pointed out. Strategic communication management contributes towards enterprise 
strategy formulation, as well as the achievement of organisational goals, by practising environmen
tal scanning and research to identifY organisational risks, stakeholders, and stakeholders' issues. 
This research enables the communication function to plan communication vvith the aim of building 
strong, lasting and mutually benefieiah'elationships -with stakeholders proactively. 

Steyn and Puth's (2000) strategic communication management model therefore provides the com
munication function ,vith a framework to guide the organisation's communication management 
process. Follovving this model would enable the communication function to engage in dialogue with 
stakeholders, which would result in relationship building. 

Stroh's (2007:199-220) criticism on Steyn and Puth's (2000) approach to strategic communication 
management, and their model, can be divided into three main points: 

the Steyn and Puth (2000) model follows too deterministic, logical, and linear steps and proc
esses; 
when top management, or the dominant coalition, is making strategic decisions, it suggests a 
top-doVl'll management approach; 
it is not necessarily the case that relationships ,vith stakeholders can be managed by formulating 
communication strategies. 

Stroh's approach to strategic communication management has been discussed and although it does 
have theoretical merit, it seems difficult to implement when compared to the Excellence theory and 
strategic communication management according to Steyn and Puth's (2000) modeL However, 
Stroh's (2007) criticism will be taken into account 'when NPOs in the adult literacy sector in South 
Africa's communication practices are investigated. 

--- ~-------.-----.-----~-.---~-
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This chapter, and the previous chapter, explained the theoretical foundations ofthe research at hand. 
In the following chapters, the specific theoretical statements "vill be applied to the empirical data. 
Before the empirical part of the research can be reported on, it is necessary to explain the research 
methodology followed in this research project. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

5.1 Introduction 

The research question and the subsequent research objectives, as stated in Chapter 1, require an in
depth, qualitative study of the strategic communication practices of five NPOs as case studies in the 
adult literacy sector in South Africa. This chapter focuses on the research methodology as applicable 
in this study. A brief overview ofthe qualitative research approach used in this research was given in 
Chapter 1 (Section 1.8.2), and it is discussed in more detail in this chapter. The theoretical assump
tions and statements made in the previous chapters have been applied to the content of the in-depth 
interviews that have been conducted with NPOs. 

5.2 Qualitative research 

5.2.1 Characteristics of qualitative research 

Qualitative research involves studying phenomena in their full complexity, portraying an issue fully 
in its multi-faceted form, and therefore rarely tries to simpli:fy what was observed (Leedy & Ormrod, 
2001:101-102, 147). Lindlof (1995:56) states that the aim of qualitative research is usually to under
stand a phenomenon, not to predict or control it. 

Leedy and Ormrod (2001:148) state that qualitative research is typically used for one or more of the 
follovdng purposes: 
•., ... ~e;;.criptjQn ,reveal the nature of certain situations, settings, systems, or people; 

interpretation to enable a researcher to: 

gain insights into the nature of a particular phenomenon; 

develop new concepts or theoretical perspectives about the phenomenon; and 

discover the problems that exist within the phenomenon. 


verification to enable a researcher to test the validity of certain assumptions, claims, theories, or 

generalisations in a real-world context; and 

evaluation that provides a means through which a researcher can judge the effectiveness of par

ticular policies, practices or innovations. 


In the study at hand, the researcher: 
describes how strategic communication management is practised in NPOs in the adult education 
sector; 
interprets the communication processes in the selected l\TPOs and attempts to develop and adapt 
the theoretical model of Steyn and Puth (2000) for strategic communication management spe
cifically for l\TPOs in the adult literacy sector; 
verifies and evaluates whether: 

the Steyn and Puth (2000) model is applicable to NPOs in the adult literacy sector in its 
original format; 
two-'way symmetrical communication and relationship management principles are suffi
ciently represented in the Steyn and Puth (2000) model; and 
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Stroh's (2007) approach to strategic communication management are in practice in the par
ticipating NPOs; 
the assumptions of Stroh's approach, if practiced by the participating NPOs, can enhance 
the Steyn and Puth (2000) model for strategic communication in NPOs in the adult literacy 
sector. 

The qualitative research process is holistic and "emergent" with researchers often formulating gen
eral research problems about the phenomenon they are studying. As the study proceeds and the 
researcher learns more about what he or she is studying, more specific questions develop, and the 
researcher can better specify which specific methods to use to answer those questions (Leedy & Orm
rod, 2001:101-102, 148). 

Because little is krwwn about strategic communication practices in NPOs in the adult literacy sector, 
a general theoretical statement was formulated in advance. As the study proceeded, more specific 
theoretical statements were formulated, based on the literature study. 

Inductive reasoning methods are usually applied in qualitative research. The researcher would 
start with basic, but well-established assumptions, base interviews, and/or observations on these 
assumptions, and end vvith descriptions of what was researched (Du Plooy, 2002:83). However, 
Mason (2002:7) warns that qualitative research should always be strategically, systematically and 
rigorously conducted. This means that qualitative researchers should make decisions based on a 
sound research strategy, but that they must be sensitive to changing contexts and situations in which 
the research takes place (Mason, 2002:7). Qualitative research that is conducted systematically and 
rigorously supports the previous statement with Mason (2002:7), arguing that qualitative research 
is no excuse for a casual or ad hoc approach. Above all, qualitative research should be accountable 
for its quality and its claims. 

Some qualitative researchers (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:147) are ofthe opinion that qualitative research 
'",is subjective, but an objective approach to studying human events (for example, interpersonal rela

tionships, social structures, and creative prodUCts) is neither desirable nor even possible. In qualita
tive research, the researcher's ability to interpret what he or she sees is critical for an understanding 
of any social phenomenon. It is also accepted in qualitative research that there maybe multiple per
spectives on a single subject of study, held by different individuals, with each of these perspectives 
having equal validity, or truth. Seen from this perspective, the researcher is an instrument in the 
research process because data collection and its interpretation depend on the researcher's personal 
involvement in the research process (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:102, 147), It is for this reason that the 
researcher must carefully document the research process. 

Lindlof (1995:22) adds that because humans are the primary research instruments in qualitative 
research, it involves the application of reflexive analysis; in other words, the researcher reflects on 
what he or she observes and then presents his or her o-vvn interpretation of the phenomenon. This 
action leads to 'thick', detailed descriptions that allow readers to draw their ovvn conclusions from 
the data presented. 'Thick' descriptions allow the researcher to draw inferences about a phenome
non; that is, to discern the true meaning of a performance or practice from other potential meanings 
(Lindlof,1995:228). 'Thickness' of description means that research is described with such detail that 
the understanding of the research object becomes more multidimensional, and the reader derives 
more meaning from each described element (Lindlof, 1995:20). According to Lindloff (1995:20), 
meanings are the "value-added" component of thick description. The descriptions of a phenomenon 
can then be measured against concepts, constructs, and theories. In this way, the researcher can 
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determine the limits of a theory's interface with the empirical world, after which the theory may re
quire revision (Du Plooy, 2002:84). This is supported by Mason (2002:7-8), who emphasises that 
qualitative research should produce explanations or arguments, rather than offering mere descrip
tions of a phenomenon. This illustrates that the researcher has truly reflected on what he or she has 
observed. 

Reliability refers to whether a research instrument, testing the same concepts orvariables in the same 
way, will yield the same results each time (Lindloff, 1995:237); in other words, whether a measure
ment instrument yields consistent results when the characteristic being measured has not changed 
(Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:99-100). Rubin and Rubin (1995:85) simplify the above definitions further, 
stating that if research is reliable, noVo different researchers studying the same topic will come up 
vvith compatible observations. Sarantakos (2005:88) adds that reliability is a measure of objectivity, 
stability, consistency, and precision in research. 

Morse et ai. (2002:3-4) argue that trustvwrthiness, which includes reliability, must be a continuing 
process of verification during the study. If it is not, the researcher runs the risk of missing serious 
threats to the reliability and validity ofthe study until it is too late to correct them. Verification is the 
process of checking, confirming, making sure, and being certain of facts and processes followed in a 
study. Morse et aI. (2002:9) postulate that qualitative research is iterative rather than linear, which 
means that the qualitative researcher moves back and forth ben;yeen the design and implementation 
of research, to ensure correspondence amongst question formulation, literature, recruitment, data 
collection strategies, analysis. In this way, errors can be identified and corrected before they are 
built into the research process and before they subvert the analysis. Morse et aI. (2002:12-13) iden
tify five verification strategies with which to ensure reliability and validity of a qualitative study. 

The first verification strategy is the aim of methodological coherence, which ensures congruence 
beu-veen the research question and the components of the method. This implies that the research 
method must match the research question, as well as the data and its analysis (Morse et aI., 2002:12). 

In this study, in-depth interviews were employed for obtaining information about NPOs communi
cation management practices. This method enabled probing for more information, or explanations, 
if necessary. This would not have been possible with a quantities questionnaire-based survey. The 
same basic interview schedule was used for all interviews and any deviations from the interview 
schedule was carefully documented and described. 

Morse et al.'s (2002:12) second verification strategy states that the sample must be appropriate; in 
other words, it must consist of participants who best represent or have knowledge of the research 
topic. In this study, the communication practitioners and/or the CEO or manager from each partici
pating NPO were interviewed. In all but one of the cases, the CEO or manager also performed the 
communication function. This ensured that the sample consisted of interviewees who best repre
sented the communication function and 'who subsequently had the most knowledge of communica
tion management as performed in each NPO. 

The data were collected and analysed immediately thereafter as the third verification strategy sug
gests. In this way, what 'was kno'wn already and 'what additional information was needed could be 
determined (ct. Morse et aI., 2002:12-13). In cases where more information was needed, the inter
viewees were contacted bye-mail, as was previously arranged with them. 

Morse et al. (2002:13) identify the fourth verification strategy as thinking theoretically. This means 
that ideas emerging from data are reconfirmed in new data; which gives rise to new ideas that, in 

---,,---,---- -----------,,---------------
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turn, must be in data already collected. For this study, all new information in 11... t-"'.".-rn", 

tion already collected was reconfirmed and/or verified. An example is the Optimus Foundation's 
mention of the Black Economic EmpOlverment (BEE) Charter's influence on funding Section 
10.3.2.1). The Optimus Foundation 'was interviewed last, and none ofthe other NPOs mentioned the 
BEE Charters. Subsequently, more information in literature on the BEE Charters was searched for, 
in order to verify new information. 

The last verification identified by Morse et al. (2002:13) is that of theory development. By 
this, they refer to with deliberation behveen a micro-perspective of the data and a macro 
conceptual/theoretical understanding. According to Morse et al. (2002:13), theory is devel
oped through hvo mechanisms, namely as an outcome of the research process, than being 
adopted as a framework to move the analysis along, and as a template for comparison further 
development of the As little is knovy'll about communication management in l\TPOs in the 
adult literacy sector in South Africa, this study is an exploratory study. All the data for this 
study was gathered and interpreted to add to theory development on communication m~malgemEmt 
as applied in context ofNPOs. 

Rolfe (2006:304-310) argues that the quality of qualitative research cannot assured by the rig
orous application a set of pre'viously agreed strategies and procedures as by, amongst 
others, Morse et al. but that the quality of a research study is not only revealed in the 
writing-up of but it also resides in the research report, subject to wise judgement 
and keen insight readeL Although Rolfe's (2006:304-310) vie'wpoint each qualitative 
study is unique is acknowledged, Morse et al.'s (2002:1-20) strategies were an aid to ensure reli
ability in this study. 

The subjective nature of qualitative research might present internal validity problems to the re
searcher. validity of a research study is the extent to which its and the resulting 
data allow the to draw accurate conclusions about the researched phenomena (Leedy & 
Ormrod, 2001:103-104). Applying triangulation, by collecting data from more than one person in 
the organisation and then comparing it, to find similarities or differences in the data, heightens the 
internal validity of a research project (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:106). Thick', detailed descriptions of 
the research phenomenon, where research findings are presented in such a way conclusions can 
be followed and (argumentative validation), further add to the internal of a research 
project (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:106; Sarantakos, 2005:86). Applying a combination of research 
methods also to the internalvalidity of a research proj ect. way to ensure internal valid
ity is to ask respondents to validate the accuracy of the data (communicative validation) (Leedy 
& Ormrod, 2001:106; Sarantakos, 2005:86). 

In the study at hand, research phenomena are described in as detail as possible, thus pro
viding 'thick' descriptions from which meaning can be derived. Combining a document analysis of 
the selected NPOs' annual reports, other official documents, and web pages y\lith in-depth interviews 
also enhanced study's internal validity. The content of the chapters (Chapters 6 to 10), 

derived from interviews and additional sources of information, were referred back to the differ
ent NPOs for verification. The interviewees could only the factual content related to 
their organisations, as interpretation of the data is the researcher's prerogative. 

:&.1:ernal validity is the e:h.1:ent to which the conclusions of a research project can be generalised to 
other contexts (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:105; Du Plooy, 2002:84; 2005:85). As a result 
of the use of small samples, the external validity of qualitative data is often problematic for some 
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researchers. Qualitative researchers, in contrast with quantitative researchers, seldom aim to make 
generalisations about the phenomenon they are researching. In order to reach a full understanding 
of a phenomenon, qualitative researchers often rather select a few participants who can best illumi
nate all facets under investigation (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:102). Lindlof (1995:57) notes here that 
although qualitative interpretations result from an intensive analysis of a single, or small sample, 
the research is recorded in such a way as to disclose the researcher's insight into the phenomenon. 
Qualitative researchers must therefore document all procedures followed carefully, in order for other 
researchers to follow the argumentation line and to understand the data-gathering methods, data
analysis, and the conclusions reached (Naude, 2001:97). Careful documentation would therefore 
enable other researchers to repeat the study, even from a quantitative approach. From the 'thick' 
description and intensive analysis of a phenomenon, the researcher may observe patterns or themes 
that can allow him or her to generalise to other cases ofthe same problem in the larger culture (Lind
lof, 1995:57; Mason, 2002:8). This procedure not only ensures external validity, but also enhances 
the reliability of the study, as mentioned in previous paragraphs. 

The small number of 1\TPOs included in this study makes it impossible to generalise the research 
findings to all NPOs, or even those in the adult literacy sector in South Africa. It is, however, pos
sible to understand more about each organisation and their specific problems and circumstances if 
the sample is smaller (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:102). A larger sample "would have the possible danger 
of reductionism, "where the focus would not be on an in-depth study, but rather on a synopsis of the 
sample as a whole (Naude, 2001:98). The aim of this study is to achieve depth and understanding 
of the strategic communication practices of the selected group of NPOs and not just a superficial 
analysis of surface comparability between large numbers of respondents (cf. Mason, 2002.:65) .. The 
outcomes of this study might be tested on larger scale in future. 

Qualitative research focuses on phenomena that occur in natural settings, that is, in the 'real world' 
(ecological validation) (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:147; Sarantakos, 2005:87). It is for this reason, as 
,veIl as to enhance the internal validity ofthe study, that the interviews were conducted in the organi
sations' 'natural' settings, namely at the organisations themselves. 

The research method used in this study will be discussed in the next section. 

5.2.2 Semi-structured interviews 

In-depth interviews are often used in qualitative research as part offield research. Naude (2001:104) 
and Babbie (2001:291-292.) emphasise that the interview in qualitative research should not be 
viewed as just a list of questions to be asked. Qualitative intervie"wing is a guided conversation or 
a conversation with a purpose in which the interviewer establishes the general agenda for the con
versation, but also pursues specific topics raised by the respondent (Rubin & Rubin, 1995:7; Mason, 
2.002:67). The questions asked are merely one element of the intervielv, as the main purpose is 
the creation of dialogue. The difference beb,\Teen ordinary conversations and interviews are in the 
intensity of listening to the content of what is being said. The interviewer has to listen to keyvvords 
and ideas, important omissions, and non-verbal cues that indicate emphasis and emotions (Rubin & 
Rubin, 1995:7), and in doing so "conversational depth" is created to obtain as much information as 
possible (Rubin & Rubin, 1995:12.5). Another difference between a qualitative interview and a nor
mal conversation is that the researcher keeps a record of what is said, whether it is by taking notes, 
recording the conversation, or both (Rubin & Rubin, 1995:125-128). 
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Qualitative interviews can be loosely/semi-structured or structured1 The difference betvleen loosely or• 

semi-structured and structured interviews is that a semi-structured interview is more like a "conversation 
with a purpose", while strict adherence to an interview schedule is required during a structured interview 
(Mason, 2002:67; Sarantakos, 2005:268). WIth semi-structured interviews, the interviewer has a list of 
specific, open-ended questions to ask, but the flexible nature of the semi-structured interview allows him 
or her to alter the sequence ofthe questions jfnecessary (Mason, 2002:65; Naude, 2001:105; Sarantakos, 
2005:268). Mason (2002:64) points out that the flexibility ofthe semi-structured intervie'w allovvs the in
terviewer to take cues from the ongoing dialogue with the interviewee about what to ask next, to follow up 
on their responses, which are relevant to them and their specific context, and by adding questions jfneces
sary. This might include reformulating questions as necessary and employing neutral probing (Saranta
kos, 2005:268). Sarantakos (2005:268) adds that restrictions are minimal in the case ofsemi-structured 
interviews," and in most cases, take the form ofguides rather than rules (Sarantakos, 2005:268). 

Open-ended questions are mostly used in qualitative, semi-structured interviews (Sarantakos, 2005:271). 
This allows the respondent to answer questions in his or her own words (Babbie, 2001:240). The inter
viewer can also ask additional questions that might not be on the interview schedule (Babbie, 2001:240). 
Because open-ended questions do not have structured answers, they can elicit underlying ideas, feelings, 
sentiments, and suggestions from the interviewee. This means that theinterviewee might present more in
formation that the researcher had planned to ask for (Babbie, 2001:291-294; Leedy & Ormrod, 2001:159; 
Du Plooy, 2002:143; Mason, 2002:64). According to Mason (2002:64), semi-structured interviews and 
open-ended questions provide maximum opportunity for the construction of "contextual knowledge by 
focusing on relevant specifics in each interview". This is not possible ifthe interviewer takes a 'one-size
fits-all' structured approach to interviewing. 

In this study in-depth, semi-structured qualitative interviewing was chosen as research method because 
the emphasis of the study 'was to delineate the selected NPOs' strategic communication practices, as well 
as their experience of the role ofstrategic communication in stakeholder management. The focus '\,\Ta8 on 
depth, nuance, complexity, and roundedness in data, and not on broad surveys ofsurface patterns, which 
questionnaires might provide (cf. Mason, 2002:65). This information V\Ta8 not always readily available in 
other formats, particularly in smaller NPOs that did not have a communication department. 

The researcher plays an observer-as-participant role since he or she conducts the interview (Du Plooy, 
2002:187). The researcher might also want to playa more responsive role by, for example, answering 
questions the interviewee asks, and giving information and support (Mason, 2002:66). The interviewer 
determines the general direction of the conversation, by listening carefully to answers to questions, in
terpreting the answers, and then framing another question to either probe deeper or to redirect the in
terviewee's attention to an area more relevant to the inquiry (Babbie, 2.001:2.92). Probing assists and/or 
stimulates interviewees to answer questions, without affecting the direction of their thinking and without 
causing bias or distortion (Sarantakos, :W05:278-279). Interviewers must be careful not to appear 
rude ·when probing the interviewee for more information or redirecting the conversation. Interview
ers thus have to "think on their feet" to ensure that the interview actually generates relevant data, 

1 Mason (2002:62) considers the term unstructured interviews a misnomer because no research interview 

can be completely lacking in some form of structure. Rubin and Rubin (1995:5) and Sarantakos (2005:268) define 

an 'unstructured' interview as an interview where the researcher suggests the subject for discussion, but has jew 

specific questions in mind. '~few specific questions" suggests that the interview is not completely unplanned or 

unstructured. 

2 Sarantakos (2005:268-269) differentiates between structured, unstructured and semi-structured inter

views. His definition of unstructured interviews corresponds with that of Mason's (2002:62) loosely structured 

interviews_ 
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'which means that interviel·vers must control both the intellectual and social dynamics of the inter
view (Mason, 2002:67). For this reason Babbie (2001:292-294) and Mason (2002:75) stress the 
importance of excellent listening skills when conducting interviews. 

In this study, the interviews were tape-recorded, for later reference and assistance with interpreta
tion. Permission of the interviewees to do so was obtained, as recommended by Rubin and Rubin 
(1995:127) and Sarantakos (2005:277). The research procedure followed is described in more detail 
in Section 5-4.2. 

5.3 Research design 

In establishing the research design, emphasis was placed on insight and understanding of the con
text in which strategic communication management took place in NPOs in the adult literacy sector. 
Semi-structured intervie,,\Ts were conducted in order to: 

obtain general background information on each NPO; 
determine the communication model practised and gain an indication of the organisational cul
ture and 'worldview; 
investigate the methods of two-way symmetrical communication methods applied by each NPO, 
if any; and 
gather information on the role of stakeholder relationship management as part of strategic com
munication management by the NPOs. 

To improve the study's internal validity and to describe the NPOs' approach to communication man
agement in as much detail as possible, the selected NPOs' annual reports, other official documents, 
and web pages were analysed. 

Data obtained by means ofsemi-structured interviews and document analysis were used in order to: 
compare the communication model practised to existing theory; 
determine whether the communication model practised. eorresponds with the organisation's re
ported culture, worldview, and methods of symmetrical communication methods applied; and 
determine "whether communication "with stakeholders is managed strategically. 

The specific procedures followed were carefully documented and "will be described in the follo-wing 
sections. 

5.3.1 Research questions; aims; and theoretical statements 

As each specific research objective was derived from a research question, ans\vering the research questions 
implies the fulfilling ofthe objectives set for this study (see Section 1.6). The first two research questions 
are concerned ,,'lith the theoretical background of this study, while the third research question addresses 
the background to communication practices in NPOs in the adult literacy sector. Questions 4 and 5 ad
dress the outcomes of this research project because they are concerned ,·\lith the findings and recommen
dations ofthe study. 

The relation between the research questions, the specific theoretical statements, andthe research methods 
used is indicated in Table 5.1. The specific theoretical statements are repeated in Text box 5.1 for easy 
reference. 
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Table 5.1: Research questions and research methods 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. What are the implications of two-way symmetrical commu

nication and relationship management for :>LI dLt:::giL communica

tion management? (Specific Theoretical Statements 1 to 5) 

2. What is the nature of strategic communication according to 

Steyn and Puth? (Specific Theoretical Statements 6to 10) 

3. How do NPOs in the adult literacy sector practice commu

nication management within their unique context? (Specific 


Theoretical Statements 1 to 5) 


4. To what extend do N POs in the adult literacy sector practice 

communication according to the Steyn and Puth model (2000) 

for communication management? (Specific Theoretical 

Statements 6 to 11) 

5. How can :>LJdLt:::!5I' communication management best be 

practised by NPOs, to enhance the achievement of their goals? 

ADDRESSED BY: 

Literature study· 
Chapter 3 · 

Literature study· 
Interview: Questions 1 to 17· 
Literature study (selected NPOs' · 
annual reports, documents and 
information available on web 
sites) 
Interviews with NPO representa· 
tives 
Interview: Questions 1 to 17· 

Analysis of research findings · 

Analysis of research findings · 
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TEXT BOX 5.1: Specific theoretical statements 

Specific Theoretical Statement 1 
. . ... .. 

The communication model practised by NPOs could be determined by: 
the purpose of communication (for e~ample,to inform,distribute information, persuade, or build rela
tionships); and 

" . . 
•... the direction of communication (one-way or two-way communication). 

Specific Theoretical Statement 2 
NPOs that practise the two-way symmetrical model and/or the mi~ed-motive model of communication 

.. - . 
will also support and engage in dialogue with their different stakeholders, which include listeningto 
stakeholder needs. The goalof practising two-way comrnunication with stakeholders is to reach mutual 
understanding, which will lead to strong, lasting relationships. 
NPOs that practise the asymmetrical communication models wiil notview dialogueas an integrai part 
of their communication efforts. They would tend rather to address one-way monologue towards their 
stakeholders. 

Specific Theoretical Statement 3 
. .. , . .. . 

A NPO's choice of acommunication model will be directly influenced byIts organisationalworidview: . 
An asymmetrical worldview (characterised by an internal orientation,. a closed system,efficiency, elitism, 

. . .,' 

conservatism, tradition, and a central authorlty) wilileadtc:i the practising of an asymmetrical commllnj
. cation model (press agentry/publicitymodel, public information model,of two-way asymmetrical mod':' 

el). A NPO with an asymmetrical worldviewwfll view comrnunicatiori management as a mere technical 
function, and it will be more likely to practise an asymmetrical communication model. 
A symmetriCal worldview (characterised byinterdependence,an open system, a moving equilibrium,eq

...• uitY, autonomy, innovation, decentralised management, responsibility,conflict resolution, and interest~ 
. group liberalism) will enable the practisingofthe two-way symmetrical model and/or the mixed-motive 

model. A NPO with asymmetrical world view will view .com~unicati6n management as a managerial 

. function, and it will be mO're likely to practise the two-way symmetrical model and/or the mixed~motiv.e 
model. 

.. .. . 

Specific Theoretical Statement 4 . . ... . . ... ... 

A NPO's view on its social role, from which thes~cial rote ofcorl1municati~nmanagementcan be derived,. 

are linked to its organisational worldviewarldwill influence its choice of communication model: 
Those N POs that view communication management as having a pragmatic, radical,or a neutral social role 

'.. will be more inclined to practise an asymmetrical model. .' .' ..... .. . . .• . . .... 

. Those NPOs that view communication mcmagement as having.an idealistic or critical sodalrole willprac;.:. 
tise the two-way symmetrical mode.! and/orthe mixed-motive model. .. .. 

SpecificTheoreticai Statement 5 
The model practiced by a NPO, as well as the role played by its most senior communication practitionercan 

i be determined by examining: '. . .' ..••• ..' ..... • '.. ....•.•.• .•... ••...• ." .••.. 
. the expertise ofthe communication practitioner;'.. . . .... . . ... ..' . 

. whether the communication practitioner is part of the dominant coalition of the NPO; .. " 

whether the practitioner has astrategic role;and 

the organisational worldview and cultureof the NPO.·· 


------_._--------- ---------------...---.------ 
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Specific Theoretical Statement 6 
NPOs' use of two-way symmetrical communication will lead to mutual understanding, resulting in strong, long

lasting and mutually beneficial relationships with their strategic stakeholders. 


These relationships will be characterised by trust, control mutuality, commitment, and satisfaction. 


By building and maintaining strong relationships with strategic stakeholders, the communication function as


sists the organisation in achieving its goals, and therefore in being excellent. 


Specific Theoretical Statement 7 

According to Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, the communication strategist is responsible for the analysis of the 

NPO's internal and external environment, to manage all organisational stakeholders and issues effectively (steps 1 

and 2 of the model). This strategic function can be fulfilled by: 


aligning both internal and external communication with the NPO's mission, vision, and goal statements; 


using research/environmental scanning to: 


identify and prioritise all organisational stakeholders, publics, and activists; 

identify and prioritise social, political, and societal risks; and 

determine the consequences and/or reputation risks of stakeholders, publics, activists, and issues for the 

organisation; and 
using the above strategic information in the implementation of the enterprise strategy. 

Specific Theoretical Statement 8 

According to Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, the communication manager is responsible for developing the NPO's 

communication strategy, with the assistance ofthe communication strategist (steps 3 to 6 ofthe model). This 

managerial function can be fulfilled by: 

identifyingthe implications of each risk for each of the strategiC stakeholders, publics, activist groups and society 

at large; 
formulating the key communication themes for each risk and stakeholder issue; 

setting and integrating the communication goals for the organIsation, as well as functional and business-units; 

selecting communication media;; 
, •...• '.... ., .. , 

developing the communication policy; and 


developing a strategic communication plan for all divisions. 


Specific TheoreticalStatement 9 

According to Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, the communication technician is responsible for the implementation 

of the communication strategy (step 7 ofthe model). This technical function can be fulfilled by: 


developing and implementing communication programmes/campaigns/plans. 


Specific TheoreticalStatement 10 
Should N POs practise strategic com munication management according to the steps in Steyn and Puth's (2000) 

model, their communication practices would: 

be supported by a symmetrical organisational worldview and culture; 
be based on formal environmental scanning and/or informal research about the consequences of stakeholders' 

behaviour, expectations, and concerns, as well as social, politicat and societal risks for the organisation; 

i. include stakeholder identification and prioritisation; 


include the identification and management of organisational reputation risks and stakeholder issues; 


be based on strategic communication goals and objectives; 

. be aimed at building, maintaining, and/or improving strong relationships with stakeholders; 

be practised accordingto the two-way symmetrical and/or the mixed motive model; and 
be characterised by alignment between communication and organisational goals (enterprise strategy). 

go 
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. . 
Specific Theoretical Statement 11 

. . . 

Considering stroh's (2007:199-220) criticism of SteynandPuth's {2000} model, it can be arguedthat a new. 

model for strategic communication management by NPOs should be developed) which indudes Stroh's sug

gestions forcommunicatiori management) in cases where the NPQis communication practices suggest that .. 

the communication function/practitioner: 
does not need to have predetermined communication strategies and pLans; . .. 
relies only on ethical behaviour to bLiild and maintain internal and external stakeholder relationships; 
should not form part of the dominant coalition of the NPO; 
has anactivistrcile in which altern~tive vie\tVp~i~ts are debatedand conflict instigated) inordertocon
tribute to the creation of meaning; .. •.. . . ...•... ... . . .. •. .. . .. 
strives for fully participative decision-making in stra,tegy formulation in all comrnunication issueS, by the 

.. organisation and all its stakeholders; and 
does not strategically managerelatioriships with internal andexternal stakeholders but cultivates reia
tionships in such a way asto allow allstakeholdersto form part of strategy formulation. . . .... . . .. . . ...... 

Allthe above points ofcriticism haveto beIn practice to conclude that the NPO has a postmodern approach 
.. . 

to communication management: . 

With research design set to fulfil aims of the study, the next step was to identify five NPOs in 
the adult literacy sector in South Africa to use as a sample for the research. 

5.3.2 Sampling 

The SANGONeT Prodder Directory was consulted to obtain information on NPOs in the adult litera
cy sector. As mentioned in Chapter 1, acronym Prodder stands for Programme for Development 
Research. It was established in 1987 and is an information medium that collects and disseminates 
information on all Southern African development issues and role-players. Prodder was previously 
comp.iled, produced, and maintained by the Human Sciences Research Council, and was available in 

• . .... 'J .•. 

book format until 2001. SANGONeT has since acquired the rights to the directory3. Prodder's vision 
and missionis to facilitate access to information, raise awareness of important issues affecting the 
development agenda, enhance the reach and impact of development activists, and link people and 
organisations through the use of information and communication technology in Southern Africa. 

SANGONeTwas founded in 1987, and has developed into a civil society organisation whose history is 
closely linked to social and political changes experienced by South Africa during its transition to 
democracy. SANGONeT is a NGO involved inAfrica in the field ofinformation communication tech
nologies (ICTs), and it continues to serve civil society vvith a \vide range ofICT products and services. 
SANGONeT aims to assist Southern African NGOs to use, manage, implement, and integrate ICTs 
into all their activities. 

TheSANGONeTNGO Portal was established on 24 October 2005, which gives access to a \Vide range 
ofwebsites and online resources that they have developed, in order to highlight development issues 
in South Africa, the vvider Southern African region, and the African continent in generaL 

3 From 2008, NGO Pulse is SANGONeT's NGO and development information portal. It is a one-stop Internet 

information resource for and about the NGO sector in South Africa and is a recognised and respected gateway to 

the development community. 

http://www.ngopulse.org/ 
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According to SANGONeT, their ongoing challenge is: 

"to strengthen its role and contribution through the relevance ofits products and services, 
customizing its JeT services to the specific needs ofthe NGO sector, improving its interac
tion, relationship and response to the needs ofcurrent andpotentialNGO clients, building 
relationships and partnerships with strategic role players in the NGO, government and 
private sectors; and to provide leadership and guidance to the SouthernAfricanNGO sec
tor as far as JCT issues are concerned." 

The SAN GONeT NGO Portal's four main objectives are: 
to develop the institutional capacity of the NGO sector through the provision ofinformation that 
is intended to support stronger management practices; 
to map NGOs and their acti"vities through Prodder; 
to create a community space for civil society exchange; and 
to promote the benefits of ICTs in support ofthe work of civil society. 

Various of development stakeholders can be found in the SANGONeT Prodder Directory, 
such as: 

non-government organisations; 
donors; 
community-based organisations and projects (CBOs); 
academic institutions; 
development consultants; and 
parastatals. 

Information covered in entries include the following: 
name and acronym of the organisation; 
contact details (postal and street address, telephone, fax, e-mail and website address); 
contact persons; 

of organisation; 
programme areas; 

founded; 
head office; 
mission and vision statements; and 
areas served. 

For the purposes of this study, the 2007 SANGONeT Prodder Directory was searched for NPOs 
whose main function is the upliftrnent of adult illiteracy, operating in Gauteng and the North-West 
Province. Twenty-two NPOs operating in Gauteng were found. No references to NPOs working in 
the adult literacy sector in North-"West ""I,,'ere found. Upon closer inspection, it became clear that al
though many NPOs 'adult literacy' or 'adult education' in the SANGONeT Prodder Directory 
under their programme areas this was not main focus. Based on this, it was decided to extend 

sampling frame to the rest of South Africa. Sixty-eight references to 1\TPOs working in the adult 
literacy sector in South Africa were found. same problem arose amongst these references, where 
'adult literacy' or 'adult education' was under the organisations' programme areas in the Di
rectory but was not their main focus. 

Farrell Hunter from the national office of Adult Literacy Network (ALN) provided the contact 
details ofALN regional offices in the Eastern and Western Cape, Gauteng, the North-West Province, 
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the Free State, the Limpopo Province, Mpumalanga, and KwaZulu-NataL The names of adult lit
eracy organisations and their contact details were then obtained from the regional offices. However, 
none of the contacted regional offices responded to e-mails or telephone calls. 

It was therefore necessary to revert to more easily accessible sources to obtain a sampling frame of 
NPOs in the adult literacy sector in South i~.frica. The Cape Gateway website (Cape Gateway, 2007) 

provided a directory of ABET and community learning centres operating in the \t\Testern Cape. Al
though the majority of the references were to community learning centres, the website provided 
reference to the SHARE Adult Education Centre. 

Through word of mouth it came to the attention of the researcher that an ABET Centre operated in 
Potchefstroom at the Army Support Base. 

The process described above enabled the researcher to compile a list of NPOs whose main function 
is the upliftment of adult illiteracy as sampling frame. The five NPOs to be included in the sample 
were selected from the list of organisations according to the following criteria. 

5.3.2.1 Selection criteria 

As e:\-plained in the previous section, the main selection criteria applied were that the elected NPOs 
were working mainly towards the upliftment of adult illiteracy. 

A non-probability sampling method was used because of the qualitative nature of this research. Be
cause the study did not aim to compare the selected NPOs ,·vith each other, a case study approach 
was taken. 

The following selection criteria was applied to select NPOs for the sample: 
main focus on adult literacy upliftment; 
size; 
geographical area; and 
type ofNPO. 

NPOs were selected purposefully by hand to ensure that both smaller and larger NPOs were in
cluded. The reason for this is that larger NPOs are more likely to be able to afford a communication 
practitioner or department, while smaller NPOs are likely not to be able to afford such luxurybut still 
need to communicate v\'ith stakeholders. 

Because no references to NPOs whose main function is uplifting adult illiteracy operating in the 
North-West Province were found on the SANGONeT Prodder Directory, the Army Support Base 
Potchefstroom Adult Basic Education and Training was included in the sample. The sample was 
thus compiled to include NPOs from the \t\Testern Cape, Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, the Free State, 
and North-\t\Test. By including the ABET Centre at the Army Support Base in Potchefstroom not 
only large and small NPOs in different provinces, but also a different in kind ofNPO (an organisation 
'within an organisation), working towards the same goals as the other NPOs sampled. More than five 
NPOs were selected, to increase the likelihood that five NPOs \'\'illing to partake in the study could be 
found. The follmving NPOs were selected: . 

SHARE Adult Education Centre; 
READ; 
JET Education Services; 
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Molteno Project; 

AFS; 

Operation Upgrade; 

Maryland Literacy Programme; 

Project Literacy; 

Family Literacy Project; 

Optimus Foundation; and 

Army Support Base Potchefstroom Adult Basic Education and Training Centre. 


The selected NPOs were contacted bye-mail to explain the research project and determine whether 
'were 'willing to take part in the project (see Appendix: A). 

5.3.2.2 Initial and final response 

The organisations that responded to the initial e-mail are given in the follov,ring table: 

READ do not focus 

JET Education Services do not focus mainly on the upliftment of adult illiteracy 

Molteno Project no response 
-------------------------+----~------ ---------------------------~ 

no 

declined to take part 

agreed to take part 

Family Literacy Project agreed to take part 
.--------------------------~ 

Optimus Foundation agreed to take 

Army Support Base Potchefstroom ABET Centre no response 

Those organisations that did not respond to the initial e-mail, Operation Upgrade, Molteno Project 
and the Army Support Base Potchefstroom ABET Centre, were contacted by telephone and the e
mail was resent. They were asked to either respond bye-mail or fax: to indicate whether they 'wanted 
to take part in the research project or not. Finally, the following five NPOs \''{ere included in the 
sample: 

SHARE Adult Education Centre; 

Project Literacy; 

Family Literacy Project; 

Optimus Foundation; and 

Army Support Base Potchefstroom ABET Centre. 


After the :N"POs had agreed to take part in the research, they were contacted by telephone to arrange 
the interviews. 
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5.4 Interviews 

5.4.1 The interview schedule 

The interview questions covered three main topics. The first topic questions covered the communi
cation function in the organisation, as well as the organisational structure and culture. These ques
tions sought to determine the organisations' approach to communication, in order to link them to 
specific communication models. The second topic questions covered the organisations' specific com
munication and stakeholder management practices, in order to determine whether these practices 
were in-line "Yvith the steps in Steyn and Puth's (2000) modeL The third topic questions sought to 
determine whether Stroh's (2007) postmodern approach to strategic communication management 
was already practised in the organisations, and ifnot, whether the approach was considered feasible. 
It should be noted that the questions in parenthesis were intended as follow-up or prompting ques
tions for the intervie"ver only and were not posed as questions to the interviewees. 

, , 

TEXT BOX 5.2: Semi-structured interview schedule 
. ," :' . ,'..". : ,":" . > . ..:: .. :. ..... . ,"::.' .:." 

. . . . ...... 
", .. .. '",::. :. 

. .. 
"... '. .... 

.. . 
: ," .:. ", ::" . . . . 

.. 
: 

1. Do you employ a full-time communication practitioner? "•• "., , "." .. """."", •.• ,.. ',' '." ' " ' 
2. , If you do have a communication practitioner/department, which qualifications do he/she/they have?, ,. ' 

. . . .. ........ . . ..... . . ... 


3~, Please explain your organisation's structure. (Wheredoes communicationjitin? Is communication part 

" ,ofthe dominant coalmon? To whatextent jsthe comrnunicationpractitioner/department involved in 

,the strategic planning process?) .. . 	 . . 

4. 	 How would you explain your organisation's culture?{'s the cultureforexampleauthoritarian/participa~ ',.' 

. tory/democratic/transparent? Illustrate with examples.) ... .... . . . ..... 
5.·· I knowthat your organisation focuses on adult literacy. Br~adly speaking,hovv INouid you describe your 

. organisation's rolein thesociety in which it operates? 
. ... ... 	 .. ....... . 


6: 	 How do you usually pick up important issues in societythat{;an iriipacton YOtJrorganisation and lts 

, 'work? (Is anyformal scanJiing/research being done?) .' 
.. 	 . ., . 

7. 	 What are the most critical risks that your organisation is facing at the moment? 

8. What role/s do your stakeholders play in these risks? .. 


9 •. Who do you regard as your organisation's tTlostimportari'tstakeholders? (How do you dejinestakehold~ 


... ers for your organisation ? Are they any differentfrom oth~r organis~tionsJ stakeholders?How do you· 

determine which stakeholders are more important: than other stakeholders?). . 
" 	 ... "" .. '" . 

10. How do yoti manage your relationship with these most important stakeholders? (HowarejormaV . 

. informal relationships managed? Do you have stakeholder management OrCOfT)mLlnication~trategies ..... 

and/or plans? Do you conduct research on stakeholder perceptions and opinions? What are the most 

important challenges related to stakeholder relationshipsthat your orga~isation currently faces? What 

. 	 is the importance ~f two-way communication dndhowdoes yourorganisation apply It?). . . . ..... 
11. 	How would you describe your currentrelationshJp with your key strategic stakeholders? (Whatfs the .. 

quality oj and satisfaction with current relationships?) . 

.12. 	In general, do you thinkstakeholdersshould participate in an organisation's strategy development proc,,:, 

ess? (Whatis your view on participative strategy development? .Why, hoW; and what would the (ldvan

tages/disadvantages be? Discuss internal and external stakeholders separately) .. 

13. 	How practical would such participation ofsti3keholders befor your organisation? (To what extent has it: · 

been applied in the past? Why did you apply stakeholder participaHon in the wayy~u did? Do you have. 

any ideas for the future and what are your reasons for It?).. 
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14. Do you think an organisation such as yours needs a communication strategy? 
, , , 

15. To what extent do you think communication with stakeholders can or sh()uld planned beforehand? 

(Can It be planned at all? lfnot,why not? And ifso, whyand how?). 

i6., 10 anidea! world, please tell me what would bethe five steps to successful management ofstakeho!der· 

relationships? {Probe into the sequence ofsteps; the prerequisites forsuccess/ level ofstakeholder 

, participation; the ideal level ofparticipation,' conflicting interests ofstakeholders;CIlJY ofthe steps in the 

Steyn and Puth's (2000) model that might,be left out; but without referring to the model}. 

17. Do you apply these five steps in your organisation? {If not, why not? ,fJ1,,n.,.:,nrc> 

ing the steps?, What are the outcomes a/applying them/not applying them?}.' 

In order to make sure that the interviewees did not answer questions with what they thought the 
'correct' anS"t-ver might be, or that they did not provide ansl-vers that they thought would place their 
organisation in a favourable light, interviewees were asked to illustrate their answers with examples, 
and pro'vide reasons for their responses. In this way, whether interviewees understood the ques
tion and whether they knew what they were talking about could be ascertained. Illustrative examples 
also ensured that their answers were understood correctly. Thus, an interview schedule was used, 
but additional questions were asked to clari:fY answers. 

The first aspects covered by the interview I"{ere whether the organisation employed a full time com
munication practitioner or not, and what the practitioner's qualifications was. With this knowledge, 
the researcher would know how to ask the communication-related questions. Research has revealed 
that formal communication qualifications are important for the practice of excellent two-way sym
metrical communication. 

By asking Questions 6 and 7, researcher tried to ascertain the different issues and risks faced 
by each organisation, as well as whether they made use of environmental scanning or research to 
uncover issues. Questions 8 to 11 served to determine the organis:;ttions' stakeholder management 
practices and the role of h-vo-,\-vay communication in these practices. 

Questions 12 to 15 sought to determine whether Stroh's (2007) approach to strategic communica
tion management ,vere in practice in the organisations, and ifnot, whether the interviewees deemed 
Stroh's (2007) ideas feasible. 

Lastly, Questions 16 to 17 served to determine the extent to which the organisations' communication 
practices corresponded with the steps in Steyn and Puth's (2000) model for strategic communica
tion, and how feasible interviewees regarded the "ideal" in terms of stakeholder relationship man
agement, in their current situations. 

5.4.2 Procedures followed during the interviews 

Interviews were conducted 'with the communication practitioner(s) of the selected NPOs. Some of 
the :NPOs did not have a communication practitioner or department. The interviews were then con
ducted either with the CEO or with the specific person responsible for the communication functions 
in the organisation. Each organisation was requested to pro'vide one interviewee. Table 5.3 provides 
a list ofthe interviewees and their positions in the organisations they represent. 
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Table 5.3: Interviewees 

NPO.. : 

CEO 
Andrew Miller and 

Project Literacy Fundraising and 
i Yvonne Eskell-Klagsbrun 

Communications 

Literacy Project Snoeks Desmond Director 

i Optimus Foundation i Claire Jenvey CEO 

ABET Centre~.rmy sup..port Bas.e Potchef
stroom ABET Centre 

The interviews were conducted at the offices of the NPOs, except in the case of the Family Litera
cy Project. The Family Literacy Project's Director, Snoeks Desmond, attended a conference at the 
North-West University in Potchefstroom and asked to be interviewed at her guesthouse. 

The interviews were conducted over a period of six months, depending on the availability of the 
interviewees. Interviews were spaced to allow for the transcription of the interviews directly after 
they were conducted. In this way, the conte:b.1: and other cues present during the interview could be 
captured (cf. Rubin & Rubin, 1995:126). 

The interviews took between 90 120 minutes each, with most interviewees cooperative and ,vill
ing to answer questions. Every interview was tape-recorded, vvith the permission of the interviewee. 
In this way, the interviews could be conducted vvithout dialogue interruption by extensive note tak
ing. 

At the beginning of each interview, the purpose of the interview and the way in 'which the organisa
tions could benefit from the project findings were stated. The interviews commenced follovving this 
introduction. During the interviews, questions tl1at were easier to answer were asked first, in order 
to put the interviewees at ease. Asking general questions about the organisations' structure, culture, 
and their social role in society served this purpose. 

Because the intervie,vs were semi-structured and dialogue 'was created, not all interviewees were 
questioned in the same sequence. Sometimes when the intervie\vees elaborated on certain ques
tions, they automatically proceeded to other questions. The researcher did not interrupt the in
terviewees, but made sure that all aspects were covered as thoroughly as possible in the interview. 
Interviewees were probed when their explanations were unclear, or regarded as inadequate by the 
researcher. I%enever interviewees did not understand a question, the researcher tried to ex
plain it Ivithout influencing the interviewee's response. 

5.4.3 Literature review 

To improve the study's internal validity and to describe the NPOs' approach to communication man
agement in as much detail as possible, the selected }.,TPOs' annual reports, other official documents, and 
\veb pages were analysed. 
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5.5 Problems experienced during the interviews 

No major problems were experienced v,rith conducting the interviews. All interviewees were 'villing to partici

pate in the study. Some of the contacted interviewees arranged for another interviewee to be present during 

the internew. This v,'aS the case for Project literacy, vv:b.ere the Fundraising and Communications Practitioner 

arranged for the CEO to be present; and theAnnySupport Base PotchefutroomABET Centre, where the Cen

tre Manager asked a teacher, who had manyyears' senrice at the Centre, to bepresent at the intenrievv because 

the Centre Manager had only recently joinedthe Centre. 

Not all the interviewees were available at the times arranged, and some of the interviews had to be resched

llied. The interview 'with the Optimus Foundation had to be reschedllied rnrice; the first reschedu1ing '''''as due 

to the researcher falling ill, and the second reschedu1ingwas due to the interviewee's work obligations. 


A few ofthe interviewees had problems understanding some ofthe questions in the interview schedllie. Most 

interviewees were not familiar with the term stakeholders as used in Questions 8 and 9. The researcher had 

to explain the term by providing a standard definition. Questions 16 and 17 proved difficllit because none of 

the intewiewed organisations had a communication strategy in place. The internewees' lack of formal com

munication qualifications possibly conmbuted to their problems understanding these questions. Follovvlng 

the:first intenriew', it''\'aS decided that the researcherwollid pro,ride some explanations and/or probe for more 

information on the organisations' communication practices, without leading the interviewees. 


5.6 Data analysis 

An interpretative approach to data analysis "''as followed in this study. The theoretical statements, as formu
lated in Chapters 3 and 4, were used to guide the analysis ofthe data obtained during the intenrie"l'\'S and data 
analysis ofthe selected NPOs' annual reports, official documents, andweb pages. The theoretical statements 
represent the ideal or norm of how strategic communication management shollid theoretically be applied. 
The reality of the NPOs' application of communication management was therefore compared to the ideal or 
norm as represented inthe theoretical statements. 

The aim of an interpretative approach to data analysis is to determine how far the reality (how the selected 
NPOs practice strategic communication management) is removed from the ideal or norm (as represented 
in the theoretical statements). However, this does not imply that an "all or nothing" approach are followed, 
because, as in this study's case, the reality contains elements ofthe ideal. The researcher therefore 
summarised a subjective interpretation of each NPO's approach to strategic communication management, 
and presented it in a graphical format. It is important to note that these graphical presentations are not a 
quantitative analysis ofthe data, but represent an overview orsumnwry ofthe data analysis. 

5.7 Conclusion 

The aim ofthe semi-scructured intenriews was to gain an in-depth understanding ofthe communication prac
tices of!:-..TPOs in the adllit literacy sector. The data obtained from the intervie,'\'S was managed as separate case 
studies, which willbe descnbed in Chapters 6 to 10. 

The description of each NPO led to the integration of the data "with the theoretical assumptions underlying 
this study to evaluate each hTPO in terms ofits approach to strategic communication and stakeholder man
agement. The conclusions and recommendations that ",rill presented in Chapter 11 are the resllits of this 
evaluation. It"''as not the aim ofthe study to compare the hTPOs with each other, butrather to identifY general 
trends v,rith regard to their strategic communication practices, compared to Steyn & Puth's normative model. 



Part II: 
NPOs in the adult literacy sector: communication management analysis 

In part II the results of the semi-structured interviev,'s conducted with NPOs in the adult literacy 
sector in South Africa are described. The theoretical points of departure discussed in Chapters 3 
and 4 are utilised throughout to simultaneously describe and evaluate the strategic communication 
practices of the NPOs. 

The interviews were conducted over a period of six months (May 2007 to October 2007), depending 
on the availability of interviewees. The procedures follo"w'ed were described in Chapter 5. All 
information concerning each NPO included in this study is discussed separately in a chapter, which 
implies that a specific NPO is dealt ,-vith completely before a next NPO is dealt with. 

The NPO to be studied was identified randomly, and thereafter NPOs to be analyzed were cho
sen according to their representatives' availability. 

Four of the interviews were conducted in English, and one in Afrikaans, according to the prefer
ences of the interview·ees. The interviews were paraphrased for the purpose of the study, and the 
researcher is in possession of the complete recorded interviews. The Afrikaans interview was trans
lated into English. "Whenever interviewees' direct words ,vere quoted, it was placed in quotation 
marks. Direct quotes from the Afrikaans interview were translated, and placed in quotation marks 
to indicate the specific opinion of the interviewees. 

In Chapters 6 to 10 theoretical statements 1 to 4 are discussedunder the heading Organisational 
structure, management & role in society, while theoretical statements 6 to 9 are discussed under 
the heading Communiation management. headingStr'ategic communication analysis' to 
theoretical statement ;1.O. 

: : . .' : . . ". : : :.' .. .:. - .' ... '. .::':.' ... ' .::. .. '. :. . . .:::: ~.' .'" 

it isimportant to note th.at the'aim ofthe figures inwhich theNPOs' communication management 
practices are mughly plotted :against the mam. requirements set by the Steyu & Puth model, as well m; 
against Stroh's (20°7:199-2.20) main theoretical assumptions, are to provide asynopsis oftheNPOs' 
practices. The aim is therefore not to measure the NPOs communicationmanagement practices, . 
but provide the reader with a summary ofthe findings on a specific NPO'~ communication practices: 

http:20�7:199-2.20
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CHAPTER 6 

SHARE ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE 

Interview with Lin Hebne, Centre Co-ordinator, on:1.4 May 2007 

6.1 Background 

6.1.1 Organisational overview 

The SHAREAdult Education Centre (hereafter SHARE) has been operating in the Helderberg region of 
the Western Cape since 1990. The organisation serves the various communities in the area "with adult 
basic education, skills training, and community development. SHARE expandedfrom core ABET work 
into broader skills development to serve community needs, and thereby added sewing, computer lit
eracy, and community development into its strategic plan (SHARE Adult Education Centre, 2007=2). 

Helderberg is a semi-urban/rural area, with light industries, farms, and suburbs. It is situated ap
proximately 50 km from Cape To\\'!l. Learners have a wide range ofincome levels, ·with many living on 
or below the poverty line. Unemployment, crime, alcoholism, and other social issues are prevalent in 
their communities. Learners include those living in informal settlements and those who are domestic 
workers in more affluent suburbs, as well as farm workers. Learners travel from a radius of 15 km to 
the main centre in Somerset-VIlest. Many people within the communities have low levels of education 
and are subsequently unaware of their rights as citizens, and are unable to access services (SHARE 
Adult Education Centre, 2007:2). 

SHARE is registered with the Western Cape Education Department (\ArCED). Learners ,,,,'lite exami
nations supervised by the V\TCED and therefore have access to an accredited General Education and 
Training Certificate (GETC). SRt.\RE is a member of the Adult Learning Forum Western Cape, acting 
also as the office base for the Forum. SHARE's co-ordinator, Lin Helme, is the co-ordinator of the 
Forum and also serves as director on the Learning Cape Initiative Board, the Adult Learning Network 
Board, the South African Reflect Board, and the WCED's ABET Board (SHARE Adult Education Cen

20°7:2-3). 

Although ABET and skills training classes have been SHARE's core work in realising its vision, there 
has also been a realisation that adult learning needs to have more relevance for the issues that confront 
learners in their everyday lives. The REFLECT approach (see Chapter 2, Section 2-4.2 on emancipatory 
adult education) to learning has thus been introduced into one of SHARE's projects, the Reflect Com
munity Development Course. According to the REFLEC"T approach, adult learning is seen as a range 
of different learning experiences, which can result in actions that ·will have greater impact vvithin the 
community and in the lives ofindividuals and their families (SHARE Adult Education Centre, 2007:2). 

The Reflect Community Development Course started in 2003 and operates as part of the national RE
FLECT netwurk. V\Tomen in the Casablanca community are trained to work on issues that they have 
identified as important to their community. They are trained as fieldworkers and ·work\\-;fth children in 
a learning programme that is linked to local schools (SRt.\RE Adult Education Centre, 2007:3). 
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Due to a good relationship with the local library service since the inception of SHARE, learners have 
access to library facilities. In addition to this, the library arranges functions during Adult Learners' 
Week and Library Week (SHARE Adult Education Centre, 2007:3). A partnership ,'Vith the Helder
berg Societ:yfor the Aged has enabled elderly residents ofthe Lwandle and Garden Village communi
ties to have English classes (SHARE Adult Education Centre, 2007:3). 

6.1.2 SHARes vision 

SHARE's vision is "to develop sJ..··ills that will empower learners and will equip themfor employ
ment, add value to their lives,families and communities, thus maldng them aware of their rights 
and responsibilities as citizens" (SHARE Adult Education Centre, 2007:2). Achieving their vision 
'will enable learners to support their families and communities. 

6.1.3 SHARE's objectives 

SHARE's objectives are (SHARE Adult Education Centre, 2003:1): 

to develop both academic and life skills that I'YilI empower adult learners; 
to offer ABET courses; 
to promote good practice in the field ofi\J3ET; 
to serve the communities ofthe Helderberg region; 
to encourage interest in and support for the development ofABET amongst the communities of 
the region; 
to support adult education activities that contnoute to the development of a democratic civil 
society; 
to advocate the importance of adult learning for which greater public support is needed; and 
to encourage netv'lorking and dissemination of information vvith similar organisations in the 
Western Cape and South Africa . 

. ,. '. 6.1.4 SHARE's activities and projects 

In summary, SHARE presents the folloV\ing courses: 

ABET Levell to 3 classes in Xhosa, English, Afrikaans, and Numeracy; 

ABET Level 4 classes in four learning areas per year; 

ABET English Communication Course for Helderberg Society for the Aged; 

Educare Course NQF 1; 

Educare Course NQF 4; 

Computer Literacy classes; 

Beginner's course: Introduction to Computers; 

Advanced course: Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Publisher; 

Internet and E-mail Course; 

SeV\ing Skills Course; and 

Reflect Community Development Course. 


6.2 SHARE's organisational structure, management & role in society 

A Board ofTrustees and a Management Committee consisting ofthe Centre Manager, the Education
al Co-ordinator, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, two trustees, four learner representatives, 
three educator representatives, a community representative, and four additional members manage 
SHARE. The Centre Co-ordination consists of the Centre Co-ordinator, Educational Co-ordinator, 
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and an administrator. The Educators and Trainers consist of educators, an educare facilitator, com
puter trainers, a sewing trainer, and Reflect facilitators. Although SHARE's organogram (see Figure 
6.1 below) depicts a tiered structure, the interviewee insists that SHARE has a flat organisational 
structure. She refers to the Centre Co-ordination's structure, and adds that the Board ofTrustees 
and Management Committee do not "interfere" with SHARE's management. Figure 6.1 demon
strates this organisational structure by "way of an organogram. 

Figure 6.1 SHARE'S organogram 

The interviewee pointed out that the Management Committee formulates organisational policy and 
thus policy-making has a broad stakeholder representation. Despite this, the interviewee believes 
that there still is not enough participation in management and policy formulation because "many 
people feel that ifyou [the Centre Co-ordinationJ do something, just get on "vith it". This implies that 
especially the community representatives do not make always make use of the opportunity to influ
ence policymaking. As a result, SHARE is "mostly managed in the same way as in previous years", 
meaning that the existing management style is used every year, without major changes because gen
erally the system is "quite good and has worked well". However, the interviewee would prefer to have 
more participation and input from learners, educators, and the community. 

SHARE does not have a full-time communication practitioner; rather the Centre Co-ordinator is 
responsible for all organisational communication. The Centre Co-ordinator is qualified as a teacher, 
and has a postgraduate Advanced Diploma for Educating Adults from the University of Cape Town. 
The Centre Co-ordinator's teaching qualifications were obtained in the United Kingdom, but are 
not recognised in South Africa. Although the Centre Co-ordinator does not have any qualifications 
in communication management, she "picked [itJ up through years of experience". The Centre Co
ordinator's lack of a communication qualification might be the reason for SHARE not realising 
potential of communication management to build strong relationships with stakeholders and man
age stakeholder issues. 

interviewee described the organisational culture as participatory; problems andlor issues are 
discussed until consensus is reached. Everybody in the organisation has equal opportunities and 
equal input into decision-making. As management is very learner-orientated, learners and educa
tors are encouraged to discuss problems with the Centre Co-ordinator. In this way, SHARE tries to 
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convey a participative culture to learners, which is essential in the workplace. 

The interviewee misunderstood participative management as stakeholders being involved in all de
cision-making. The idea is that stakeholders are involved in strategy formulation, follo\ving which 
the organisation is responsible for strategy implementation. Stakeholders are thus not supposed to 
be involved in all operational decision-making. 

interviewee continued by saying that participatory communication strategy formulation can 
be problematic because the Centre Co-ordinator cannot always contact all stakeholders to consult 
on what and ,vhen to communicate to "'I'hom. Because it is too time-consuming to contact each 
stakeholder by fax or telephone, those v'l'ho have e-mail facilities (mainly committee members) are 
contacted for advice. The interviewee stressed that participation in all decisions concerning organi
sational communication is not always practical, particularly because other stakeholders also do not 
have time to participate in every decision. The interviewee feels that it is for this reason that the 
organisation has structures and systems in place. 

Although SHARE's Centre Co-ordination members, as well as the educators and trainers do not have 
equal status as they are not functioning on the same orgarusationallevel, all have equal opportunities 
and potential equal input into decision-making. However, most of the management responsibility 
resides with the Centre Co-ordinator, as staff members expect her to "just get on v'l'ith it (managing 
SHARE]". In this case, staff members, according to the interviewee, prefer the asymmetrical man
agement style, where efficiency presides over responsibility. 

The interviewee views SHARE's role in society as empowering people to become more meaningful 
members of their families and community. SHARE believes that everything the adult learner learns 
is taken back to their families and society as a whole. SHARE is thus a supporter of interest-group 
liberalism (see Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2), which adds to its idealistic social role because they are 
building and empowering society through education. Interest-group liberalism and an idealistic 
social role are characteristic of a symmetrical worldview. In addition to this, SHARE views being 
critical of government's handling of adult illiteracy as part oftheir social role. 

6.3 Communication management 

6.3.1 Stakeholders 

The interviewee defines stakeholders firstly as people that have an intimate stake in the organisa
tion, such as learners, educators, staff, and the Management Committee (internal stakeholders). 
Secondly there are broader stakeholders, such as government (in particular the WCED), the com
munities from which learners originate, the Chamber of Commerce, donors, and the Rotary. The 
broader stakeholders form a circle around the organisation. 

According to the interviewee, SHARE's most important stakeholders are the learners ("that's what 
we're here for"); the donors that provide the funding that allows SHARE to operate; and government, 
particularly the WCED who controls assessment procedures, gives the organisation legitimacy, and 
provides funding. Although the interviewee indicated that all stakeholders are given equal respect 
and consideration, learners are viewed as SHARE's most important stakeholders. 

--_..._--------_.._------------ --------------------------
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6.3.2 Environmental analysis 

The interviewee said that because of a lack of funds SHARE is not able to conduct formal research 
or environmental scanning for determining the most important risks in their environment affect
ing them, as 'well as stakeholder issues that could affect the organisation. Risks are uncovered in an 
informal fashion, by using the Internet and reading vndely to trace developments in the sector. The 
interviewee uses the several boards serves on as sources of information (see section 6.1); she 
gathers information at different functions and meetings, and is involved in the community. She is, 
however, ofthe opinion that she does not have enough time to be more involved in the community to 
be really well informed about issues that might influence SHARE or the community SHARE senTes. 

The intenriewee identified three major risks confronting SHARE, namely difficulty to obtain fund
ing, low success rate of adult education, and the lack of qualified or well-trained adult educators or 
teachers. These risks are discussed in following section. 

6.3.2.1 Consequences of risks for the organisation 

Concerning the difficulty to obtain funding, the intenJiewee admits that there is "no security 1,\Jith 
donors". The National Lottery temporarily ceased to operate (in 2007), and this had a huge effect on 
SHARE's finances. Many donors change their criteria to rather support, for instance, mathematical 
and science education, and others choose to support HIVIAIDS causes. The interviewee believes 
that "people are much more drawn to little babies [who have HIV IAIDS]", and that "adult education 
doesn't have the same appeal". Another problem that affects funding is that adult education's suc
cess rates are not high because of dropout rates and attendance problems. 

The intenriewee noted that nobody on Management Committee has "connections" ,vith possible 
donors, as most large donors are situated in Johannesburg or elsewhere in Gauteng. It is difficult to 
build good relationships mth donors in Gauteng because of the distance between the 'Nestern Cape 
and Gauteng. The interviewee has found that donors in Gauteng tend to give funding to organisa
tions situated in Gauteng. Another problem is that once a good relationship mth a person working 
at a donor has been built up, the person leaves the donor, and donor identification and relationship 
building has to be begun again. 

Although SHARE is given a grant from the WCED, it only makes up approximately one fifth of what 
SHARE requires to operate. The interviewee believes that governmental literacy programmes are 
not well planned and funds are not utilised to full capacity. This situation adds to SHAJ~.E's frustra
tion in terms of finding operational funds. 

As mentioned previously, the low success rate of adult education impacts negatively on funding. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.2, government's drive for formalisation of ABET and 
learners' personal problems contribute to poor learner retention in ABET (SHARE Adult Education 
Centre, 2005:3). School subjects do not answer to adults' everyday needs because their learning and 
educational needs are not similar to those of children. However, the intenriewee stated that despite 
adult learners' disinterest in school subjects, most adult learners prefer to receive education mth 
"information poured into them". They want to sit in a classroom and be taught something. For this 
reason, many adult learners do not view library visits as part oflearning. This perception oflearning 
as something that can only be done in a classroom leads to a situation where adult learners do not 
have the ability to be adaptable, inquisitive, and lifelong learners. In order to counteract this prob
lem, SHARE is always searching for relevant, meaningful programmes for adult learners, which are 
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recognised by the Department of Education and which 'will lead to retention rates in ABET. 
Higher retention rates might in turn affect funding positively. 

third major risk for SHARE is the lack ofqualified or well-trained adult educators or teachers. 
According to the interviewee, ABET is mostly taught by teachers who are trained to teach children 
and '\'\Tho do not understand how to facilitate learning differently for adults. This adds to the poor re
sults the adult learners obtain, which in turn effects funding negatively. Adult educators do not gain

I 

recognition the Department of Education, and sometimes months pass ,<\rithout them receiving 
salaries. This discouraging situation affects the morale of adult educators negatively, and qualified 
teachers then rather seek alternative employment. 

It is that the risks SILt\RE faces have a domino effect: the one affects the other one, and all 
three have to be managed carefully for SHARE to be effective and sustainable. It is also evident that 
SHARE's risks are directly linked to its stakeholders. If SHARE does not manage its risks well, it will 
affect its stakeholders negatively, and the organisation not be able to attain its goals. 

6.3.3 Communication strategy 

The interviewee believes that a formal communication strategy would "probably add to what we can 
do", but there is simply no time or resources to plan and compile such a strategy. The Centre Co
ordinator does not even have enough time to compile newsletters and other means of communica
tion. SHARE can also not afford to outsource the communication function because then the Centre 
Co-ordinator would have "to raise the funds to pay such a person". 

As a result of time and resource constraints, SHARE does not have a formal communication strat
egy or communication plan that stipulate the manner in which communication and strategic stake
holders must be managed. The interviewee believes that communication with stakeholders should 
definitely be planned but that sometimes there is unexpected, "off-the-cuff-stuff' must be com
municated immediately_ 

According to interviewee, information about organisational risks is provided to the Board of 
Trustees and the Management Committee. She has found however that do not always under-

SHARE's problems and challenges, and it is thus difficult to reach solutions if the extent of 
problems and challenges are not understood. This leads to a situation where the Centre Co-ordina
tor often feels solely responsible for finding a solution to SHARE's risks and addressing stakeholder 
issues, particularly regarding funding. 

SHARE does however operate according to an annual schedule/plan, which stipulates that certain 
information must be communicated at certain times to specific stakeholders. Examples are: 

meetings: 
Management Committee's quarterly meetings; 

the annual general meeting (AGM) , learner's reports, the financial report, and a 
report from SHARE are presented to stakeholders; 
quarterly learners' meetings, , ..,here learners elect their representative to sit on the Manage
ment Committee; and 
quarterly educators' meetings, where the educators their representative to sit on the 
Management Committee, and where they workshop various issues of relevance to them. 

financial reports; 
mid-year reports to donors; 
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monthly reports to the WCED (although monthly reports are expected by WCED, Centre 
Co-ordinator can only manage to deliver these quarterly due to time constraints); and 
"messages for teachers" (which are produced weekly and include messages for learners, as well 
as general information). 

The interviewee said that it is essential that these meetings, formal reports and "messages" be 
planned because "then everybody knovvs where they stand, what to expect, and what have to 
prepare themselves". 

The scheduled reports and various meetings form part of SHARE's formal communication system. 
Stakeholders, such as the learners, educators the community, thus communicate formally with 
SHARE through their representatives. Although SHARE has an annual schedule/plan according to 
which they communicate vvith their stakeholders, this communication is not planned strategically 
,vith specific outcomes regarding mutual understanding and strong relationships with stakeholders 
in mind. Communication is not ,riev,Ted as a tool with which to build strong relationships mth stake
holders, but merely as a way to convey information about SHARE's activities to stakeholders. 

SHARE's communication practices are focused on one-way tactical communication, where the dis
tribution of information is the most important goal. SHARE therefore applies the asymmetrical 
public information model, as described by Grunig and Hunt (1984:21-27) (see Chapter 3, Sections 
3.2 & 3.3). Strategic communication implies that SHARE should determine what it wants to achieve 
strategically mth all its communication efforts in terms of mutual understanding and relationship 
building v.rith specific stakeholders. 

6.3.3.1 Stakeholder relationships 

Although the intenrie\'\'ee views learners as SHARE's most important stakeholders, the organisation 
does not formally plan relationship building initiatives ,vith learners. The Centre Co-ordination per
sonnel encourage everybody to make use of formal communication channels because it is common 
workplace practice, as well as the way democracy functions. However, the SHARE Centre Co-ordina
tion operates an open-door policy that allows learners to speakfreely to them about problems and/or 
successes. The interviewee values this informal communication system through which learners can 
speak directly to the Centre Co-ordination personnel about problems, frustration, or successes. 

SHARE does their utmost to understand and accommodate learners' constraints, and to promote the 
value of education in the community. SHARE's system of learner representatives and their open
door policy contributes to symmetrical communication between SHARE and its learners. As a re
sult, the interviewee considers SHARE's relationship ,vith its learners satisfactory. 

Regarding relationships with donors, the interviewee believes that these relationships are not satis
factory. intenriewee stated that it is very difficult to build a personal relationship mth a donor, 
as the management offunding at large organisations is often outsourced to "outside organisations"1. 
This results in an impersonal situation, in which donor relationships are not always clear. Adding 
to the frustration is that the same external companies manage funding of many large donor organi
sations, and if funding applications are made to several organisations, the same external company 
receives all such applications. Physical donor distance and a lack of personal contacts in significant 

1 Many organisations or companies outsource the management of donations to 'donor organisations'. It 

may then happen thot a NPO applies to different companies or organisations for funding but 01/ applications go to 

one donor organisation. 
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donor areas also hamper the building of good donor relationships. 

However, the interviewee said that SHARE has a good relationship ,vith the private German funder 
of the Reflect Community Development Course (see Section 6.1.1). The Centre Co-ordinator knows 
him well through the various boards they both sit on, and he is based in Cape Town. This implies that 

Centre Co-ordinator has built a strong relationship, by means of two-v,Tay symmetrical communi
cation, with donor, and because of this, she knows his needs and expectations from SHARE. 

Despite the problems experienced "'lith donors, SHARE does not have a formal communication plan 
for donors, nor do plan relationships with donors. In light of SHARE's problems with donors 
and funding, the interviewee said that it would be "wonderful" to plan relationships with donors. 

The interviewee expressed frustration about the government being autocratic and not always open 
for participatory input from the ABET sector. Although SHARE and others in the ABET sector raise 
such issues at meetings, the WCED does not ahvays listen to their input. The WCED forces SHARE 
and others to adopt their systems, for example, the assessment system. SHARE feels that the 
government has a top-down management style. SHARE tries to challenge the above government 
practices through the Adult Learning Netwmk and the Adult Learning Forum. 

Despite these problems and SHARE's lack of a communication plan for government, the interviewee 
views SHARE's relationship vvith government, in particular the WCED, as fairly successfuL Accord
ing to the interviewee, SKARE is knovvn as being ethical, well managed and honest, and it is v{ell 
kno'wn that the Centre Co-ordinator is outspoken about "what is right and what is not right" in the 
ABET sector. SHARE is critical about government actions and policies, but needs to cautious in 
their criticism because they receive funding from the WCED. 

The unsatisfactory state of SHARE's relationship '\vith its donors, and to a lesser extent with govern
ment, is mainly due to its lack of strategic relationship-building goals and efforts concerning these 
stakeholders. SHARE does not'aim'to build strong relationships with specific persons that might 
assist them "vith attaining their strategic goals, but rather aims communication at government or a 
donor organisation. On the whole, SHARE does not plan specific interaction with specific stakehold
ers, in order to attain strategic goals and build mutually beneficial relationships Vlrith a stakeholder 
or stakeholder group by addressing their issues. 

Although the intenriewee did not consider the general public as an important stakeholder, she ex
pressed frustration at the their lack of knowledge about SHARE's work, in spite of reports in 
local newspapers, posters in the local library, and her address at several public meetings regarding 
SHARE. The intenriewee would like the "general public" to become more involved in voluntary'\vork 
at SHARE and contribute to funding. 

In order to solve the above problem, the intenriewee said that SHARE needs to develop a website, 
in order to increase their overall visibility. A website is currently being developed by computer 
trainer who is doing so voluntarily, as there are no funds available for professional website develop
ment. It is "taking quite a while" to finish because the computer trainer "is busy V\rith other things 
at the moment». The Centre Co-ordination staff can make suggestions regarding information they 
v\rish to have on the website, but because it is being done voluntarily, they feel that they cannot be 
too demanding. 
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From a communication perspective, it is unrealistic to the general public as 
stakeholders. SHARE did not do stakeholder pro:fi1ing in this group, in order to identify 
specific civil society groups that it 'Wishes to reach. Furthermore, SHARE did not identify any or
ganisational and/or relationship goals Vlrith specific civil society groups or opinion makers as part of 
the general public. It is thus not surprising that SHARE's communication efforts ,·vith the general 
public have not yielded results. 

When the interviewee was asked to describe the five steps to stakeholder management in 
an ideal world, she answered that these are: 

to employ a full-time fundraiser responsible for building relationships Vlrith donors; 
to employ a full-time staff member to manage newsletters and other means of communication 
'With stakeholders; and 
to make time for more communication \~rith local community the tovvn council, and po
liticalleaders because this is very time consuming and adult education is not always viewed as 
important as crime or housing. 

The interviewee was not able to indicate any other steps to be taken because "SHARE already 
systems in place". The interviewee's ,riews show that she realises the need for relationship building, 
but that she does not have time or capacity to do it effectively. Strategic communication manage
ment and relationship building is therefore hindered by especially a lack of funding. 
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6.4 SHARE: Strategic communication management analysis 

6.4.1 Application of5teyn and Puth's (2000) model 

In the next figure, the communication management practices of the FLP are roughly plotted against 
the main requirements set by the Steyn & Puth model, as summarised in Specific Theoretical State
ment 10. 

Figure 6.2: Compliance of Project literacy's communication practices with Steyn and Puth's model 
(2000) 

I Symmetrical organisational worfdview 

I Environmental scanning and/or informal 

research 


I Stakeholder identification & prioritisation 

I Identify & manage reputation risks & 

stakeholder issues 


I Plan communication strategically - stra1egic 

goals & objectives 


I Managing relationships with stakeholders 

I Application of two-way symmetrical 

communication 


I Alignment between communication and 

organisational goals (enterprise strategy) 


• Low compliance High compliance • 

SHARE's communication practices do mostly not correspond v,ith Stern and Puth 's (2000) model 
for strategic communication management, particularly because it does not have a communication 
management strategy and relationship building programmes aimed at any of its stakeholders. AJ
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though SRA,RE does not have a communication strategy, all communication and relationship ef
forts are aimed at attaining its vision and objectives. The lack of a formal communication strategy 
prevents an alignment between organisational and communication goals, and therefore hinders the 
organisation in obtaining its objectives effectively. 

SHARE does not conduct formal environmental scanning to analyse its external environment, in 
order to identify its strategic organisational risks and its stakeholders' issues, particularly not from 
a strategic communication point of vie'w. Although the interviewee gathers information informal
ly, by reading ,-videly, using the Internet, and serving on several boards, still feels that SHARE 
does SHARE's communication practices do mostly not correspond ,-vith Steyn and Puth's (2000) 

model for strategic communication management, praticularly because it does not not gather enough 
information from the community they serve because she does not have enough time to be more 
involved. This implies that SHARE might not be aware of specific and/or changing needs of the 
community from which its potential learners come. This might add to their difficulty in developing 
relevant, meaningful programmes for learners, which the interviewee identified as a major risk faced 
by SHARE. 

SHARE's most important stakeholders are its learners, donors, and the government, in particular 
the WCED. SHARE's main organisational risks include a difficulty to obtain funding, the low success 
rate of adult education, and the lack of qualified or well-trained adult educators or teachers. Un
kno'\-vingly, SHARE has linked its most important stakeholders to its main organisational risks. Un
fortunately, SHARE does not effectively employ communication management as a tool '\-vith which to 
build strong relationships '\-vith its stakeholders and in the process manage these risks. Without ap
plying two-,vay communication, SHARE does not exactly know its stakeholders' specific needs and 
issues, and how to engage ,-vith them in order to build strong relationships and address their issues. 
Without strong relationships, SHARE cannot achieve its objectives successfully. It is for this reason 
that SHARE is frustrated "vith the quality of its relationships '\-vith some of its stakeholders and its 
risks are difficult to manage. 

As mentioned in Sections and 6-4, SHARE's Centre Co-ordinator communicates according to 
an annual schedule/plan, but it is merely a technical, one-way distribution of information. The 
reason for this might be the Centre Co-ordinator's lack of communication training. The second 
reason might be that practical implementation of the strategic steps in Steyn and Puth's (2000) 

model is hindered by the time and resource constraints facing SHARE. The interviewee said that 
SHARE could not afford to appoint a communication practitioner because funds to pay such a 
person will have to be raised. The intervievvee added furthermore that the scientific research that 
forms the base of the Steyn and Puth (2000) model is too costly for SHARE to implement. 

Although SRA,RE mostly applies one-way public information model, it is evident from the in
terview that SHARE is mostly managed according to a symmetrical worldview, "vith emphasis on 
participative management. This worldview can actually enable SHARE to make use of strategic com
munication management on a higher level, in order to obtain its objectives more effectively. This 
implies that SHARE ",muld be able to practice strategic communication management, if they receive 
training in this regard. 

-----..------------------------------ ----------------~ 
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6.4.2 	 Stroh's (2007) criticism 0/ Steyn and Puth's (2000) approach to strategic communication 
management 

In the next figure, the communication management practices of SHARE are roughly plotted against 
Stroh's (2007:199-220) main theoretical assumptions, as summarised in Specific Theoretical 
Statement 11. 

Figure 6.3: Feasibility of Stroh's (2007:199-220) recommendations for strategic communication 
management 
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Relationship management nat planned • Relationship management strategically plamed 

In terms of Stroh's (2007=199-220) (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6) postmodern approach to strategic 
communication management, it was found that although SHARE does not plan their communica
tion and stakeholder relationships strategically, the interviewee believes that it might be useful to do 
so (see Section 6.3.3). It is also e\;dent from the interviewee's \;ew on the steps necessar}' for suc
cessful stakeholder management that she feels SHARE requires an additional staff member to raise 
and manage funding and attend to other communication matters.•bJthough SHARE does not have 
a communication management strategy, this is due to time and resource constraints and a lack of 
knowledge, and not due to the Centre Co-ordinator's belief in "experiencing the anxiety of unpredict
ability" (Stroh, 2007=212). 

As mentioned in Section 6.3.3.1, the interviewee noted that SHARE is knovvTI as being ethical, wen 
managed, and honest. The interviewee did however emphasise that it is important to plan commu
nication for stakeholder relationship building, and because ofthis, the interviewee's point oh;ew is 
not the same as Stroh's (2007), who asserts that only ethical beha\;our is necessary for relationship 
building. 

Concerning Stroh's (2007=200) \;ewpoint that communication practitioners should not be part of 
the dominant coalition, it can be concluded from the inten;ew that the interviewee would not agree 
with Stroh. The Centre Co-ordinator expressed a definite need for a communication practitioner, 
and "vith SHARE's participative management approach, it can be argued that the communication 
practitioner would have a dominant coalition position. 

Stroh (2007:210) views a communication practitioner as both a relationship manager and an acti\;st 
,...rho debates alternative viewpoints and instigates conflict in order to contribute to meaning making 
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(see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.2). SHARE's Centre Co-ordinator is outspoken against government's 
ABET policies, but she has to be careful not to disadvantage the organisation by instigating conflict 
and thus potentially losing funding from, or harm the already fragile relationship with the WCED. 
SHARE's Centre Co-ordinator therefore rather focuses on building harmonious relationships ,.vith 
all stakeholders. 

Stroh (2007:209) asserts that stakeholders cannot be managed top-down by formulating communi
cation strategies but by all stakeholders participating fully in all strategy formulation. Although the 
interviewee misunderstood the concept of participative management (see Section 6.2), she stressed 
that although SHARE is a champion for participative management, it is not always feasible to in
clude all stakeholders in strategy formulation due to time constraints, a lack of understanding of 
issues, and a lack ofinterest from stakeholders. 

It is clear from the above discussion that Stroh's (2007:199-220) views on strategic communication 
management are not in practice at SlLl\RE. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PROJECT LITERACY 

Interview withAndrew Miller and Yvonne Eskell-Klagsbrun, on:13 July 2007 

7.1 Background 

7.1.1 Organisational overview 

In 1973, the founder of Project Literacy, Jenny Neser, started to teach live-in domestic 'workers and 
gardeners in Brooklyn in Pretoria to read and write. Project Literacy has grown from these humble 
beginnings to one of the largest ABET providers in South Africa. 

According to the interviewees, Project Literacy has survived for so long because organisation has 
transformed according to the market and society. The biggest shift for Project Literacy, after 1994, 
was from being donor funded to mainly government funded. The CEO, Andrew Miller, asserted 
that Project Literacy's survival is especially due to them being more service delivery orientated than 
politically orientated. 

As mentioned above, Project Literacy is a NPO that is mainly funded by running government projects. 
Project Literacy's ,,.,,ork can thus divided into three distinct segments, namely government, corpo
rate, and rural development projects. For corporate development projects, Project Literacy presents 
literacy courses to employees ofbusinesses and organisations that pay for the training and as such 
are paying clients ofProject Literacy Section 7.1.3.1). Project Literacy runs the HIVjAIDSCoun
selling and Care Project and the Run Home to Read Project as examples of its rural development 
projects. The rural development projects are funded by donors, and participants do not pay for the 
training (see Section 7.1.3.2). 

According to the interviewees, it is important for Project Literacy to survive, but also to maintain 
their integrity and adhere to their principles. They offer the same level ofservice to a small commu
nity based organisation (CBO) as they do to a large government department. The CEO thus states 
that Project Literacy's character is difficult to describe: "donor-funded, compete with commercial 
providers, run like a abusiness, but have the heart of a NGG" (project Literacy, 2007a:7). It is for 
this reason that they have adopted a new international acronym, BONGO (a business-orientated 
NGO). 

Project Literacy is thus a multifaceted organisation dealing 'With a broad interpretation ofABET on 
a national scale (project Literacy, 2007a:8). Project Literacy is also a broad based "Black Empower
ment Company" because they have a majority black staff, majority black management, and "100% 

black beneficiaries" (Project Literacy, 2007:8). In this regard, Project Literacy has received an above 
average BEE rating from the Department ofTrade and Industry (Project Literacy, 2007a:8). Project 
Literacy has furthermore registered as a BEE Investment company, in order to pursue investment 
opportunities that could have long-term financial benefits for the organisation (Project Literacy, 
2007a:7)· 
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Project Literacy is accredited vvith both the ETDP SETA and Umalusi, wbich is the Council for Qual
ity Assurance in General and Further Education (Project Literacy, 2oo7a:9). Umalusi is the statu
tory organisation for monitoring and improving the quality ofgeneral and further education in South 
Africa. This means that learners' qualifications are acknm"rledged by Project Literacy has 
registered assessors in place to assess learners and participants (Project Literacy, 2007b). Project 
Literacy also has a quality assurance division that monitors classroom delivery and other practices 
in the organisation (Project Literacy, 2oo7a:9). 

analysing the examination results for English ABET Level 4 and Mathematics ABET Level 4 
oflearners from Project Literacy, the Independent Examinations Board (IEB), and the Department 
of Education (DoE) for the years 2004 to 2006, Project Literacy's learners performed best of all, 

for English 2004 (Project Literacy, 2007a:18). These results highlight the quality of Project 
Literacy's training. 

follovving are some key areas in which Proj ect Literacy is active (Project Literacy, 
development and provision of a vvide range of education and training programmes for 

ers educators from ABET Levell to NQF 6; 
the development ofmaterials for large civic education campaigns, such as the 
toral Commission and the European Union Commission for Human Rights; 
the development of a comprehensive range oflearning material at ABET Levels 1 to 4 for the Cur
rent 

development of learner and training material for clients who require customised interven
tions; 

management of community-based educators throughout the country; 
U~C'U"l6C;~H<JUL of adult education centres in which over 200 000 adults have become 

provision ofABET services; 
working in partnersbip vvith government departments, corporate clients, other NGOs, CBOs, and 
educational bodies; and 
running SETA grant and National Skills Fund projects for several SETl-..s.. 

Project Literacy's ability to write accessible, relevant materials for adults and its success in linking 
educator learner materials has been made use of by both government and the private 
sector. 11rree provincial educational departments (Northern Cape, Northern Province, and Mpuma
langa) appointed Project to train ABET educators. Project Literacy's corporate and industry 
clients include the Department of Labour, the Department of Correctional Services, several pro
vincial Departments of Education, and private companies, such as Nestle (Project Literacy, 
2007b). 

7.1.2 Project Literacy's vision 

Project Literacy's 'vision and mission is to "deliver a wide range ofAdult Basic Education and Train
ing programmes to educationally disadvantaged adults by way ofadult education centres, teacher 
training, curriculum development and community outreach" (Project Literacy, 2007b). 

7.1.3 Project Literacy's activities and projects 

In addition to running government projects, Project Literacy's activities and projects include corpo
rate and rural development projects. These are in the follov\'ing sections. 
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7.1.3.1 Corporate development projects 

AE discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.1.2, companies and organisations in the private sector are 
taxed according to the SDA (97/1998) and the SDLA (9/1999), which require employers to pay one 
per cent of their payroll to fund the skills development and training of their employees. These levies 
are paid over to the SETAE, which in turn issue tenders to ABET providers, such as Project Literacy, 
to train staff in the private sector, such as Nestle (Project Literacy, 2007b). 

Project Literacy currently provides training in over thirty-five different courses, ranging from ABET 
Educator training to higher-level AEsessor, Moderator, and Mentor courses, as well as courses in Af
rikaans, English, Natural Sciences, and other school subjects. Courses leading to full qualifications 
can take up to two years to complete. Project Literacy also offers short workshops on topics, such 
as HIV/AIDS, as well as skills courses, such as Basic Banking, Rights at Work, and Buying a Horne 
(Project Literacy, 2007b). 

Project Literacy trains educators in a company, who in tum train adult illiterates. Project Literacy 
uses an outcomes-based methodology for all courses it runs. Training is conducted through inter
active groups and uses a problem-solving approach. Training events draw on the experience and 
practical knmvledge that participants bring with them to the classroom. This methodology encour
ages educators to use the same approach when they, in tum, train adult learners (Project Literacy, 
2007b). Project Literacy's training courses and educator guides are aligned to unit standards as set 
by the Department of Education and incorporate all critical cross-field outcomes. 

7.1.3.2 Rural development projects 

7.1.3.2.1 HIVjAIDS Counselling and Care Project 

Project Literacy's HIV/AIDS Counseling and Care Project plays an important role in KwaZulu-Na
tal, the Eastern Cape and in the Limpopo Province regaraing. HIV/ Aids education. The Canadian 
International Development Aid (CIDA) and the Aid Programme managed by the New Zealand High 
Commission fund the project. 

AE anti-retroviral drugs are more readily available to HIV-positive people, Project Literacy feels that 
it is now possible to spread a message ofhope rather thanjust one of despair. They have found that it 
is easier to persuade people to be tested for HIV/ AIDS when some medical intervention rather than 
a death sentence can be offered. Owing to the remoteness of the areas, many people have limited 
access to printed or electronic sources of information about HIV/ AIDS. Without knowledge, people 
cannot make informed decisions about their health (Project Literacy, 2006:29). 

Project Literacy started training adult educators in HIV/ AIDS counselling and care in 2005. Accord
ing to the 2007Annual Report (Project Literacy, 2007a:29), 200 adult educators and 1616700 adult 
learners in the Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, and the Limpopo Province have been trained in HIV/ 
AIDS since the inception of the project in 2005. 

The nature of adult educators' work allows them to form strong relationships with adult learners. 
The relationships that adult educators build vvith their learners contributes to their ability to con
nect with learners in a way that healthcare workers cannot (Project Literacy, 2006:28). Because of 
these strong relationships, adult educators can raise awareness about HIV/ AIDS, present accurate 
information, and provide an open and safe forum for discussion vvithin the classroom. Over and 
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above the mentioned provision of information, adult educators are trained to provide related infor
mation on aspects such as nutrition, home-based care, discrimination against those livingv\"ith HIVj 
AIDS, testing, counseling, and treatment (project Literacy, 2006:29). Project Literacy thus decided 
to use the adult education centres managed by communities and provincial education departments 
to reach learners and community members, even those in the most rural and poorest communities 
(Project Literacy, 2007a:lO-11). 

Before training of the educators was undertaken, HIVjAIDS materials were tested in-house and 
reworked where necessary to ensure effective training. Project Literacy has subsequently designed 
a high quality educator manual to guide educators through HIVj AIDS training workshops with par
ticipants (Project Literacy, 2007b). 

Gender issues played a role in recruitment, particularly in attracting men to attend HIVj AIDS work
shops. As 35 per cent of Project Literacy's trained educators were male, this assisted in recruiting 
males to attend the workshops. As a result of the training, male learners stated that they now felt 
more comfortable discussing HIVjAIDS issues (project Literacy, 2007b). In order to further address 
gender issues relating to HIVjAids, both female and male condoms were utilised as part of demon
strations during workshops (Project Literacy, 2007b). 

7.1.3.2.2 Run Home to Read Project 

Project Literacy's second rural development project, Run Home to Read, focuses on children who are 
between one and seven years old, as well as their caregivers, which include parents, grandparents, 
and older brothers and sisters. It was found that there is a need for pre-schools in the poorest rural 
areas of South Africa. Parents of children from these areas are mostly domestic workers and farm 
workers. They earn very little money and cannot afford to send their children to pre-schools. The 
children are left at home alone, or older siblings are kept from school to attend to younger children 
(Project Literacy, 2007a:26). The aim of the project is for children to be better prepared for school 
and for their caregivers to understand the1:ole'theyplay-in the development of their children's early 
literacy skills (Project Literacy, 2006:30). Although the project focuses on pre-school children, eve
ryone in the family benefits from it, as the caregivers and elder brothers and sisters also improve 
their reading skills. 

Project Literacy launched the first Run Home to Readproject in June 2006 in the Limpopo Province. 
They trained twenty Reading Champions who reached 600 families, with limited or no access to 
reading material, during 2006. The Reading Champions played a critical role in providing support 
to caregivers and children who possess little prior experience with reading. From March 2007, a 
further 400 families were targeted in the Limpopo Province (Project Literacy, 2007b). 

The Reading Champions provide intensive training to caregivers in these families on how to read to 
their children, as well as other activities to engage and develop children's early literacy skills (Project 
Literacy, 2006:30). Besides the training, each family receives a Run Home to Read starter pack that 
includes a Caregiver's Manual, Activity Book for children, four storybooks, crayons, and T-shirts. 
The materials in the starter pack guide the caregiver on how to read to and engage the child(ren) 
through a series of four storybooks and a variety of stimulation exercises (Project Literacy, 2007b). 

Exclusive Books, in contribution to the Run Home to Read project, has donated hundreds of books 
to local libraries where the project is run. In this way, Exclusive Books has helped to cement Project 
Literacy's relationship with libraries, and library orientation has been incorporated into the pro
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gramme. The Reading Champions facilitate the bOITOI,ving and returning of books on a monthly 
basis by taking out a block loan often to twenty books per month. The Reading Champions explain 
the process ofboITOI<Ving books to the families, and they receive a library orientation to familiarise 

vvith the library concept. In this way, the Reading Champions serve as the link behveen the 
libraries and the families, that the families have access to books on a continued basis. Once 

families complete the three-month intervention period, they have continued access to books in 
the local libraries. Libraries also increase their membership and serve poor families in remote 
villages of their municipal area (Project Literacy, 2007b). most caregivers and their families 
have joined their local libraries, and they have developed learning skills of reading, listening to, 
and telling stories (Project Literacy, 2007a:25-26). At time of the study, the project has been 
e:h.-panded to Soshanguve in targeting another 100 families (Project Literacy, 2007a:25; 
Project Literacy, 2007b). 

7.2 Project literacy's organisational structure, management & societal role 

According to the interviewees, Project Literacy has a flat organisational structure. There is a Board 
ofTrustees; Board ofDirectors; a CEO, and the Corporate Department (which forms the dominant 
coalition ofProject Literacy); the four departments, namely the Materials Development, Quality As
surance, Finance, and Training; and the staffin each department (Project Literacy, 
Project Literacy employs 72 staff members and about 400 part-time adult educators. There 
are provincial offices in the Free State, Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, the Limpopo Province, the 
North-West Province, and Mpumalanga (Project Literacy, 2007a:21). According to the CEO, the 
provincial offices are relatively autonomous, and they "run their ovm provincial show, without much 
interference" Project Literacy's head office in Pretoria provides resources and back-up for the pro
vincial Figure 7.1 on the following page shows the Project Literacy's organogram. 

Figure 7.1 Project Literacy's organogram 

Board ofTrustees 

Board of Directors 
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The interviewees described Project Literacy's organisational culture as open and creative. The CEO 
emphasised his open-door policy through which all staff is encouraged to give their own input into 
organisational management. According to the interviewees, many NPOs started out ".vith "that 
founder vision" that might curb creativity. Therefore the current CEO tries consciously to steer away 
from the previous "leader dominated '",,ray ofmanagement", and now focuses more on a participatory 
management style. The interviewees believe that this open, creative organisational culture has led 
to very good staff retention at Project Literacy, even through difficult times. The CEO supports the 
above statement in the 2007 Annual Report (Project Literacy, 2007a:1O) in saying that individual 
achievement, dedication, and extra effort is al'ways recognised. 

Project Literacy makes use of a PLEASE (Project Literacy Employment and Staff Equity) Committee 
which represents all divisions in the organisation. This committee considers issues such as staffs 
conditions of service and procurement. Project Literacy also has a whistle-blower box in which staff 
can anonynlOusly report mismanagement or other misbehaviour. Only one less serious anonymous 
comment has been received in the past year. These tools add to openness in the organisation . . 
The interviewees pointed out that upper and middle management are responsible for strategic plan
ning and strategy formulation. Project Literacy did attempt participative strategy planning and for
mulation, including all staff ("even the tea lady"), a few years ago. Although this practice sounds 
"politically cool", it was unsuccessful in that lm''ler-Ievel staff could not really contribute, and this 
made them feel inadequate. 

The interviewees asserted though that all stakeholders participate informally in strategic planning 
and strategy formulation. Staff has a say in all matters because of the CEO's open door policy. Ex
ternal stakeholders participate informally because information gathered from them is considered in 
strategyformulation, but they are not formally presentwhen strategy is formulated. The CEO termed 
this informal participative process "osmosis", because strategic information is gathered through 
management's personal relationships with different stakeholders. Management then presents all 
stakeh0lders' views'into the strategic planning and formulation process. Those in management who 
maintain relationships vl'i,th stakeholders are these stakeholders' voices. Strategic information from 
stakeholders is "shared in the family, butwe don't have the next-door neighbours at the family party", 
meaning that not all stakeholders are present during strategic planning and strategy formulation. 

Project Literacy previously had a whole communication department, but staffhad to be cut dm·\'ll for 
financial reasons. Project Literacy employs a Fundraising and Communications Manager, but she 
only has a half-day position. This practitioner, who also serves as the manager of the department, 
has a marketing qualification from the Institute for Management and Marketing. The Fundraising 
and Communications Manager forms part of the organisation's dominant coalition, and according to 
her, she has a strategic role and reports directly to the CEO. She works closelymth the CEO on what 
Project Literacy's "corporate image, brochures, and annual report should look like", 

According to the intervie'wees, Project Literacy's social role is twofold, Firstly, they have a support
ing role, where Project Literacy is a broad supporter of government policies and programmes. They 
implement government programes, for instance the nationally deployed Ikhwelo programme (see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.5.2). Government owns the programme, but Project Literacy implements it. 
Concerning the government's new Kha Re Gudi mass literacy campaign, Project Literacy forms part 
of the campaign's research group; they mIl take part in the campaign, and they have seconded a staff 
member to the education department to assist mth the implementation of the programme. Sec
ondly, Project Literacy has a social transformation role and aids social transformation by building 
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up and giving back to society. Project Literacy therefore provi.des most of their training to the un
employed free of charge, especially in the Run Home to Read Project. Sometimes they even provide 
small incentives to retain the learners, for example, lunch or a warm meal. Project Literacy does, 
however, sometimes charge a small fee for courses to retain learners attending ABET courses. 

interviewees emphasised that these fees go to the community centres hosting the ABET courses 
and not to Project Literacy. Included in Project Literacy's social transformation role is the provision 
of citizenship education. People are taught that they have social power and that they must use their 
votes "to things done rather than reverting to violence". Project Literacy also plays an increas
ingly intermediatory or provider role, 'where they provide training and books to people from within 
the community to teach and train from the community, thus following a "train the trainer" 
approach. In this way, skills remain in community. 

Considering the above, it is that Project Literacy is mostly managed according to a symmetri 
cal worldview (see Chapter 3, Section 3-4.2). Although they do not make extensive use ofJormal 
research for purposes, dialogue is at the core of their relationships ,.vith stakeholders, and 
used to create an understanding ofthe importance of adult literacy. Project Literacy has a symmetri 
cal worldview of organisational communication, and it can be illustrated with the presuppositions 
that characterise this worldview (see Chapter 3, Section 3-4.2). 

The main reason for Project Literacy's survival is that the organisation functions as an open system 
in which information is used to adapt to the changing environment. In this way, the organisation 
has a moving equilibrium because of its mutual and cooperative adjustments to other systems, such 
as changing donor landscape, the Department of Education, and the SETAs (see Section 7.1.1). 
Project Literacy has realised that to survive there has to be interdependence betv{een them, gov
ernment, other stakeholders, such as donors and clients. This interdependence is celebrated 
by their adapted AGM meeting, "Celebrating Partnerships" at which Project Literacy acknmvledges 
their partnerships with clients, donors, and other stakeholders. 

, ....... ,. 	 :All'employees are equal in that they are encouraged to provide their own input into organisational 
management. Both interviewees emphasised that innovation, creativity, and responsibility for mill 

actions and decisions are encouraged and rewarded. Conflict resolution within Project Literacy is 
handled through dialogue and the PLEASE committee (see Section The symmetrical worldview 
is reinforced in the decentralization ojmanagement, for instance the autonomy of the provincial 
offices. 

Project Literacy serves the needs of adult illiterates, by serving as a "spokesperson" for them. In this 
way, Project Literacy is a supporter of interest-group liberalism. Interest-group liberalism adds to 
Project Literacy's idealistic social role because aid social transformation by building up and 
giving back to society. Through Project Literacy's constant communication about and criticism of 
government's legislation and actions regarding adult illiteracy, they aim to set a norm for both com
munication about and addressing adult illiteracy in South 

Adding to Project Literacy's symmetrical worldview is the Fundraising and Communications Man
ager, who forms part ofthe dominant coalition, has a (supposedly) role, and reports directly 
to the CEO. However, the Fundraising and Communications Manager Viel'1S technical communica
tion tasks, such as compiling brochures and the annual report, as strategic communication tasks. 
She does not strategically analyse all information obtained from formal and informal research or 
environmental scanning to identify and prioritise strategic organisational risks stakeholders' 
issues and to feed this information into Project Literacy's enterprise strategy. The Fundraising and 
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Communications Manager should also be responsible for developing Project Literacy's communica
tion strategy. Technical communication tasks could be outsourced or delegated to other staff mem
bers. The Fundraising and Communications Manager's lack offormal communication qualifications 
might add to Project Literacy's lack of strategic communication management. 

7.3 Communication management 

7.3.1 Stakeholders 

The inten>iewees said that Project Literacy has different layers of stakeholders. Firstly, 
Board of Trustees, Board of Directors, staff, facilitators and teachers, and the learners. 

are the 
Secondly, 

there are the donors, corporate clients, and the general public. The different layers do not indicate 
the most important stakeholders, but only show that Project Literacy has stakeholders vvith different 
"types of stakes" in the organisation .. 

According to the inteniewees, Project Literacy's most important stakeholders are government (which 
includes the SETAs), which provides Proj ect Literacy I·vith contracts without \vhich they would not be 
able to sun>ive; donors and corporate clients; and learners. Project Literacy determines its most 
important stakeholders with: "I suppose it's the people who pay us the most", indicating government 
and donors. 

7.3.2 Environmental analysis 

Project Literacy does not conduct formal research or environmental scanning to determine their 
most important and stakeholders' issues it is too costly. Formal is done 
though when they are embarking on big projects, for example, a project for the National Develop
ment Agency in Eastern Free State, where Project Literacy spent six months evaluating commu
nity and local government's perceptions, and conducting feasibility studies. In such cases, the costs 
for formal are included in the project's budget. 

Risks are exposed informally through extensive reading of newspapers, using lnternet, and 
"keep[ing] our ears on the ground" (see Section 7.2). Managers from the provincial offices report to 
Project Literacy's head office every two months, which ensures that management is kept updated on 
what is in each provincial office, as well as the challenges each provincial office faces. 

The interviewees identified three major facing Project Literacy, namely fluctuation of funding 
for projects, being unable to plan for future, and a lack of "well-trained teachers. 

7.3.2.1 Consequences of risks for the organisation 

According to the intervielvees, the fluctuation ofjunds is the greatest weakness of Project Literacy. 
They fundraising very hard donors change their criteria for funding without letting 
them know about the changes in advance. Project Literacy would count on funding, the criteria 
would and then they would no longer receive the funding. leads to a "feast and famine" 
situation where there is more than enough money in one year, and in next year, there is a short
age offunds. 

Project Literacy was successful in replacing the pre-1994 donor-funded work with work directly or 
indirectly linked to government funding. They have found though that over-dependence on work 
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from the government sector left them financially vulnerable. Government contracts are character
ised by a lack of long-term planning and time delays benNeen conceptualisation, implementation, 
and payment (Project Literacy, 2006:4). Both government and the SETAs fail to recognise that 
ABET is a long-term process, where funding must enable learners to follow training through to its 
conclusion (a Level-4, NQF 1 qualification) (Project Literacy, 2006=4). 

The temporary cessation of the National Lottery also negatively affected Project Literacy's funding. 
This is evident from their donor list in the 2006 and 2007 Annual Reports, where the National Lot
tery donated R2,5 million in 2006, while no donation was made in 2007 (Project Literacy, 2006:36; 
Project Literacy, 2007a:30). 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.1.2, the skills levies obtained from the private sector for 
funding the skills development and training of staff, according to the SDLA (9/1999) is paid over to 
the SETAs. The SETAs in turn issue tenders to ABET providers, such as Project Literacy, to train 
staff at for instance a municipality or large company. The interviev{ees emphasised the high costs 
of ABET, and said that the one per cent of a company's pay roll is not enough to pay for their staffs 
training. Despite these high costs, many companies and businesses expect Project Literacy to pro
vide training free because they already pay skills levies to the SETAs. 

Another problem regarding these skills levies is that companies or corporations do not want to do
nate funds for other ABET projects to organisations such as Project Literacy because they are already 
paying skills levies to the SETAs. They then view these skills levies as their contribution to ABET, 
which they view as time-consuming, costly, and more social redress than workplace "upskilling" 
(Project Literacy, 2006:4-5). For this reason, it is easier to request funding from the private sector 
for the HN/ AIDS Counselling and Care Project and the Run Home to Read Project that focuses on 
children. 

Because Project Literacy does not always know beforehand about changes in funding criteria, they 
find it difficult ta planfar thefuture. The CEO illustrated the situation ·with Project Literacy's cur
rent R36 million project for the Department of Labour to implement ABET to unemployed people in 
four provinces, Gauteng, the Free State, the Limpopo Province, and the Western Cape. At the time 
ofthe interview Project Literacy did not know·whether the project ,,,oill be continued in 2008'. There 
is no indication from the Department of Labour whether the project is going to be "rolled over, ex
tended, or if is it a once-off". The CEO took the officials from the Department of Labour out for lunch 
to get information on the duration of the project, but even they did not know whether the project 
would be extended. 

The composition of many government projects reveals a total lack of understanding of the way in 
which adults learn. Adding to this dilemma is a lack of foresight concerning the continuous fund
ing of government projects. This situation negatively influences learners' progress, for example, a 
learner may complete one level of education, and then Project Literacy has to wait another twelve 
months to resume the project while waiting for government to draw up, adjudicate, and award a new 
tender. The demotivated learner has then lost most ofthe learning gained by the time the project can 
continue (Project Literacy, 2007a:8). 

The Department oj Labour has reappointed Project Literacy to implement the second phase oj its project. 

The project has commenced in May 2008, and will continue jor eighteen months. The second phase will cover 

the training oj 11 000 learners in KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga, the North-West Province and the Western Cape 

(Project Literacy, 2008:23). 
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The lack of funds and the difficulty of planning for the future leads to a situation where staff can be 
hired one year, and then have to go the next year. In 2006, Project Literacy's management en
gaged the assistance of professionals to help them design a model in which the number of full-time 
staff remains small and professional project managers are brought in on a task-by-task basis (Project 
Literacy, 2006=7). This instability has implications for retaining skilled people, for building staff 
morale, and for long-term planning (Project Literacy, 2006:7). Besides the high cost of hiring and 
training staff, it is difficult to elicit loyalty from staff appointed only for the period of the contract. 
The unpredictability of funding also adds to the difficulty of finding trained teachers. 

It is very difficult for Project Literacy to find well-trained teachers, particularly teachers trained to 
teach Mathematics. They can usually only get teachers that cannot obtain jobs in schools. Project 
Literacy has also found a high staff turnover ·with younger teachers because younger teachers are 
more likely to move than older teachers are. They are also able to get other jobs more readily (Project 
Literacy,2oo7b). It is for this reason that Project Literacy is increasingly making use of expatriate
Zimbabwean teachers whose training is of a higher quality than local teachers are.2 

It is clear from the above discussion that all the risks facing Project Literacy are interconnected: the 
one affecting the other, and in turn affecting Project Literacy's existence andsustainability as an or
ganisation. The above-mentioned could become major stakeholder issues, as a lack of funding 
influences, amongst others, the quality of learning materials, staff retention, the hiring of competent 
teachers, and the completion of courses to obtain full literacy. It is thus clear that Project Literacy 
should utilise strategic communication management to manage its risks and potential stakeholder 
issues successfully. 

7.3.3 Communication strategy 

Project Literacy does not have a formal strategy and communication plans to communicate "vith 
and manage their different stakeholders. They usually decide informally what needs to be com
municated and thus all "communication is done on an ad hoc basis". Despite this, the interviewees- .. 
emphasised that all Project Literacy's communication campaigns are aligned to the organisation's 
vision and strategic goals. 

The interviewees pointed out that Project Literacy needs a communication strategy, but "they need a 
dedicated person for that". The reason why the organisation would need a dedicated communication 
practitioner is that "communication strategy formulation and the ongoing process of relationship 
building take a lot of time, which we don't have". It takes time to build a relationship with a specific 
stakeholder at, for instance, a donor organisation but when the person leaves the organisation, the 
whole process has to be again. The interviewees stated that despite the necessity of having a 
dedicated person for communication management relationship building, Project Literacy does 
not have enough money to appoint such a person. It can be argued that Project Literacy already has 
a dedicated person for strategic communication management, namely the Fundraising and Commu
nications Manager. However, neither the CEO nor this manager saw herself fulfilling this role. This 
person should be responsible for compiling Project Literacy's overarching communication strategy, 
which would enable all persons responsible for communicating vnth stakeholders to do so efficiently. 
Vlith an overarching communication strategy as a guideline, Project Literacy can continue its prac
tice of the CEO, Fundraising and Communications Manager, and members ofthe Corporate Depart
ment communicating and building strong relationships with strategic stakeholders. 

2 The Department of Educaaon currently has a recruitment drive in Zimbabwe to recruit a thousand Math

emaacs teachers for South Africa (ANON, 2006:28; Webster; 2007:8). 
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The interviewees believe that a lack of communication strategy and plans are a huge 
for Project Literacy, particularly with media in mind, as "we could do a lot more \'\>ith 
The problem, according to the is that Project Literacy lacks the funds for 
Project Literacy also tries to have messages published in newspapers, but there is never a 
that it will appear. The interviewees identified the problem with newspapers being "how you 
make an adult learner more appealing?" in terms of news coverage (to compete with, for example, 
news articles about development programmes focusing on children). For this reason, Project Lit
eracy sometimes uses paid advertisements, but it is very costly. 

Although the interviewees did not state the media as an important stakeholder, it became evident 
from the interview that Project is frustrated with the media coverage they receive. The 
Fundraising and Communications Manager feels that it is part of newspapers' social role to report 
on the activities ofNPOsjNGOs, particularly \vhen a donor present funds to an organisation. \t\7'hen 
a newspaper covers the event, it would encourage other potential donors to donate money to NPOs. 
UmoTtunately,journalists do not see it as part oftheir duty, and they are "moeg" of"photos ofpeople 
giving a cheque to an organisation". 

Project Literacy has also taken journalists outto their projects to "show them what we do". Recently 
Project Literacy took a journalist on a three-day paid tour to projects, including in Kwa-Zulu 
Natal. No article was published though, and according to the interviewees, the money was wasted. 
When media are invited to such as the "Celebrating Partnership" they attend the 
event, but they do not publish a story on the event. The media have often to but have 
not attended Project events. 

Having a good relationship with the media and stories published might lead to an understanding 
of the nature and importance of Project Literacy's work, and subsequently to more funding. In the 
2007 Annual Report (2007:27), the project manager of the Run Home to Read Project mentioned 
that Proj ect Literacy had to overcome the suspicion many of the families had regarding their inten
tions. Many people believed that they were government officials coming to verify whether- theywar
ranted a RDP house, or that the Run Home to Read Project was a mere scam. Only when the local 
radio stations aired a programme on the project did families realise that the project was for their 
benefit. 

Proceeding from above is the CEO's comment in Literally News (Project Literacy, 2007b): "The 
idea that all illiterate are jumping at the bit to become literate is not true. Unless people see 
real benefits, \'vhich are quickly explained to them, they don't attend classes. Poor and unemployed 
people need to see an immediate benefit and see it quickly!" Despite Project Literacy knowing that 
they need the media to communicate to specific segments of the public, do not have a formal 
communication and stakeholder relationship management strategy 

Project Literacy focuses on two main annual events, namely the "Celebrating Partnerships" Function 
and the annual International Literacy Day on 8 September. The AGM was changed to the "Celebrat
ing partnership" Function at the Rand Club in Johannesburg. The annual report is presented during 
this event, but the main focus is on acknowledging the various partnerships with their diverse range 
of clients from government departments, industry, CBOs and donors (Project Literacy, 2006:14; 
Project Literacy, 2007b). 

In general, main aim ofProject Literacy's communication is to tell remind stakeholders what 
they are about: 'C'f.,A[e are the biggest, the best, the oldest, we are reliable, trustworthy, we understand 
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the market, we push quality, we are the Woolworths [ofABET provision], not the Checkers, we're a 
one-stop shop". The aim oftheir communication is thus to "be the preferred supplier ofliteracy and 
adult education". The interviewees emphasised that it is very important to convey to stakeholders 
"that we have ethics" and that adult education is not a "quick fix" because it takes time to see results. 
In this instance, Project Literacy makes use of the tWD-way asymmetrical model, as described by 
Grunig and Hunt (1984:~H-27) (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.2 and 3.3), by using scientific research on 
the benefits and quality of its ABET provision to influence potential clients (that is, the marketplace 
and employers) to make use of Project Literacy's ABET programmes, despite the high costs thereof. 

Project Literacy's main mode of communication is the annual report that is sent to all stakeholders 
and other interested parties. Newsletters are also sent to all donors, clients, and supporters, where 
communication is mostly bye-mail. Project Literacy's communication is therefore mostly one-way 
in nature. 

7.3.3.1 Stakeholder relationships 

The interviewees pointed out that Project Literacy has both formal and informal relationships ,-vith 
stakeholders. They emphasised that it is very important to build personal relationships "vith stake
holders. The CEO, the Fundraising and Communications Manager, and other members of the Cor
porate Deparbnent are responsible for building relationships "\-vith those clients and donors they 
work "\-vith. In other words, Project Literacy has identified specific "stakeholder relationship owners" 
to build relationships ,vith specific stakeholders. Despite the lack of a formal stakeholder manage
ment plan, the interviewees said that stakeholder communication should definitely be planned be
forehand, othen-vise "people fall off the radar system" and not all stakeholders are communicated 
'vith. 

The interviewees stated that a lack of funds influences stakeholder management negatively. Project 
Literacy previously had breakfasts "vith small groups of stakeholders at a time, such as the SETAs 
and corporates from certain sectors, to obtain feedback on Project-Literacy's quality of work and to 
build personal relationships with these stakeholders_ Although this practice was very successful, it 
had to be cancelled because it was very expensive. The small number of staff also makes it difficult 
to keep on building personal, close relationships vvith all stakeholders. 

The intervie,vees indicated government, including the SETAs, as their most important stakeholders. 
They said, ",-vithout government contracts in some guise, even for the SETAs, Project Literacy would 
not be able to sunive". Local and, mostly international donors provide funds to the government, and 
instruct government to subcontract an organisation, such as Project Literacy, to work on a specific 
campaign or project (see Section 7.1.3.1 and Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.1). It is thus imperative for 
Project Literacy to have good relationships "\-vith government and the SETAs. 

i'J.E mentioned in Section 7.3-2.1, the CEO is responsible for building personal relationships vvith 
the various government deparbnents for whom Project Literacy runs projects. At the time of the 
interview, Project Literacy had ABET contracts "\-vith the Departments of Education, Labour, and 
Correctional Senrices. The CEO believes that a personal relationship Vlrith government officials is 
very important because "people give money to people they know, like and trust". The interviewees 
said that building relationships with government is not always easy because it involves a fair amount 
of politics. 

Project Literacy's CEO mostly applies the two-way asymmetrical model in efforts to build a relation
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ship vvith government, create an understanding of the importance and cost of excellent quality adult 
literacy education, and vvin tenders for ABET provision. The CEO makes use ofstatistics, pass rates, 
learner feedback, and Project Literacy's good reputation to win tenders for ABET provision. How
ever, no mention was made in the interview of creating dialogue to understand the needs of govern
ment better. 

Project Literacy is critical and outspoken about government policy regarding ABET, particularly be
cause government can be tardy in drawing up and awarding tenders and shows a lack ofunderstand
ing regarding the high costs of adult education (Project Literacy, 2007a:8). In this "political game", 
Project Literacy has to be very careful not to alienate government ",rho provides them 'i,vith their 
livelihood. Project Literacy views its relationship with government as fairly successful. 

Regarding the relationship '\vith clients, the interviewees beiieve that this relationship is relative
ly successful. Client Relations Officer, who forms part of the Quality Assurance Department, 
phones all clients once a month to find out whether they are satisfiedwith services rendered. Project 
Literacy thus has constant feedback from clients, and they can solve problems as soon as they arise. 
Project Literacy has found that clients would rather speak to the Client Relations Officer than to 
management because she is more neutral, "nearly like an ombudsman". Personal contact is used to 
build close relationships 'ivith clients. Listening to the needs of clients, solving their problems and 
thus applying two-way communication is also characteristic of a symmetrical organisational world
view. It is important though to continuously listen to clients needs to create mutual understanding 
and not just apply TI"lo-way communication asymmetrically to protect Project Literacy's reputation 
and to promote their educational programmes. 

In the 2006 Annual Report, the CEO states that Project Literacy has difficulty in communicating 
the costs of "really good", educationally sound adult literacy programmes to the marketplace and 
employers (Project Literacy, 2006:6). These are potential clients that may contract Project Literacy 
for ABET, but Project Literacy does not formally plan any relationship building initiatives with 
stakeholder group. .. " .... 

The interviewees mentioned several times that it is very difficult to obtain funds from donors. It is 
thus crucial to build personal, close relationships "with donors. This is, however, not an easy task, as 
many donors, such as the National Lottery, are not open for building a relationship. Project Literacy 
has invited donors to come out to projects to see Project Literacy's working conditions and further 
needs several times, but donors have shown no interest in doing so. It might serve Project Literacy 

to utilise all communication opportunities ,'\ith donors to gain an understanding of donors' 
needs and individual situations, and to adapt their expectations and communication efforts accord
ingly. 

Project Literacy's next group ofkey stakeholders are the learners. The interviewees viewed Project 
Literacy's relationship with its learners as good. Feedback on training, as well as learners' successes 
and problems, are obtained from the provincial offices, and the Client Relations Officer obtains feed
back on learners' progress from Project Literacy's clients. This feedback enables Project Literacy to 
act immediately on any problems that might arise. 

Project Literacy aims to kno'wthe learners' circumstances and "stories" so well as to use them to find 
individual case studies to strengthen plea for more funding. When Project Literacy applies for 
funding, they would usually present an in-depth case study of one illiterate adult and ,\>,That becoming 
literate meant to him or her. Because the officials of the different government departments that use 
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Project Literacy for training are not always aware of what illiterate adults' real needs and hardships 
are, Project Literacy use these stakeholders to tell government officials about their problems, such 
as unemployment and hunger. Learners also test recently developed teaching materials, such as 
books. 

Many learners expect too much, too soon from training. For instance, learners expect to find good 
jobs the minute they can read and write, but this is not always possible, particularly in rural areas. 
This implies that Project Literacy must also strategically plan communication vvith potential learners 
before a project is launched, to clear suspicion and set realistic expectations. These communication 
opportunities can also serve as informal research to ascertain the needs of potential learners and the 
communities they come from. 

Project Literacy's trainers and educators have good relationships with their learners, and good rela
tionships can only be built vvith two-way communication or engagement. This is best illustrated by 
the fieldworker for the Run Home to Read Project who says: "I've created a good relationship vvith 
my colleagues, the Reading Champions, and I am friendly to the caregivers and children that I visit. 
They trust and respect me" (Project Literacy, 2oo7a:26). Another example is theHIV/Aids Counsel
ling and Care Project, which builds on the assumption that adult educators form very strong, trust
ing relationships vvith adult learners, and therefore adult educators are best suited to provide HIVI 
AIDS training to adult learners (see Section 7.1.3.2). 

The interviewees emphasised the good relationship betw'een Project Literacy and their Board of 
Trustees and Board ofDirectors. The Board of Directors has three sub-committees, namely the Hu
man Resources sub-committee, the Finance sub-committee, and the Audit and Risk sub-committee. 
The Board of Trustees meets three times a year, and they playa crucial role in ensuring that Project 
Literacy stays true to their mission (Project Literacy, 2007a:8). The Board of Directors meets once 
a month, and they have a hands-on role, guiding and helping Project Literacy's management "vith 
governance and financial management. The CEO pointed out that Project Literacy focuses on good 
corporate governance, especially regarding financial management, which has contributed to their 
survival, as to date there have been no cases of fraud that would have damaged Project Literacy's 
reputation. 

In terms ofProject Literacy's communication to stakeholders, it is evidentthat Project Literacy mostly 
applies the asymmetrical public information model, as described by Grunig and Hunt (1984:21-27) 
(see Chapter 3, Sections 3.2 and 3.3), that does not form part of a symmetrical organisational world
view. Conversely, Project Literacy's Corporate Department, especially the CEO and the Fundraising 
and Communications Manager, communicates on a personal level Vlrith different stakeholders to 
build strong relationships v\rith these stakeholders. In doing so, they practise symmetrical two-way 
communication. Each member ofthe Corporate Department is responsible for specific stakeholders, 
for instance, the CEO is responsible for relations Vlrith government departments and officials. How
ever, none ofthis communication and stakeholder relationship management is strategically planned 
with specific goals to be attained, and it takes place randomly. 

\Alhen the intenriewees were asked to describe the five steps to successful stakeholder management 
in an ideal world, their answer was: 

to communicate Vlrith all stakeholders and deliver on promises by providing excellent quality of 
senTice; 
to build personal relationships with stakeholders, by calling them and sending e-mails and let
ters to give them "little bits of information,telling them what's happening in the ABET world"; 
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and 
to communicate to stakeholders what is happening on their projects, to inform them whether 
things are working well or if they are failing and how the project can be developed further. 

It is clear from the above that Project Literacy views one-way communication as a tool with which to 
build strong relationships. They need to focus more on creating dialogue, with significant emphasis 
on listening, in order to understand the needs and issues of stakeholders. Only by applying two-way 
communication can Project Literacy manage its organisational risks and stakeholders' issues, build 
strong, lasting relationships 'with stakeholders, and effectively attain organisational goals. 

The CEO ended the intenriew v\rith view on the role of communication in NPOs/NGOs: 

"NGGs often underplay the communication function, because they think people will see 
that we do good work through "osmosis", and that doesn't happen because we are com
peting in a commercial world, against commercial providers, other NGGs and govern
ment. Project Literacy has not spent enough money on communication. More money and 
more staffwould enhance the achievement ojthe organisation's goals." 

.... ~""u, " 
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7.4 Project literacy: strategic communication management analysis 

7.4.1 Application ofSteyn and Puth's (2000) model 

In the next figure, the communication management practices of the FLP are roughly plotted against 
the main requirements set by the Steyn & Puth model, as s1ll11marised in Specific Theoretical 
Statement 10. 

Figure 7.2: Compliance of Project Literacy's communication practices with Steyn and Puth's model (2000) 
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Project Literacy's intuitive approach to communication management mostly do not correspond with 
Steyn and Puth's (2000) model for strategic communication management, primarily because there 
is no overarching communication management strategy to manage relationships "vith stakeholders . 
Although the interviewees insisted that all communication is aligned to Project Literacy's ,ision and 
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strategic goals, this might prove difficult if communication is not managed strategically. All persons 
interacting "vith stakeholders, particularly those interacting with key strategic stakeholders, should 
know 'what relationship goals the organisation wants to achieve, and align their communication vvith 
stakeholders accordingly. If relationship goals are set to support organisational goals, in order to 
build strong relationships ",1th stakeholders, it ~l Project Literacy to achieve its organisa
tional goals more effectively Chapter 3, Section 3.5). 

Project Literacy does not conductformal research or environmental scanning to detennine potential 
organisational risks, and consequences of these risks for the organisation, except ',\Then embark
ing on large projects (see Section 7.2). Project Literacy also does notformally apply research or 
environmental scanning to determine their strategic stakeholders' issues and the consequences or 
reputation risks of these issues for the organisation. However, the CEO and other members of the 
Corporate Department use strategic infonnation gathered through informal personal relationships 
'with different stakeholders in the strategic planning and fonnulation processes. Other fonns of 
informal, or intuitive environmental scanning include reading newspapers, using the Internet, and 
utilising infonnation from staff members (see Sections 7.2 and 7.3.2). 

Project Literacy informally applies environmental scanning and relationship building to such an ex
tent as to have survived through many changes and challenges Section 7.1.1). Itwould therefore 
be beneficial for Project Literacy if the CEO, Fundraising and Communications Manager and mem
bers of the Corporate Department were sensitised to the value of strategic communication manage
ment in building strong, mutually beneficial relationships vI1th strategic stakeholders. 

The CEO, Fundraising and Communications Manager, and members of the Corporate Department 
(the dominant coalition) are responsible for communication and relationship building with govern
ment, and donors. They mostly apply the one-way public information model to distribute 
infonnation about the organisation and its activities, or othen~rise engage in two-way asymmetri
cal communication with a strong focus on persuasive tactics (see Section 7.3.3). Project Literacy's 

'. 	 largest drawback is that it not use two-way communication sufficiently in order to attain its 
organisational goals by building strong, lasting and mutually beneficial relationships with its stake
holders. 

It is clear from the intenriew that Project Literacy's senior management mostly does not truly listen 
to learn about stakeholders' issues and apply communication and relationship building efforts to 
address issues effectively. The exception to this practice is the Client Relations Officer "vho calls all 
clients once a month to detennine whether they are satisfied with Project Literacy's senrices. Com
munication to and relationships "rith Project Literacy's third most important group of stakeholders, 
namely learners, is not directly handled by senior management, which might not be beneficial to 
both the organisation and the particular stakeholder group. 

It is also clear from the intenriew that Project Literacy is mostly managed according to the presup
positions characteristic ofa symmetrical worldview. This implies that Project Literacy would be able 
to practice strategic communication management, if they are accordingly. Currently there 
are no alignment between organisational goals and communication and relationship building goals. 
Therefore, communication and relationship building efforts do not contribute to attaining organisa
tional goals and effectivity. 
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7.4.2 	 Stroh's (2007) criticism of Steyn and Puth's (2000) approach to strategic communication 
management 

In the next figure, the communication management practices of the FLP are roughly plotted against 
Stroh's (2007:199-220) main theoretical assumptions, as summarised in Specific Theoretical 11. 

Figure 7.3: Feasibility of Stroh's (2007:199-220) recommendations for strategic communication 

management 
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From the interview, it can be deduced that the interviewees disagree with Stroh's (2007=199-220) 

(see Chapter 4, Sections 4.6.2 & 4.6.3) approach to strategic communication management. They 
believe that it is a necessity to have a communication strategy. In fact, the interviewees regarded 
Project Literacy's lack of a communication and relationship management strategy as a huge short
coming (see Section 7.3.3). Although Project Literacy's communication is not planned ("done on 
an ad hoc basis") and ethical behaviour is regarded highly, the interviewees disagreed "vith Stroh's 
(2007) view that such communication practices on its own, are successful. They said that unplanned 
communication and relationship building efforts lead to "people fall[ing] off the radar system" and 
not all stakeholders being communicated with (see Section 7.3.3). 

The Fundraising and Communications Manager forms part of the dominant coalition, and she has 
Project Literacy's best interests at heart. She does not take an activist role or instigate conflict be
tween Project Literacy and their stakeholders to contribute to the creation of meaning, as suggested 
by Stroh (2007=210; see Section 2.6.2.2). Rather, she uses communication to build relationships and 
to reach ""in-v.in situations. Although Project Literacy, in particular the CEO, is outspoken against 
the government's ABET policies and actions, they are careful not to disadvantage the organisation by 
alienating its stakeholders through instigating conflict. It is thus evident that Stroh's (2007) opinion 
in this regard is not viewed as feasible. 

It ,,,'as found that although Project Literacy's CEO encourages managerial input from all staff mem
bers, and that they utilise infonnation gained from all their stakeholders in strategy formulation, 
fonnal strategy formulation is reserved for Project Literacy's top management (see Section 7.2). The 
interviewees feel that it is not in Project Literacy's best interests for strategic information to be avail
able to all possible stakeholders. They furthermore found it not feasible for all staff members to 
participate in strategy formulation because not all staff members have the insight to do so and might 
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feel inadequate as a result. In regard, the interviewees' practical experience also differed from 
Stroh's (2007=208-216) advice to include all stakeholders in all formulation processes and 
decision-making. 

The foUo-vving figure illustrates Project Literacy's communication practices' compliance with Stroh's 
(2007) recommendations, as summarised in Specific Theoretical Statement 11. It is apparent that 
Stroh's (2007:199-220) views on strategic communication management are not in practice in Proj
ect Literacy nor are they viewed as feasible. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE FAMILY LITERACY PROJECT 

Interview with Snoeks Desmond, on 19 September 2007 

8.1 Background 

8.1.1 Organisational overview 

The Family Literacy Project (hereafter FLP) began in early 2000 under tbe leadership of Snoeks 
Desmond, tbe current Director of tbe organisation. The FLP wanted to address tbe concerns raised 
by research findings of Khulisa Management Services tbat showed tbere was no improvement in tbe 
early literacy levels ofpre-schoolers, despite tbe training and support provided by tbe Department of 
Education (Desmond & Dlamini, 2007:1; Family Literacy Project, 2007). A participatory rural ap
praisal conducted late in 2000 showed tbat adults also wanted to improve tbeir own literacy, and tbe 
FLP developed programmes to improve tbe motber tongue and English literacy skills of tbe women 
who joined tbeir groups (Aitchison, 2006:94; Family Literacy Project, 2007) and assisting tbem to 
help tbeir young children read. It is mainly women who join tbe FLP's groups. The FLP believes 
tbat young children need tbeir parents' or otber adult caregivers' support to become competent and 
entbusiastic readers. 

The FLP is active in tbe Sisonke District Municipality and tbe neighbouring area of Lotbeni in Kwa
Zulu NataL The facilitators work in tbe towns of Betblehem, Come and See (near Bulwer), Mahwaqa 
(near Underberg), Matbendeni (near Donnybrook), Mpumlwane (near Centocow), Ncwadi (near 
Bulwer), Ndodeni (near Centocow), Step more (near Underberg), Lotbeni (near Underberg) and Re
ichenau (near Underberg) (Aitchison, 2006:98; Desmond, 2005:6; Family Literacy Project, 2007). 

They use school classrooms, community halls, churches, and community libraries for tbeir meetings 
(Family Literacy Project, 2007). 

This area is not only characterised by great beauty, but also by poverty and a lack of infrastructure. 
Roads are poorly maintained and most households have neitber electricity nor running water (Des
mond, 2003:11). Most houses are built of mud and tbatch (Desmond, 2004:351). There are few job 
opportunities apart from short-term contracts ,vitb building projects, road repair work, or tbe gov
ernment's Working for Water projects (Desmond, 2003:11). Many men are absent from home for 
long periods because tbey work in cities, such as Durban or Pietermaritzburg (Desmond, 2003:11). 

Despite tbe lack of accurate figures, Desmond (2003:11) notes tbat grandmotbers run more and 
more households as parents become ill and die ofAIDS. 

Because ofunderdevelopment and poverty tbere is little in tbe area to support literacy development. 
There are few opportunities for children to see print around tbem in tbe form ofnewspapers, books, 
magazines, signs, street advertising, signposts, or even food packages (Desmond, 2003:11). The only 
books available are older siblings' schoolbooks and adult literacy workbooks (Desmond, 2003:11). 

The FLP's slogan is 'Masifunde Njengomndeni', which means 'Families reading togetber'. The main 
aim of tbe project is to encourage members to view reading as a shared pleasure and a valuable skill 
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(Desmond,2003:12). The FLP believes that for young children to become literate, they must enjoy 
reading and ,....rriting, and their parents or caregivers should guide them by example in this (Desmond, 
2003:12). In other words, the FLP's underlying principle is that parents, or other adult caregivers, 
are the first and most important teachers of their children (Desmond, 2005:6). 

The FLP has received many awards since their inception in 2000 (Desmond, 2005:72; Family Lit
eracy Project, 2007): 

2001: shortlisted for the UDVjGuinness Adult Literacy Award; 
2003: shortlisted for the UDVjGuinness Adult Literacy Award second prize; 
2004: MpumIwane Family Literacy Group judged by the Adult Learning Network as the Most 
Outstanding Adult Literacy Group in KwaZulu-Natal, as well as third best nationally; 
2005: Renneth Molefe judged by the Adult Learning Netw'Ork as the Most Outstanding Adult 
Learner in KwaZulu-Natal; 
2005: Florence Molefe judged by the Adult Learning Net'l"lork as the Most Outstanding Adult 
Educator in KwaZulu-Natal, as well as in South Africa; 
2006: Best Project in KwaZulu-Natal; 
2007: Breakthrough Ideas in Educationki,vard. 

8.1.2 The Family Literacy Project's vision 

The FLP's vision is to assist parents or other adult caregivers, such as grandparents, to improve their 
own levels of literacy and providing them with information on how they can assist their young chil
dren to develop early literacy skills and to support them while they do so (Desmond, 2003:11). 

8.1.3 The Family Literacy Project's goals 

The FLP's goals for the project are to: 
improve the lives of the people they work with; 
encourage people to join their groups; 
develop everyone's confidence; 
see young children ready to read and ","lite; and 
see more adults reading and writing (Desmond, 2005:8). 

8.1.4 The Family Literacy Project's activities and projects 

At the time of this study there were eleven facilitators, chosen by the communities where they oper
ate, running family literacy groups for FLP. The FLP requires the facilitators to have a matricula
tion certificate and to be fluent in English as well as their mother tongue, Zulu (Desmond, 2003:12). 
The facilitators were trained in participatory rural appraisal techniques, adult literacy, and early 
childhood literacy. Some facilitators have successfully completed a certificate course in early child
hood development, and all have completed a certificate course in adult basic education (Desmond, 
2003:12). Four of the facilitators have completed a Higher Diploma in Adult Basic Education and 
Training from the University of South Africa (UNISA)) (Family Literacy Project, 2007). 

Each of the eleven FLP groups meets ooce 'weekly for a two-hour session. Seven to eight sessions 
form a unit, and each unit covers a topic of interest to the group members (Desmond, 2003:12). 

Using the REFLECT' approach to adult literacy, each unit begins with a session to determine the 

1 According to the South Africa Reflect Network (SARN) REFLECT "is an innovative approach to adult learn
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group members' existing knowledge about the topic, for example, about budgets. After using par
ticipatory learning activities and active discussions, the group members 'i'\rrite dovvn the main points 
from the session. Those that recently started vvriting are given a few words to practise their writing. 
One ofthe sessions of each unit is dedicated to ways in which parents can assist their children's early 
literacy development through activities linked to the topic, for example storytelling to practise se
quencing and recall, and games to distinguish between shapes (Desmond, 2.003:12.). The facilitators 
use materials developed or acquired by the such as posters, leaflets, workbooks, and readers 
(Desmond, 2.003:12.). After completing six to seven lessons on a topic, an action point is reached. 
During the action point, what the group members are going to do with the newly gained knowledge 
in a family set-up and in the community is discussed. This included practical ideas, such as to plan 
for family expenses, or to apply the budgetary skills in church as a treasurer. 

The FLP's way of integrating early and adult literacy becomes clear from the follovving 

Figure 8.1: Integrating early and adult literacy 
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The group members are encouraged in writing activities, such as making notices for the community 
notice board, contributing letters to the FLP newsletter, 'writing stories about their own childhood, 

ing and social change thatfuses the theories ofPaulo Freire with participatory methodologies developed for Partic

ipatory Rural Appraisal {PRA}." PRA is used in the developmentjield to engage with communities in a participatory 

way to learn from them in terms of their realities. Therefore REFLECT is short for HRegenerated Freirean Literacy 

through Empowering Community Techniques" {South Africa Reflect Network, 2008}. 

Also refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2 on the emancipatory approach to ABET 
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having pen friends in other groups, and keeping a journal called 'Umzali Nengane' (,Parents and 
Children') (Desmond, 2005:36-44; Desmond, 2003:12). They cut pictures from magazines or use 
those provided by the FLP, glue them into a journal and talk to their children about it. They have to 
record these conversations with their children in their journal (Desmond, 2003:12). In this way, the 
FLP guides the group members on talking to children, to develop early literacy skills such as recall, 
speculation, sequencing, and colour and shape recognition (Desmond, 2003:12). 

In addition to the groups meeting twice a week, the FLP also has several other activities that are 
cussed in the follovving sections. 

8.1.4.1 Community libraries 

In 2003, a container and books were donated by a NGO, Biblionef, for use as a community library 
in Stepmore. Another community library was established in 2003 in Mpumlwane when the FLP re
ceived a UDV jGuinness Award (Desmond, 2005:32; Family Literacy Project, 2007). This monetary 
prize for achievement in the field ofadult literacy enabled the FLP to build a one-roomed community 
library next to a church and creche at Mpumlwane (Aitchison, 2006:100). 

In 2006, a two-roomed library built by the Exclusive Books Trust was opened in Ndodeni. The Trust 
stocked the library with 2500 books written in Zulu and English. KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Li
brary and Information Services also donated books and furniture and gave support to the FLP com
munity libraries (Aitchison, 2006:101). Costs related to the maintenance of the libraries, as well as 
books and shelving that have not been donated, are being raised by the FLP (Aitchison, 2006:101). 

The local FLP facilitator and one of the group members run each library. The community libraries 
are open to the whole community and are well used by adults and primary school children. It has 
been difficult though to draw secondary school children into the libraries (Aitchison, 2006:102). 

FLP previously ran a programme in whkh boxes of books were placed in eight pre-schools, 
and the teachers were encouraged to allow children to borrow books. The project was not very 
successful, and all children are no"w encouraged to make use of the FLP's community libniries (Des
mond, 2005:16). 

8.1.4.2 Home-visiting 

The group members' desire to spread the message of early literacy gave rise to the home visiting 
scheme. The group members take books "vith them to read to children and to talk to parents about 
their role in their children's development (Family Literacy Project, 2007). 

8.1.4.3 Child-to-child groups 

Primary school children meet once a week with facilitators to read, drm'v, and discuss different top
ics, which often mirror those of the family literacy groups. In this way, betvveen the family 
members are nurtured. The groups are multi-aged with Grades 3 and 4 children helping Grades R, 1 

and 2 children. Children from several primary schools attend these groups (Family Literacy Project, 
2007)· 
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8.1.4.4 Teenage sexuality groups 

These groups are run separately for boys and girls to discuss issues of sexuality, particularly how 
sexuality to HIVand.t\IDS (Family Literacy Project, 2007). 

8.1.4.5 Health support groups 

These groups in 2004 as a response by the FLP to the numbers ofwomen 
children. Information regarding childhood illnesses is provided to the women 
Project, 2007). 

8.1.4.6 Community projects 

approached by other NGOs who have provided skills training for 
members family literacy groups. Some FLP groups manage community projects, such 
as a group, a vegetable tunnel, and a chicken project (Family Literacy 2007). 

8.1.4.7 Partnerships 

The positive by the FLP led to the extension of their work into new areas. Five 
organisations WCirlCmlr in the area '",>,ere offered the opportunity to start family literacy groups. The 
FLP trained and the facilitators of these groups and supplied them yvith materials over a 
two-year period 2005:22; Family Literacy Project, 2007). 

The five partner were: 
\I\Toza' Moya a Buddhist Retreat Centre in Ixopo; 
Centocow and Training Project; 
,Nomen's and Training Project in Ndawana; 
Boston Family~Literacy PFoject; and 
Faithway School in Himeville. 

The Farm Family Literacy Project and Edzimkulu in Ndawana also maintain close ,.yith the 

FLP. 

In the next section, FLP's organisational structure and management is discussed. 

8.2 The Family Literacy Project's organisational structure, management & societal role 

The interviewee out that the small size of the FLP does not necessitate a large LHClUQ'SC;U.1C'llL 

structure. The FLP a Board ofDirectors who do not "interfere" in the management of the FLP. 
Previously the FLP's consisted of only the Director and fivefacilitators, but six morefacilita
tors, as well as a Project DevelopmentManager to manage the programme and the facilitators, were 
appointed in 2006. Director and the Project Development Manager are the only em
ployees, vvith the facilitators employed part-time. 
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Figure 8.2: The FLP's organogram 
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The FLP recently acquired a small office in Durban, intended as a venue for meetings as the 
organisation believes that meeting in an office is more professional than meeting in the Director's 
house as was previously done. According to the interviewee, the FLP does not have an open-door 
policy to management though, because of the office's large distance (about a tvvo to three hours' 
drive) from the rural sites in which the facilitators 'work The facilitators work from their homes in 
the rural areas. Because of this, the facilitators are quite isolated, except for contact by cell phone. 
Every facilitator has a cell phone, for which the FLP provides airtime. The arrangement is that the 
facilitators send the Director or Project Development Manager a SMS, and they ,¥ill call the facilita
tors back The-facilitators can SMS whenever is a problem, or they need advice. 

The FLP performs informal research or environmental scanning in the form of an Annual Strategic 
Evaluation (Frow, 2006; Frow, 2007) annually. A specific facet concerning FLP programme is 
evaluated, for instance the focus ofthe 2007Annual Strategic Evaluation (Frmv, 2007) was to deter
mine whether the FLP is making the community a better place for children. The group members and 
facilitators pro\ride their vie'ws about the topic. Included in the evaluation are questionnaires regard
ing the needs of the group members and facilitators, as well as the evaluator's recommendations. 
This information is used to plan for the next year. The gathered information is useful to identify 
organisational risks and stakeholders' issues. Unforhmately, the evaluations have so far not focused 
on stakeholders' communication needs. The FLP also does not view communication as a 
tool \'Vith which to manage their risks and stakeholders' issues. 

The intervie'wee pointed out that participation of all strategic stakeholders in strategic planning and 
strategy formulation is difficult "because the FLP runs a [set] programme". Therefore, the Director 
herself mostly develops strategy. The FLP had to develop policies when the Project Development 
Manager and six more facilitators joined the FLP in 2005. Previously, the Director decided what 
had to be done. "Vhen developing policies, the Director does not consult V\ith all the board members, 
facilitators or group members. She usually asks board members who are part of other NGOs for their 
existing policies, and then develops her own policy from that. According to the interviewee, the fa
cilitators do not yet have enough workplace eA'":perience to participate in management. 
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\iVhen the Director thinks of a new idea, the person who does the Annual Strategic Evaluation would 
test the idea, during the evaluation process, amongst the group members and the community, and 
then recommend or reject the idea. If the idea is accepted, it is introduced to the facilitators at their 
quarterly training 'weeks during the holidays. The Director "would then indicate to the facilitators 
'what their role in the implementation of the idea would be. 

The FLP developed a personal development course on "vVhat is your dream for the J:<LP?". The aim 
of the course was to encourage a more participatory approach amongst the facilitators because they 
previously did not contribute much to generating new ideas and just accepted ,,,,hat they were told. 
The reason for this was that they had not had exposure to participative workplace decision-making 
before. No'\-\', the facilitators have the confidence to say: "\iVhat about ...?" or "Why don't we ...?" and 
therefore they participate more. 'il\lhen it was decided to appoint a Project Development Manager, 
the Director asked facilitators what kind of person they would like to be their manager. In this 
"way, the facilitators had a say in the management of their affairs. 

The interviewee pointed out that there is no direct participation in strategic planning and strategy 
formulation from group members because it is too difficult to contact them. The FLP relies on the 
facilitators, as well as the Annual Strategic Evaluation, to provide feedback from the group members. 
The Annual Strategic Evaluation is participatory in nature because it has stories from the group 
members, the group members v{rite reports on what they have learned and how they experience the 
FLP and the facilitators. 

The facilitators' perceptions about the FLP, 'what they like and/or dislike, their need for personal 
growth, what they would like to be, or what they .vish to learn is also determined by means of the 
Annual Strategic Evaluation. Ifpossible, FLP attempts to assist facilitators in further training. 
The FLP uses the Annual Strategic Evaluation results to determine whether "they are on track" and 
to guide their planning for next year. This allows indirect participation ofthe group members 
and facilitators in the FLP's management. 

The interviewee asserted that participative management is necessary when an organisation is large 
but that it is more easily applied when an organisation is smalL This was stated as one ofthe reasons 
the FLP does not want to expand nationally. 

The Director's management style, as discussed above, is indicative of the existence of a central au
thority, which is a presupposition of an asymmetrical world-view to organisational management. It 
is clear from the interview that the Director has most of the decision-making power, and she gener
ates all new ideas. Although the viability of new ideas is tested in the Annual Strategic Evaluation, 
the Director informs the facilitators on their role when the ideas are accepted. The Director thus 
applies one-way communication in this case. This might be due to the facilitators' lack of manage
rial experience, but tvm-way communication, where the facilitators are encouraged to provide their 
views on new ideas, would lead to them taking ovmership of the implementation of the idea. The 
Project Development Manager's authority and decision-making power regarding strategy and policy 
formulation was not mentioned. It also seemed as if there is a lack of communication between the 
Director and the Proj ect Development Manager because the interviewee stated more regular and for
mal communication with the Project Development Manager as a step to more successful stakeholder 
management in an ideal world (see Section 8.3.3). 

With reference to the above, it was recommended in the 2007 Annual Strategic Evaluation that the 
FLP trains and equips the facilitators to manage other functions, in order to lighten the new direc
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tor's work load (Frow, 2007:49). It was also recommended that the FLP follow up on the facilitators' 
suggestions on improving monitoring tools and the Home Visiting Programme. This implies that 
the facilitators have grown familiar 'with the FLP programme and that they might be ready for more 
decision-making responsibilities. This might lead to the facilitators having more authority, and a 
subsequent decentralization ofauthority, which is indicative of a symmetrical worldview of organi
sational management. 

The FLP does not employ a full-time communication practitioner. The Director is responsible for 
all communication, fundraising, and "raising the FLP's profile". The Director has a Master's Degree 
in Education (Adult Education) and she is a D.Tech candidate in education (Family Literacy Project, 
2007). She has no formal communication qualifications but completed a six-month management 
course at the Universit:y of KwaZulu-Natal, "which included some communication". 

According to the interviewee, the FLP has "quite an impact" on society. Although the FLP was ini
tially set up to help children and to reach the family and community through the child, they now 
mainly work with adults to reach children. As already discussed in Section 8.1.3, the group members 
must reflect on hm·v they are going to apply their newly gained knowledge in the family, as well as 
in the community. The FLP also encourages group members to speak to other 'women about early 
childhood development and health issues regarding children. 

The FLP encourages the group members, who are mainly women, to join community development 
forums and school governing bodies to have a larger impact on their communities. As a result, the 
women started to take leading roles in community organisations. According to Desmond (2005:46), 

in 2004, out of 100 group members, 47 belonged to community groups, 21 were committee mem
bers, and 4 served on their local development committees. In addition to the above, the FLP man
ages three community libraries Section 8.1.3.1), which is open to the whole community. 

Although the FLP mostly works with women, their community projects do have an impact on the 
wider community. For instance, the Farm FLP Programme uses the exact FLP programme, and the 
FLP trains the facilitators. The Farm FLP Programme works mainly with men. 

The FLP's idealistic social role is characteristic of a symmetrical worldview of organisational man
agement. The FLP serves the needs of adult illiterates, and they campaign for family literacy and 
early childhood development. Thus, the FLP aids social transformation by building up society and 
encouraging women to join community development forums and school governing bodies. 

In the next sections, the FLP's communication management practices are discussed. 

8.3 Communication management 

8.3.1 Stakeholders 

According to the intervie'wee, the FLP's most important stakeholders are the donors ("without do
nors we're nothing"), group members ("without group members we haven't got a project either"), 
and the facilitators ("in some ways you're only as good as your facilitators"). 
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8.3.2 Environmental analysis 

The FLP does not conduct formal research or environmental scanning to determine the organisa
tion's most important risks. Director informally notices risks at meetings, by reading exten
sively, using the Internet, and interpreting the results of the Annual Strategic Evaluation, which 
evaluates the FLP's programme. 

Although the interviewee said that the FLP does "not actually [have] any critical [risks]", she iden
tified a lack of continued the impact of her retirement, and group members' unrealistic 
eX'Pectations ofliteracytraining as FLP's main risks, and added that it would most probably also 
form part of the organisation's stakeholders' issues. 

In contrast '''lith the Director's above statement, it was recommended in the 2006 and 2007 An
nual Strategic Evaluations, amongst others, that the FLP should attract more adults, teenagers, and 
men from the community to libraries; that the FLP should attract more people into the FLP 
groups; that teachers should be encouraged to refer school children to libraries for assistance with 
schoolwork; and to supplythe libraries "yith more books, newspapers, popular magazines (Frow, 
2006:44; Frmv, 2007:48-49). facilitators stated losing group to ABET classes and 
attracting new group members to FLP groups as their main concerns, in addition to aims for the 
future (Frow, 2006:54). 

8.3.2.1 Consequences ofrisks for the organisation 

Although the interviewee stated that continued funding "is always a worry", she also said that the 
FLP "does have the name of a good fundraiser!" meaning that the FLP makes use ofa fundraiseI'. The 
intervie'Nee added that the FLP fortunately does not have to raise many funds because their budget 
is not so large. Despite funding not threatening the existence of the the interviewee said "you 
never know from a funder, they wake up one morning and they their thing, not because you 
are bad, but because they want to". 'Whenever they do lose a donor, FLP can search for another 
donor in the adult literacy, family literacy, or early childhood literacy The interviewee stated 
that it helps that the FLP can apply for both adult literacy and early childhood literacy funds, ofwhich 
the latter are more readily available. The interviewee said that the FLP cannot rely on funding from 

National Lottery because "[you] never know what will happen, will you get the funds or not". The 
National Lottery has not even acknowledged receipt of their current application for funds. 

The Director always looks for opportunities to promote the FLP, for instance by entering competi
tions. The FLP has won nearly all available awards in the adult literacy field (see Section 8.1.2). The 
FLP has been invited by UNESCO to NevV York, Mali, and Germany to speak about their approach 
to adult literacy. The Director ensured that the FLP was taken up in an international survey on 
adult literacy, where the FLP is featured as a case study. The FLP showcases their awards and inter
national ackno'wledgement when applying for funding. 

The Director planned to retire at the end of 2007, but she intended to stay on for another four 
months to assist the new Director. There are concerns that the in leadership might nega
tively affect funding, but the Director let the donors know by means of the monthly Update (see 
Section 8.3.3 for a discussion of the Update) to ensure that her retirement does not come as a shock 
for donors. Some donors have phoned the Director to "talk it through", and as such it is not a great 
concern, because "the FLP is very highly regarded nationally and internationally". 
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The intervie"wee said that many group members have unrealistic expectations about literacy train
ing. The group members expect that once they become literate and can speak English, theyvvill im
mediately be able to get jobs. The reality though is that there are no jobs available, particularly in the 
remote rural areas. Furthermore, the group members' literacy level is low, at about Grade 3 or Grade 
4, and their ability to speak English is that not good. They must improve significantly before they 
can be employed at, for instance, an office. The FLP encourages the group members to go to official 
ABET providers to further their education as it is not the organisation's aim to become an official 
ABET provider. In order to counter this, the FLP provides food vouchers to group members that visit 
their neighbours to teach them about childhood development or health issues, and read to children. 
In this way, the group members feel that being literate does help them to earn something. 

As mentioned in Section 8.3.2., the interviewee's identification of organisational risks and stakehold
er issues differed from those stated by the facilitators and the FLP's evaluator. These differences in 
views about the FLP's risks are alarming, and it indicates a lack of communication ben<lleen manage
ment and the facilitators. It is also interesting that the risks, as identified by the facilitators and the 
evaluator, concern building stronger relationships with stakeholder groups. It therefore seems as if 
the interviewee, who is the current Director, does not acknowledge the risks, or is unaware of them. 
The FLP has furthermore not determined the consequences of these risks for the organisation or 
the manner in which they will affect their strategic stakeholders, nor do they have a communication 
strategy in place to manage the consequences of the named risks before they become issues for the 
stakeholders. 

8.3.3 Communication strategy 

The FLP does not have a formal strategy or plan for communicating and managing relationships with 
their stakeholders. The interviewee believes that the FLP does "not really" need a communication 
strategy, although "it is important to let people know what you're doing", especially because "[the 
FLP] believers] in family literacy". The interviewee also believes that a communication strategy 
"might be good, but I'm not very good at working to plans". According to the interviewee, "the·whole 
project has developed as needs [have] arisen, and [if] things [such as communication] seem impor
tant, we do it". The interviewee pointed out that the FLP never had a long-term strategy, but that 
the newly appointed Director might work differently. The interviewee said further that the FLP "is 
still small, [therefore it is] not really necessary for a communication strategy until the organisation 

bigger". 

Despite the above view on strategic communication, the Director took it upon herself in 2.007 to 
raise the profile ofFLP "even more than I had already". She presented papers and attended ten con
ferences during 2.007, has "written severaljoumal articles, and has done training in family literacy. 
The interviewee said that presenting conference papers is a way of "communicating what we do, so 
that people can learn from us". The interviewee emphasised that "the networking opportunities are 
great" at conferences, but many donors are not interested in financing conferences. Therefore, the 
Director raised the money to attend conferences herself by doing additional contract work. 

The Director however did not realise that presenting papers at conferences to raise the FLP's profile 
is not strategic communication, as it is not targeted at any of the FLP's strategic stakeholders. These 
communication efforts thus do not serve to strengthen relationships with any ofthe FLP's stakehold
ers, nor do they address any organisational risks or stakeholders' issues. Seen from this perspective, 
it is understandable that donors are reluctant to finance conference attendance. 
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Although the interviewee admitted that "it is important to people know what you're doing", the 
FLP has not "thought of applying for funding for communication purposes". According to the in
terviewee, "funding communication would only be a priority after the FLP programme has been 
financed", indicating a disregard for the importance of communication management. 

The interviewee's view that the FLP does not need a communication management strategy is charac
teristic of an asymmetrical worldvie"v of organisational management, I"There communication is seen 
as a technical, marketingfunction 'without a strategic management role. The FLP "views the function 
of communication as a one-way distribution of information, inherent to the asymmetrical public 
information communication model, as described by Grunig and Hunt (1984:21-27) (see Chapter 
3, Sections 3.2 & 3.3)· The Director's lack of formal communication qualifications might add to the 
FLP's lack of strategic communication management, as ,veIl as the disregard for communication's 
role in managing the organisation's risks and its stakeholders' issues. 

The FLP's main modes of communication are meetings and the monthly Update that is e-mailed 
to the FLP interest group, which includes donors. The FLP's Board of Directors meets four times 
a year. If there is an urgent matter that needs attention, the Director either meets with one of the 
board members, or contacts (a) board member(s) bye-maiL They also receive the monthly Update. 

The facilitators meet once a month on their own to discuss any issues they deem important. They 
then send their questions andlor decisions to Director and the Project Development Manag
er. The Project Development Manager and the Director meet with every group individually once a 
month (except during school holidays) to give information and discuss problems and achievements. 
In addition to the mentioned meetings, all the facilitators meet for a week during every school holi
day (four times a year) for staff development. At these quarterly meetings, the facilitators must 
hand in a completed report on their acti"vities (facilitators received training on report \vriting). The 
reports must be finished before the meeting starts. In this way, the facilitators learn discipline that is 
necessary in the workplace. During the meeting, the facilitators verbally report highlights ofwhat is 
happening in their groups. This allows them to learn to solve problems together, and they are proud 
of each other's achievements. 

As mentioned previously, the other important mode of communication for the FLP is the monthly 
Update. The Director keeps the Update short, one to two pages, and the tone is "very light, very 
chatty". The interviewee emphasised that the Update's contents is always "very honest". vVhen 
something is v,Tong, this is mentioned andlor explained, and the donors especially appreciate the 
honesty. Two donors said that the Update is "the most honest reports they ever get". Another ad
vantage of the Update is that it provides quick feedback instead of a "long, boring end of the year 
report". 

Regarding an annual report, the interviewee said that she is "not very keen on [annual reports] be
cause they're boring". Instead a document, "The Family Literacy Project: now \ve are almost six", 
(Desmond, 2005) was compiled, summarising six years of the FLP's activities. 

The FLP's monthly newsletter was initially started as a literacy activity, but it is now compiled profes
sionally. The purpose of the newsletter is to keep the facilitators and group members "in touch with 
what is going on" in the FLP. The group members are encouraged to contribute to the newsletters. 
The newsletter is laid out in the same "way as a newspaper. Some group members complained that 
the printing was too small, but the Director decided to retain this, as it teaches the group members 
to read columns. 
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The FLP has attempted to have news about the organisation published in newspapers, but the jour
nalists said that they could not keep on vvriting about FLP, "even if they do interesting things." Ac
cording to the interviewee, the FLP vmuld like to have magazine articles about the FLP, and the Fair 
Lady would be a "good place" for such an article. 

When the FLP's stafh,,'as expanded, they realised that the organisation did not have a logo. The FLP 
had a logo designed for "sort of branding us." The FLP's website was designed by an outside organi
sation. According to the interviewee, many people approach the FLP because oftheir website. 

8.3.3.1 Stakeholder relationships 

The interviewee said that the FLP could build strong relationships with its donors because there are 
not so many. The only exception is the National Lottery, where the Director does not even have a 
contact person. The FLP has individual national donors. They handle their own funding applications 
and do not work through funding organisations. This makes it easier to build a strong relationship 
'i¥ith a specific person at an organisation. The Director meets many of the FLP's donors at meetings 
and other functions, and communicates with them bye-mail, telephone, and the monthly Update. 
The FLP also has several international donors, with whom the Director has excellent relationships. 
The Director calls them and e-mails the monthly Update to them. An anonymous donor from the 
USA telephones the Director regularly, and the FLP has an excellent relationship with her. All the 
donors provide the Director 'with guidance, and she e}""Periences them as being "very nice." 

It is evident from the above that the FLP pays a lot of attention to the donors, their most strategi
cally important stakeholder group. The Director could use these opportunities also to listen more 
to donors to determine their needs and e}""Pectations of the FLP, and then plan communication and 
relationship building activities accordingly. 

As mentioned before, the FLP have montly meetings with group members as the organisation's ben
eficiaries. The FLP also makes use of the facilitators and theA!:mual StFategic Evaluation to provide 
them with information regarding the group members, how they experience the programme, as well 
as further needs they might have. The interviewee viewed the FLP's relationship with group mem
bers as successful. 

HO\vever, group members are not fully utilised as a group that might aid the FLP strategically in 
spreading the message about the importance and benefits of literacy and early childhood develop
ment. It might aid the FLP in recruiting new group members, especially teenagers, should the FLP 
empower group members to convey a strategically planned message, with relationship building goals 
in mind, when doing their home visits. 

Concerning the facilitators, the interviewee viewed the lack of opportunities for informal commu
nication, for instance during a coffee break, as a huge setback for building relationships with them. 
The only chance for informal relationship building occurs during the quarterly staff development 
meetings. According to the interviewee, the FLP's relationship with the facilitators is satisfactory 
though. 

The interviewee stated more face-to-face communication vvithfacilitators as one of the five steps to 
successful communication management in an ideal world, and this implies more intimate relation
ship building. Although the FLP is successful in training and developing their facilitators, it might 
serve the organisation "well to plan communication strategically "with facilitators in such a way as to 
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enhance facilitators' authority and of "belonging" to the FLP. The 2007 Annual Strate-
Evaluation supported this view, by recommending that relationships the facilitators and 

the relationship between the facilitators and the FLP staffshould be developed (Frow, 2007=49). The 
Annual Strategic Evaluations determines the training needs of the facilitators, but it does not focus 
on their communication and relationship-building needs. It might be feasible to add a section con
cerning these needs into the Annual Strategic Evaluation questionnaire. gathered information 
could be used to create more opportunities for dialogue and listening management and the 
facilitators, as ,..,'ell as among the facilitators themselves. 

Although many facilitators in the 2007Annual Strategic Evaluation communication 
skills had improved, they still improving their communication with regard to different 
beneficiary groups, such as men, and potential group members, as a future need. This 
implies that facilitators are starting to value communication as a tool in building relationships. It 
would aid the FLP strategically to identify their strategic stakeholders (especially emerging stake
holders), specify relationship and subsequent communication goals for each stakeholder group, and 
educate the facilitators in communicating towards the attainment of these goals. Communicating 
according to a plan and communication goals might add to the facilitators' authority and 
self-confidence. 

Although the intervie'\vee did not view government as a stakeholder, it was evident from 
the interview that is indeed an important stakeholder of the FLP. The interviewee re
marked that she "cannot see what role they have in our organisation." This statement indicated that 
the FLP's relationship with government is "not rewarding and time consuming". The interviewee 
furthermore said that FLP's relationship with the Department of Education is characterised by 
"a lot of missed and unreturned phone calls". The interviewee described the government and mu
nicipalities as working "very slowly". The interviewee noted the FLP does not want to become 
a government centre, "because then you lose your independence." It is for this reason that the FLP 
receives no funding from government. The FLP's courses are also not accredited with the Depart
ment of Education. FLP does not inten.a.to get their courses accredited soon, as "it involves too 
much work and FLP is too small an organisation". 

The Director has developed a short course, 'Introduction to Family Literacy'. In this regard, she 
provides training to those who request it, for instance V\TCED and the Ministry of Education of 
Namibia. The Department of Education is also interested in the FLP's approach to ABET, and 
FLP is prepared to share their experience ,·vith departments. Despite the FLP declaring, 
''V\Te're there, and ifyou want to learn from ,·vhat we do, we'd love to share it with you", government 
has, according to the interviewee, taken little or no action to learn from the FLP. The FLP does not 
realise that they must continuously create opportunities to deal with government, not wait for 
government to approach them. 

Other examples of failed attempts of co-operation with government departments include when 
UNESCO the FLP to a meeting ,vith all the Education Ministers of Sub-Saharan Africa to in
troduce approach to adult literacy. Nobody approached them afterwards for more information 
or courses, "not even our education department". The FLP also did not take any follow-up actions 
after Government had a mass literacy campaign in KwaZulu-Natal, but they haven't 
approached the FLP at all, although the FLP offered their assistance with the of facilitators. 
Again, the FLP did not follow-up their offer of assistance. According to the the only 
exception is the Provincial Library Services have been supportive in providing support, books, 
and for the community libraries. are also individuals in the Health Department that 
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"has very good to us" by supplying the FLP 'With leaflets and advice. 

FLP's relationship ,"lith the Department of Education and other government departments high
its internal orientation (characteristic of an asymmetrical worldview of organisational man

<J.F,'::;llJ<<:;llLj because management does not view the FLP as outsiders might perceive organisation, 
as such, management might be blind for the FLP's shortcomings. intervie,vee gave the 

that the FLP does not care to learn from other literacy organisations because the FLP are 
"communicating what v{e do, so that people can learn from us". 

Proceeding from the previous presupposition characteristic of an asymmetrical world'view is elitism 
where the FLP's management believes that they know best and that they more knowledge than 
other stakeholders concerning family literacy. This is best illustrated by the interviewee's statement 
that despite telling South African, as well as other Sub-Saharan education departments, that "we're 

and ifyou want to learn from what we do, we'd love to share it v>,ith you", these stakeholders 
have not contacted them for assistance and/or training. The reason be the different edu
cation departments do not need exactly what the FLP offers, but the FLP is unaware of their needs 
because they have not cared to listen to the different education departments, to determine their exact 
needs. 

Analysing the stakeholder landscape furthermore, it can be that on the one hand, the FLP 
seems to be a closed system because ofthe lack oftI,vo-way communication, and thus in
put from stakeholders such as government and education deparhnents. On the other hand, manage
ment makes use of the Annual Strategic Evaluation for information regarding the FLP programme 
and the further needs ofgroup members and facilitators. In this the FLP operates as an open 
system. 

When the interviewee was asked to describe the five to successful stakeholder management in 
an ideal world, the answer vms: 

to complete reports on-time, and,to'lcecp in touch 'With donors, especially bye-mail because it is 
not intrusive; 
to honour all agreements betlNeen the FLP the donors, to do what was promised, and to 
make it possible for donors to visit the 
to keep staff up-to-date on what is happening in the organisation, especially 'With regard to the 
Director's resignation, which implies probable changes in management style; 
to have face-to-face meetings ,"lith the facilitators, especially because the FLP does not have a 
central office from where everybody works; 
to have more regular and formal communication (meetings, e-mails, telephone calls) 'With the 
Project Development Manager. 

It is evident from the above that the interviewee believes communication management to be a tech
nical task, ,'\>ith no strategic function to assist the organisation in attaining its goals. The FLP does 
not even acknowledge communication and relationship building's contribution to the effective at
tainment of organisational goals. 
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8.4 Family Literacy Project: strategic communication management analysis 

8.4.1 Application of5teyn and Puth's (2000) model 

In the next figure the communication management practices of the FLP are roughly plotted against 
the main requirements set by the Steyn & Puth model, as summarised in Specific Theoretical State
ment 10. 

Figure 8.3: Compliance of the FlP's communication practices with Steyn and Puth's model (2000) 

I Symmetrical organisational wondview 

I Environmental scanning and/or informal 
research 

I Stakeholder identification & prioritisation c::=::=:: __ I 

I Identify & manage reputation risks & 
stakeholder issues 

I .PI~.l!.o_~~uni~!i~I} ~ic:ally - strategic 
goals & objectives 

I Managing relationships with stakeholders 

I Application of two-way symmetrical 
communication IL 

I Alignment between communication and 
organisational goals (enterprise strategy) 

• Low compliance High compliance • 

The FLP's communication practices do not correspond ",rith Steyn and Puth's (2000) model for stra
tegic communication management, as they do not have any communication management strategy in 
place to manage their reputation risks and their stakeholders' issues. 
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As mentioned in Section 8.3.2, the FLP mostly conducts informal research to determine the "'r'O·"""'_ 

sation's most important risks. The FLP furthermore uses the iillllUal Strategic Evaluation to 
mine the facilitators' and the group members' educational andlor training needs and concerns 
planning for the next year. The Annual Strategic Evaluation can also be viewed as a form of informal 
environmental scanning. However, none ofthe mentioned research methods focuses on the 
cation of organisational risks and stakeholders' issues from a strategic communication approach. 

The FLP pays most attention to donors as stakeholders, and has a strong relationship with them, 
which is characterised by dialogue and trust. The FLP's relationship "with group members and 
tators are also good, but it seems as though the FLP not listen enough to especially the facilita
tors' needs and expectations (see Section 8.3.3.1). 

The FLP has no communication strategy and plan in The FLP shows a disregard for str:ategic 
communication and sees no need for it, not even for building strong relationships ,,'lith stakehold
ers. The FLP's communication is mostly technical in nature, as communication materials are 
developed and distributed. The FLP's communication can thus viewed as asymmetrical and one
"way in nature, characteristic of an asymmetrical world-view. This implies that the FLP's communi
cation practices are not aligned to their vision, mission, organisational goals, and it does not 
enhance the attainment of organisational goals. 

8.4.2 	 Stroh's (2007) criticism of Steyn and Puth's (2000) approach to strategic communication 
management 

In the next figure the communication management of the FLP are roughly plotted against 
Stroh's (2°°7:199-220) main theoretical assumptions, as summarised in Specific Theoretical 
Statement 11. 

Figure 8.4: Feasibility of Stroh's (2007:199-220) recommendations for strategic communication 
management 

RESPONDENTS1 VIEWS ON COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT COMPATIBLE WITH VIEWS OF: 

STRoH STEYN & PUTH 

No communication strategy D Communication strategy essential 

Ethical behaviour all that Is necessary for 
relationship building D More than ethical behaviour necessalY for relationshJp 

buflding 

Not part of the dominant coaIltion D Essential to be part of the dominant coalition 

Play an activist role D 

Full stakeholder part!clpation in strategy furrnulaIion D stakeholder participation in stralegy formulation 

D 

It is clear from Table 8-4 that the FLP's communication management concurs mostly 'with Stroh's 
views. The interviewee believes that the FLP does not need a communication strategy_ The inter
viewee also declared that a communication strategy might good, but that she prefers to address 
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needs as they arise (see Section 8.3.3). This is in agreement "vith Stroh's (2007:199-220) criticism 
on Steyn and Puth's (2000) model (2000) for strategic communication management (see Chapter 4, 

Section 4.6.3). The reason for this disregard might be the Director's lack of communication training 
and the subsequent inability to realise the potential value of strategic communication management 
for the FLP. It is the researcher's opinion though that a practical strategic communication model 
would assist the FLP with strategically managing their communication to build strong stakeholder 
relationships. The model "would especially be useful because the FLP's management has no com
munication training. 

The FLP places a high premium on honesty, integrity, and ethical behaviour. This is particularly evi
dent from the compilation of the monthly newsletter, the Update (see Section 8.3.3), where the in
terviewee stated that she is always honest with the FLP's donors. The FLP's ethical behaviour is also 
the reason for donors being accepting about the Director's planned retirement (see Section 8.3.3). In 
this regard, Stroh's (2007:199-220) view on communication management is in practice in the FLP. 

It can be argued that Stroh's (2007=199-220) view on planned communication and that communi
cation management should not have a dominant coalition role would most likely be in practice in 
the FLP, because the interviewee has no regard for a communication management strategy. Stroh 
(2007:210-212) furthermore postulates that a communication practitioner should have an activist 
role where alternative vie"wpoints are debated and conflict is instigated to contribute to meaning 
making. At the time of the project, the interviewee, who handled all the FLP's communication, did 
not operate as an activist "who instigated conflict to create meaningful dialogue. Instead, she con
centrated on building strong relationships with donors in particular. She used several platforms, 
such as entering competitions, presenting papers at academic conferences, and writing articles for 
journals to promote the adult literacy cause (see Sections 8.1.1,8.3.2.1,8.3.3 and 8.3.3.1). 

Mainly the FLP's Director is responsible for strategy formulation. Other stakeholders, such as the 
facilitators and group members, have an indirect influence on strategy formulation because their 

............ ~. 
 developmental needs are taken into account when plans for the next year are formulated. Stroh 
(2007:209) claims that stakeholders cannot be managed top-down by formulating communication 
strategies, but only by all stakeholders participating fully in strategy formulation. The FLP's stake
holders do not participate fully in all strategy formulation. Stroh's (2007=199-220) recommenda
tion on stakeholder participation in strategy formulation is thus not in practice in the FLP. 

The interviewee's viewpoint that communication and stakeholder relationships should not be 
planned (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.3) is in agreement with Stroh's views (2007=199-220). The 
interviewee did not think it necessary to plan communication and stakeholder relationship manage
ment in a small organisation such as the FLP. The interviewee said, "communication just happens" 
at the FLP. In this regard, Stroh's (2007=199-220) views on strategic communication management 
are in practice in the FLP. 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE ARMY SUPPORT BASE POTCHEFSTROOM ADULT BASIC EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

CENTRE 


Interview withMajor Casper van Tonder andHannah Dreyer, on10 October2007 

9.1 Background 

9.1.1 Organisational information 

The Army Support Base Potchefstroom Adult Basic Education and Training Centre (hereafter the 
ABET Centre) was established in 1995 at the Potchefstroom Artillery School under the leadership of 
Desiree Botha. The ABET Centre moved to the Army Support Base Potchefstroom Division (here
after the ASB Potchefstroom) in 2000 to be more centrally located for all ABET learners from the 
Potchefstroom Army's four operational divisions. 

The ABET Centre is different from many other ABET providers in that it does not operate at night. 
The ABET Centre operates during the day, from B:oo to 16:00. Army personnel have official permis
sion to attend ABET and FET classes for eight hours per week. For instance, if a person has to do 
four subjects in a given year, his/her timetable is designed to allow two hours per subject per week. 
The interviewees said that the ABET Centre is operated like an ordinary school, except that it has 
adult learners.. 

The most notable difference between the ABET Centre and many other ABET providers is that it 
does not have to do any fundraising, as the Department of Defence supports the ABET Centre finan
cially. All salaries of ABET Centre personnel, its municipal accounts and equipment (for example, 
paper and stationery) are paid by the Department of Defence. Learners do not have to pay any school 
fees, except for a Rloo.oo registration fee at the beginning of the year. 

The ABET Centre sells handmade goods, made in the Skills Development Class, at events, such as 
the Aardklop Arts Festival to raise funds. These funds are ploughed back into the Skills Develop
ment Class to buy, for example, a microwave oven or new curtains. The raised funds are also used to 
take the participating learners on an outing, for instance to the Pretoria Zoo. The ASB provides the 
transport for the outings. 

During 2007, thirty-nine learners registered for Levels 1 to 4 education at the ABET Centre. The 
number oflearners registering for Grade 10 in 2007 was too low to carryon with classes, according to 
the Department of Education, and as a result, these classes ceased in March 2007 (also see Sections 
9.3.2, 9.3.2.1, and 9.3.3). There were 171 learners registered for Grade 12 in 2007 (Army Support 
Base PotchefstroomABET Centre, 2007a:1-2). 

According to the ABET Centre's 2008 Strategic Plan (Army Support Base Potchefstroom ABET Cen
tre, 2008:4, 5) tlvo more classrooms, as "well as a library, will be built in 200B. 
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9.1.2 	 The Army Support Base Potche/stroom ABET CentreJs vision 

The ABET Centre's vision is to provide professional, effective, and efficient tutoring to Department of 
Defence employees (including Reserve Force Members) and their dependants (Army Support Base 
PotchefstroomABET Centre, 2008:1). 

9.1.3 	 The Army Support Base Potche/stroom ABET CentreJs gaols 

The ABET Centre's goal is to ensure that Department of Defence employees (including Reserve Force 
Members) and their immediate family members receive a standardised education and their academ
ic competency is improved (Army Support Base Potchefstroom ABET Centre, 2008:1). 

9.1.4 	 The Army Support Base Potche/stroom ABET CentreJs activities and projects 

The ABET Centre's Skills Development Class exhibit and sell their handmade products, such as hats 
and purses made from cold drink cans, at the annual Aardklop Arts Festival, the annual Potchef
stroom Spring Festival, and the annual Rlerksdorp-Orkney-Stilfontein-Hartbeesfontein (ROSH) 
Show. As already mentioned in Section 9.1.1, the funds raised at these occasions are ploughed back 
into the Skills Development Class's activities and outings for the learners. Every year a matric fare
well function is hosted for the learners that successfully completed Grade 12 the previous year. 

9.2 	 The Army Support Base Potchefstroom ABET Centre's organisational structure, manage
ment & societal role 

The interviewees pointed out that the ABET Centre is an organisation functioning 'INithin an organi
sation (theASB Potchefstroom), which in its turn functions "within an "enormous" organisation (the 
Department of Defence). Therefore, the ABET Centre has three levels of management, namely the 
ASB Potchefstroom's Commanding Officer (Colonel van Dyk) who is responsible for administration 
and logistical management, such as financial management; the Directorate Human Resources D.€!.
velopmentfrom PSAP (Public Service Act Personnel) in Pretoria, who is responsible for the military 
functionalities of the ABET Centre; and the Education Department, "which provides the functional 
guidelines for the ABET Centre. The ABET Centre must meet the requirements of all three levels of 
management. Although the ABET Centre makes use oftheASB Potchefstroom's facilities, the school 
falls under the jurisdiction of the Department of Defence's Directorate Human Resources Develop
ment's PSAP ETDP (Education, Training and Development Practices) in Pretoria. 

In accordance with the presuppositions of a symmetrical worldview to organisational management, 
there is interdependence betvveen the ABET Centre, the ASB Potchefstroom, the Directorate Human 
Resources Development, and the Education Department. The ABET Centre has to conform to the 
rules and guidelines of all the different managerial role-players. The interviewees' believe nonethe
less that the closed-system nature of the Department of Defence impedes the ABET Centre's inter
action with other ABET providers and/or stakeholders outside the Department of Defence, which 
could have provided a good support system for the Centre. 

The ABET Centre's personnel consists of the ABET Centre Manager, two full-time and tvlO part-time 
teachers. Major van Tonder was employed as the ABET Centre Manager from April 2007. Before 
Major van Tonder joined the ABET Centre, it consisted of two full-time teachers and one part-time 
teacher. Itproved very difficult to teach and run theABET Centre simultaneously. Major van Tonder 
now handles all managerial and administrative tasks. All the ABET Centre's personnel are Depart
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ment of Defence personnel, and are thus paid by the Department of Defence. The ABET Centre's 
organogram is illustrated in the figure on the nex"t page. 

Figure 9.1: The ABET Centre's organogram 

Department of Defence: 
Directorate Human Department of Educanon 
Resources Development 

I 
ASB Potchefstroom 
Commanding Officer 

I 

I 
ABET Centre ManagerI 

Full-time Full-time IFull-time Full-time 
ABET teacher ABET teacher ABET teacher ABET teacheri 

--.... 

According to the interviewees, there are plans to restructure the ABET Centre to include Cen
tre Manager, an assistant manager, a liaison officer, and six teachers. The liaison officer vmuld be 
responsible for most of the ABET Centre's communication function. The interviewees also pointed 
out that ABET "vill phase out within the next five to six years because all new recruits must have a 
minimum qualification of Grade 10. The Centre will then continue 'with FET education, covering 
Grade 10 to Grade 12. 

The interviewees described ABET Centre's organisational culture as creative, open, and partici
patory. The ABET Centre Manager maintains an open-door policy. He encourages all teachers to be 
creative and to give their own input into the ABET Centre's management. All personnel including 
the ABET Centre Manager learn from each other. If the ABET Centre Manager receives orders or 
work from the local Commanding Officer, he executes but decisions concerning the ABET Centre 
are made amongst themselves. They have to submit all plans or decisions to the local Commanding 
Officer for approval, however, but the interviewees emphasised that he is very sympathetic to the 
ABET cause. 

Although the ABET Centre's personnel do not have equal status, the ABET Centre Manager treats 
the teachers as equals, and encourages them to provide input into organisation. The ABET 
Centre Manager also encourages innovative ideas. Both equality and innovation are characteristic 
of a symmetrical worldview to organisational management. Although the ABET Centre is bound by 
the ASB Potchefstroom's guidelines, as well as those pwvided by the Directorate Human Resources 
Development and the Education Department, personnel are free to be creative and innovative '\v.ithin 
the boundaries set. 
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The interviewees asserted that all the ABET Centre's personnel have an open relationship with learn
ers, 'who are free to go to any ofthe personnel for advice. The personnel often assist the learners with 
personal issues, which are not formally part of their work. 

The ABET Centre Manager is responsible for strategy formulation. The interviewees pointed out 
that there is no official lower-level participation in strategy formulation because of the rigid policy 
provided by, amongst others, the Department of Defence Instructions and the ASB Potchefstroom's 
Best Practices Guidelines. The ABET Centre Manager "unofficially" consults with the teachers on 
strategic matters though. Learners can only participate in matters concerning work methods in the 
classes. Learners, particularly in the lower levels, inform the teachers 'when they are not satisfied 
'with certain topics or work methods and, ifwarranted, these can then be adapted to their needs. 

Centralised management and authority characterise the Department of Defence, 'which it is also the 
case at the ASB Potchefstroom. Centralised management and authority is characteristic of an asym
metrical worldview. However, 'within the ABET Centre itself, management is decentralised because 
the ABET Centre Manager consults ,"lith all teachers regarding the ABET Centre's business. The 
ABET Centre personnel also have the autonomy to make decisions concerning their work and behav
iour, provided that these decisions fall within the boundaries provided. Both decentralisation and 
autonomy are characteristic of a symmetrical worldview. 

The ABET Centre does not employ a communication practitioner, but the ASB Potchefstroom Divi
sion has a Communication Officer who is responsible for all communication matters in the division. 
The ABET Centre does not make "much" use of the Division's Communication Officer though, be
cause they do all communication themselves, for example all communication concerning the ABET 
tea (see Section 9.3.3). The teachers are responsible to communicate important information to the 
learners. 

Following from the above, it is evident that none of the ABET Centre's personnel have a communi
cation qualification. The ABET Centre Manager is an ABET facilitat0r and assessor-moderator ac
credited with the Education and Training Practitioners (ETP) SETA. He also qualified as a "trainer 
of trainers" at the College for Education and Training in Educational Technology in Pretoria. 

From the interview it became clear that the ABET Centre views the function of communication as 
a one-way distribution of information inherent to the asymmetrical public information model, as 
described by Grunig and Hunt (1984:21-27) (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.2 & 3.3). This view is char
acteristic of an asymmetrical worldview in which communication is seen as a technical, marketing 
function without a strategic management role. The ABET Centre Manager's lack of formal commu
nication qualifications might add to the ABET Centre's lack ofstrategic communication management 
and his disregard for communication's important strategic management role. 

The interviewees describe the ABET Centre's social role in the follm"ling way: "It's a huge, enormous 
role". Firstly, the ABET Centre has an educational role in educating learners not only in school sub
jects, but also in life skills. Although many learners are older than the teachers, they are "the teach
ers' children". The teachers build close relationships with learners, in which communication and 
mutual respect play an important role. In this way, racist barriers are broken down. Attending the 
learners' family funerals is an example of the close relationship between the teachers and learners. 
In this regard, one interviewee pointed out that the learners "have respect for teachers, and therefore 
we respect our learners". 
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Secondly, ABET Centre has begun to have a larger role in society. The ABET Centre "vas invited 
by the Potchefstroom Municipality to the local Environmental Day celebrations and to a school in 
Jacobsdal to teach hand skills to children at a special school, for example to make hats and purses 
from cold drink cans. 

It is clear from the interview that the ABET Centre's personnel are all aware of the huge responsibil
ity (characteristic of a symmetrical worldview to organisational management) of their work They 
know that they are not only teachers, but also role models, and as such, they are careful of the conse
quences of their behaviour on their learners. 

The ABET Centre serves the needs of adult illiterate personnel of the ASB Potchefstroom, serving as 
a "spokesperson" for them. In this 'way, the ABET Centre is a supporter of interest-group liberalism. 
Interest-group liberalism adds to ABET Centre's idealistic social role, characteristic ofa symmetrical 
worldview to organisational management, because they aid social transformation by building up, 
and giving back to society. 

9.3 Communication management 

9.3.1 Stakeholders 

The ABET Centre Manager distinguished beu-veen primary, secondary and tertiary stakeholders. 
The ABET Centre's primary stakeholders are the ASB Potchefstroom's Commanding Officer and the 
learners. The secondary stakeholders are the Department of Education and the Directorate Human 
Resources Development. The ABET Centre's tertiary stakeholders are the four Division Command
ing Officers. 

9.3.2 Environmental analysis 

Although the ABET Centre does not conduct any fQrmal research relating to communication is
sues, the ABET Centre Manager conducts a SWOT (Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats) 
analysis when he does the ABET Centre's annual planning. A SWOT analysis is used in strategic 
planning in which internal strengths and weaknesses, as well as external opportunities and threats, 
are identified. A S'iJ\TOT analysis therefore assists an organisation to focus their activities where it is 
strongest and where its greatest opportunities lie (Pearce, 2007:25). Weaknesses and threats must 
be identified and alternatives must be sought. The information gathered from the SWOT analysis 
is supplemented by information gathered from the ABET Centre's personnel's everyday work and 
interaction with the learners. 

The interviewees identified three main risks facing the ABET Centre, namely the reluctance of the 
Division Commanding Officers to send personnel to attend ABET or FET classes; learners attending 
military courses, or being deployed, which leads to them not being able to attend all ABET classes; 
and poorpass rates. 

9.3.2.1 Consequences of risks far the organisation 

Although the Department of Defence is "pro-studies", many Division Commanding Officers are not 
in favour of personnel attending ABET or FET classes, probably because of interference with learn
ers' work responsibilities during the day. This is one of the reasons the ABET Centre did not have 
many learners in 2007. vVhen personnel, particularly military personnel, attend classes the Division 

.--.-----~---------------
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have to do ,¥ithout the learners for the duration ofthe class in addition to travelling time to and from 
the ABET Centre. All Divisions are not located in one place, and some are quite a distance from the 
ABET Centre. Learners are taken \-vith military transport to the ABET Centre in time for their class, 
and collected again, sometimes hours later, to return to work. Sometimes learners would be absent 
from work for up to four hours, four days a week. This situation has a huge impact on productivity 
and therefore Division Commanding Officers cannot allow too many personnel from one division 
to attend classes simultaneously because "who -..¥ill do the work?". Non-military personnel (such as 
administrative personnel, gardeners, and cleaners) are allowed to attend classes more easily, but it 
also depends on whether their daily work is completed. 

Military personnel from the four operational divisions "vithin the Potchefstroom area receive job
related training by means of various military courses throughout the year, in order to be able to be 
deployed throughout the world. "Whenever learners are attending a military course, or are deployed, 
they cannot attend ABET or FET classes or write examinations, and they have to repeat their ABET 
or FET grade. Military courses and deployments thus have a negative effect on pass rates at the 
ABET Centre, as well as learners' ability and motivation to attend ABET or FET classes. Concerning 
this risk, it is easier for non-military personnel to attend classes and pass grades. 

In connection Virith both the above-mentioned risks, the interviewees also mentioned that person
nel's children attending FET classes sometimes have a "sorely-needed" job, and their employers are 
not always willing to give them time off to attend classes. This implies that these learners have the 
opportunity to obtain further education and training free of charge, but they cannot make use of the 
opportunity. 

Except for the above-mentioned factors, contributing to poor pass rates, the interviewees pointed 
out that it is very difficult for learners who are forty or fifty years old to start their education at Grade 
11eve1. Some learners take very long to learn because they are old, work full time, have never been 
exposed to a school situation, and do not have the fine motor skills necessary for writing, such as be
ing able to cut paper \-vith scissors:" - ," .... 

The teaching of school subjects further contributes to poor pass rates because course contents 
do not interest the learners. The ABET Centre have to teach school subjects because it is registered 
at the Department of Education, who sets this requirement. In the Skills Development Class the 
ABET Centre does however teach lower-grade learners to read a pay slip or their municipal services 
account, to complete a form for -..¥ithdravving money, and other practical tasks learners may ask 
for. 

The learners also :find Mathematical Literacy very difficult because they have a limited mathematical 
frame of reference. Language too provides problems because learners must ""rite their examination 
papers in English even though they are not proficient in English. Many learners are more proficient 
in Afrikaans, but there is political negativity surrounding Afrikaans. The ABET Centre now employs 
a teacher ,,,,ho teaches Mathematics in both English and SeTswana. 

Another factor that contributed to a high dropout rate in 2007 is the militarising ofthe Constand Vil
joen Officers' Mess, 'which compelled the learners to work shifts and which made it impossible to at
tend classes (Army Support Base Potchefstroom ABET Centre, 2007a:2). Without enough learners, 
in addition to a poor pass rate, the ABET Centre is not viable, and therefore, the above-mentioned 
risks need to be addressed effectively. 
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9.3.3 Communication strategy 

The ABET Centre does not have a fonnal strategy and communication plans for stakeholder man
agement. The interviewees believe that a communication management strategy is not "absolutely" 
necessary at the moment because ofgood communication in classes. The Division's Communication 
Officer handles all larger communication issues, and therefore it is not necessary for the ABET Cen
tre to have a communication and stakeholder management strategy (although interviewees said 
that the ABET Centre does not use Communication Officer "much" - see Section 9.2). 

The interviewees said that although it is necessary to plan communication, the ABET Centre does 
not have enough personnel to plan communication strategically. The ABET Centre Manager empha
sised that in planning communication, contingencies need to be pro"vided for, and therefore plans 
must be adaptable. interviewees believed that it is possible to plan communication 'with certain 
stakeholders, but it is impossible to plan the contents of communication beforehand. Within 
the Army framework there are set opportunities for communication throughout year, and the 
ABET Centre has to adhere to the set timetable (see below for discussion of meetings and reports). 
When the ABET Centre Manager has to communicate 'with a certain group, plans the presentation 
thoroughly and adapts the message and the language according to the level of the personnel he is 
addressing. It is clear that the ABET Centre does not understand and/or acknowledge communica
tion's strategic role, and therefore they perceive it as unnecessary to implement. Communication is 
viewed as a tactical resource that is planned from interaction to interaction. 

The ABET Centre hosts an annual ABET tea, to introduce the ABET Centre and its functionalities 
to other Army personnel and any interested parties. Tickets are for sale to anyone interested. The 
Skills Development Class learners with the teachers are responsible for the function. The learners 
make small gifts for the guests, lay the tables, and act as waiters. All food for the function is prepared 
at the ABET Centre. The ABET Centre does not make money from the function, but it serves as a 
marketing tool and teaches the learners new skills. 

In another effort to attract more attention to the ABET Centre, they have previously invited Potchef
stroom's mayor, several high-placed local politicians, and the former South African president, Nel
son Mandela, to visit the ABET Centre, as well as the ABET tea. Unfortunately, Nelson Mandela 
declined the invitation due to poor health. The rationale behind the invitations was that """hen 
guests visited the ABET Centre, it is published in the local newspapers. According to interview
ees, having the fonner South African president visit the ABET Centre would have provided excellent 
exposure for the ABET Centre. Some of the other guests attended ABET tea. 

The ABET Centre ought to detennine which stakeholders they want to reach with actions such as 
the ABET tea, participation in the Aardklop Arts Festival, Potchefstroom Spring Festival and 
KOSH Show (see Section 9.1-4), as well as inviting high-placed persons for visits. ABET training is 
only available to Army personnel and their dependents, and advertising to people outside Army 
seems futile. The ABET tea furthennore only reaches persons willing to buy tickets for the function. 
The ABET tea might be expanded to include free-of-charge exhibitions of learners' work and talks 
by learners on the benefits of education. This might serve as an opportunity to create dialogue "vith 
potential learners and particularly the Division Commanding Officers. 

As mentioned above, exposure at the Aardklop Arts Festival, Potchefstroom Spring Festival, and 
the KOSH Show cannot serve as a marketing tool because the ABET Centre's education is available 
only to Army personnel and their families. It rather serves to show learners that their handmade 
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products can be sold (see Section 9.1.1), which strengthens the relationship with and motivation of 
the learners. 

The ABET Centre Manager planned to launch a "roadshow" or an awareness campaign in 2008. 

During the roadshow, he intended to present a proposal to all Division Commanding Officers, high
lighting the needs ofilliterate Army personnel and explaining the role ofthe ABET centre. Following 
the initial proposal to the Division Commanding Officers, he wanted to visit all the divisions to raise 
awareness ofthe ABET Centre amongst Army personnel at grass-roots leveL He intended to empha
sise the education the ABET Centre offers free of charge, except for the initial annual registration fee 
of fuoo.oo. The aim of the roadshow is to motivate all Division Commanding Officers to encourage 
illiterate army personnel to attend ABET classes and to raise illiterate Army personnel's awareness 
of the benefits ofliteracy, and the ways in which the ABET Centre can assist them in improving their 
education. However, the roadshow would not address the Division Commanding Officers' concern 
about learners' productivity while they are attending ABET classes (see Section 9.3.2.1), and as such 
it seems as if the ABET Centre Manager does not really understand their issue. It is therefore ques
tionable whether the roadshow would successfully address the ABET Centre's risk, because it does 
not solve their stakeholders' issues. 

The ABET Centre's main mode of communication is meetings and reports. The ABET Centre Man
ager reports weekly on the ABET Centre's activities to the 'Orders Group' meeting, which all military 
and non-military division heads attend. Every Thursday, all division heads share the outcomes from 
the 'Orders Group' meeting with their personneL The ABET Centre Manager also reports on the ac
tivities ofthe ABET Centre at the monthly meetings with all the Division Commanding Officers. The 
ABET Centre Manager has monthly meetings with the Education Department. He does not have to 
pmvide written reports to the Education Department because they attend the meetings. Should the 
Education Department however request a vvritten report, the ABET Centre Manager will supply it. 
The ABET Centre Manager delivers a quarterly report to Directorate Human Resources in Pretoria 
on matters, such as examination results and newsworthy activities, such as participating in the Aard

., ..... klop Arts FestivaL 

The ABET Centre makes use of flyers, which are sent to all divisions, in order to market its activities. 
The ABET Centre also relies on word of mouth to spread communication about its activities and 
benefits. 

Although the local Division Communication Officer handles all media relations, the ABET Centre 
has good relations with one of the community newspaper's journalists. Sometimes they contact the 
journalist directly vvith a story, for example, when the ABET Centre took a group of learners for a 
week-long holiday to Durban or when the local municipality invited the Skills Development Class 
learners to attend the Environmental Day celebrations, to illustrate the recycling of cold drink cans 
into hats. 

The ABET Centre also has their news published internally on the Intranet. Another media form they 
make use of is the Army's internal magazine, the SA Soldier. Interesting stories andlor photographs 
are published in the SA Soldier, Ivhich enables the ABET Centre to reach the wider Army commu
nity. 

In making use offlyers, reports in local newspapers and in the Army's internal magazine, the SA Sol
dier, as well as placing news on the ASB Potchefstroom's Intranet, it seems as if the ABET Centre do 
not realise that all these media are for literate persons only, and therefore, they do not reach illiterate 
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potential learners. Verbal communication is very important to reach such learners. According to 
the interviewees, this problem would be reduced in future, as all J?ew recruits must have a minimum 
qualification of Grade 10 (see Section 9.2). 

9.3.3.1 Stakeholder relationships 

Despite not managing communication strategically with stakeholders, the ABET Centre claims to 
have good relationships "vith most of its strategic stakeholders. According to the interviewees, the 
ABET Centre's communication and relationship "vith theASB Potchefstroom's Commanding Officer 
is good, and as a result, the day-to-day operation of the ABET Centre is managed well. The Com
manding Officer is within walking distance from the ABET Centre, and the ABET Centre Manager 
can visit him anytime concerning any matter regarding the ABET Centre's management. 

The existence of two-way communication between the ABET Centre Manager, the teachers and the 
learners ensures that the relationship with the learners is excellent (also see Section 9.2). However, 
the interviewees believe though that communication and relationship management with potential 
learners is not at all satisfactory. This is due to several problems as discussed under Section 9.3.2.1. 

The ABET Centre Manager hopes to enhance the ABET Centre's exposure with the roadshow, which 
'will be launched in 2008 (see Section 9.3.3). 

The interviewees mentioned that the Department of Education does not always understand the 
unique needs of adult illiterates and the ABET sector, and that other ABET providers experience 
difficulty in obtaining government funds. The interviewees said though that the ABET Centre has 
a close relationship with the Department of Education because there is a local branch in Potchef
stroom, which the ABET Centre Manager visits frequently. The ABET Centre Manager is free to ask 
for assistance and guidelines from the Department of Education. In other words, the ABET Centre 
Manager makes an effort to build and maintain a strong relationship with the Department of Educa
tion. O"ving to this, they eArperience their communication and relationship 'with the Department of 

.. , - Education as satisfying. 

The interviewees described the ABET Centre's relationship with the Directorate Human Resources 
Development in Pretoria as compliance driven "paper orientated communication", which mainly 
consists of instructions from the Directorate's side and written reports from the ABET Centre. As a 
result, the stakeholder relationship is not experienced as particularly satisfying but not as a problem 
either. 

The ABET Centre's relationship 'with some of the Division Commanding Officers is acceptable, but 
others are not keen on their personnel attending ABET or FET classes (see Section 9.3.2.1). The 
ABET Centre Manager hopes that the roadshow planned for 2008 will motivate the Division Com
manding Officers to encourage illiterate Arnw personnel to attend ABET classes, but as mentioned 
in Section 9.3.3, the roadshow 'will not address the Division Commanding Officers' issues. 

In analysing the stakeholder landscape, it is evident that the ABET Centre's tertiary stakeholders, 
namely the four Division Commanding Officers, have a more strategic role than their secondary 
stakeholders, the Department ofEducation and the Directorate Human Resources Development (see 
Section 9.3.1). The four Division Commanding Officers' reluctance to send personnel for training at 
the ABET Centre causes concern because there were no Grade 10 learners in 2007 (see Sections 9.1.1 

and 9.3.2.1). This implies that there ,,wI be no Grade 11S in 2008 and no Grade 12S in 2009, unless 
other learners enrol who already have a Grade 10 or Grade 11 qualification. vVithout learners, the 
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ABET Centre has no reason for its existence. It is thus imperative that the ABET Centre Manager 
understand and address the ABET Centre's stakeholders' real issues, and strategically plans his com
munication to build better relationships during his intended roadshow in 2008. It is essential to 
listen to the Division Commanding Officers' concerns, and by creating dialogue, attempt to solu
tions that 'V\>ill be acceptable for both sides. The dialogue must an ongoing process to assess the 
situation continuously and to build strong relationships \A,rith the Dhrision Commanding Officers. 

\'\Then the ABET Centre Manager has succeeded in building strong relationships ,~rith, and has ad
dressed the Di'irision Commanding Officers issues, it V\rill be easier to recmit potential learners. The 
continuous recruitment of learners is necessary for the ABET Centre's existence. By creating op
portunities for dialogue, the ABET Centre can determine current and potential learners' needs and 
adapt or create courses, ,,;,rithin the frameworks prmrided, to meet their needs. 

By building strong relationships 'with all their stakeholders, the ABET Centre would not need to draw 
attention by imriting high-placed politicians to visit them (see Section 9.3.3). These visits are once
off occasions, while the establishment of strong relationships will have long-lasting benefits for both 
the ABET Centre and their stakeholders. 

When the intenriewees were asked to describe the five steps to successful stakeholder management 
in an ideal world, their answer was: 

to be honest ,,;,rith all stakeholders; 
to deliver on all promises, which is particularly important to learners; 
to be dedicated to work; and 
to be loyal to all stakeholders, particularly to the learners. 

It is ob\rious that the ABET Centre does not fully understand the challenges and benefits of strategic 
communication management, but do value relationship building, especially with learners. 
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9.4 Army Support Base Potchefstroom ABET Centre: strategic communication management 
analysis 

9.4.1 Application ofSteyn and PuthJs (2000) model 

In the next figure, the communication management practices ofthe ABET Centre are roughly plotted 
against the main requirements set by the Steyn & Puth model, as summarised in Specific Theoretical 
Statement 10. 

Figure 9.2: Compliance of the ABET Centre's communication practices with Steyn and Puth's model 
(2000) 

I Symmetrical ol'!Janisational worldview 

I Environmental scanning and/or informal 

research 


I 

I Stakeholder identification & priorilisation 

I 
I 

Identify & manage reputation risks & 

stakeholder issues 


I Plan communication strategically - strategic 

goals & objectives 


I Managing relationships with stakeholders 

I Application of two-way symmetrical 

communication 


I Alignment between communication and 

organisational goals (enterprise strategy) 


• Low compliance High compliance • 

The ABET Centre's communication practices mostly do not correspond with Steyn and Puth's (2000) 

model for strategic communication management. The ABET Centre's communication has to comply 
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vvith that of the Department of Defence, as well as the ASB Potchefstroom's internal values, strate
policies, and so on. However, the ABET Centre does not have a communication management 

strategy in place to manage their reputation risks and stakeholders' issues. 

The ABET Centre does not conduct formal environmental scanning to analyse their external en
vironment to identify their strategic organisational and reputation risks, strategic stakeholders or 
stakeholders' issues. The ABET Centre Manager conducts an annual SWOT analysis Section 
9.3.2), which can be vie,\-\7ed as a form of informal environmental scanning. However, SWOT 
analysis does not focus on strategic communication with stakeholders, or the use of com
munication to address organisational or reputation risks and stakeholders' issues. 

The ABET Centre does not formally identify and prioritise their stakeholders. Therefore no specific 
relationship building efforts are at specific stakeholders to build and maintain strong relation
ships. 

The interviewees argued that the ABET Centre does not need a communication strategy because 
communication with their learners is very good. However, they do not seem to realise that the 
ers are not their only stakeholders. The interviewees also mentioned that the ASB Potchefstroom 
has a Communication Officer, and therefore, the ABET Centre not need to compile a commu
nication management strategy (see Section 9.3.3). Yet, the interviewees said that the ABET Centre 
does not make "much" use ofthe Communication Officer because mostly handle their own com
munication (see Section 9.2). However, the ABET Centre Manager included the appointment of a 
liaison who will be responsible for all the ABET Centre's communication, in his proposed re
structuring of the ABET Centre (see Section 9.2). Therefore it seems as if the ABET Centre 1/Ianager 
does indeed realise that the ABET Centre requires a qualified practitioner to manage communication 
with stakeholders. 

The ABET Centre's communication is mostly technical and tactical in nature because communica
tion materials are merely developed and distributed. The ABET Centre's communication can 
be viewed as asymmetrical and one-way in nature. 

Although ABET Centre has a symmetrical worldview and organisational culture, it is bound by 
the ASB Potchefstroom's guidelines, as well as those provided by tlle Directorate Human Resources 
Development and the Education Department. Nevertheless, the ABET Centre can still, within the 
boundaries manage communication and relationship building in a and innovative way 
by following a communication management strategy ,\"Thich takes their constraints into considera
tion. 

It is evident above discussion that there is little alignment betvveen organisational and com
munication Communication and relationship building therefore plays a small role in organi
sational goal attainment. 
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9.4.2 	 Stri:ih~s (2007) criticism ofSteyn and Puth~s (2000) approach to strategic communication 
management 

In the next the communication management practices of the ABET Centre are roughly plotted 
against Stroh's (2007:199-220) main theoretical assumptions, as summarised in Specific Theoretical 
Statement 11. 

Figure 9.4: Feasibility of Stroh's (2007:199-220) recommendations for strategi~ communication 

management 

RESPONDENTS' VIEWS ON COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT COMPATIBLE WITH VIEWS OF: 

STRoH STEYN&PUTH 

No communication sIrategy II Communication slrategy essential 

Eihical behaviour all that is necessary for 
relationship building II More than mical behaviour necessaryfor relationship 

building 

Not part of Ihe dominantcoarrtlon II Essential to be part of lbe dominant "ooUtion 

Play an activist role Build harmonious relationships 

Full stakeholder participation Tn slrategyformulatlon II Umlted stakeholder participation in slrategy fomrulatlon 

Relationship management not planned II Relationship managements!rategicaily planned 

According to the above figure, the ABET Centre's approach to communication management is more 
in line 'Yvith Steyn Puth's approach. However, the ABET Centre does agree partially with Stroh's 
approach in that they also believe that a communication strategy is unnecessary and relationship 
building need not to be planned. 

The ABET Centre Manager stated that a communication strategy is not "absolutely" necessary for the 
ABET Centre. This is partially in agreement 'with Stroh's (2007:199-220) (see Chapter 4, Sections 
4.6.2 & 4.6.3) criticism on Steyn and Puth's (2000) model that communication must not be planned 
and structured. The ABET Centre Manager believes though that communication must be planned 
and that such plans must be adjustable to manage emerging issues. A),though the steps in Steyn 
and Puth's (2000) model are indicated in a linear fashion, these do not need to happen in the stated 
sequence in practice Chapter 4, Section This means that a communication strategy 
designed according to Steyn and Puth (2000) model is perfectly adaptable to manage emerging 
issues. 

As mentioned in Section 9.3.3, the ABET Centre Manager considers it necessary to include the ap
pointment of a liaison officer, who will be responsible for all the ABET Centre's communication, in 
his proposed restructuring of the ABET Centre Section 9.2). This implies that he realises that 
communication shouldbe managed and plannedby a trained practitioner, and that the ABET Centre 
needs a dedicated person for this task. These restructuring plans contradict his view on the neces
sity of a communication as expressed during the intervie\-\T. However, it is too early to mow 
whether the liaison officer will have a managerial role in the ABET Centre, but this person will none
theless work closely with ABET Manager. It can thus be argued that Stroh's (2007:199-220) 

views on planned communication and communication management not having a dominant coalition 
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role are thus not in practice in the ABET Centre, nor is it vie"wed as viable for future practices. 

Stroh (2007:209) furthermore asserts that stakeholders cannot managed top-down by formulat
ing communication strategies but only by all stakeholders participating fully in all strategy formu
lation. As mentioned in Section 9.2, the Deparbnent of Defence and the ASB Potchefstroom have 

policy and strategy formulation guidelines, 'll'hich do not allm<\' for stakeholder participation. 
Although the ABET Centre Manager informally allows the teachers input into strategy formulation, 
he alone is responsible for formally compiling policies and strategies for the ABET Centre. Regard
ing the Department of Defence's strict policies, it can also be argued that it would against its na
ture to tolerate a communication practitioner "who acts as an activist. Stroh's (2007:210) views on 
communication management is thus not in practice in this case. 

In analysing the ABET Centre's communication practices, it is evident that the ABET Centre does 
not realise the importance and benefits ofstrategic communication management for building strong 
relationships with stakeholders to manage risks stakeholders' issues. It is clear that they do not 
have the knowledge to practise strategic communication management. In this regard, it is difficult 
to determine whether the ABET Centre would implement Stroh's (2007:199-220) vie"ws on the im
plementation of communication to build stakeholder relationships. 

It is evident that Stroh's (2007:199-220) "views on strategic communication management are not in 
practice in the ABET Centre nor are they "viewed as feasible. On the other hand, one can also see that 
the ABET Centre's communication practices are not in line 10th Steyn and Puth's (2000) model for 
strategic communication management. 

..' ~. 
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CHAPTER 10 

THE OPTIMUS FOUNDATlONl 

Interview with Claire Jenuey, on:15 October 2007 

10.1 Background 

10.1.1 Organisational information 

The Optimus Foundation (hereafter Optimus) was established in 1976 as a Centre of Concern. In 
1984, Optimus was formalised as a Section 21 NPO, and in 1991, it was registered as a Public Benefit 
Organisation (Optimus Foundation, 2007a:2; Optimus Foundation, 2oo7b; Optimus Foundation, 
2008:3). Foun~7ays Adult Education Centre was Optimus's first night school to open in 1983 
(Optimus Foundation, 2007c:8). To date Optimus has pro'vided training to more than 22 000 adult 
learners since its establishment (Optimus Foundation, 2007b:2) 

Optimus's ABET and skills training programmes are registered ",vith the Department 
ucation, and it is accredited as an ABET providerby Umalusi, which is the Council for Quality Assur
ance in and Further Education. According to Optimus's 2007 Annual Report (2008:11), all 
ABET courses are adult specific, outcomes based, and strictly aligned to relevant NQF outcomes. 
Optimus's quality assurance process is threefold, monitoring and moderation by the principal, 
the Gauteng Department of Education, and Umalusi. 

Optimus's main focus is to skills development and literacy programmes more accessible to 
South Africans living on breadline.(Optimus Foundation, 2008:3). Therefore, Optimus focuses 
on adult education and provides relevant, affordable education to those "who have had little or no for
mal schooling or who have been unable to complete their formal schooling. Furthermore, Optimus 
provides relevant, affordable skills training to those who do not have skills to gain employment. The 
organisation also furnishes life and career skills training, in order to enhance employment oppor
tunities, develop income-generating abilities and potential, and enhance understanding and knowl
edge of community issues, such as HIV / AIDS (Optimus Foundation, 2007a:2). Optimus succeeds 
in this by: 

establishing and maintaining financially and administratively efficient centres that are accessible 
in terms of scheduling of training and location; 
supplying competent, motivated, suitably-qualified educators relevant materials and pro
grammes; and 
partnering 'with and supporting other role players in ABET, such as the Gauteng Department 
of Education, NGOs, and community based organisations (CBOs) (Optimus Foundation, 
2007a:2). 

1 The Optimus Foundation changed its name and identity in 2008 to Equip Skills for Living Uto the 


more dynamic; focussed and caring organisation it has become'~ Angela Robinson is the new CEO, with Claire Jen


vey now acting as a Board Member. 


Website: http://www.equipskills.org 


http:http://www.equipskills.org
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In order to obtain the above goals, Optimus has built and maintainedvaluable partnerships that allow 
to combine facilities, equipment, resources, skills, and intellectual property, in order to provide 

TYt","'\"".r1 services to the community through a broader range of courses for learners (Optimus Foun
dation, 2007c:5; Optimus Foundation, 2oo7a:5). The interviewee explained that partners provide 

facilities, such as the building where they also pay the water and electricity. Optimus provides 
the trainers and money for equipment and "other consumable Partners do not pay Optirous 
to run a project. According to the interviewee, partnerships work better because "we don't have to do 
it all ourselves". Optimus's partners are, amongst others, the Bryanston Methodist Church, UCS (an 
international software development company), and the Department of Education (Optimus 
Foundation, 2oo7a:5). The Gauteng Department of Education is a very important partner because it 
pays the educators' salaries (Optimus Foundation, 2007c:5; Optimus Foundation, 2008:31). Opti
mus believes that it is important for learners to "buy into" education and therefore all learners 
must pay R160.00 per subject per year (Optimus Foundation, 2008:11). 

In 2005, Optimus received the Adult Learning Network Award for the Best Adult Education Centre 
in Gauteng and was placed third nationally (Optimus Foundation, 2007a:2; Optimus Foundation, 
2007d). 

10.1.2 The Optimus Foundationfs vision 

Optimus strives to be an active agent in the illiteracy and unemployment in South Africa 
(Optimus Foundation, 2007C:1; Optimus u..u.'U.a,'J.Vl,l, 2007a:2). 

10.1.3 The Optimus Foundationfs mission 

Optimus strives to provide education and practical and life skills to underprivileged individuals, in 
order that they might become value adding citizens and active participants in South Africa's econo
my (Optimus Foundation, 2007c:1; Optimus Foundation, 2007a:2). 

'4" "." • , 

10.1.4 The Optimus Foundationfs activities and projects 

10.1.4.1 Adult education centres 

Up to 2006, Optimus and its five adult education centres in Johannesburg, name
lythe Eyethu Centre, the Kingsway the Fourways Adult Education Centre, 
and the Florida Education Centre. During 2006, a decision was made to close the Centre in 
Zevenfontein and the Kingsway Centre in Randpark. The relocation of the majority of people liv
ing in the Zevenfontein to Cosmo City had a negative effect on the Eyethu Centre, while the 
dwindling numbers attending the Kingsway Centre rendered it no financially'\ri
able (Optimus Foundation, 2007c:8). Learners from the Eyethu Centre could go to either the Four
ways Adult Education Centre or the Diepsloot Education Centre, which is managed by the Gauteng 
Department of Education (Optimus Foundation, 2007c:8). The Kingsway Centre's learners could 
move to either the Fourways Adult Education Centre or the Lesem Centre (Optimus Foundation, 
2007c:8). 

In 2007, Optimus consolidated its night schools' programmes by closing its small education cen
tres, including the Centre, and re-channeling resources that ,,,'ere in these centres to pro
grammes where the and need ,vas very high (Optimus Foundation, 2008:26). Optirous thus 
ensured that the possible courses are delivered, along with a quality of tuition. Optimus 

http:TYt","'\"".r1
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is now able to offer a wider variety of courses, and in 'way, they ensure that individuals become 
more employable (Optimus Foundation, 2007c:6). 

At the time of this research study, Optimus the night school in Florida, located at the 
Florida Park High School west of Johannesburg. The centre accommodates learners from Florida, 
Florida Park, Roodepoort, Dobsonville in SO'Neto, and Westbury (Optimus Foundation, 2008:8). 
The centre runs academic programmes Literacy to Grade 12 (Optimus Foundation, 
2008:8). Over 500 learners 'were registered at Centre in 2007, of which 350 "were aspirant ma
triculants (Optimus Foundation, 2008:8, 10). 

Grade 12 learners are offered eleven subjects, evenings a week. Matric teachers offered addi
tional classes (unpaid) on Saturday mornings and during the vacation periods between terms (Opti
mus Foundation, 2008:10). In 2007, the pass rate per subject was 70 per cent, V\r:ith Afrikaans First 
Language leading, as 94 per cent this subject (Optimus Foundation, 2008:10). 

Optimus started the Founvays Adult Education Centre in 1983. The centre is now autonomous, 
and from 2007, it has been run by of the community in conjunction vvith the Gauteng De
parbnent of Education (Optimus Foundation, 2007c:8). Optimus's partnership vvith the Fourvvays 
Adult Education Centre continues Optimus supplies it with resources, educational 
ance, coaching, and training ofstaff (Optimus Foundation, 2007c:8). 

10.1.4.2 Skills training 

10.1.4.2.1 Themba Project 

Marita Nightingale, then a member ofthe Bryanston Methodist Church, founded the Themba Project 

in Diepsloot in 2003, which began with three women. During 2007 Themba had trained 130 women 

(Optimus Foundation, 2008:14). Through the Themba project unemployed women are taught to do 


, bead-work, sevTing, .cross stitch, embroidery, fabric painting, knitting, cooking, and woodwork. The 

Themba Project provides the women not only vvith skills, but also with work;ing material, market 

access, and \·vorking space (Optimus Foundation, 2008:14)· The women's products are ordered by 

companies as corporate gifts, which allows the v,romen to earn an income for their families (Optimus 

Foundation, 2007c:1l). In some months, the women earn up to R2000 each for manufacturing and 

selling their products (Optimus Foundation, 2008:14). 

Optimus's partner in the Themba Project, the Bryanston Methodist Church, e1.'Panded the centre 
in 2007. A new building was added, and they offered Optimus an office and room on the 
premises. This enabled Optimus to expand training for the growing demand, especially for bead
'wurk and sewing (Optimus Foundation, 2007C:ll; Optimus Foundation, 2008:15). 

During 2007, Old Mutual sponsored a week-long training course in Limpopo for two project leaders. 
Furthermore, the Themba Project secured display rights alongside other crafters at a retail 
store to be opened in May 2008 by Old Mutual in Johannesburg (Optimus Foundation, 2008:15). 
Vodacom also donated se'wing machines valued at R40 000 to Project (Opti
mus Foundation, 

Previously, Optimus supported the Themba Project in terms of assistance trainer salaries, ma
terials, consumables, and fundraising (Optimus Foundation, From November 
2007, however, the Themba Project was incorporated under the Optimus banner as one of the flag
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ship projects run by the Foundation (Optimus Foundation, 2008:1S). This implies that the Themba 
Project must e:h.'}Jand, Optimus is consulting with businesses in this regard (Optimus Founda
tion, 2008:1S; see also Section 10.3.3.1). 

10.1.4.2.2. Zenzele Project 

that are at the bottom ofthe unemployment chain, and trains them 
for entry-level jobs in such as retail and wholesale (Optimus Foundation, 2008:4). Un
employed people are put on a tvvo-week training programme focusing on customer care, understand
ing the retail environment, point of sale softwme training. This training them to secure 
jobs as cashiers (Optimus Foundation, 2008:19). In 2007, UCS, an international software develop
ment company, partnered with Optimus and entirely funded the development and running of the 
Zenzele Project (Optimus Foundation, 2008:19). Homo Novus partnered Optimus to deliver 
the first six months of the cashier training programme (Optimus Foundation, 2008:26). 

According to the 2007Annual (2008:20), the Zenzele Project's programme could be a corpo
rate social investment opportunity for those in the corporate sector "to contribute invest in skills 
development and job recruitment for those who otherwise would NOT have had an opportunity to 
become economically active and skilled citizens" (Optimus Foundation, 2008:20; see also Section 
10.3.3.1). 

10.1.4.2.3 Project Head Start 

Optimus coordinates the distribution of food parcels supplied by the Bryanston Methodist Church 
on a monthly basis to approximately 130 AIDS sufferers (Optimus Foundation, 2007c:17). The par
cels are packed at the church, after which Optimus and numerous volunteers distribute the parcels 
in 'Witkoppen, Kya Sands, and Diepsloot (Optimus Foundation, 2007C:17; Optimus Foundation, 
2007b:S)· 
,. 

Additional to the above, Optimus piloted an entrepreneurship programme with AIDS in 
Diepsloot in 2007. Beneficiaries are supplied with R;30 worth of goods to sell at a mark-up price and 
all generated profits can be kept (Optimus Foundation, 2008:24). The programme has proven to be 
successful in the first stage, and it will be expanded to Witkoppen and Kya Sands (Optimus Founda
tion, 2008:24). 

10.2 The Optimus Foundation's organisational structure, management & societal role 

Optimus has founding members who developed and constituted the organisation in 1976. In addi
Optimus has ordinary members \·"hose main role is to ensure that all major decisions made by 

the Governing Board are checked, in order to ensure sustainability, grovvth, and good governance 
(Optimus Foundation, 2008:29). 

Optimus's Governing Board consists of six to ten board members, each elected for a period of two 
years. The Executive Committee is accountable to the Governing Board. The Executive Commit
tee's central office is in Bryanston in Johannesburg. It deals with administration pertaining to the 
education and skills centres: centre management, marketing, finance, human resources, fundrais

administration, materials management, and moderation (Optimus Foundation, 
2007a:s)· 
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Optimus has a formal hierarchical structure with a CEO leading the Executive Committee and teach
ers and trainers reporting to the Executive Committee members leading a specific project. Each 
Executive Committee member is responsible for a specific project and holds full accountability in 
terms of management of the project, decision-making, and idea generation. Thus, in terms of deci
sion-making, idea generation, and accountability, Optimus has a very flat structure. Each Executive 
Committee member is allowed to contribute ideas to the other projects, in order to ensure that the 
projects are constantly improved, but responsibility still lies 'Vlrith the relevant project leader. 
Optimus's organogram is presented in the figure on the following page. 

Figure 10.1: Optimus's organogram 

Founding Memebers 

Ordinary Members 

Governing Board 

Executive Committee 

Educators 

Leamers 

(Source: Optimus Foundation, 2007a:4; Optimus Foundation, 2008:28). 

Although Optimus's Executive Committee members do not officially have equal status, all are re
sponsible for certain projects, and they are fully accountable for managing the project. The organi
sation seems to display signs of a symmetrical worldview in its decentralisation of management, for 
instance, the Fourvvays Adult Education Centre that has been autonomous since 2007 (see Section 
10·1.4·1). 

All educators and trainers are encouraged to provide input into the organisation's operations. Feed
back from educatores, ho"wever, has proven difficult because contact time -with them is minimal, as 
they employed on a part time basis by Optimus to teach at the night schools. The Executive Commit
tee members rely on the "short chats and discussions vvith individuals" to obtain feedback. 

The interviewee emphasised that it is very important for teachers, learners, and partners to be part 
of strategy development. They understand community needs and issues and because of this, 
feedback is key to ensuring the success of the organisation and its work However, the interviewee 
believes that donors do not need to be part of the strategy development process unless they partici
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pate in entirelyfunding a specific project, example, when Optimus runs a corporate social invest
ment programme on behalf of the donor. 

The interviewee pointed out that it is "definitely easier" to participate with partners and teachers 
in strategy formulation than it is 'with learners because contact time vvith many of the night school 
learners is very short due to the short duration of some courses. However, Optimus has always com
piled a needs analysis prior to making strategic changes and in doing so has always sampled 
learners and other stakeholders to assess requirements for The interviewee emphasised 
that "vvithout it analysis] you ,-vill not meet a community and therefore your organisa
tion is not socially applicable". 

Optimus does not employ a full-time communication practitioner. According to the interviewee, 
each Executive Committee member is responsible for various areas of communication, example, 
the finance manager communicates to donors, the training manager communicates to learners, and 
the CEO communicates to board members and other stakeholders. Optimus therefore has a policy 
or protocol for communication with stakeholders. None ofthe Executive Committee members has a 
formal communication qualification however. 

According to the intervie,,\Tee, Optimus's role in society is to adults, in order for adults to be 
able to assist their children more ,-vith schoolwork. The interviewee said, "Family literacy is key for 
us. WIthout educating adults, children won't be able to learn from their parents and they won't get 
guidance or mentorship from their parents". Optimus do not run family literacy programmes but 
focuses on educating adults. The interviewee asserted that schools cannot provide everything for 
children, and parents have a very important role in their children's upbringing and education. 

Optimus therefore serves the needs of illiterate adults, acting as a "spokesperson" for them. In this 
"vay, Optimus is a supporter of interest-group liberalism, which adds to their idealistic social role 
because they aid social transformation by building up and giving back to society. Interest-group 
liberalism and an idealistic social role are characteristic Of a symmetrical worldview. 

10.3 Communication management 

10.3.1 Stakeholders 

The inteniewee defined stakeholders as "anyone who has an interest in the organisation". Accord
ing to the interviewee, Optimus's most important stakeholders are donors; partners, including the 
Gauteng Education Department (see Section 10.1.4.1); educators; and learners and trainees2 

• 

10.3.Z Environmental analysis 

According to the interviewee, Optimus not have the capacity, financially or a resource 
point ofview, to conduct formal research in order to determine their most important risks and stake
holders' issues. Optimus is linked to other NPOs and organisations, such as the South African NGO 
Coalition3 and Greater Good4, in order to informally "find out what is happening in the field". How

2 In this case "/earners" refer to those adults attending ABET classes at night schools, while "trainees" refer 


to unemployed adults that participate in projects. 


3 http.//www.sangoco.org.za/sitej. 


4 The Greater Good South Africa is a NPO that brings good causes and committed givers rnr:rpri1pr mean


ingful and innovative ways to end poverty in South Africa. Greater Good South Africa acts to bring organi
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ever, the interviewee said that whenever Optimus plans strategic changes, they first conduct a needs 
analysis to ensure that the changes are viable (see Section 10.2). No formal environmental scanning 
or research is however conducted from a strategic communication perspective. 

The interviewee highlighted the inability to provide the "right mix" of education and skills training 
programmes for learners as Optimus's greatest risk, but added that scarcity of funding can also be 
a problem. According to the interviewee, these organisational risks would most probably also form 
part of the organisation's stakeholders' issues. 

10.3.2.1 Consequences ofrisks for the organisation 

Optimus is in the process of developing more effective programmes for learners, by providing not 
only education in night schools, but also skills training. The interviewee said that there are learn
ers who come to Optimus for literacy training, but due to certain constraints (see Chapter 2, Section 
2.5.3.2), they are not able to make it through to Grade 12. Optimus wants to provide them with 
skills, together with formal education, to enable them to jobs more easily. It is currently a chal
lenge for Optimus to find the "right mix" of education and skills training and the capacity of people 
or resources to provide the training. Optimus is currently investigating the implementation of craft 
and work skills training programmes that can be run during the year at the Florida Education Centre 
(Optimus Foundation, 2008:12). 

The interviewee noted that the scarcity ofjunding can be a problem, but "v,re've been blessed with 
lots of good corp orates who are sponsoring us". Obtaining funding is therefore currently not such a 
big organisational risk. In contrast to other NPOs, Optimus has more individual donors than corpo
rate donors. The interviewee said in this regard that individual donors more reliable, they give 
consistently, and they don't ask questions". Corporate donors create "a lot of overheads in the form 
of report 'wTiting", and while it is good to be accountable, report writing takes a lot of time. It is for 
the above reasons that Optimus would like to increase its focus on individual donors. 

The interviewer prompted the interviewee on whether Optimus experiences difficulties concerning 
donors changing their funding criteria and Optimus then losing funding. The interviewee answered 
that many organisations' funding criteria is changing due to legislation concerning BEE Charters5. 
Sector specific charters require of companies to focus corporate social investment in their oV\'ll sec
tor. Some organisations invest in the communities in which they operate. The interviewee pointed 
out that it is important for NPOs to understand why company \·vants to be involved in corporate so
cial investment, and to direct requests for funding to companies or donors \vho have an imperative 
to invest in adult education. 

Regarding the above, Optimus functions as an open system and it has a moving equilibrium because 
information is used to adapt to the changing environment, such as the changing donor landscape 
and the changing needs oflearners. This is in accordance with a symmetrical \·vorldview. 

The interviewee also mentioned that the National Lottery has been inconsistent from the beginning, 
and because of this, funding from the Lottery cannot be relied upon. 

sations that need assistance (funds, goods, time, or skills) and individuals, companies, or organisations that can 

proVide assistance (see http;//www.myggsa.co.za/). 

For more information, see the Department: Trade and Industry's website: http://www.thedti.gov.za/bee/ 

beecharters.htm 
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10.3.3 Communication management 

Optimus does not have a formal strategy and plans to communicate vvith and manage relationships 
with stakeholders. The interviewee that every organisation needs a communication strat
egy, but is "not sold on" a formal communication strategy. The interviewee ''has seen" some 
corporate communication and "they're just over the top" and "too focused on profits". 
Instead she feels there must be principles and guidelines on how, when, and why to communicate. 

interviewee is thus referring to need for a communication policy rather than a formal com
munication strategy. interviewee further specified the form a communication strategy in a NPO 
should She said that Optimus could make use of a and straightforward communica
tion strategy. The strategy should clearly identify the stakeholders, the frequency of communication 
with each stakeholder, the communication medium (for example, meetings, formal presentations, 
or a written report), and the quality of the communication. The interviewee asserted that she does 
not think a "6o-page document detailing everything in the organisation" is necessary, but rather 
advocates a manual to "pick up, and use quickly", detailing what level of communication is needed 
and then enabling one to implement it. A communication strategy must be very simple for NPOs to 
implement fast, because they do not have the money, time, or human resources to conduct research 
and to implement a complicated strategy. 

Although the interviewee's, and therefore Optimus's needs regarding a communication strategy are 
clearly defined above, interviewee only focused on technical communication practices as con
tained in a communication plan. The value of strategic communication management for building 
strong, lasting relationships does not appear to be realised. It became clear though that Optimus 
practises communication management intuitively, as they emphasise the creation of dialogue for 
building relationships (see Section 10.3.3.1). The intervie,vee pointed out that all stakeholders need 
to know what Optimus is doing, and therefore, they have to report to them. She noted that 
it is important, to understand and determine what mode of communication stakeholders prefer and 
"then you provide it". 

Optimus has a more formal relationship vvith donors, and therefore communication is mostly by 
",->ucu.>. telephone, or formal reports. The interviewee emphasised the importance of providing up
dates to donors regarding a project's progress or any problems experienced. The Executive Commit
tee members ,,,,ill also periodically make telephonic contact with donors to update them on what is 
happening on a project: "we are putting together a report", or "did you receive the report?". 

According to the interviewee, many donors do not require formal Microsoft PowerPoint presenta
tions because they do not have the time for it. Some donors focus on fe'wer organisations to fund, 
and they will require a formal presentation on Optimus and their needs. This might also include 
one-on-one presentations. The interviewee views Optimus's communication with their donors as 
"very effective". Optimus also ensures that partners and donors "give feedback on feedback". In this 
way, a relationship is cultivated and Optimus ensures that partners and donors receive the informa
tion they require. Some donors also have very strict corporate governance requirements to which 
Optimus must adhere. 

In terms of the Gauteng Department of Education, communication takes place by "lots" of meetings. 
Telephone calls and e-mails are not efficient for government relations, because government officials 
prefer meeting face-to-face. Despite this, the interviewee has experienced meetings as not always 
effective. 
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Night schools are structured, and educators are available four nights a week. It is therefore easier 
to plan communication with educators because the night school's routine is knO"vm. Optimus has a 
plan, or a schedule, for communicating with its educators, and do so in meetings at the respective 
night schools, as faxes, e-mails, and telephone calls have been proven to not be effective modes of 
communication with educators. 

The interviewee pointed out that it is not easy to communicate with unemployed people who are 
trained in Optimus's training programmes. Contact -with trainees only lasts for about eleven days 
per training course, after which the Foundation does not have further contact "vith trainees again_ 
Optimus therefore relies on feedback from partners and sponsors concerning unemployed people's 
needs, problems, and successes. Optimus also relies on feedback from the educators concerning the 
night school learners' needs, successes, and problems. 

The interviewee noted that Optimus does not have the funding to "put together nice, flashy bro
chures". She added that for the same reason, they are currently "battling" "vith their website. Op
timus's Executive Committee members compile Optimus's brochures and the Annual Report 
the Foundation themselves, despite having no marketing or communication training. Optimus also 
printed pamphlets on coloured paper as an introduction to their acti'vities in 2006, and pam
phlets were distributed at robots and in shops. According to the interviewee, the pamphlets assisted 
Optimus in attracting more learners. It does not seem as if Optimus realised that pamphlets are 
accessible to literate persons only, and as such might not be the most appropriate vvay to attract il
literate learners to be trained by the Foundation. 

10.3.3.1 Stakeholder relationships 

The interviewee asserted that there is no difference in the way a relationship vvith stakeholders in the 
corporate world is built to the way this is done in a NPO. In the case of a NPO, different information 
is pro-vided, and one has a different role, ho,,,,ever all relationships with stakeholders are based on 
trust and honesty, no matter who the stakeholder is. It is also importanUo adapt the message to the 
needs of specific stakeholders. The intervie,,,ree emphasised that NPO staff members should be pro
fessional, and the NPO should be run professionally, as a NPO with high standards would get more 
opportunities to obtain funding. 

The interviewee believes that it is necessary to plan communication: "Yes, 100 per cent necessary to 
plan". Optimus sees communication as part of project management and does not have a separate, 
overall communication strategy for the organisation. According to the interviewee, it is necessary to 
plan communication particularly with regard to donors. The interviewee stated that, "when donors 
give you money, you sign an agreement "vith them on what feedback you're going to give to them, 
and they often have very specific dates. Without a plan, you ""rill not be able to provide the feedback 
on time". She added that should Optimus not communicate as expected, it would affect future fund
ing applications negatively. Optimus's Financial Manager thus has a plan to communicate \·\rith all 
donors, with all the dates and necessary communication specified. 

The interviewee asserted that complete honesty with donors is very important. Donors must always 
know exactlywhere and how their money is spent, and Optimus even provides invoices as pro of. The 
intervie'i,vee said that 'i'\rithout complete honesty a strong relationship with donors could not be built. 
She added that even ifthe donors do not find out that the organisation was not completely honest in 
the past, and they provide funding again, the organisation would have to build on a broken relation
ship. The intenriewee said that should an organisation not be able to deliver on what is expected, 
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or ""hen there is a problem with money, it is preferable to provide feedback as soon as the problem 
becomes knoV\'1l. It can then be decided whether the plan can be adjusted or whether the money 
should be returned. In this way, the project is more likely to be successful and the relationship ,.vith 
the donor ·wi.ll be stronger. It is also less stressful to be completely honest. Usually, whenever Op
timus has reported problems early, the donors have said that, "[Optimus] knows what the project 
needs, then do '",,That needs to be done". The interviewee explained that the ABET sector is very vola
tile, and changes take place "everyday". The interviewee said, "Ifyou planned a project last year, it 
doesn't mean it \.viII run exactly as you planned it". Overall, it seemed that Optimus is satisfied with 
its relationship vlith donors. 

Communication ,.vith partners, including the Gauteng Department ofEducation, is veI}' important, 
according to the interviewee. Optimus meets quarterly with partners, who v,rill inform Optimus 
whether they (Optimus) are delivering what is expected of them. Feedback to partners is structured 
and regular. Ibe interviewee views Optimus's relationship '''lith their partners as very good, because 
they work hard on maintaining the relationship by, for example, writing reports and making 
ephone calls. 

The interviewee said that it is very important to have a good relationship and communication with 
educators and trainers because "they are on the ground"; educators and trainers are more aware of 
«'what is working and what is not working" than the managers. It is therefore necessary to take note 
of what educators and trainers say. Umalusi evaluated Optimus as a training provider, and they 
asked for feedback from the educators and trainers about Optimus. Approximately 90 per cent of 
the educators and trainers were ''happy'' ,.vith the running of Optimus. The interviewee therefore 
views the relationship with educators and trainers as good. 

Educators are in a favourable position to recruit more learners by continuously communicating the 
advantages ofliteracy to current learners and encouraging them to spread the 'word about training at 
Optimus's night schools and skills centres. The same argument can be applied to learners because 
they are Optimus's ''best advertisements". It is thuS' worthwhile for Optimus to plan messages stra
tegically that can be distributed by educators to current learners. Learners in turn can spread these 
messages to illiterate potential learners. 

Learners and trainees are another important stakeholder group to Optimus, and it is important to 
understandthe their and requirements, in order to offer themthe most applicable training pos
sible. The interviewee said that Optimus cannot "just train for the sake of training". It is therefore 
important to obtain feedback from learners and trainees on the quality of Optimus's programmes 
and making the difference programmes are making for them. Optimus obtains formal, 'writ
ten feedback from their learners and trainees. The interviewee said that "about 95 per cent" of the 
learners and trainees are "happy" with the Optimus training, and therefore Optimus's relationship 
"vith their learners and trainees can vievled as successfuL 

interviewee regretted that Optimus has no campaigns or communication efforts aimed at the 
"general public". She views as a significant shortcoming because they might receive more fund
ing and/or assistance and form more partnerships were the general public more informed about 
Optimus's programmes and needs. 

Concerning the stakeholder landscape, it is evident that Optimus has built strong relationships with 
their stakeholders, especially their donors and partners. Optimus has an awareness of the impor
tance ofbuilding and maintaining strong relationships, but they do not realise that strategic commu
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nication management is at the core of relationship management. A simple strategic communication 
model, which does not merely focus on technical communication practices (see Section 10.3.3) but 
outlines the use of communication for bUilding strong relationships, would be valuable to Optimus. 

There is also a strong interdependence between Optimus, their donors, and in particular, their part
ners in successfully running programmes and the education and skills centres. Interdependence is a 
presupposition of a symmetrical 'worldviev,r to which Optimus adheres. 

It can be argued Optimus could also view the corporations or businesses that purchase the 
Themba Project women's products for corporate gifts (see Section 10.1-4.2.1) as strategic stakehold
ers. Should Optimus strengthen their relationships _'\lith these corporations or businesses, the wom
en's businesses might grow more, and more women would be needed to make the products. The 
same applies for those in the corporate sector that employ the cashier trainees ofthe Zenzele Project 
(see Section 10.1.4.2.2). 

When the interviewee was asked to describe the five steps to successful stakeholder management in 
an ideal v{Grld, the answer was: 

to determine how stakeholders msh to be communicated ,'\lith because some 'want a Microsoft 
PowerPoint presentation, while others only want an e-mail; 
to determine how often stakeholders vvish to be communicated "with, and deliver on the required 
dates otherwise stakeholders may lose trust and faith; and 
to be honest, especially with donors, by shovving donors exactly where and how their money is 
spent. 

It is evident from the above that the interviewee does not realise the link between organisational 
goals and communication and relationship building with its stakeholders. The interviewee views 
communication management as a technical and tactical task, vrith no strategic function to assist 
organisation in attaining its goals. 

, . 

Despite the above, the interviewee lastly commented that wishes that donors 'would realise the 
need and strengths of communication, because if they did they 'would fund time and salary costs to
wards communication. The reason, according to the interviewee, that many NPOs battle with com
munication is that they do not have the funding for communication from a time point of view; "you 
have to be at the project, working on the project, you cannot be at the head office doing communica
tions". Donors do not see the value of communication because "you're a non-profit, you should be 
spending the money on the people, learners and on skills". 
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10.4 The Optimus Foundation: strategic communication management analysis 

10.4.1 Application of Steyn and Puth's (2000) model 

In the next figure the communication management practices of Optimus are roughly plotted against 
the main requirements set by the Steyn & Puth model, as summarised in Specific Theoretical 
Statement 10. 

Figure 10.2: Compliance of Optimus' communication practices with Steyn and Puth's model (2000) 

I Symmetrical organisational worldview 

I Environmental scanning and/or informal 

research 


I Stakeholder identification & prioritisatioo 

I Identify & manage reputation risks & 

stakeholder issues 


I Plan communication strategically - strategic 

goals & objectives 


I Managing relationships wi1h stakeholders 

I Application of two-way synvnetrical 

communication 


I Alignment between communication and 

organisational goals (enterprise strategy) 


• Low compliance High compliance • 

Optimus's communication practices do not formally correspond with Ste:rn and Puth's (2000) mod
el for strategic communication management, but Optimus practises relationship management \'ery 
well in an informal, intuitive way. All Optimus's communication practices are aligned to their vision, 
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mission and organisational strategy: to provide education and life skills to illiterate and unemployed 
adults. All relationship-building efforts are aimed at enabling Optimus to continue 'with their 'work. 

Optimus does not conduct formal environmental scanning to analyse their e}..'ternal environment, in 
order to identify their strategic stakeholders, organisational risks, and stakeholders' issues, especial
ly not from a strategic communication point of view. The interviewee mentioned however that Op
timus has always compiled a needs analysis prior to making strategic changes, and in doing so, 
has always sampled learners and other stakeholders, in order to assess the requirements change 
(see Section 10.2). The needs analysis serves as a form of informal environmental scanning. 

Although the Executive Committee members are familiar with Optimus's stakeholders, their issues, 
and the risks facing the organisation, they do not use this knowledge to compile a formal communi
cation management strategy or communication plan. However, Executive Committee members 
focus very strongly on relationship management, by creating opportunities for ongoing dialogue with 
donors and partners in particular (see Section 10.3.3.1). 

The interviewee argued that she is "not sold on" the need for a formal communication strategy, be
cause it usually is very complicated (see Section 10.3.3). She added that communication forms part 
ofproject management, and Optimus follows a plan in communicating with educators and trainers. 
However, these "communication plans" consist rather ofschedules explaining when to communicate 
"what to whom and are thus technical and tactical in nature rather than strategic. These plans do not 
answer to specific, overall strategic goals regarding relationship building with specific stakeholder 
groups. 

Some of Optimus's communication materials, such as brochures and flyers, are technical in nature, 
as communication materials are merely developed and distributed. This communication can thus 
be viewed as asym,metrical and one-'way in nature. HOINever, Optimus's practical, intuitive com
munication practices with stakeholders, particularly "vith donors and partners, are symmetrical and 
tv,ro-way in nature. Optimus emphasises creation of dialogue to build and maintain relation
ships, which is characteristic of a symmetrical worldview and organisational culture. Optimus's lack 
ofknowledge about strategic communication and its benefits for the organisation prevent them from 
formally practising strategic communication. 

Optimus does use two-way communication to build strong relationships, but in an informal, tactical 
way. Communication and relationship building therefore not playa formal, strategic role in 
organisational goal attainment, 'which implies that when applied formally, itwould definately impact 
positively on attaining organisational goals. 
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10.4.2 	Stroh's (2007) criticism ofSteyn and Puth's (2000) approach to strategic communication 
management 

In the next figure the communication management practices of Optimus are roughly plotted against 
Stroh's (2007:199-220) main theoretical assumptions, as summarised in Specific Theoretical 
Statement 11. 

Figure 10.3: Feasibility of Stroh's (2007:199-220) recommendations for strategic communication 
management 

RESPONDENTS' VIEWS ON COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT COMPATIBLE WITH VIEWS OF: 
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Relationship management nat planned • Relationship management sIraIIIglcally planned 

According to the above figure, Optimus's approach to communication management is in line ,,,"ith 
Steyn and Puth's approach. It is mainly a lack ofknowledge and manpower that keeps Optimus from 
strategically managing communication and relationship building "vith stakeholders. 

The interviewee believes that every organisation requires a communication strategy, but that it must 
be very simple and easy to implement. This implies, contrary to Stroh's views (2007:212), that a logi
cal model, such as Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, could be ideal for Optimus. 

The interviewee emphasised that ethical behaviour is very important for building and maintaining 
relationships (see Section 10.3.3.1). This view partially agrees with Stroh's (2007=207) point of view 
that ethical behaviour is all that is necessary to build stakeholder relationships, but the interviewee 
insisted that a communication plan is still ofthe utmost importance. The interviewee believes that it 
is "100 per cent" necessary to plan communication because the survival of the organisation depends 
on it. She added that she wished that donors would realise the importance of communication, and 
that they would subsequently fund the communication function. 

In terms of Stroh's (2007=200) viev''Point that communication practitioners should not be part ofthe 
dominant coalition, it can be concluded from the interview that the interviewee would not agree with 
Stroh. Currently, all Executive Committee members, in other words, Optimus's dominant coalition, 
are responsible for communication management. It can also be deduced that Optimus's commu
nication practitioner would not have an activist role (Stroh, 2007:210), as Optimus values strong 
relationships with stakeholder highly. 

Stroh (2007:209) asserts that stakeholders cannot be managed top-down by formulating commu
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nication strategies only by all stakeholders participating fully in all strategy formulation. The 
interviewee partially agrees with Stroh's (2007) statement, by saying that teacher participation in 
particular is necessary but adds that it is difficult to reach learners and trainees for the same 
of participation. The interviewee also feels strongly that it is not necessary for donors to of 
strategy formulation, Optimus runs a corporate social investment programme onbehalf ofthe 
donor (see Section 

It is clear that Stroh's (2007:199-220) views on strategic communication are not in practice at 
mus nor are they as viable communication practices. 
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Part III 

Conclusions 

The five NPOs that participated in study were investigated individually in Part IL It became 
evident the NPOs experience several constraints that hinder them in practising communication 
strategically, of which the most detrimental are a lack ofknowledge on the benefits of strategic com
munication management and building strong, mutually beneficial relationships with stakeholders, 
as well as a lack of funding. 

The above findings willbe put into in the next chapter by addressing the objectives stated 
1. It was not the aim of the study to compare the NPOs to other, but to identifY cer
in their communication management practices, which will discussed in Chapter 11. 
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CHAPTER 11 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

11.1 Introduction 

This chapter aims to provide an overvie"'N of the results of the study in order to put the findings 
scribed in Part II into perspective. The pre-vious five chapters discussed the interviews with the NPOs 
separately, providing a detailed analysis of communication and stakeholder management practice in 
each organisation. In this chapter, these findings are linked to the study's research questions, objec
tives and specific theoretical statements outlined previously; conclusions and recommendations 
are made; study's contribution and limitations are discussed. 

It is important to note that the study did not aim to compare the selected NPOs to each other. NPOs 
were selected to have a sample as diverse as possible to identifY general vvith regard to their 
strategic communication needs and practices. To minimise repetition of findings discussed in 
the previous chapters, the findings are summarised here to identifY with regard to strategic 
communication V\rithin the studied NPOs. Based on these trends, recommendations are made on 
how NPOs can best apply strategic communication ,~rithin their particular context, and how NPOs' 
current communication practices can be to adapt the Steyn and Puth (2000) modeL 

11.2 Addressing the research objectives of the study 

In Chapter 1, each research objective "\Tas linked to a specific research question, guiding the study 
throughout. Answ"ering the different questions in the follo"\ving v,rill therefore also 
address the study's research objectives and indicate how each objective been achieved. 

11.2.1 Two-way symmetrical communication and relationship management 

Steyn and Puth's (2000) model for the development of a communication strategy is based on the 
two-way communication and relationship management addressed by tlle first 
research question: 

Research Question 1: 
What are the implications of two-way symmetrical communication and relationship man
agement for strategic communication management? 

The above question was answered in Chapter 3 in the form of a detailed literature review on 
communication management research. 

Grunig and Hunt (1984) identified four models, namely the press agentry/publicity model, pub
lic information model, two-way asymmetrical and two-way symmetrical model, as stages in the 
development of communication management. All four models are still currently applied in organi
sations, on their specific situations (Broom & Dozier, 1986; Dozier & Broom, 1995:20; 

Laskin, 20°9:38-39). 
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Grunig and Grunig (1992:289) investigated the reasons that organisations apply certain communi
cation models, and in the process, identified two variables that are present in all four of the models, 
namely direction and purpose: 

direction describes the extent to which communication can be regarded as one- or two-way com
munication. One-way communication releases information in a monologue, while two-way 
communication exchanges information in a dialogue; 
purpose describes the extent to which communication can be regarded as either 
or Asymmetrical communication is unbalanced: the organisation remains un
changed while it attempts to change its stakeholders. Symmetrical communication is 
and it changes the relationship between an and its stakeholders. 

Thus, the direction of an organisation's communication greatly depends on the purpose of its com
munication. Based on this, the follov\'ing specific theoretical statement was derived: 

Specific Theoretical Statement 1 
The communication model practised by NPOs couldbedete~mined by: 

, the purpose of communication (for example, to inform, ,distribute information, persuade, or 
build relationships); and 
the of communication (one-way or two-way commUnication). 

Research has proved that the two-way symmetrical model is the ideal or norm for which ,-,..,..1"\'-,,,,_ 
sional communication practitioners should strive, as it is the most effective way to contribute to 
organisational excellence (Grunig, LA. et al., 2002:312-317, 362). vVhen practising the two-way 
symmetrical model, the communication practitioner tries to balance the interests ofthe organisation 
,vith those of its stakeholders, by promoting mutual understanding through listening, dialogue, 
vvillingness to accommodate each other. Although the h"lO-way symmetrical model would not neces
sarily be applicable at all times, it promotes dialogue between an organisation and its stakeholders. 
By practising two-way symmetrical model, the communication practitioner builds strong, ~a"'LUJ,i'> 
and mutually beneficial relationships "vith strategic stakeholders, and the communication function 
thereby contributes to the organisation achieving its goals. 

Grunig and vVhite (1992:57) also state that a worldview is viewed as inherently ethi
cal, as reciprocity forms its foundation. It could then argued that symmetrical communication is 
inherently ethical because it is founded in a symmetrical worldview. Grunig, L.A. et al. (2002:350) 

find that a symmetrical worldview, symmetrical dialogue, and the norm of reciprocity imply that 
symmetrical model can be viewed as the most ethical communication model. 

The symmetrical model has, however, been criticised communication practitioners are ex
pected to balance the needs and interests of both organisation and its stakeholders. This im
plies that communication practitioners are not allowed to prioritise the interests of the organisation 
(Grunig & 1992:45-46; Plowman, 1998:239; Terblanche, 2°°3:108), which may lead to com
munication practitioners e}'.'periencing a conflict of interests. A further point of criticism is that per
suasion, inherent to asymmetrical communication, is not necessarily unethical or ineffective when 
applied a symmetrical worldview (Grunig & 1992:310), since persuasion sometimes 
is inevitable. 

In a positive theory describing the ways in which communication practitioners conduct 
their work, it was found that most communication departments use two-way asymmetrical com
munication within a symmetrical worldview (Dozier et ai., 1995:51; Grunig, LA. et ai., «.uv«.."'" 
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led to the creation of a new model, kno,>\'ll as the mixed-motive model, which is "viewed as both 
a normative and positive model because it is an accurate reflection ofthe actual practices of commu
nication practitioners and also sets a norm for practising communication management (Grunig, L.A 
et al., 2002:358; Holtzhausen & Verwey, 1996:39; Plowman, 1998:237-261; Plov"man, 2005:131
138). 

mixed motive model is based on the principle of reciprocity, which that both the organi
sation and its stakeholders concede some oftheir demands or preferences (Grunig & White, 1992:46), 
in order to reach a win-y\'in situation.. Reciprocal communication allows mixed-motive model 
to fit into the symmetrical worldview and therefore qualifies as excellent communication (Grunig & 

"VV-hite, 1992:48). Based on this, the follovving specific theoretical statement ,"'as derived: 

Specific Theoretical Statement 2 .... ... .. .. .. 
NPOs that practise the tw'o-way symmetrical model and/or the mixed-motivemodel of commu
nication will also support and engage in dialogue ..withtheir different stakeholders, which include 
listening to stakeholder needs. The goal ofpractising two-way. communication withstakeholders 
is to reach mutual understanding, which "will lead to strong, lasting relationships. 

• 	 NPOs that practise the asymmetrical communication models will not view dialogue as an inte
gral part oftheir communication efforts. Theywould tend rather to address one-way monologUe 
towards their stakeholders. 

communication practitioner or department does not function in isolation but forms part of the 
greater functioning of an organisation. The organisational worldview therefore determines how the 
organisation views itself in relation to the outside world (including its stakeholders), and as such 
influences the choice of communication model practised, the communication practitioner's role, 
whether communication a strategic function or not, and ultimately, whether the organisation is 
successful or not (Grunig, 1989:17-44; Grunig & vVhite, 1992:31-64) (see Chapter 3, Section 3A). 
Based on this, the follovving specific theoretical statement was derived: 
,-------------------.,.~-~..---.. _.,--,.;; ..._._--------------, 
Specific Theoret:1cal Statement 3 . .... .. ............... ................. .. ...... ...... .. ..... .. .. .. 


NPO'8 choice of a communication model will be directlyinfl:uenced byits organisational world:;.. 
view: "" .. .." . " .................... . .... .. 

. " . 

Anasymmetrical worldview (characterised ....... internal orientation, a closed system;clncieIicy, 
elitism, conservatism, tradition, and a central authority) vvilllead to the practising of an asyrn~ 
metrical communication model (press agentry/publicity model, public information model, or 
two-way asymmetrical model). A NPO Y\~th an asymmetrical worldView will view communica
tion m:magementas a mere techriicalfunction, and it will be more likely to practisean asym
metrical communication modeL .... ...... .. ........ . .... .. .. .... • ... .......... ..... 

Asymmetrical worldview (charaCterised by interdependence, an open system, a moving equilib
rium, equity, autonomy, innovation, decentralised IDanagement, responsibility, conflict resolu
tion, and interest-group liberalism) ,..viII enable the practising ofthe two-way symmetrical model 
andlor the mixed-motive modeL A NPO with aSymmetricalworld';7iew willview communication 
management as a managerial function, and itwill be more likely to practise the two-wtity 
metrical model and/or the mixed-motive model..... 

Directly linked to an organisation's worldview is its view on its social role from which the social role 
communication management originates. following specific theoretical statement was subse

quently derived: 
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Speci/fcTheoretical Statement 4 
A NPO's view on its social role, from which the social role of communication management can be 
derived, are linked to its organisational worldview and wilUnfLuence its cb.oiceof commtmication 
model: . ... . , , 

Those J\1pOs that view communication managemellfashaving apiagmatic,raetical,or a neutral 
sodal role"vill be more inclined to practise an asymmetricalmodeL 
Those NPOsthat view communication management as having an idealistic or criticalsocial.role 
will practise the two:-way symmetricalmodelandjorthe mixed-motive modeL 

. . . 

Itwas found that excellent communication practitioners "vith communication management training 
will be more inclined or better equipped to practice the two-way communication models. Secondly, 
the head of the communication management department to be part of the dominant coalition, 
or senior management. Thirdly, the organisational worldview and culture determines which com
munication model will be practised and whether the head of the communication department would 
be part of the dominant coalition CGrunig & Grunig, 1992:297-303; Grunig L.A. et ai., 2002:9,331
339, 361). The following specific theoretical statement was derived from the above: 

Specific Theoretical Statement 5 . . ... .. . .. . .... .. . ... .. ... . . ....... .. . .. ..... .. 

.The model practiced by a NPO, .~~ well the rol~ played by its J:Ilost senioTcommllnication practi;;. 

.tioner can be determined by examining: . 
the expertise ofthe communicati0lJ. practitioner;. .... ..• ... ....... . . .. .•... .•••. >. ... . 
whether the communication practitioner is part ofthe domill.anfcoalition of the NPO; 

.whether the practitioner has a: strategic role;arid . 
organisational worldview and culture ofthe .NPO.. 

The aim of applying two-way communication is to create mutual understanding, which ,'\'ill result 
in strong relationships "vith the organisation's stakeholders. Communication management's strate
gic value therefore lies in the use of D'\"o-way symmetrical communication to develop and maintain 
strong, long-lasting and mutually beneficial-l'cla:tionships "vith the organisation's stakeholders, in 
order to assist the organisation to obtain its goals (Grunig, L.A. etal., 2002:548; Ledingham & Brun
ing,2000a:xiii). 

Hung (2005:415-417; 2007:457-458) recommends that organisations strive to build exchange (im
plies economic exchanges), covenantal (implies the exchange of opinions berneen rno parties that 
are both committed to a common goal), and mutual communal (implies the concerns that one per
son has regarding the welfare of the party) relationships ,~ith stakeholders. These of 
relationships are particularly important in the NPO sector. 

The most important outcomes of relationship buileting are trust, control mutuality, commitment, 
and relationship satisfaction. NPOs regard especially trust as an important relationship outcome, 
particularly vdth regard to funding management. The follO\'\ring specific theoretical statement was 
subsequently derived: 
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Specific Theoretical Statement 6 
NPOs' use oftwo-way symmetrical communicationvvilllead to mutual understanding, resulting 

in strong, long-lasting and mutually bene:6.cialrelationships "vith their strategic stakeholders. 

These relationships ,~lill becharacterised bytrust, control mutuality, commitriJ.ent, and satisfac

tion. 

By building and maintaining strong rela.tionships with strategic stakeholders, the communica

tion function assists the organisation in achie'iiiIlg itsgoals, and therefore in being excellent. 


The above six theoretical statements summarise the implications of two-way symmetrical com
munication and relationship management theory for strategic communication management. This 
contribution can be briefly stated as: the use of two-way communication within a symmetrical or
ganisational world,liew, focusing on an idealistic and critical social role, practised by a well-trained 
communication practitioner who fulfils a strategic role in the dominant coalition, contributes to ef
fective stakeholder relationship management, and ultimately to organisational effectiveness and ex
cellence. 

The preceding six theoretical statements form the basis of the analysis of Steyn and Puth's (2000) 

model and the NPOs' communication practices. In the next section, the nature of strategic commu
nication according to Steyn and Puth (2000) is discussed. 

11.2.2 Nature of strategic communication according to Steyn and Puth (2000) 

In the pre'iiious section, the key principles of tw'O-way symmetrical communication and relationship 
management were discussed as the foundation of the Steyn and Puth (2000) model for strategic 
communication management. The second research question focused on identifying the distinctive 
characteristics of the Steyn and Puth (2000) modeL 

Research Question 2: 
What··is· thsna·turz-oJ strategic communication management according to Steyn and Puth 
(2000)? 

The above research question was answered in detail in Chapter 4 in the form of a detailed litera
ture re'iiiew and analysis of strategic communication management and the Steyn and Puth (2000) 

modeL 

In their research towards the model, Steyn and Puth (2000:20-21) empirically verified three com
munication practitioner roles, as opposed to the \',lidely-accepted hvo main roles of manager and 
technician (Broom, 1982:20; Broom & Dozier, 1986:40; Dozier, 1992:331; Moss et aI., 2000:293

294; Moss & Green, 2001:120-121). Their first two roles represent a differentiation in the traditional 
communication manager's role, namely between that of the strategist and the manager (Steyn & 
Puth, 2000:20-21). The strategist's role involves scanning the social, political, and economical en
'iiironment for changes and new developments, and determining its influence on the organisation's 
strategies and policies. In this strategic function, the communication practitioner is able to interpret 
the collected environmental information and to apply it as strategic management information to be 
incorporated in the organisation's enterprise strategy. The manager is responsible for the prepara
tion and implementation of communication strategy and policy in clear messages to the organisa
tion's stakeholders. The technician, as a third role, is responsible for the physical implementation of 
communication plans. 
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By studying the tasks ofthe communication practitioners or persons for communication 
in the selected NPOs, it was possible to determine ,,,,,hether the communication practitioner is per
forming a strategic, managerial, or technical role. The following three theoretical statements 
were derived from the above, to illustrate the different roles and tasks of communication practition
ers, according to Steyn Puth's (2000) model: 

Specific Theoretical Statement 7 . 


According to Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, the communication strategist is responsible for the 

analysis of the NPO's and external enVironment, to manage all organisational stakeholders 

and their issues effectively (steps 1 and 2 of the model)~ This strategic function can be fulfilled by: 


aligning both internal and external communicationvvith the NPO's visi.on, and ..goa1
. '" 

statements; 
using research/em":ironmental scanning to: 

identify and all organisational stakeholders, publics, and activists; . 
identify and prioritise sodal, political, and societal risks; and . 
determine the consequences and/or reputation risks ofstakeholders, activists, and 
issues for the organisation; and ..... . 

using the above information in theimplemeIitation of the enterprise strategy. 

Specific Theoretical Statement 8·.. . ... .... . . 

According to Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, the comrrIUnicationmanageris deve1
oping the NPO'scommunication strategy, vvith the assistance oftb.e communication strategist (steps 
3 t06 of the model): . This function can be fulfilled by: . 

identifying the implications of each risk for each.ofthe ~trategic stakeholders, publics, activist. 
groups and society at' •'. . '.' .... .••... ". .' ... 
formulating the keycommlinication themes for eachiiskand stakeholderissue; ' ... 
setting and communication goals for the organisation, as as functional and 

._; busin.2ss-<tITl.its; 
selecting co.mmunication ,u",-,-"a., 

developing the communicationpolicy; and 
developing.a strategic communication planfor all divisions. 

Specific Theoretical Statement 9 ... '. . .......... .. '.. ..... .... 

According to Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, the cOmmunication technician. is responsible for the 
implementation ofthe communication strategy (step70fthe model). Thistechnical function can be 
fulfilled by: 

developing and implementing communication programmes/campaigns/plans. 

Steyn and Puth's (2000) differentiation amongst roles is linked to the practitioners' positions in the 
organisation. The forms part of the dominant coalition, "Nhile the manager part of 
middle management. The communication technician has no managerial function. Steyn and Puth's 
(2000) model thus makes it that the communication strategist, or most senior communication 
practitioner, must form part ofthe dominant coalition. It is furthermore clear from task descrip
tions (see Figure 4.1 and Specific Theoretical Statement 7) that the strategist must possess communi
cation management and expertise in order to perform the strategic, higher-level managerial 
tasks expected from him or her. This is in agreement VI":ith Grunig et al.'s (1992) recommendations 
(see Specific Theoretical Statement 5). 
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Steyn and Puth's (2000) model is aimed at building strong, lasting relationships with stakeholders, 
by applying the tVlO-way communication models (Grunig et al., 1992). Application of these models 
will ensure the communication function's contribution to organisational goal achievement. Two
way communication is implied in the application of environmental scanning and regular contact 
'with stakeholders (Steyn & Puth, 2000:63-67). Without two-way communication, which implies 
creating dialogue and listening, there would be no insight into stakeholders' needs, because no mu
tual understanding can be created without two-way communication. According to Steyn and Puth's 
(2000) model, stakeholders' needs and the consequences of their behaviour, expectations, and con
cerns are carefully analysed, and the information is fed into the enterprise strategy of the organisa
tion. This means that stakeholders' needs receive attention at the highest organisational leveL It is 
thus clear that the strategic intent of Steyn and Puth's (2000) model aligns 'ivith specific theoretical 
statements 1, 2 and 6. 

Based on the above, it can be argued that when the Steyn and Puth (2000) model is applied in an or
ganisation, the organisation is managed according to a symmetrical worldview, where communica
tion has a strategic managerial function and the two-way symmetrical and/or mixed motive models 
are implemented. This would enable an organisation, especially a NPO, to fulfil its idealistic or criti
cal social role. Both a symmetrical worldview and the use of the two-way models are implied in the 
Steyn and Puth modeL This means that the Steyn and Puth (2000) model is also in alignment with 
specific theoretical statements 3, 4 and 5· 

It is clear from the above that the Steyn and Puth (2000) model is informed by the key principles 
of symmetrical communication as identified by Grunig et al. (1992), as well as the key principles of 
relationship management, as identified by a number of researchers (Ledingham & Bruning,1998:55
65; Hon & Grunig, 1999; Hung, 2001; Grunig, L.A. et al., 2002:550; Freeman et al., 2004:364-369; 
Hung, 2005:393-425; Hung, 2007:443-476; Gregory, 2008). ByfollowingtheSteynandPuth(2000) 
model, the communication practitioner fulfils a strategic role, by applying the two-way models, con
ducting environmental scanning and research on organisational risks, stakeholders and stakeholder 

.:,... issues, and feeding this information into the enterprise strategy. This means that stakeholder needs 
and expectations receive attention at the highest level in the organisation, thereby minimising or
ganisational risks. '''Then stakeholder needs and expectations are known, the organisation can enter 
into dialogue with stakeholders, in order to create mutual understanding and to build strong, mutu
ally beneficial relationships. This implies that the application of the Steyn and Puth (2000) model 
will lead to excellence in communication management, and ultimately contributes to an effective 
organisation. This led to the following specific theoretical statement: 
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Specific TheoreticalStatement 10 
Should NPOs practise strategic communication management to the stepsin Steyn and· 
Puth's (2.000) model, their communication practices would: 

be supported by a symmetrical organisational worldview 
be based on formal environmental scanning andlor informalresearch aboutthe consequences of 
stakeholders' behaviour, expectations, and concerns,as well as social, political, and societal risks 
for the organisation; . . 
include stakeholder identification and prioritisation; 
include the identification and management of organisational reputation risks and stakeholder 
issues; 
be basedon strategic communicationgoals and objectives; 
be aimed at building, maintaining, andlor impmving 
be practised according to the h¥o-way symmetrical andlor the 
be characterised by alignment bet\¥een communication and 
strategy). 

11.2.3 Communication management in NPOs in the adult literacy sector 

After determining the key principles of symmetrical communication and relationship management, 
as well as the nature of strategic communication management according to Steyn and Puth 
(2000) model, an empirical study of how NPOs in the adult literacy sector in South Africa practise 
communication management was undertaken. This addressed the third research question: 

Research Question 3: 
How do NPOs in the adult literacy sectorpractise communication management within their 
unique context? 

The above research question was answered in Chapters 6 to 10. Communication management in 

each NPO was analysed in a separate chapter. Background on each NPO was followed by an analysis 

of communication and stakeholder management practices. As indicated in 5, data was col
lected by means ofin-depth interviews (see Section SA), with the questions in interview schedule 

rooted in and informed by Specific Theoretical Statements 1 to 11. 


All the interviewed NPOs had a relatively flat organisational usually with a Board ofTrus
tees andlor a Management Committee overseeing organisational only exception 

is the ASB Potchefstroom ABET Centre, which has three levels of formal namely the 

ABB Potchefstroom's Commanding Officer, the Directorate Human Resources Development from 

Public Service Act Personnel in Pretoria, and the Department ofEducation. \'\rithin the 

ABET Centre itself, the organisational structure is flat v.rith an ABET Centre t\¥o full-time 

and tw'O part-time teachers, and the Commanding Officer the ABET Centre. 


All the NPOs interviewed, except the Family Literacy Project (FLP), were 

ing to the presuppositions characterising a symmetrical worldview (Grunig, 

vVhite, 1992:43-44; Naude, 2001:71-72). All the NPOs were supporters of 

ment and encouraged staff members to provide input into management. 

aUl\TpOs, except the FLP, was characterised by emphasis on equity, autonomy, par

ticipation, and innovation. The FLP is also moving towards a more symmetrical worldview, as ,vas 

recommended in its own 2007 Annual Strategic Evaluation (see 8, Sections 8.3.2 and 

8.3·3·1). 
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However, the presupposition stating that communication management should have a 
managerial role, and not merely a technical role as presupposed by the asymmetrical worldview, 
was absent in all NPOs. This can mainly be attributed to the lack of qualified communication practi
tioners and/or knowledge about strategic communication practices. None of the NPOs employed a 
communication practitioner, except Project Literacy \,\7hose Fundraising and Communications Man

a half-day position. None ofthe persons responsible for organisational communication, not 
even Project Literacy's Fundraising and Communications Manager, had any formal communication 

a..u.,lJ..Uj"" although some remarked that they had "picked it [communication] up through years of 

It was also clear that Project Literacy's Fundraising and Communications Manager, who part 
ofthe dominant coalition, views her role as being strategic, but she stated that she ·works closely with 
the CEO on what Project Literacy's "corporate brochures, and annual report should look like" 
(see Chapter 7, Section 7.2), all tasks of a communication technician. Project Literacy's H1l'rlrl ...."'. 

and Communications Manager should concentrate more on research and environmental scanning, 
presE~n1:mg this information to the strategy formulation process, and relationship in 
order to playa more strategic role in the organisation. 

The NPOs' one-way distribution ofinformation, inherent in the application ofthe asymmetrical pub
lic information model, as described by Grunig and Hunt (1984:21-27), results from a lack of trained 
communication practitioners and/or knowledge about strategic communication practices. All the 
NPOs viewed communication as a means "to tell and remind" stakeholders of what they do. Project 

and the Optimus Foundation, who also pro'vides ~A..BET training to the business sector at 
applied the two-way asymmetrical communication model (Grunig & Hunt by 

scientific research on the benefits and quality of their ABET provision, to influence potential 
(that is, the marketplace and employers) to make use of their ABET programmes, the 

high costs thereof. Communication is thus seen as a technical, marketingfunction ,vithout a strate
gic management role. 

Although some of the NPOs realised that they might need a communication strategy, none were of 
the opinion that it is absolutely necessary: 

"it [a communication strategy] is not absolutely necessary at the moment because of good com
munication in classes"; 
"a formal communication strategy would probably add to what we can do"; 
"does need a communication strategy, but we a dedicated person for that"; 
"does not really need a communication although it is important to let people know what 
you're doing"; 

still small, [therefore it is] not really necessary for a communication strategy until the 
v ... J',a..u...."a.LJ.u.u. gets bigger"; and 

organisation needs a communication strategy, but I'm not sold on a formal communica
tion strategy. I have seen some corporate communication strategies and they're just over the top 

too focused on profits". 

All the interviewees were of the opinion that a dedicated person would have to be appointed to con
duct communication formally and especially relationship building that is viewed as a time
l.-V.w:>'u..u..lUJI5 task. All interviewees were certain that the organisation could not afford such an ap
pointment especially because they do not see the value in strategic communication and relationship 

It was thus not surprising that none of the interviewed NPOs had a communication 
H.l<U.lGll5C:'.lH'_HL strategy to manage their stakeholder relations and stakeholders' issues. 
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11.2.4 	Implementation of Steyn and Puth's (2000) model for strategic communication manage
ment by NPOs in the adult literacy sector 

After examining the NPOs' communication practices broadly, it was also necessary to determine to 
what e::h.1:end NPOs practice communication management according to the Steyn and Puth model 
(2000) for strategic communication management. It was accepted that because the model is norma

a knowledgeable practitioner in any organisation or context could apply it. The study sought 
to determine ·whether components of the model, in particular the strategic function, are already in 
practice in the NPOs, and whether the interviewees believe that these functions or components are 
important andlor feasible for their organisation. This led to the next research question: 

Research Question 4: 
To what extend do NPOs in the adult literacy sector practice communication according to 
the Steyn and Puth model (2000) for strotegic communicotion management? 

The above research question ·was answered from two perspectives, namely: 
Do NPOs (unwittingly) practise (some of) the strategic functions or components of the Steyn 
and Puth (2000) model, and therefore can it be assumed that the model, or parts of the model, is 
feasible for NPOs in the adult literacy sector? 
Do NPOs practise communication according to suggestions made by Stroh (2007:199-220) 

in her criticism of the traditional approach to strategic communication management, as pro
posed in the Steyn and Puth (2000) model, which would imply that the model should be refined 
to include (some of) Stroh's suggestions or replaced by a new model based on Stroh's approach 
to communication management? 

Research Question 4 was answered in Chapters 6 to 10, by comparing each NPO's communication 
practices vvith the different elements in the Steyn and Puth model. In order to answer Research 
Question 4, interview questions were rooted in Specific Theoretical Statements 7 to 11. 

~.. .. .. - ....~... ~ 

Specific Theoretical Statement 10 summarises the elements ofstrategic communication management 
in the Steyn and Puth (2000) model, and as such forms the basis on which NPOs' communication 
practices were analysed. In Chapters 6 - 10, individual NPOs' complial"lce with the most important 
elements of the Steyn and Puth model (2000) were plotted roughly on a low-high compliance scale. 
The following figure provides the individual analyses combined and displayed in one illustration for 
a summarised overview of the NPOs' communication practices. It was not done with the purpose of 
comparing the NPOs to each other, but rather to provide a visual overview, and to identify certain 
trends in the NPOs' communication practices. Each element of the analysis will be discussed indi
vidually to explain the illustration. 
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Figure 11.1 Compliance of the NPOs' communication practices with Steyn and Puth's model (2000) 

I Symmetrical organisational worldview 

I Environmental scanning and/or informal 
research 

I Stakeholder identification & prioritisation 

I Identify & manage reputation risks & 
stakeholder issues 

I Plan communication strategically - strategic 

goals & objectives 


I Managing relationships with stakeholders 

I Application of two-way symmetrical 
communication 

I Alignment between communication and 

organisational goals (enterprise strategy) 


• low compliance High compliance • 

• SllARE • PROJECT UTERACY 0 FLP • AS8 PUrCHEFSTROOM ABET CENTRE • OPTIMUS FOUNDATION 

Symmetrical organisational worldview 

All the NPOs, except the FLP, were mostly managed according to the presuppositions charac
terising a symmetrical worldview (Grunig, 1989:38-39; Grunig & \Vhite, 1992:43-44; Naude, 
2001:71-72). This implies that most ofthe NPOs are open to strategic communication manage
ment and would most probably apply it if they knew the benefits of strategic communication 
management for the organisation, and secondly, if they had the expertise and capacity to do 
so. In other words, if the NPOs could obtain the knowledge to practise strategic communica
tion management and learn its importance for organisational effectiveness, it would be a natural 
transition for them. 
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Environmental scanning andlor informal research 

None of the interviewed NPOs conductedformal environmental scanning to identify their stra
tegically important stakeholders and their issues. None of the NPOs formally prioritised or 
mapped their stakeholders and issues. Some of the J\TpOs conducted some form of formal re
search when starting large projects or planning to make drastic changes in the organisation or 
curriculum. However, this research was not specifically focused on views of stakeholders 
about the organisation, stakeholder issues, or communication needs of stakeholders. This 
ing said, all the NPOs' senior management staff did engage regularly with stakeholders, which 
brought stakeholder opinions obtained through informal environmental scanning into decision
making processes. Another form of informal environmental scanning was scanning the Internet 
extensively, as well as networking with peers in the adult literacy sector. None of the different 
methods of environmental scanning focused though on identifying stakeholders' issues, and the 
strategic application of communication to build relationships and address issues. 

Stakeholder identification and prioritisation 

Resulting from the lack ofa communication management strategy, the NPOs did not apply stake
holder profiling to identifY specific persons that might assist them "\vith attaining their strategic 
goals but rather aimed communication at unspecified persons in the government, a donor or
ganisation, or a newspaper. None of the interviewed NPOs identified any strategic relationship 
management goals for any of their stakeholders and thus did not engage in strategically planned 
relationship management efforts. All NPOs realised the importance of relationship management 
though, but they mainly focused on relationships 'with donors and government, concentrating 
less on learners and potential learners, teachers, and the communities in ,",Thich programmes are 
run. 

Specific messages e:&"plaining organisational policy and actions might add to mutual understand
ing and trust, but the NPO must also listen to stakeholders to-understand their issues, and sub
sequently might need to adapt organisational strategy and policies. For instance, many NPOs 
stated that learners do not always want to follo'w the Department of Education's formalised cur
riculum (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.2), because it does not address their immediate needs. On 
the other hand, NPOs are forced to follow the formal curriculum to ensure accreditation and 
funding from the Department of Education. This situation might seem like an insurmountable 
problem, butby engaging in dialogue NPOs, learners and the Department ofEducation can reach 
mutual understanding and a possible solution to the issue. 

During the interviews, all the NPOs identified their learners and donors as their most important 
stakeholders (but most relationship-building efforts were aimed only at donors). The Depart
ment of Education was identified by most J\TpOs as another influential stakeholder. The ASB 
Potchefstroom ABET Centre that is funded by government was the only NPO that did not identifY 
funding as its most strategic organisational risks. Most interviewees said that finding or creating 
relevant, meaningful programmes for adult learners and the lack of well-trained teachers were 
also challenges facing their organisations. Although the NPOs therefore informally identified 
and prioritised their stakeholders and organisational risks, none of them used strategic com
munication to manage relationships in order to assist them ,-vith minimising their organisational 
andlor reputation risks. 
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Identify and manage reputation risks and stakeholder issues 

It was surprising that none of the interviewed NPOs conducted any formal research to determine 
the consequences or reputation risks oftheir stakeholders' behaviour, expectations, or concerns, 
or stakeholders' issues for the organisation. The most important stakeholder behaviour con
sequence and risk that concerned the NPOs was the ,-vithdrawal of funding andlor finding new 
donors, and therefore relationships with donors received much attention from all NPOs. 

Plan communication strategically strategic goals & objectives 

Furthermore, it was found that the interviewed NPOs did :qot really set any communication goals, 
and therefore there was no allignment betvveen organisational and communication goals. The 
Optimus Foundation were plotted higher in this regard though, because it really created dialogue 
betw'een the organisation and its stakeholders, and therefore it could be argued that communica
tion management assists the organisation in attaining its goals. The general lack of alignment 
behveen organisational and communication goals might be due to a lack ofknowledge about the 
relationship-building component of strategic communication management, as well as a lack of 
knowledge on the value of relationship management for the organisation. 

Managing relationships \-vith stakeholders 

Despite the NPOs' constraints and lack of communication training, they used creative and unique 
ways to build relationships ,-vith their stakeholders, for instance: 

Different senior staff members at Project Literacy were responsible for building relation
ships "with different stakeholders. However, communication and relationship management 
happened on an ad hoc basis and no strategy or plans were followed. 
Staffmembers at the Optimus Foundation, who managed certain projects, were also respon
sible for communication and relationship building. They placed high emphasis on feedback, 
and they also insisted on '.'feedback on feedback", thus creating dialogue and strong relation
ships. 
All the NPOs' teachers were responsible for strong, trusting relationships ,-vith learners, but 
unfortunately no strategy or plans were followed to strategically manage these relation
ships. 
All the NPOs placed a premium on trust, dependability, and commitment, which is 
characteristic communal relationships (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1). 

Application of t:\'\To-way symmetrical communication 

All the NPOs mostly applied the one-way asymmetrical models (see Section 11.2.3), but they 
also engaged, in various degrees, in tv,ro-way communication 'with stakeholders. For instance, 
Project Literacy's Client Relations Officer phones all clients once a month to receive feedback on 
services rendered and to build and maintain strong relationships ,vith these clients Chapter 
7, Section 7.3.3.1). Furthermore, Optimus emphasised dialogue and feedback, even insisting on 
"feedback on feedback" Chapter 10, Section 10.3.3), as an essential tool to build strong re
lationships ,-vith stakeholders. 
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Alignment between communication and organisational goals (enterprise strategy) 

Some NPOs, such as Project Literacy, claimed that their communication is aligned to mis
sion, vision, and goals. This might prove difficult if communication and stakeholder relation
ships are not managed strategically. -VV'hen the NPO's communication was analysed, it became 
clear that their communication was rather about the organisation's mission, vision, and goals, 
more than actually having additional content that is aligned to it. 

Information about stakeholder opinions and needs were not fed into the NPOs' enterprise strate
gy but rather into the corporate strategy, which is financially or target-orientated (see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.3.2). The reason might be that a formal enterprise strategy does not exist, but is men
tally shared amongst members ofthe organisation rather than being spelled out in a formal docu
ment. As mentioned in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2, enterprise strategy usually addressed ques
tions, such as "how is organisation perceived by their stakeholders?", "what are stakeholder 
values and expectations?" It includes non-financial goals, such as enhancing the organisation's 
image and identifying ways tofulfil its social responsibilities (Pearce & Robinson, 1999:5; Steyn, 
2002:9). It can thus be argued that NPOs unV\rittingly add information about stakeholder expec
tations and ways to fulfil their social responsibilities to their 'enterprise' strategy, by focusing on 
financial matters in the corporate strategy. Without sufficient funding available, NPOs cannot 
fulfil social responsibilities nor can they survive. 

In considering the above, it can thus be argued that the interviewed NPOs mostly did not formally 
apply strategic communication management according to the and Puth (2000) model. How
ever, in considering NPOs' organisational worldview, it could also be argued that strategic com
munication management would be possible in these NPOs, if the persons responsible for commu
nication management were coached, and understood how to apply communication management 
strategically. 

Although the tasks.pft:b"e.commu.nicAtion manager and the technician were not investigated for this 
study, there were informative findings in this regard and therefore specific theoretical statements 8 
and 9 are repeated here to guide the discussion: 

Specific theoretical statement 8 ' ,.., ,'.' " " '. 
According to Steyn and Puth's model, the communication manager is responsible for developing the 
NPO'scommunication strategy, the assista:rlce ofthe communication strategist (steps 3-t') 
model). This managerial function can be ful:filleci by: , , 

identifying the implications of each risk for each oithe strategic stakeholders, publics, activist 

groups society at large; 

formulating the key communication themes for each risk and stakeholder issue; 

setting and integrating the communication goals for the organisation" as well as functional and 

business-units; , 

selecting communication channels; 

developing the communication policy; and , 

developing a strategic communication plan for all divisions. 


All the interviewees emphasised that their organisation has communication plans, but these "com
munication plans" consisted rather of schedules e::-''Plaining when to communicate what to whom, 
and as such, are more technical than strategic in nature. These communication plans also confirm 
the one-way nature of the NPOs' communication. Although all the interviewed NPOs engaged "with 
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their stakeholders, their communication practices did not answer to specific, overall strategic goals 
regarding relationship building with specific stakeholder groups. 

vVithout setting specific communication goals for stakeholders and their issues, it is 
difficult NPOs to plan relationship-building activities in order to obtain specific organisational 
goals. It is thus important to link the communication and its goals to specific strategic or
ganisational goals, othenl'ise the ,¥Tong people may be communicated to. This happened in the case 
of the ASB Potchefstroom ABET Centre, in which former president Nelson J\'landela and the Potch
efstroom mayor were invited to attend the annual ABET to provide exposure for the ASB Potch
efstroom ABET Centre. VVhen the interviewees were questioned about this action's strategic goals, 
it became that they only wanted e:h.,})osure, in order to draw the Potchefstroom community 
and potential learners' attention to the ASB Potchefstroom ABET Centre. Although it is always good 
to maintain visibility in a community, the ASB Potchefstroom ABET Centre should have considered 
that only army employees can make use of the ASB Potchefstroom ABET Centre and inviting such a 
high-profile person, such as Nelson Mandela, might not assist the NPO to attain their goals. 

Another problem experienced by all the interviewed NPOs was the selection of appropriate mass 
media. All NPOs were frustrated by the media for not organisational events sufficiently. 
However, none of the interviewed NPOs strategically communication media to reach spe
cific All the NPOs wanted as broad coverage they can get, targeting the general public. 
It is of their focus on publicity, and not relationship building, that the NPOs wanted televi
sion (which all viewed as "too expensive"), national newspapers and even a national women's 
magazine Chapter 8, Section 8.3.3) to run their stories. Local or community newspapers and 
radio stations were not viewed as equal or even more important for reaching stakeholders. Their 
publicity-seeking actions therefore were futile, as the public is not a strategic stakeholder 
(see Chapter 9, Section 9.3.3). The same could be said for using flyers to promote ~WET courses to 
illiterate adults. Communication and relationship-building acti"vities should be aimed at strategic 
stakeholders, in order to address stakeholders' issues, using communication media that would reach 
tht::lfle ,stake40lders .effectively. 

In order to overcome its challenges regarding the media, NPOs have to have a media strategy. Such 
a includes deciding what they want to communicate, who their audience for a specific mes
sage is, what media would reach this audience best, and whichjournalist to approach 'with the mes
sage which journalist 'works on the social education, or human interest 
beat). 

Specific theoretical statement 9 
Accor.ding to Steyn and Puth's model~ the communication technician is responsible for the 
mentation of the communication strategy (step 7 of the model). This technical function can 
filled by: 

developing and implementing communication programs/campaigns/plans; 

All the NPOs' communication practices were on an operational level and consisted of annual ,.."',,,,.....r+'" 

.LU"'"'""""""'""_ formal reports, annual functions to introduce the organisation to stakeholders, and road
shows. interviewee from the FLP also attended conferences, presented papers, and published 
scientific articles on family literacy as a way of "communicating what we do, so that people can 
from us". All these communication practices indicate a one-way communication approach, "vith no 
or limited focus on relationship building. 
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11.2.4.1 Strohfs (2007) criticism ofSteyn and Puthfs (2000) approach to strategic 
communication management 

It has been determined that strategic components of the Steyn Puth (2000) model are not 
practised by the interviewed NPOs, due to many constraints (see Chapters 6 to 10 and Section 11.2.4). 
Stroh (200T199-220) criticises Steyn and Puth's (2000) approach to strategic communication man
agement (which also implies model) from a postmodern perspective and makes suggestions to 
enhance communication between an organisation and its stakeholders (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6). 
One of the aims of this study was to determine whether NPOs practise communication according to 
the suggestions made by Stroh (2007:199-220). Ifthis 'was found to be the case, it would imply that 
Steyn and Puth's (2000) model is not feasible for use by NPOs, because Stroh's suggestions are in 
most cases directly opposite to Steyn and Puth's more traditional approach to strategic communica
tion management. This led to follovving specific theoretical statement: 

Specific Theoretical Statement 11 
Considering Stroh's (2007:199-220)criticism of Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, it can be "",>1''''(1 
that a new model for communication management by NPOs should be developed,which 
includes Stroh's for communicationmanagement, in cases where the NPO's communi
cation practices the communication functiqll/practitioner: 

. does not need to have predetermined communication and plans; 
relies only on ethical behaviour to build and maintain internal and external stakeholder relation~ 
ships;. . ". ... .' 
should.not form of the dominant coalition of the Nro; 

• 	.. has Em activist in which alternativevievvpoints areciebated and cOJ:rllict instigated, in order 
to contribute to the creation of meaning; ... .... ... '. .•.•.•. . •. '.' . '.' 

.. strives for fully participative decision-making in strategy formulation in aUcommunication 
.. sues, by the organisationand all its stakeholders; '. '.' .' ... ' ... " ." . ..' . 

.~ . • does not strategicallymanage relationships "With ihternal and eJ.."ternal stakeholders but cultivates 
.~):elationships in such a way as to allow all stakeholders to forinpart ofstrategy formulation.. 

All the above of criticism have to be ill practice to coricludethat the.NPO has apostmodern 
approach to communication management. 

In Chapter 6 10, individual NPOs' views on communication management were roughly 
plotted in terms of compatibility"With Steyn and Puth (2000) or Stroh's (2007:199-220) approaches. 
In the next figure, the individual analyses from Chapters 6 to 10 are combined and displayed in a 
single illustration for a summarised overview of the NPOs' views. Again, the aim is not to compare 
the views ofthe NPOs to each other, but to identify trends in this regard. Each of the elements ofthe 
analysis ,,vill discussed to explain the illustration. 
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Figure 11.2: Feasibility of Stroh's (2007:199-220) recommendations for strategic communication 
management 

RESPONDENTS' VIEWS ON COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT COMPATIBLE WITH VIEWS OF: 

STROH STEYN & P\.I1H 

No communication stratBgy 0 • • • Communication strategy assentlal 

Ellical behaviour all that i. necessary for 
relationship building 0 More than ethical behaviour necessary for relationship 

building 

Not part of the dominant coalition 0 Essential to be part 01 the dominant coalition 

Play an activist role Build harmonious relationships 

Full stakeholder participation In strategy Ionnulation • • . \;l LimltBd stakeholder participation In strategy formulation 

Relationship management not planned 0 • • • Relationship manag.ment strabtglcally planned 

• SHAJlE • PROJECT LITERACY 0 RP • ASH POTCIEfSTlIOOM ABET CENTRE • OPJIMUS RllHlATKlN 

In terms of Stroh's (2007:199-220) (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6) criticism ofSteyn and Puth's (2000) 

approach to strategic communication management, it was found that although none of the inter
"iewed NPOs planned their communication and stakeholder relationships strategically, all believed 
that it might be useful to do so. Project Literacy's interviewees regarded their organisation's lack of 
a communication and relationship management strategy as a significant shortcoming (see Chapter 
7, Section 7.3.3)· The ASB Potchefstroom ABET Centre's Manager contradicted himself when he 
sllid that a communication strategy is not "absolutely" necessary for the ABET Centre, but that com
munication must be planned and such plans must be adjustable (see Chapter 9, Section 9.3.3). The 
interviewee from the Optimus Foundation believes that every organisation needs a communication 
strategy, but it must be very simple and easy to implement (see Chapter 10, Section 10.3.3). SHARE 
also did not have a communication and stakeholder relationship management strategy, but this was 
because of time and resource constraints (see Chapter 6 , Section 6.3.3) not because the Centre Co
ordinator believes in "experiencing the anxiety of unpredictability" (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1). 

The only exception was the FLP's interviewee, the Director, who agreed v.ith Stroh (200]:199-220) 

that a communication strategy is not necessary (see Chapter 8, Section 8 .3.3). The reason for this 
disregard might be the Director's general unv.illingness to work according to any plan or strategy, as 
well as her lack of communication training, which leads to her subsequent inability to realise com
mW1ication and relationship management's strategic value for the FLP. 

All the inteniewed NPOs ,iewed themselves as being ethical, honest, and having their stakehold
ers' best interests in mind. All NPOs, except the FLP, nonetheless believe that a communication 
strategy is needed to build and maintain stakeholder relationships. The interviewee from Optimus 
agreed v.ith Stroh (2007:207) that ethical beha"iour is very important to build and maintllin rela
tionships (see Chapter 10, Section 10.3-4) but added that a communication strategy is still of the ut
most importance. Project Literacy's CEO summed it up well in saying that stakeholder communica
tion should be planned otherv.ise "people fan off the radar system, and you don't communicate with 
all stakeholders" (see Chapter 7, Section 7.3.3.1). Conversely, the inteniewee ofthe FLP agreed with 
Stroh (200]:199-220) that communication and stakeholder relationships should not be planned 
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(see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.3) in a small organisation such as the FLP Chapter 8, Section 8.3.3). 
Except for the FLP, Stroh's in this regard are not ....v.J..:>~'u.""~ feasible by the interviewed 
NPOs. 

None of the NPOs interviewed employed a communication practitioner, except Project Literacy. 
Project Literacy's Fundraising and Communications Manager only a half-day position, but 

forms part of the dominant coalition. Despite this, Project Fundraising and Commu
nications Manager did not fully perform a strategic role as the focus ofher communication activities 
was not on stakeholder research and the application of tlN'o-\vay communication to build stakeholder 
relationships. All the NPOs that employing a communication practitioner or outsourcing 
the communication function would be beneficial for the organisation but that they had no funds to 
do so. SHARE's interviewee commented that she would have "to raise the funds to pay such a per
son" (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3). In all the other NPOs, the CEO or manager was responsible for 
communication. All the interviewees added though that they do not have sufficient time to manage 
communication and stakeholder relationships well. Despite the above-mentioned funding and time 
constraints, it can be argued that communication function part of senior management's 
job descriptions. Communication and stakeholder relationship management are thus carried out 
by the dominant coalition. Stroh's suggestion that the communication practitioner should not form 

of the dominant coalition is thus not in practice in these NPOs. 

According to Stroh (2007:210), a communication practitioner is both a relationship manager and an 
activist who debates alternative vievvpoints and instigates conflict, in order to contribute to mean-

making (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.2). Although NPOs, such as SHARE and Project Literacy, 
are outspoken against government's ABET policies and actions, they are careful not to disadvantage 
their organisations by instigating conflict and in the process lose funding. The NPOs' communica
tion practices intuitively agree with Grunig, L.A.'s (1992:513) view that dialogue with stakehold
ers must create understanding and cooperation rather than conflict. It is thus evident that Stroh's 
(2007) opinion in this regard is not considered feasible by the NPOs participating in the study. 

Stroh (2007=209) furthermore asserts that stakeholders should not be managed top-down by for
mulating communication rather all stakeholders must have the opportunity to partici
pate fully in strategy formulation. This does not mean that all stakeholders must have a say in all 
mundane organisational management issues, but that stakeholders must be involved in enterprise 
and communication strategy formulation in particular. None of interviewed NPOs' stakehold
ers formally took part in formulation, but the NPOs used information informally gained 
from all their stakeholders. interviewees said that reasons for not including all stakeholders in 
strategyfornlUlation are, others, time constraints, a ofunderstanding of organisational 
risks and issues, a lack of interest and insight into risks and issues, and difficulty in all 
stakeholders. The interviewee from Optimus also felt that it is not necessary for donors to 
strategy formulation, unless Optimus runs a corporate social investment programme on behalf ofthe 
donor (see Chapter 10, Section 10.2). Project Literacy's interviewees believe that it is not in Project 
Literacy's best interests for information to be available to all possible stakeholders. Stroh's 
(2007:199-220) approach is not supported by the participating NPOs in this case. 

It is clear that Stroh's (2007:199-220) views on strategic communication management are not fully 
in practice at the interviewed NPOs nor are theyvie"ved as alternatives to Steyn and Puth's ap
proach. This implies, in theory, that Steyn and Puth's (2000) model are more feasible for implemen
tation by NPOs. However, some of Stroh's (2007=199-220) might be helpful to enhance 
the Steyn and Puth (2000) model for implementation by NPOs. For instance, all NPOs that 
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are knOv.'11 for their ethical behaviour, which includes transparency and honesty. Itmight serve 
NPOs well if they emphasised their ethical behaviour more, especially concerning the application of 
donor funds. This might strengthen both the communal and exchange relationship Chapter 3, 
Section betvveen NPOs and donors, because donors would be assured that their funds are ap
plied to alleviate illiteracy. 

NPOs can also consider Stroh's (2007:209) suggestion to include stakeholder participation in strat
egy formulation, in some way or another. More stakeholder participation in especially the commu
nication management strategy would enhance relationship-building efforts, and in turn contribute 
to attaining organisational goals. 

11.2.4.2 Conclusions 

Before recommendations are made, key conclusions ofthe study as discussed so can be sum
marised as follow: 

Participating NPOs do not manage their communication strategically 
They believe that a lack ofmanpower and funding are the most important limitations, preventing 
them from managing communication more strategically 
However, in fact, the participating NPOs are una'ware ofwhat strategic communication manage
ment entails, due to a lack of communication training 
Therefore, they do not realise the value of strategic communication management 
The NPOs do not realise that strong, mutually beneficial relationships "vith stakeholders 'will 
eventually contribute to the achievement of organisational goals 
However, the NPOs do apply some of the requirements for strategic communication manage
ment intuitively, and in most cases displayed a symmetrical organisational worldview 
It can therefore be concluded that most of the NPOs function in a fertile environment for the 
formalisation and application of strategic communication management principles. 

To address these conclusions, study proposes some recommendations, which will be diS,cussed ". 
in the following sections. 

11.3 Recommendations 

The research findings led to formulation of recommendations for NPOs to apply strategic com
munication management and ways in which the Steyn and Puth (2000) model for strategic commu
nication management can be adapted to make it more suitable for NPOs in the adult literacy sector 
in South Africa. These recommendations represent an answer to general research question as 
well as research question 5: 

General Research Question: 

How can NPOs in the adult literacy sector in South Africa best practice strategic communi

cation management within their specific context? 


Research Question 5: 
How can strateg;c communication management best be practiced by NPOs to enhance the 
achievement a/their goals? 

iVl the NPOs made it clear that appointing a qualified communication practitioner, who is solely re
sponsible for communication management, or contracting a communication agency to manage com
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munication, is not possible due to funding constraints. However, this study concluded that the lack 
of knowledge about strategic communication management, particularly 'with regard to its purpose 
and benefits, is a more serious obstacle to the implementation of strategic communication manage
ment in interviewed NPOs than a lack of funds. It is thus imperative to find more cost effective 
'ways to practise strategic communication management in NPOs, ,·vith their current staffcomponent. 
A solution might be to train the persons responsible for communication management in NPOs in the 
principles of strategic communication management. In the following section, the main recommen
dation of this study, namely to collapse or condense and simplify the Steyn and Puth model, will be 
discussed in detaiL Other recommendations ",rill be discussed in Section 11.4.2. 

11.3.1 Simplified Steyn and Puth model 

Taking the NPOs' constraints into consideration, this study recommends that Steyn and Puth 
model (2000) be collapsed or condensed and simplified for implementation purposes. The pro
posed actions or steps in the model are based on what the NPOs already do and understand, as well 
as what they do not do, within the presuppositions and of the Steyn and Puth (2000) modeL 
The academic division of the Steyn and Puth (2000) model into strategic, functional, and imple
mentation levels might be too intimidating or overwhelming for NPOs that do not have access to a 
trained communication practitioner. NPOs might not realise that Steyn and Puth (2000) model 
is a continuous, or rolling model, and that they then focus on only certain levels. The purpose ofsuch 
a collapsed model is to combine the academic, normative model with the practical reality as experi
enced by the NPOs. Such a collapsed or condensed model ,",fould therefore aid NPOs that: 

do not have communication practitioners or competencies, 
do not have funds to employ a communication practitioner or to outsource the communication 
function, and 
face serious time constraints. 

With regard to the simplified model, it is furthermore recommended that NPOs be persuaded of the 
value and benefits of strategic communication management for building rr;;latj.onships, in to 
minimise and manage organisational risks. IfNPOs do not "buy into" the benefits of strategic com
munication management, they would view any model as being unnecessary and impossible to imple
ment, due to their constraints. It is therefore important to emphasise that it is possible to manage 
communication and relationships strategically if NPOs keep on doing, and build on what they are 
already doing, which will not cost them more in terms of funding or time. 

The proposed collapsed or condensed version of Steyn and Puth's (2000) model is presented in 
Figure ILL 

The purpose of the circular depiction of the model is to emphasise the continuous process of man
aging communication and building relationships ,-vith stakeholders. This illustrates that a commu
nication management strategy is not something that should be developed and put away, but rather 
viewed as a "v,rorking document" which should be consulted and adapted continuously. Another 
intention of the circular format ofthe model is to indicate that no part ofthe strategy is more impor
tant than another part, and that all steps in the model to be followed in order to manage com
munication stakeholder relationships strategically. 
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Figure 11.3 Proposed simplified version of Steyn and Puth's model 
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In the simplified model, the strategic steps in Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, implemented to con
tribute to enterprise strategy, are situated on the left side. It is very important to show that the 
information gathered by formal andlor informal research is used for strategic communication man
agement and relationship bUilding. Creating the communication strategy and implementation plan 
constitutes the functional level in Steyn and Puth's (2000) model, while the implementation of the 
plans is on a technical, or implementation, leveL The need for evaluation of communication and re
lationship building activities by entering into dialogue with stakeholders is illustrated in the Imple
ment step in this model, after which organisational andlor communication management strategies 
might be adapted again. 

ENTERPRISE / ORGANISATIONAL STRATEGY: implications of the enterprise strategyfor communi
cation management 

In the first step, NPOs need to determine their enterprise strategy (if it does not already exist) (see 
Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2) by asking non-financial questions such as: 

"what are the organisational values that we would like to communicate to our stakeholders?" 
(NPOs could, for example, emphasise their ethical business practices, which theoretically links to 
Stroh's (2007:199-220) approach, which will assist NPOs in building strong relationships). 
''how would we like our stakeholders to perceived the organisation?" 
''hovl do we fulfil our social responsibilities?" 

Once the enterprise strategy is clear, the implications thereof for communication management 
should be explored. This can be done by asking the "so what" question for communication manage
ment, upon considering the contents of the enterprise strategy. Answering this question will guide 
NPOs to eventually setstrategic communication goals that are aligned v\lith organisational goals. 

IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDERS 

NPOs already have an idea of who their staJSE?hQlde:r:s ar§!., but they need to draw up a formal stake
holder map to prioritise their stakeholders, in view of the organisation's enterprise strategy. It is 
also important for NPOs to identify specific stakeholder representatives to engage with in dialogue, 
for instance at newspapers, donor organisations and government (see Section 11.2-4). This would 
enable NPOs to compile specific messages aimed at specific stakeholders, and therefore relationship
building efforts would be more effective. 

DETERMINE STAKEHOLDERSJ NEEDS AND EXPECTATIONS 

NPOs already have access to most of the information about their stakeholders' needs and expecta
tions, but in an informal manner. By formalising the process, specific needs, e:h.'":pectations and issues 
can be linked to specific stakeholders. This would enable NPOs to develop communication and re
lationship building efforts that specifically address a particular stakeholder's issues. All staff actions 
can then uniformly address a particular stakeholder's issues, and all communication and relation
ship building efforts from the NPO would be aligned to the organisation's enterprise strategy. 

Most NPOs expressed the view that relationship building are costly, and that they do not have enough 
staff to perform the task. However, senior management already perform most communication and 
relationship management efforts. By using existing staff members' relationships vdth stakeholders, 
senior management's task in this regard can be simplified. For instance, all NPOs noted that teach
ers had strong relationships, where especially trust had a pivotal role, ·withlearners. IfNPOs trained 
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or sensitised teachers to engage in dialogue to determine learners' needs and expectations, and to 
provide formal feedback to the organisation, no additional staff or funds have to be used to obtain 
this information. Teachers can also be trained to strategically communicate the NPO's values, so
cial role, and care to build strong relationships 'with learners. In this way, teachers perform a more 
strategic role, and such training can be viewed as capacity building (see Section 11.4.2 for recom
mendation on training). 

ASSESS ORGANISATIONAL GOALS/RISKS VERSUS STAKEHOLDERS' NEEDS, EXPECTATIONS AND IS
SUES: implications for communication management 

When NPOs have determined their strategic stakeholders' needs, expectations and issues, its im
plications for communication and relationship management can be considered. At this stage, the 
NPO needs to arrive at communication priorities, in other words, prioritise on whom and what to 
focus its communication and relationship building efforts, considering its limited time and financial 
resources. 

Prioritising the stakeholders, issues and!or reputation risks to focus on, will ensure that NPOs use 
their scarce resources "visely, and v.,:ith maximum impact. NPOs might, for instance, decide to focus 
only on certain stakeholders, reputation risks, or performance areas such as positioning, reputation 
management or employee engagement. A NPO might decide, for instance, to prioritise positioning 
to address its shortage ofindividual donors and corporate clients in a certain geographical area. The 
NPO might make use of, amongst others, specific media such as community radio stations, commu
nity newspapers and it website to attract new donors and clients. 

OVERARCHING COMMUNICATION STRATEGY: set strategic relationship building goals and objec
tives 

At this stage, NPOs must determine strategic communication goals to be achieved, in order to ad
dress the strategic prioritil'!S. id~ntified in the previous step. In other words, the NPO needs to deter
mine what its communication and stakeholder relationships 'would look like, if applied effectively. 
Specific, measureable objectives outline the steps to be taken to achieve the goals set. 

The communication strategy therefore determines what should be achieved by communication 
management and relationship building efforts, and sets clear objectives that indicate measures for 
success over a specified time period. 

Based on steps followed so far, a stakeholder and issues matrix can be compiled, listing priority 
stakeholders, their issues, consequent reputation risks for the organisation, as well as communica
tion goals, objectives and communication themes relevant to particular stakeholders. The commu
nication strategy is directly linked to the enterprise strategy, and therefore J\TPOs can link its com
munication and relationship building efforts v.r:i.th stakeholders to its enterprise strategy. In this way, 
NPOs can ensure that the communication strategy contributes to obtaining organisational goals. 
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN: how to achieve relationship building goals and objectives 

Although it is the ideal, it is not necessary for the NPO's CEO or person responsible for communica
tion, to be directly responsible for every aspect of communication management. Other s.taff mem
bers, such as board members, teachers, or even partners, could be involved indirectly, and on behalf 
of the NPO. For example, specific stakeholders could be assigned to specific board members, who 
are then responsible for building a relationship ,,'lith that specific stakeholder- In case of teachers 
andlor partners, strong relationships can be built "'with learners or beneficiaries, and the constraint 
of learner retention (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.2) can be addressed more effectively. It is impor
tant that a uniform message must be conveyed to all stakeholders to eliminate misunderstanding. 
Indirect communication management and relationship building are already informally in practice 
at Project Literacy and the Optimus Foundation (see Chapter 7, Section 7.3.3.1 and Chapter 10, Sec
tion 10.3.3.1). Formalising the process and providing training to the concerned staff members on 
especially relationship building, would assist in attaining organisational goals more effectively (see 
Section 11.4.2 for recommendation on training). 

It is therefore vital to include in, or at least inform, board members, teachers, and partners of the 
NPO's overarching communication strategy and associated relationship goals per stakeholder, in 
order to empower them to communicate and build relationships according to a strategy. In this 
way, a more participative approach to management "vill be encouraged, which, theoretically, links to 
Stroh's (2007:199-220) criticism of Steyn and Puth's (2000) approach to strategic communication 
management as not being participative enough. Following an indirect approach to communication 
management would also reduce cost and manpower needs. 

IMPLEMENT: including stakeholder listening 

This step refers to all communication methods, actions and functions implemented by NPOs. vV'hile 
NPO representatives interact with stakeholders, they must listen and engage 'with stakeholders as a 
form ofinformal research. Every opportunity must therefore used to pick up on new stakeholder 
issues, and probe on the status of existing stakeholder issues. It is imperative for J\TpOs to under
stand that a communication strategy is not static, but that it involves a continuous process of evalu
ation and adaptation. vVhenever NPOs engage in dialogue with stakeholders, they need to listen to 
stakeholders to determine whether the NPO's communication efforts are successful in addressing 
stakeholders' issues andlor whether these issues have changed. Ifno emerging issues are detected, 
the current .overall communication strategy is confirmed. 

EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF EMERGING ISSUES 

It is very important for NPOs to have a formalised feedback process to manage feedback betV\Teen 
NPO representatives and rest of the organisation, especially where other staff members than 
senior management indirectly manage relationships "vith stakeholders. Stakeholders' issues must 
be conveyed continuously to senior management, whereafter information can be fed into emerg
ing strategy formulation andlor the organisation's enterprise strategy. Feedback mechanisms might 
include quarterly meetings or more regular and formal reports. 

EMERGING STRATEGY: emerging risks/issues 

Whenever a new organisational risk or stakeholder issue arises, the communication strategy needs 
to be adapted. New information, gathered through both formal and informal environmental scan
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ning, has to be fed into both the enterprise and communication strategy. It might happen that the 
enterprise strategy has to be adapted, or, in the case of more short-term risks and issues, an emer
gent communication strategy needs to be developed. 

11.3.1.1 Summary 

It is clear from the above discussion that the simplified model is still rooted in the Excellence and re
lationship management theories, because it emphasises the importance of engaging vvith stakehold
ers to build strong relationships, \'lhich vvill assist the organisation in achieving its goals. The 
fied model aims to build on, and improve, the NPOs current communication management practices. 
Nonetheless, NPOs first need to receive training on strategic communication management, which, 
amongst others, forms part of the study's next set of recommendations. 

11.3.2 Other recommendations 

This study found that NPOs in the adult literacy sector cannot afford to appoint qualified com
munication practitioners nor can they afford to outsource the communication function. Nev
ertheless, the study also found that it is not necessarily a prerequisite for a formally qualified 
person to be responsible for strategic communication management. The person(s) currently 
performing communication management can sensitised andlor trained to manage com
munication function more strategically, by following the guidelines in the simplified model, and 
as such contribute to organisational effectiveness. 

Training unqualified persons to perform strategic communication management might be criti
cised as impossible, particularly if Grunig et al.'s (1992) views on the relation between trained 
communication practitioners and the application of two-way symmetrical communication are 
taken into account. The question is: how can NPOs in the adult literacy sector best prac
tise strategic communication management, considering their constraints, particularly a lack of 

. funding? It could argued that follovving a pragmatic approach by providing training would 
definitely not result in communication management practised as prescribed theo
retically, but it would be in best interests ofNPOs to at least improve on their current commu
nication practices. Furthermore, most of the participating NPOs had a symmetrical worldview, 
which would support the implementation of strategic communication management. All the par
ticipating NPOs been operating for many years, and intuitively practiced communication 
and relationship management to varying degrees of success. These NPOs would therefore not 
start communication and relationship management at "point zero". It is for this reason that the 
simplified Steyn and Puth model build on what the NPOs are already doing, and training should 
follmv the same route. 

It is not necessary to train all staff, or a number of staff members in strategic communica
tion management, as responsibility already lies vvith the organisations' dominant coalitions. 
Therefore, only the persons currently responsible for communication and relationship manage
ment can be sensitised and trained, according to a simplified Steyn and Puth (2000) model. 
Although the initial costs of training staff in strategic communication management principles 
might be high, NPOs must compare these costs to the possible gains (more funding, improved 
relationships vvith stakeholders, management of organisational risks) that practis
ing strategic communication management can offer the organisation. Training staff in strategic 
communication management can also be viewed as strategic capacity building. 
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Structured communication management training for NPOs can include aspects such as: 
the role of strategic communication management in organisational effectivity; 
the nature and importance oftvw-way communication; 
stakeholder mapping; 
strategic relationship building; 
setting of strategic relationship building goals and measurable objectives; 
engagement methods, tools and skills; 

prioritising of organisational risks, stakeholders and stakeholders' issues and 
ho'w to conduct a communication media analysis to determine which kind ofmedia are best 
suited to the needs ofthe organisation. 

Concerning training, it is recommended that universities, as part of their social responsibility 
programmes, provide communication management training at reduced cost to NPOs. The im
provement of adults' literacy level, which directly impact on children's literacy (see Chapter 2. 

Section 2.2), are in the best interest of universities, and therefore it is for universities to 
assist NPOs in this regard. 
Taking the above recommendation to train NPOs in strategic communication management fur
ther, this study recommends that an action research team "adopts" a few NPOs for a year or tI-vo. 
During this research period, the research team can train the NPOs, including doing research on 
stakeholders, and as such incorporate stakeholder information into the communication strategy. 
In way, the research team stays involved in a hands-on, advisory capacity until strategic 
communication management is institutionalised in the organisation. Such an approach would 
be more efficient than merely providing a one-day training course to NPOs (so-called "hit and 
run" approach). 
It is furthermore recommended that the simplified Steyn and Puth model be applied for a year 
or tI-vo in NPOs, where after the NPOs' communication practices could be evaluated. Universi
ties could obtain funding for such a study from an international organisation or local research 
organisations. In this instance it would not be necessary for NPOs to arrange for funding. 
A longitudinal approach might lead to additional refinement ofthe model, as proved to be neces
sary in practice. Furthermore, such a study would make a valid contribution to communication 
theory development in the NPO sector. 

11.4 Scientific contribution of the study 

It was found that although 1\TpOs can theoretically apply the normative Steyn and Puth (2000) 

model, it is not practically feasible, due to the NPOs' unique constraints. The theoretical and 
practical contribution of study was the development of a simplified model, based on sound 
theoretical principles, for NPOs in the adult literacy sector to implement strategic communica
tion management nooothstanding their constraints and limited resources. The steps/actions 
indicated in the simplified model are aligned to NPOs reality and current practice, ,vithin the 
requirements for strategic communication management. .All NPOs viewed strategic communi
cation and relationship management as a time-consuming task that necessitates an additional, 
trained staff member. By simplifying the model, and focusing on what NPOs are already doing, 
misconceptions about the complexity and feasibility of communication management might be 
cleared. 
The study identified the specific constraints experienced by NPOs in the adult literacy sector, 
which impact negatively on their application of strategic communication management. The 
main constraints experienced by NPOs are a lack of funding and manpower, a lack of training in 
communication management and the subsequent lack of knowledge of the advantages of strate
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gic communication management for the achievement of organisational goals. 

In addition to the above, study made a social contribution because improved strategic com

munication would assist NPOs in the adult literacy sector to be more successful in achieving their 

goals, and as such to make a contribution to social development in South Africa. 

Furthermore, this study identified a specific method of capacity building in NPOs, for which 

universities can obtain funding, and at the same time be socially responsible by engaging in em

pmvering action research in NPOs. 


11.5 Limitations of the study 

As this study ,vas exploratory \vith a qualitative nature, a shortcoming is the small sample of NPOs 
that took part in the study. The findings could therefore not be generalised to all the },TpOs in the 
adult literacy sector in South Africa, or to any other NPO sector in South Africa. An additional fac
tor was that it was difficult to find NPOs in South Africa whose main focus is the upliftment of adult 
illiteracy, as discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2. 

It would have been ideal to ,make a longitudinal, in-depth study of each NPO, in order to obtain a 
better understanding ofthe effect of the application of strategic communication management on at
taining organisational goals relationship building with stakeholders. A longitudinal study would 
enable investigation of the strategic communication function v.i.thin each NPO in more detail than 
was case ,vith this study. However, this study's time frame did not allow for such an expansive 
research design. 

Itwould furthermore have been valuable to investigate the views ofthe NPOs' strategic stakeholders, 
such as their learners, donors, government, and teachers, about each NPO's communication. De
termining the communication and relationship building needs of the },TpOs' strategic stakeholders 
would enable NPOs to adapt their communication practices to their stakeholders' needs. It would 
also make a valuable contribution to the adaptation ofthe Steyn and Puth (2000) model for NPOs in 
the adult literacy sector in South Africa. 
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NORTH~WEST UNIVERSfTY 

YUNIBESITI YA BOKONE-BOPHIRlMA 

NOORDWES-UNIVERSITEfT 

School of Communication Studies 
Tel (018) 018 2991641 
Fax (018) 018 - 2991651 
Email Marlene.Wiggil.@nwu.ac.za 

22 May 2007 

Dear Mr Miller 

RESEARCH PROJECT: NGOS - STRATEGIC STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT 

I am a lecturer at the North-West University, Potchefstroom Campus, and am busy with a Ph.D. research 
project on NGOs working towards the alleviation of adult illiteracy. I have identified your organisation as one 
of the NGOs that I would like to Include in the research. 

NGOs, liKe all other organisations, can benefit greatly from the application of strategic stakeholder and 
communication management, including relationship and issues management, and recognising the importance 
of the aforementioned in the organisation's strategy development processes. Research has shown though 
that most NGOs do not practice strategic stakeholder and communication management, nor do they employ 
specialist communication practitioners. This research project therefore aims to investigate how NGOs deal 
with stakeholder and communication management challenges, and to test the viability of a specific 
stakeholder and communication management approach that could enhance the achievement of 
organisations' strategic goals. 

Unfortunately I can only include 5 NGOs in this project due to limited time and resources. If you agree to take 
part in the project your organisation's stakeholder and communication management efforts could be 
enhanced by the results and the recommendations of the study. Your involvement will entail the prOVisioning 
of background information about your organisation, as well as information on your organisation's current 
stakeholder and communication management practices. I intend to gather this information by means of an In
depth interview in the near future. 

Would you be so kind as to inform me if you would agree to take part in this project? You can reply directly to 
my e-mail address (see above). If you have agreed to be involved I will contact you again in the near future 
to organise the proposed interview. 

Yours sincerely 

Marlene Wiggill (Mrs) 
Lecturer 

MARLENE.WIGGILL@NWU.AC.ZA 
c:\documents and settings\administrator\my documents\phd\invitation - research project.doc 

POTCHEFSTROOM CAMPUS 
• Private Bag X6001 -Potchefstroom -South Africa 2520 -Tel: +27 18 299-1111 -Fax: +27 18299·2799 • http://www.nwu.ac.za 
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